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INTRODUCTION

The ideal way of reading 17/e Diuine Comedy would be to start

at the first line and go straight through to the end, surrendering to

the vigour of the story-telling and the swift movement of the

verse, and not bothering about any historical allusions or theo-

logical explanations which do not occur in the text itself. That is

how Dante himself tackles his subject. His opening words plunge

us abruptly into the middle of a situation:

Midway this way of life we're bound upon

I woke tofind myselfin a dark wood.

Where the right road was wholly lost andgone.

From that moment the pace of the narrative never slackens.

Down the twenty-four great circles of Hell we go, through the

world and out again imder the Southern stars; up the two terraces

and the seven cornices of Mount Purgatory, high over the sea,

high over the clouds to the Earthly Paradise at its summit; up
again, whirled from sphere to sphere of the singing Heavens,

beyond the planets, beyond the stars, beyond the Primum Mobile,
into the Empyrean, there to behold God as He is - the ultimate,

the incfiable, yet, in a manner beyond all understanding, “marked
with our image” - until, in that final ecstasy,

Powerfailed highfantasy here; yet, swift to move
Even as a wheel moves equal,freefrom jars.

Already my heart and will were wheeled by love.

The Love that moves the sun and the other stars.

Yet the twentieth-century reader who surts out on this tre-

mendous journey without any critical apparatus to assist him is

liable to get bogged half-way unless he knows something of

^
Dante s dieological, political, and personal background. For not
only is the poem a religious and political.sUegory - it is an allegory
of a rathecipg^ kind. Ifwe know how to read it, we shall find
that it has an enormous relevance both to us as individuals and to
the world situation ofto-day. Dante's Europe — remote and strange
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Introduction

as it seemed to the Liberals of the eighteenth and nineteenth cen-

turies - had much in common with our own distracted times, and

his vivid awareness of the deeps and heights within the soul comes
home poignantly to us who have so recendy rediscovered the ^
problem of evil, the problem of power, and the ease with which

our most God-Uke imaginings are “betrayed by what is fake

within”. Moreover, Dante is a poet after our own hearts, possessed

of a vivid personality, which flows into and steeps the whole

texture of his work. Every line he ever wrote is the record of an

intimate personal experience; few men have ever displayed their

own strength and weakness so unreservedly, of interpreted the

universe so consistendy in terms of their own self-exploring. Nor,

I suppose, have passionate flesh and passionate intellect ever been

fused together in such a furnace of the passionate spirit. Brown-

ing’s phrase for the Comedy:

the majestic mass

Leavened as the sea whosefire is mixed with glass

,

comes nearer than any other to expressing Dante’s miracle qf

bumnig clarity.

But if Dante is t6 “speak to our condition”, as the Quakers so

charmingly put it, we must take him seriously and ourselves

seriously. We must forget a great deal of the nonsense that is
-

talked about Dante - all the legends about his sourness, arrogance,

and “obscurity”, and especially that libel which, as Professor

Vincent ^ has observed, “persists with the tenacity of an evil

weed”, namely, that he was a peevish poUtical exile who indulged

his petty spites and prejudices by putting his enemies in Hell and

his friends in Paradise. We need not forget that Dante is sublime,

intellectual and, on occasion, grim; but we must also be prepared

to find him simple, homely, humorous, tender, and bubbling over

with ecstasy. Nor must we look to find in him only a poet of

“period” interest; he is a universal poet, speaking prophetically

of God and the Soul and the Society of Men in their umversal ^
relations.

We must also be prepared, wlrile we arc reading Dante, to

accept the Christian and Catholic view of ourselves as responsible

I. E. R. Vincent, On Re-Reading Dante.
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Introduction

rational beings. We must abandon any idea that we are the slaves

ofchance, or environment, or our subconscious; any vague notion

that good and evil are merely relative terms, or that conduct and

opinion do not really matter; any comfortable persuasion that,

however shiftlessly we muddle through life, it will somehow or

other ail come right on the night. We must try to believe that

man’s will is free, that he can consciously exercise choice, and that

his choice can be decisive to all eternity. For The Divine Comedy is

precisely the drama of the soul’s choice. It is not a fairy-story, but

a great CFristim 3flegoiy; deriving its power from the terror and
splendour of the Christian revelation. Clear, hard tliought went to

its making: its beauty is of that solid and indestructible sort that

is built upon a framework of nobly proportioned bones. If we
ignore the theological structure, and merely browse about in it for

detached purple passages and poetic bits and pieces we shall be

disappointed, and never see the architectural grandeur of the poem
as a whole. People who tackle Dante in this superficial way seldom
get beyond the picturesque squalors of the Inferno. This is as though
we were to judge a great city after a few days spent underground
among the cellars and sewers; it would not be surprising if we
were to report only an impression of sordidness, suffocation, rats,

fetor, and gloom. But the grim substructure is only there for the

sake of the city whose walls and spires stand up and take the

morning; it is for the vision of God in the Paradiso that all the rest

of the allegory exists. ^
Allegory is the interpretation of experience by means of images.

In its simplest form it is a kind of extended metaphor. Supposing
we say: “John very much wanted to do so-and-so, but hesitated

for fear of the consequences”; that is a plain statement. If we say:

“In John’s mind desire and fear contended for the mastery” we
arc already beginning to speak allegorically: Jolm’s mind has

become a field of batde in which two personified emotions arc

carrying on a conflict. From this we can easily proceed to build

up a full-blown allegory. We can represent the object of John’s
ambition as a lady imprisoned in a castle, which is attacked by a

kmght called Desire and defended by a giant called Fear, and w-c

can put in as much description of the place and people as will serve

to make the story exciting. We can show Desire so badly battered
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by Fear that he is discouraged and ready to give up, until rebuked

by his squire, called Shame, who takes him to have his wounds

dressed by a cheerful lady named Hope. Later, he is accosted by a

plausible stranger called Suspicion, who says that the lady is much *-

less virtuous and good-looking than she is made out to be, ... And
so forth, introducing as many personifications of this kind as may
be needed to express John’s successive changes of mind. In this

way we can work out quite a compUcated psychological pattern,

and at the same time entertain the reader with an exciting and

colourful tale of adventure. In this purest kind of allegory, John

himself never appears: his psyche is merely the landscape in which

his personified feelings carry out their manoeuvres. But there is

also a form in which John himself- or what we may perhaps call

John’s conscious self, or super-self- figures among the personages

ofthe allegory, as a pilgrim or knight-errant, exploring the wilder-

nesses of his own soul and fighting against opposition both from

within and without. The earlier part of The Romance of the Rose is

an example of the first kind of allegory and The Pilgrms Progress

of the second. In neither kind does the actual story pretend to be a

relation of fact; in its literal meaning, the whole tale is fiction; the

allegorical meaning is the true story.

Dante’s allegory is more complex. It differs from the standard

type in two ways: (i) in its literal meaning, the story is - up to a

certain point and with a great many important qualifications -

intended to be a true story; (2) the figures of the allegory, instead

of being personified abstractions, zrc symboUc personages.

To take the second point first: In dealing with the vexed subject

ofsymbolism, we shall save ourselves much bewilderment ofmind

by realising that there are two kinds of symbols.

A conventional symbol is a sign, arbitrarily chosen to represent,

or “stand for”, something with which it has no integral connec-

tion: thus the scrawl X may, by common agreement, stand, in

mathematics, for an unknown quantity; in the alphabet, for a

sound composed of a cluck and a hiss; at the end of a letter, for a

fond embrace. The figure X is not, in itself, any of these things

and tells us nothing about them- Any other sign would serve the

same purpose ifwe agreed to accept it so, nor is there any reason

why ie same sign should not stand, if we agreed that it should.
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for quite different things: infinity, or a murmuring sound, or a

threat. With this kind of symbol we need not now concern our-

selves, except to distinguish it from the other.

A mtural symbol is not an arbitrary sign, but a thing really

existing which, by its very nature, stands for and images forth a

greater reality ofwhich it is itself an instance. Thus an arch, main-

taining itself as it docs by a balance of opposing strains, is a natural

symbol of that stability in tension by which the whole universe

maintains itself. Its significance is the same in all languages and in

all circumstances, and may be applied indifferently to physical,

psychical, or spiritual experience. Dante’s symbolism is of this

kind. To avoid confusion with the conventional or arbitrary

symbol I shall follow the example of Charles Williams and others

and refer to Dante’s natural symbols as his “images”.

We arc now in a position to distinguish between a simple

allegorical figure and a symbolic image. The allegorical figure is

a personified abstraction. Thus, in an allegorical masque. Tyranny
might be represented as a demon with a club in one hand and a

set of fetters in the other, riding in a juggernaut chariot drawn by
tigers over the bodies of Youth, Innocence, Happiness, and what-
not, and declaiming sentiments appropriate to tyrannical passions.

In a play using symbolic imagery, the dramatist might bring in the

figure of Nero or Hitler, wearing his ordinary clothes and simply
talking like Nero or Hitler, and every one would understand that

this personage was meant for the image of Tyranny.
In the Comedy, Dante uses the allegorical figure only occasion-

ally; by far the greater number of his figures are symbolic images.
Thus, he is accompanied through Hell, not bv a personified

abstraction called Reason, or Wisdom, or Science, or Art. or
Statecraft, but by Virgil the Poet, a real person, who is, by his

own nature, qualified to symbolize all these abstractions. The
charaaers encountered in the circles of Hell, Purgatory, and Para-
dise are similarly not personifications of Sin and Virtue, but the
souls of real people, represented as remaining in, or purging off,

their sins or experiencing the fruition of their vinucs.

Being thus real personages, the images of the Divine Comedy arc
set in a real environment: Hell, Purgatory, and Heaven are not a
fiction invented to carry the allegory, but a true picture of the

13
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three states of the hfe after death. I do not, of course, mean by this

that Dante*s description of them is meant to be physically accurate.

He did not really suppose that Hell was a pit extending from a

little way below the foundations ofJerusalem to the centre of the %

earth, or that Purgatory was a mountainous island - in the Anti-

podes, or that a person could go from one to the other in his

mortal body in the space of two and a half days; nor did he really

imagine that Heaven was located among the celestial spheres. He
takes the utmost pains to make his geographical details plausible

and scientifically correct; but that is just the novelist’s method of

giving verisimilitude to the story. Dante knew better, and from

time to time he warns his readers against mistaking a work of the

imagination for a bald statement of material fact. He did, how-
ever, share the belief of all Catholic Christians that every living

soul in the world has to make the choice between accepting or

rejecting God, and that at the moment of death it will discover

what it has chosen: whether to remain in the outer darkness of

the alien self, knowing God only as terror and judgment and pain,

or to pass joyfully through the strenuous purgation which fits it to

endure and enjoy eternally the unveiled presence of God.

But although the literal story of the Comedy is (with the qualifica-

tion and within the limits I have mentioned) a true one, and the

characters in it are real people, the poem is nevertheless an alle-

gory. The literal meaning is the least important part of it: the

story with its images is only there for the sake of the truth which

it symbolizes, and the real environment within which all the events

take place is the human soul. Since Dante has suffered a good deal

at the hands of readers who suppose him to be interested only in

the post-mortal destination of his friends and enemies, let us hear

what he himself has to say on the subject. We have a letter,

written to his patron, Can Grande della Scala, in which he ex-

plains the nature of allegory and the way in which he intended his

book to be read:

The meaning ofthis work is not simple for we obtain one meaning

from the letter of if, and anotherfrom that which the letter signifies; and

the first is called literal, but the other allegorical or mystical. And to

make this matter of treatment clearer, it may be studied in the verse:

14
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“When Israel came out of Egypt and the House ofJacob from among a

strange people, Judah was his sanctuary and Israel his dominion*. For if

we regard Ac letter alone, what is set before us is the exodus of the

Children of Israelfrom Egypt in the days ofMoses; ifthe allegory, our

redemption wrought by Christ; if the moral we are shown the

conversion of the soul from the grief and wretchedness of sin to the state

ofgrace; if the anagogical. we are shown the departure of the holy soul

from the thraldom of this corruption to the liberty of eternal glory. And

although these mystical meanings are called by various names, they may

all be called in getteral allegorical, since they differfrom the literal and

historical.

Tlte subject of the whole work, then, taken merely in the literal sense

is “die state of the soul after death straightforwardly affirmed**, for the

development of the whole work hinges on and about that. But if, indeed,

the work is taken allegorically, its subject is: “Man, as by good or ill

deserts, in the exercise of his free choice, he becomes liable to rewarding

or punishing Justice**,

It will be seen that Dante has chosen as his illustrative example a

text which, taken literally, asserts a historical fact, but which can

be interpreted allegorically on three different leveb. This suggests

Aat Ae allegory of Ac Commedia also may, and should, find

variouslevcls of interpretation; and this is true, both of it and of all

great allegories which convey universal truths.

Two oAcr consequences follow. In the first place, because Ac
personages arc symboUc images in an- allegory, we need not trouble

too much about the accuracy of Dante’s information and judg-
ment, or waste our time in exclaiming over his arrogance in

adjudicating eternal awards and punishments. He may have erred

in supposing that Guido da Montefeltro had committed the fraud

for which he suffers in the eighA pit of Malbowgcs, or that Ac
notorious Cunizza repented her sins and attained beatitude: for Ac
allegory it is immaterial. Historians are faUible, and God alone

knows Ac secrets ofAe heart; for all we know a Marquis de Sadc
may have been much maUgned and a Juhus Strcicher may have
Acd penitent and at peace with his Maker. But that need nor, and
docs not, prevent us — as it did not prevent Dante - from saying:

If his decA do not belie him, Aen in Aat man we behold somc-

15
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thing that is an embodied damnation**. Literally, we may or may
not believe that such a man has cut himself off from redemption;
but in any case, we can scarcely be mistaken in saying: “That man
presents the image ofsomething in civilization which will corrupt

and ruin civilization; of something in myself which (if I do not
recogmze and repent it) will assuredly corrupt and ruin me**.

In the second place, by using for his images real people, rather

than personified abstractions, Dante gains an enormous artistic

advantage over the simple allegorist. Except in the hands of the

greatest masters, such as Bunyan, personified virtues and vices are

apt to seem frigid and artificial. Dante's mastery was equal to any-

thing: in his early book. The New Life^ he had already handled

personification beautifully, and no doubt he could have done it

again, and on the grand scale, if he had tried. But he did not try:

he looked at the great bristling difficulty of allegory, over which
so many writers, before and since, have come a cropper, and,

with his infaUible poetic tact, quietly by-passed it. Instead of en-

deavouring to interest us in personages labelled “Counsel** or

“Divine Grace** or “Simony** or “Theology** he gave us por-

traits of Virgil, Beatrice, Pope Nicholas III, and Thomas Aquinas,

in whom, since they are human, we are predisposed to be in-

terested. In this way he saved himself pages of elaborate descrip-

tion and made room in his poem for the discussion of a great

many subjects of the utmost importance, thus widening its range

and increasing its variety.

We are apt to be astonished at first, in reading (say) the Inferno,

to find how little is actually said about the particular sin ofwhich

Dante and we are wimessing the retribution. Sometimes the souls

relate their histories (as do Francesca da Rimini, * for instance, and

Guido da Montefeltro 2), but even then there is little or no moral-

izing on the subject. More often there is merely a description of

the conditions in which the sinners find themselves, after which a

character is introduced and talks with Dante upon some apparently

extraneous matter which is closely related, indeed, to the subject

of the Comedy taken as a whole, but has no special relevancy to

the immediate circumstances. In showing us his images, Dante has

already told us all we need to know about the sin. He has intro-

I. Inf. V. 97 sqq. 2. Inf. xxvii. 67 sqq.
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duccd us, for example, to Ciacco - a rich and amiable Florentine

gendeman, well known and much ridiculed by his contemporaries

for his monstrous self-indulgence: the familiar name is enough to

remind contemporary readers ofwhat Gluttony looks like to the

world; he has also shown us the conditions of Ciacco’s part of

1 Hell - a cold wallowing in mud under the fangs and claws of

Cerberus: that, stripped of all glamour, is what Gluttony *s, seen in

its true and eternal nature. Why waste more words upon it? Let

Ciacco and Dante converse upon the state of Florence.*

We now begin to sec the necessity for all the notes and explana-

tions with which editors feel obliged to encumber the pages of

Dante. To the fourteenth-century Italian, the personages of the

Comedy were familiar. To identify them, and to appreciate the

positions they occupy in the Three Kingdoms of the After-world,

was to combine an understanding of the allegorical significance

with the excitement of a chromque scandaleuse and the intellectual

entertainment of solving one of the more enigmatical varieties of

cross-word puzzle. For us it is different. We do. not know these

people; nor indeed are we to-day quite so familiar with our

classical authors, or even with our Bible, as a medieval poet might
reasonably expect his public to be. Let us suppose that an English-

man were to write a contemporary Divine Comedy on Dante’s

model, and that in it, mixed up with a number of scriptural and
mythological characters, we were to find, assigned to various

circles of Hell, Purgatory, and Paradise, according to the religious

and political convictions of the author, the following assortment
of people - some referred to by their full names, some by Chris-
tian name or surname alone, and some indicated only by a witty
or allusive phrase: Chamberlain (“him of the orchid**), Chamber-
lain

(
him of the umbrella”), [Stewart Houston] Chamber-

lain, Bride$-in-thc-Bath” Smith, “Galloper” Smith, Horatio
Bottomley, Horatio [Lord Nelson], Fox [Charles or George to be
inferred from the context], the Man who picked up the Bomb

• iiijermyn Street, Oscar Wilde, Oscar Slater, Oscar Browning,
Spencer, Spenser, Lord Castlercagh, Lord Castlerossc, Lawrence
[of Arabia], [D. H.] Lawrence, “Butcher” Heydrich, W. G.
Grace. Grace Darling, the Captain of xhc Jarvis Bay, the Sisters of

I. Inf. vi. 3 8 sqq.
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Haworth, the Woodcutter ofHawarden, the Ladies ofLlangollen,

the Lady with the Lamp, the Lady-with-the Lampshade-made-of-

Human-Skin, Titus Oates, Captain Oates, Quisling, the Owner
of ‘^Hermit”, the French Blue-beard, Bacon, Roger Bacon, Roger ^

Fry, the Claimant, the Bishop of Zanzibar, Clarence Hatry, the

Tolpuddle Martyrs, Brown and Kennedy, the Dean of St. Pat- /

rick’s, the Dean of St. Paul’s, Dean Farrar, Fred Archer, Mrs.

Dyer, Lord George Sanger, Lord George Gordon, General

Gordon, Ouida, William Joyce, James Joyce, “the OfiSccr in the

Tower’’, Peter the Painter, Jenkins “of the Ear”, Dick Sheppard,

Jack Sheppard, and “the Widow at Windsor”. Let us further

suppose that the writer holds strong views on Trade Unionism,

the constitution of UNO, the “theology of crisis”, Freudian

psychology, Einstcinian astronomy, and the art of Mr Jacob

Epstein. Let us then suppose that the book is to be read, six hun-

dred years hence, by an intelligent Portuguese with no particular

knowledge of English social history. Would he not require a

few notes, in order to savour the full pungency of the poet’s

pronouncements and thoroughly understand his attitude to the

cosmic set-up?

We need to know what Dante’s characters stood for in his eyes,

and therefore we need to know who they were. But that is as

much as we need. The purely historical approach to a work of

art can easily be overdone by the general reader. Just because it

puts the thing away into a “period”, it tends to limit its relevance

to that period. So long as vre can amuse ourselves with antiquarian

details about Alessio Interminei,* or with the entertaining circum-

stance that Dante confused the historical Thais 2 with a character

in a play, so long are we likely to refrain from asking ourselves

whether there is anything in our own pubHc or private lives which

places us, spiritually, in the stinking ditch where the corruptors of

language wallow in their own excreted filth. Valuable as the his-

torian’s researches are, Dante has become such a quarry for the

amateur of medieval fossils that I have thought it well, even at the ^

cost of seeming heavily didactic, to add to the necessary historical

Notes another series of Notes, called “The Images”, which aim

at suggesting the lines along which the allegory may be inter-

I. Inf. xviii. 115 sqq. 2. Inf. xviii. J27 sqq.
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prcted so as to bring out its universal relevance. Needless to say,

these suggestions do not exhaust the possible meanings of the

poem: a great poetical image is much more than the sum of its

interpretations, and the more closely we meditate upon it the

richer does it grow in significance.

The poem is an allegory of the Way to God — to that union of

our wills with the Universal Will in which every creature finds

its true self and its true being. But, as Dante himself has shown, it

may be interpreted at various levels. It may be seen, for example,

as ie way of the artist, or as the way of the lover * - both these

ways are specifically included in the imagery. Since there is not

room for everything in one small volume, I have concentrated

chiefly upon two levels of interpretation: the way of the Com-
munity (“the City’*) and the way of the individual Soul. The

latter is, perhaps, in the long run, the more important; but both

loomed large in Dante’s mind, and they interpenetrate and com-

plete one another. For many of us it may be easier to understand

Hell as the picture of a corrupt society than as that of a corrupt

self. Whichever we start with, it is likely to lead to the otlier; and

it does not much matter by wliich road we come to Dante so long

as we get to him in the end.

We cannot, of course, do without the historical approach alto-

gether, for the poem is largely concerned with historical events.

Neither can we do altogether without the biographical approach,

since the poem is so closely concerned with the poet’s personal

experience. The allegory is universal, but it is so precisely because

it is a man’s answer to a situation - a particular man and a par-

ticular situation in time and place. The man is Dante; the time is

the beginning of the fourteenth centur)'; the place is Florence,

All Heaven and Earth and Hell are, in a sense, included within
that narrow compass.

Even so, the compass is not really so narrow as we are apt to

imagine, accustomed as we are to thinking in terms of continents
and myriads and supersonic speeds, and supposing nothing to be
of importance unless it is very large indeed. Because of our
habitual snobbery about size, Dante has sometimes been re-

proached for his absorbing interest in “local politics”. But this

I. See Charles Williams: Figure ofBeatrice.
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is a very misleading way of putting tte thing. The Italian cities

in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries were not places like

Little-Hugley-in-the-Hole, nor were their pohdes the poUdes of

the parish pump. They were sovereign states, and some of them

(Venice is the outstanding example) had the status of world

powers. In the Western civilization of that day, whose centre was

the Mediterranean, they were as important as the Balkan States in

the larger world ofto-day; their internal dissensions might exercise

upon the European history of the time an influence comparable to

that of the recent Spanish Civil War upon our own, and might

involve equally wide issues.

The unifying power in the Ancient World had been that of

the Roman Empire; it held all Europe as far East as the Danube,

together with Asia Minor, and the African coast of the Mediter-

ranean, in a complicated nexus of tributary states, of which those

of Italy were, naturally, the most closely united to the central

government.

When Constantine was converted, and established Christianity

as the official Imperial rehgion, he moved his seat ofEmpire from

Rome to Byzantium,’ which, under its new name of Constantin-

ople, became the centre of a strong and flourishing civilization,

capable of resisting the barbarians for a thousand years. The

Western half of die Empire, though still administered from

Rome by the “Emperor of the West”, was exposed to those

innumerable invasions by Germanic tribes from the North which

make the period called the Dark Ages so chaotic a tale of devasta-

tion and bloodshed. Rome was five times taken and three times

sacked; the government fled to Ravenna; unity in the West was

broken and lost. In the gloom of five confused centuries, the

hghts of culture and dvili^tion were kept alive in the West only

by the exertions ofthe Church. Unlike the Eastern Church which,

being closely fused into the Imperial power at Constantinople,

never lost its strong consciousness of the coinherencc of the func-

tions of Church and State, whether in spiritual or secular matters,

the Western Church developed independently, and the Sec of

St Peter at Rome rose to a position of unchallenged spiritual

authority, from which it proceeded to lay claim to the temporal

I. Para. vi. l sqq.
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power also. When the Eastern Empire finally succumbed to
attack from without and disintegration from within, it was at the
hands of Pope Leo IE that, in the year 800, the Frankish prince,

^
Charlemagne, received his consecration and the crown of that
Empire - presently to be called Holy and still called Roman -
whose title indeed descended from the Empire of the Caesars, but
which no longer had its geographical centre at Rome.
By diis time, however, the power of the Papacy was no longer

purely spiritual. A forged document (“the Donation of Constan-
tine

)
purporting to show that the Emperor Constantine had made

a g^ of Italy and the West to Pope Sylvester, was produced in
justification, and was for many years accepted as the legal basis,
of a claim to complete temporal Jurisdiction over the whole of
Western Christendom.* FurAer, by a political bargain concluded
in 753 between Pope Stephen and the Frankish King P^pin the
Short, a number of cities which the Lombard invaders had seized
from the Empire,had been retaken and handed over, not to the
Emperor but to the Sec of Rome. This transaction was the origin
o the Papal States, and of the Pope’s appearance as a territorial
^wer among the secular European powers, over all of which
he claimed to exercise a general temporal power as Head of the

Itdy, her pohtical unity thus disintegrated by the upheavals of
c Dark Ages, remained, then, at the beginning of the thirteenth

^tury, a loose bundle of independent city-republics.* which
nad no formal centre of government, and were only held to-

I m ^ * fashion by (a) a common spiritual allegiance to
ome,

(Jj

a nominal connection with the Empire, (c) the tradi-
tion o the ancient Roman Law, which was supposed to regulate

.

tntcmal constitution of all these various states. Between one
city and another there was constant feud and rivalry, accompanied

aitical^^Ifh*?
among other things, that in every country, ecclcsi-

were
appointments, as weU as the ecclesiastical courts of law,

of control by the Uy state, and that aU seculai

PooTtrhn ? u downwards, derived their authority from the

dc^^L u I

^«“ici»ant. not only excommunicate but"Pwettm and absolve their subjects from their aUegiance.

new units
survivals of the ancient Roman provinces, but

invasions
spontaneously during the years ofthe Germanic
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by continual shifting alliances for mutual defence or for combined

aggression. Across the whole country there raged a perpetual

series of territorial and ideological quarrels, whose lines ofcleavage

sometimes coincided with pohrical frontiers and sometimes cut

across them. We may imagine the situation as being something like

that in the Balkan States to-day. We must further imagine the

whole population to be divided, like that of England after the

Conquest, into two racial groups: an aristocracy descended from

invaders of an aUen blood and culture, and a native stock, com-

prising most of the burgess and peasant classes, still obstinately

vileges. But whereas in

England the constitution tended to become centralized and stabil-

ized under the Crown, in Italy there was no such focus of national

self-consciousness. Moreover, the Italian nobihty was violently

divided by internecine clan feuds like those of the Campbells

and MacGregors, so that each great family was a law unto itself

and its followers, overriding the native constitution, bearing rule

according to its own tribal custom, and indulging in perpetual raids

and vendettas against its rivals.

At the bottom, therefore, of all this confusion there lay an

ideological conflict of a sort very familiar to us at present: that

between government by law and arbitrary government by a

military cUque. On the surface, however, it appeared rather as a

conflict between two pohrical parries: the Guelfs and the Ghibel-

lines.^ On the whole, and very roughly speaking, the Ghibellines

were the aristocratic party; they upheld the authority of the

Emperor and looked for support to him, and were opposed to

the growing territorial power of the Papacy. The Guelfs, again

very roughly speaking, may be called the “democratic” party -

not, of course, in the modem sense that they stood for class-

equahty, but in the sense that they wanted consriturional govern-

ment. On the whole they represented the indigenous ItaHan

stock, and included many of the minor nobility together with the

mercantile middle-classes, who were now rising into importance.

Their slogan was “Civic Liberty”; they wanted to shake off the

I. The names, inherited from the ancient rivalry of the Wclf

Weiblineen families for the Imperial crown, had by now lost their original

significance, and become mere party labels, like “Whig*’ and “Tory”.

clinging to their ancient laws and pri
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yoke of the Empire, and looked to the Pope for support against

the domination of the aristocratic Ghibelline clans.

One must not regard any of these lines of division as clear-cut

or permanent. Territorial rivalry between two adjacent Guelf

cities might throw the weaker into temporary alliance with a

Ghibelline neighbour, or vice versa. Or a Guelf-Ghibelline clash

within a city might lead to a “purge** and the expulsion of the

defeated party, who would promptly seek aUies among the sur-

rounding cities, in the hope of staging a return from exile and

banishing the victors in their turn. In each city “the Party ,

whichever it was, formed a separate state within the state, distinrt

from the legal constitution, and administering tlie affairs of the

repubUe by its own officers - much as we have recently seen the

Communist or the Fascist party doing, on a larger scale, in various

states of Europe.

Behind all this complex of ideological, territorial, party, and

family feuds stood the great European powers, who often found

it advantageous to fish in the troubled waters of Italy. The Ger-

manic Imperial states might be expected to support the claims of

the Emperor and so ofthe Ghibelline party; France was called in by

the Pope to support the Guelfs against Imperial encroachment.

Wc saw a somewhat similar situation in the Spanish Civil War.

So that, if wc make a kind of composite picture of the Balkans

to-day, and the Spain of the nineteen-thirties, with a flavour of

post-Conquest England and a dash of the Scottish Higlilands

before the Union, we shall be in a fair way to imagine the com-
plications of medieval Italy. But we must remember also that all

this political unrest was, nevertheless, accompanied by a tre-

mendous flowering of wealtli and culture. The Dark Ages were

over; the Early Renaissance was beginning. Trade was vigorous,

the great guilds of the craftsmen and merchants were rising to

power; the old classical learning was being rediscovered, and a

civilized and cultured society was eagerly patronizing music and

the arts, while scholars, both clerical and lay, were founding

1. In Florence especially, powerful support for the Papacy came from the
great Guelf banking houses, of which - notwithstanding the Church's
offic^ condemnation ofusury - the Popes were by far the most important
and influential customers.
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schools and universities for the encouragement of education and

the study of philosophy and science. And finally, we must re-

member that, with all these multifarious dissensions, there was

no clear-cut schism in the Western Church, of the kind to which

we have grown accustomed since the Reformation. The great

Dualist heresy,* which had been brought into Europe fiom the

East, and which, in the preceding century, had flourished exceed-

ingly in Languedoc and the South, had been driven underground,

partly by persecution and the Inquisition, and partly by the mis-

sionary efforts of the Franciscan and Dominican orders. The

Waldensian sects in the North, which were to become the

ancestors of Protestantism, were as yet rather a movement for

reform within the Church than a separatist body. It was still

possible to be anti-clerical without being and-Catholic, or to de-

nounce ecclesiastical corruption and the abuse of the Temporal

Power without abating one’s reverence for the Chair of Peter.

Neither did religious disputes necessarily take on a political

colour. In Italy, many of ^e Ghibclline nobles were indeed sus-

peaed of heresy, and even of atheism; yet, generally speaking, it

remained true that Pope’s man and Emperor’s man believed the

same doctrine, and took the Sacrament at the same altar. Those,

however, who, like Dante, were aware of the imderground

rumblings which foreboded the earthquake to come might well

be anxious, for the Church’s own sake, to see on the one hand the

reform of her interior discipline and, on the other, the removal of

the secular state fi'om ecclesiastical control and its umon under a

central authority.*

X. The Dualist churches, of which there were many varieties—c.g.

Albigcnsian, Patarene, Catharist, etc.—were what we should call Gnostic

or, more loosely, Manichean. They agreed in believmg that matter was

created by the Devil and in itself irredeemably evil, and consequently m
rdecting the doctrines of the perfect God-Manhood of Christy Fall

and the Atonement, the sanctity and resurrection of the body and other

central tenets of the Christian faith. An exceUent short account of them u

available in Steven Runciman’s The Mediaeval Manichee.

2 I am acquainted with the theory, first put forward by G. P. G. Ros^O

and’since sporadicaUy revived, that the Comedy (like every other work of

Dante) is nothing but an anti-Roman tract, preaching m pryptograi^Uc

form xhc Manichean heresy of the Cathar and Patarene sects. I need only

xay here that the arguments adduced are scarcely such as to commend them-

selves to sober scholarship or critical judgment.
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Towards the middle of the thirteenth century, a chance of

Italian, ifnot ofEuropean, unity offered itself, under that astonish-

ing Emperor of the Hohenstaufen dynasty, Frederick II, King of

Sicily, called by his contemporaries “Stupor Mundi” (the“Wondcr
of the World”), for his multifarious and eccentric brilliance. “The
object of Frederick was to make of Italy and Sicily a united king-

dom within the Empire. The settled purpose of the Papacy,

supported by a revived and enlarged league of Lombard towns,

was to frustrate this design. In the end the Papacy won the battle.

The man was defeated by the institution, and with him passed

away the last chance of an effective Roman Empire in central

Europe or for many centuries of an united Italian kingdom.” *

Thus the hind-sight of the historian. To contemporary political

foresight that conclusion was not so evident. Long after Frederick's

death in 1250, the partisans of the Empire still had good hopes
of their cause. In desperation, the French Popes Urban IV and
Clement IV offered the crown of Sicily to Charles of Anjou and
so called in foreign arms to decide the affairs of Italy. In February
1266 - or 126$ by the Old Calendar - Charles ofAnjou crushingly

defeated the Sicilian army under Frederick's bastard son, Manfred,
at the Battle of Benevento; 2 three years later, the line of Hohen-
staufen was extinguished by the brutal murder of Frederick’s

grandson, Conradin, after the Battle of Taghacozzo.
In that same momentous year of Benevento, in 1265, “under

the sign of Gemini” - that is, some time between the middle
of May and the middle of June 3 — Dante Alighieri was bom
at Florence. He was of gentle blood, though not of the great
nobihty. His family were Guelfs and prided themselves on their
pure Florentine descent; they owned a certain amount of land and
house property and were apparently ofgood standing and reason-
ably well-to-do. His mother died when he was five or six years
old, and his father when he was twelve, leaving him and his
brothers to the care of a stepmother.

It was while he was still a child that he imderwent a personal
experience which, trivial as it might appear at first sight, was yet
to prove the most important and the most enduring influence upon

I. H. A. L. Fisher: History of Europe. 2. Purg. iii, 103-45.
3. There is some evidence that it was 30 May.
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his life and genius, and to provide, as it were, the mirror in which,

at the height of his powers and to the end of his days, he beheld all

heaven and earth refleaed. We must, for a moment, forget Pope
and Emperor, Guelf and Ghibellinc, and hold up the course of

history while we trace out the story of that experience, and dis-

cover, ifwe can, just what it was that happened to hirn.

He was nearly nine when his father took him to a May-Day
party at the house of one Foleo Portinari, a wealthy Florentine

citizen, and here he met his host’s httle daughter, a child about a

year younger than himself. “She appeared to me dressed in a most

noble colour, a rich and subdued red, girded and adorned in a

manner becoming to her very tender age.” And he “declares most

truly” that at that very moment his heart trembled and said,

“Behold a god stronger than I that is come to bear rule over

me”; * that his soul and intellect began to marvel and said to his

eyes: “Now is your bliss made manifest”; 2 and that his senses

lamenting repUed: “Alas! how often henceforth shall we be

troubled.” 3

So Dante told the story,4 twenty years later, and die poetic

manner of the telling need not make us doubt the essential truth of

the story. These things happen. “ It is”, says Sir Osbert Sitwell,5

recounting a similar experience which befel him when he was not

very much older than Dante, “as though you had been hitherto

colour-blind, and now, by looking for a moment at the face of

a stranger, had been made whole and given the entire world of

vision. ... Why... should this single glimpse of a stranger raise

life to a level I had never hitherto known, and why should the

memory of it remain with me now, albeit I have long forgotten

the child’s name, to persist, no doubt, until the hour ofmy dying?”

Dante’s whole life-work is, in a manner, the answer to that ques-

tion. His case, however, was in one point a litde different. He

never forgot the child’s name, neither has he allowed the world to

forget it. The name was Beatrice.

Dante* himself has told us nearly all that we know about this

1. Ecce Dens fortior me qui veniens dominabitur mihi.

2. Apparuitjam beatitude vestra.

3. Heu miser! quia frequenter impeditus ero deinceps.

4. In the Vita Nuoua, from which these quotations arc taken.

5. The Scarlet Tree^ p. 208.
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strange and memorable love-affair. It is a history without sensa-

tional incident; the one event which to modem eyes might appear

important - Beatrice’s marriage in 1287 to ;hc banker Simone dei

Bardi - he does not so much as mention. When he assures us that

his love was “most chaste”, we may believe him; it was not

direaed to marriage (in his day a matter, for the most part, of
politic alliance), nor indeed to any kind of possession. He sought,

he says, to go where he might look upon Beatrice, because die

mere sight of her gracious beauty was to him a revelation, as of
something divine walking the earth bodily. He was eighteen

when, “ofher ineffable courtesy”, she first acknowledged him and
spoke to him in the street, giving him “a salutation of such virtue

that I seemed to behold uttermost bounds of bliss”. On a

subsequent occasion, having heard some scandalous rumours
about him, she “refused him her salutation”; and he learned that

love could be an initiation into suffering as well as into ecstasy. A
little later he saw her at a party in somebody’s house, and was so

much overcome by his feelings that the friend who was with him
thought he had been taken ill; Beatrice made fun of him (or so he
thought), and he was cut to the quick. In 1289, Foleo Portinari
died, and Dante grieved in sympathy for his lady’s grief. In 1290,
Beatrice herself died, and it seemed to him that the light had gone
out of life, and that the whole city of Florence was widowed by
her death.

From these slender and shining strands of experience he wove
his vision of love, singing it out as he went in that “sweet new
style - *7 dolce stil nuovo which was already revivifying the con-
ventional lyric of courtly love” with a springtime freshness of
personal feeling. Young poets were plentiful in thirteenth-century
Florence, but his contemporaries recognized in Dante Alighieri a

new voice of unusual quality. Some time after Beatrice’s death be
collected his verses into a book, which he called La Vita Nuova -
Th New Lifcy adding a running commentary in prose, in which,
with a candid and eager sincerity, he tried to explain just what it

was that had happened to him, and to communicate the quicken-
ing influence of his love upon his life. And he ended by telling
how he had had a “marvellous vision” of the dead and glorified
Beatrice, in which I beheld things that determined me to speak
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no more of that blessed one until such time as I could treat of her

more worthily. And to this end I study as much as I can, as she

well knows. So that, if it please Him by whom all things live to

prolong my life for a few years, I hope to write of her what never

yet was written of any woman.” All this programme he fulfilled

to the letter. But earlier than that he had written of himself as

“one who in Hell shall say to the damned, I have seen the hope ofthe

blessed*’. The words were prophetic; but he had first to behold

himself as one of the damned, in a hell of his own making.

The significance of Beatrice in the Divine Comedy is briefly

summed up on p. 67. and will be better discussed in detail when

we come to consider the Purgatorio and Paradiso. All we need for

the moment is to understand how it was that this Florentine girl

came to be for Dante the “God-bearing image”, the vehicle of

the Glory, and type of all other such communications of Grace.

The clue is best sought in a passage of the Vita Nuova, in which

lovers will recognize an experience which is universal, however

the illuminating moment may afterwards become dimmed and

lost amid the familiar contacts and disillusionments of daily life.

Dante is describing the effect upon him of Beatrice s s^utation ;

and it should be remembered that the Italian word salute means

not only “salutation” but also “salvation :

I say that when she appearedfrom any direction, then, in the hope of

her wondrous salutation, there was no enemy left to mei rather there

smote into me a flame of charity, which made me forgive every person

who had ever injured me; and if at that moment anybody had put a

question to me about anything whatsoever, my answer would have been

simply "'Love", with a countenance clothed in humility.

Not lovers alone, but also all those who have undergone the

experience known as conversion, will recognize that frame of

mind. In the language of religion, Dante, when he stood in the

presence of Beatrice,jenew himselfto be in a state ofgrace; he had

foimd salvation.

Although the Vita Nuova is autobiographical, it is not an aut<>

biography. Dante is not concerned to display himself in all

attitudes, but only in his attitude to Beatrice; and if we had ody

that book to go upon we might suppose that fiom his tenth to his
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twenty-fifth year he did nothing except circulate sonnets among

the intelligentsia of Florence, and moon his tearful way from one

emotional crisis to another. It is with a faint surprise that we find

him, at the age ofeighteen, engaged in prosaic business transactions

as head of his house, and. in his twenty-fifth year, fighting at the

Batde of Campaldino, being then, as he wrote to a friend, “ no

novice in arms”. The Florence of Dante’s day was Guelf. The

historic schism, by which Florence had, till then, remained com-
paratively untouched, was imported into the city in 1215, as the

result of a blood-feud between two great Florentine houses. A
nobleman called Buondelmonte dei Buondelmonti, who was en-

gaged to a lady of the Amidei family, jilted her for die daughter

of one of the Donari-an insult which the Amidei naturally

resented.

And as they were in council among themselves as to how they should

retaliate on him . . . Mosca de Lamherti spoke the evil word: Whafs done

is ended - that is, that he should be killed. And so it was done;for on the

morning of Easter Day they gathered together in the house ofthe Amidei

of Santo StefanOt and Messer Buondelmonte coming from the other side

of the ArnOf bravely dressed in new garments white all over^ and riding

a white palfrey, when he reached the foot of the Ponte Vecchio on this

side,just at the base of the pillar where stood the statue ofMars, the said

Messer Buondelmonte was thrown from his horse on to the ground by

Schiatta degli Uberti, and set on and stabbed by Mosca Lamberti and
Lambertuccio degli Amidei, and his throat cut by Oderigo Fifanti, and an

end made of him . ... Whereupon the city rushed to arms in an uproar;

and the death of Messer Buondelmonte was the cause and beginning of
the accursed Guelf and Ghibelline parties in Florence... [for] all the

families of the nobles and other citizens of Florence took sides, and some

held with the Buondelmonti, who Joined the Guelfparty and became its

leaders, and some with the Uberti, who became the leaders of the Ghibel-

linesJ

Once begun, the conflict raged on in Florence for fifty-two

years, now one side and now another gaining a temporary

1. VUIani, v. 38. Maurice Hewlett has retold the ulc vividly in his short
story Buondelmonte*s Saga in Fond Adventures. Readers of the Comedy will
meet with Mosca dei Lamberti in Canto xxvm of the Inferno.
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advantage. In 1248, the Ghibellines, with the help of Frederick II,

expelled the Guelfs from the city and razed their houses to the

ground. In 1250, Frederick died; the Guelfs came back, incited the

Florentines to make war upon the Ghibelline town of Pistoja

and, returning victorious, threw out the more obstructive of the

Ghibellines and changed the arms of the city from a white lily on

a red field to a red lily on a white field. The remaining Ghibellines

clung to the white lily and to their hopes of revenge; in 1258 they

conspired with Manfred to overthrow the Guelf government.

The people rose in arms against them, drove them from the city

and demolished their houses. The Ghibellines took refuge in Siena

and, under the leadership of the great captain, Farinata degli

Uberd,* bided their time. In 1260, Farinata jockeyed the Flor-

entines into making an ill-advised assault upon Siena; they were

cut to pieces, memorably and terribly, at the Battle of Montaperd

on the banks of the Arbia.2 It was the turn of the Guelfs to flee,

and before very long, says the chronicler, “there remained neither

town nor castle, little or great, throughout Tuscany, but was

subject to the Ghibellines”. But with the fall of the Hohenstaufens

the position was reversed, and the Ghibelline cause was everywhere

in echpse. After an attempt at a coalidon government, which

ended only in an abordve Ghibelline insurrection, and a fresh

peace-treaty which went the way of others of their kind, the

Florentine Guelfs, “feeling themselves powerful”, applied for help

to Charles of Anjou. He sent them eight hundred French horse-

men, under Count Guy de Montfort, the son of our own Simon.

He arrived in Florence on Easter Day, 1267, “and when the Ghi-

bellines heard of his coming... they departed out of Florence

without stroke of sword”. They never again came back.

But there was a moment, twenty years later, when it looked as

though they might come back. Arezzo, refuge of many of the

banished Florentines, had become a powerful Ghibelline strong-

hold, and in 1287 a number of Tuscan cides leagued together to

declare war upon her. At first, the Arednes had some success, but

eventually a strong force was dispatched against them - sixteen

hundred horsemen and ten thousand foot, from Florence, Lucca,

Prato. Pistoia, Siena, Volterra, Bologna, and other Guelf cities.

I. Inf. X. 22 sqq. 2. Inf x. 85
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The Flotentine contingent was the largest, including, besides i

number of French mercenaries, “six hundred horsemen ... the

best armed and the best mounted that ever went out from

^ Florence’*; and in the first rank of these, on 2 June 1289, rode

young Dante Alighieri. So they went, the red lily of Florence and

the golden lilies of France floating overhead, and all the bells ofthe

war-chariots sounding; “and the field of battle was on the plain

at the foot of Poppi, in the district called Certamondo , . , and the

plain is called Campaldino**.'

Dante wrote to a friend that he was at first much alarmed, but

afterwards joyful, because of the varying fortunes of the battle. He
had good reason; for in the first shock the Florentine horse were

broken and thrown back by the weight of the Aretine charge. But

they rallied and stood firm; the allies closed in on the flanks of the

pursuers; and so in the end “the Florentines had the victory and the

Aretines were defeated**, losing over seventeen hundred killed and.

two thousand taken.

The rest of the campaign was fought out on Aretine soil, Dante-

,
being present at the siege and capture of Caprona. Florence re--

mained Guclf; but for the moment it had been touch-and-go.

Dante lived through these exciting events, and wrote about them

later in his Comedy.^ But in the Vita Nuoua, the year of Campal-.

dino is marked only as that of the death of Foleo Portinari. By the

next year, military triumphshad lost their savour; Beatrice was dead.

During the next ten years we find Dante faithfully carrying out

his intention to “study as much as he could**. His people had given,

him a good education as a boy, under the guidance and encourage*

ment of old Bruno Latini - the elderly statesman and man of
letters whom he was later to grieve over in his vision of Hell.3 As a

young man, he had made himself familiar with the language and-

litcrature of Provence, on which all fashionable Italian verse was
modelled. He now set himself to improve his Latin and extend his

range. He read philosophy, theology ,

4

science (especially astro-

^ 1. ViUani, vii. 131. 2. See Inf. xxi. 9^-6: Purg.v,ZZsqq. 3. Infxv,22sqq.
4* Dante's philosophical and theological studies, and in particular die *

immense inBuence of St Thomas Aquinas, will be more conveniently
discussed in detail in connection with the Purgatory and Paradise. As much
as is necessary for understanding the Inferno will be fqund in the “Images’*’
and “Notes” attached to each canto.
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nomy), and classical poetry, nosing his own way into contem-

porary learning, as his eager, inquisitive mind led him. He was a

voracious reader, with an invaluable gift of concentration; there

is a story of how, becoming immersed in a new book outside an

apothecary’s shop, he browsed on oblivious for five or six hours,

totally unaware of an uproarious city festival that was going on in

the street behind him. According to his own account, he nearly

read his eyes out, and had for a time to fall back on darkness and

appUcations of cold water. It is, however, pleasant to know that

“he nevertheless maintained all his social and civic intercourse;

and it was wonderful how, though he studied without cessation,

no one would have supposed from his style and youthful company

that he was studying at all”.* He was, after all, a young man and a

poet; and he could not only make verses and write them in his

^‘tall, fine and accurate” 2 hand; he could also draw and sing, and

dehghted in the society of artists and musicians.

About this time - certainly not later than 1298, and probably a

year or two earUer - his family arranged a marriage for him ; to

console him (says the sentimental Boccaccio) for the death of

Beatrice, but also and chiefly, no doubt, because, as head of his

house, he could scarcely be allowed to neglect liis obvious social

duty. His wife was Gemma, of the noble and ancient Guelf family

of the Donati, and he had by her at least four children. That his

marriage was unhappy is as strenuously denied by some biographers

as it is positively asserted by others: there is litde reliable evidence

either way. We may, however, accept the wimess of Boccaccio

that Dante was given to sitting up late over his books and his

Business, “in so much that many a time both his household and his

wife were grieved thereat, until they grew used to his ways and

^took no further notice of it”. There is a ring of truth about that.

Probably, like some other men of genius, he was imperfectly

house-trained; possibly Gemma was a trifle conventional, and

rather put up with genius than ecstatically served it.

Art and learning, and the responsibilities of a householder, were

not all: there were also the claims of the republic; and as soon as

he had attained the age of fiiU citizenship, Dante threw himself

energetically into politics. In order to qualify for the higher posts

I. Lionardo Bnini. 2, Boccaccio.
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in the government, it was necessary, under the new “democratic

constitution set up by the Guclfs in 1284, to be a member of one

of the great city guilds. Accordingly, in 1295 or 1296, Dante

enrolled himself in the Guild of the Physicians and Apothecaries,

which included not only the merchants of spices and drugs, but

also the jewellers, painters, and booksellers - books being, in tact,

sold in those days at the apothecaries* shops. Florence was governed

by a Standard-Bearer of Justice and six Priors, elected every two

monthsfrom membersofthe city guilds, assisted byvarious councils

and administrative officers. From time to time the name of Dante

Ahghieri crops up in the city archives - recording a vote, offering

an opinion in committee, making a speech in the Council. In the

spring of 1300 he was chosen to go as ambassador to the town of

San Gemignano, to invite representatives to come and take part

in the election of a new Captain for the Guelf League of Tuscany.

Whether or not much diplomacy was required, or only a dignified

presence and a polished manner of speech, he apparently acquitted

himself satisfaaorily, for we still have the minute which records

that, after debate, the proposal of the Florentine ambassador was

adopted. When, a few months later, Messer Dante Alighieri was

elected to the Prioratc, to serve from 15 June to 15 August, it

looked as though he was marked out for an honourable and dis-

tinguished career in his own city, which had never yet been so

flourishing, so important, so well-found in men and resources.

And indeed there seemed no reason why the Florentine Guelfs,

having got rid of their Ghibellincs and established civil order,

should not settle down in peace to develop their liberal institu-

tions. Unhappily for themselves, for Florence, and above all for

Dante, they chose this moment to develop a disastrous party

split. As usual, the occasion of it was a family feud, imported this

time from Pistoia. There, a quarrel between two branies of the

Cancellieri family, the Whites and the Blacks,* was exasperated

into open hostilities by a peculiarly disgusting murder perpe-

trated by a youth called Foccaccia.2 This led to so much uproar

1. The two branches were descended respectively from the two wives of
the original Cancellicte. The first wife being named Bianca (Blanche), her
descendants called themselves the Bianchi (Whites), the descendants of the
second wife calling themselves the Ncri (Blacks) in a spirit of opposition.

2. Inf. xxxu. 63.
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that the Florentme Guelfs intervened, summoned the ringleaders to*

Florence, and imprisoned them there, in the hope of putting an

end to the feud. The effect, as might have been expected, was-

merely to extend the quarrel to Florence, where it found a rich

and fertile seed-bed in the jealousy of the Cerchi and Donad

families. The Cerchi. who were rich, self-made, and vulgar,

espoused the cause of the Whites; the Donati, less ostentatiously

wealthy but much better bred than their rivals, took the part of

the Blacks. An accidental collision in the street during the May

Festival of 1300 led to a brawl, the brawl to a riot, and the riot to-

a whole series of disturbances, so that the city was divided into-

two armed camps.

It was at this unpropitious juncture that Dante entered upon

his priorate. The Blacks, feeling that something must be done in-

this state of emergency, held a secret meeting, and determined

to send to the Pope and request him to dispatch Charles of Valois,

die French king’s brother, “to Florence, as pacificator and re-

organiser of the city”. The Whites, getting wind of this, were

alarmed; for though, as Guelfs, they may have preferred the Po^

to the Emperor, they were suspicious of Papal interference in

home politics, and certainly did not want Charles of Valois. They

appealed to the Priors, protesting that the Blacks* secret meeting

was unconstitutional; the Blacks appealed in their turn, afl&rming

that the Whites were trumping up charges against them and con-

spiring to get them all banished. The Priors made a decree, banish-

ing the leaders of both sides impartially; Dante, who was himself

a White, though his wife’s family were Black, thus setting ^
hand to the exile both of his own firiend and fellow-poet, Guido

Cavalcanti, and also of his vrife’s kinsman, Corso Donati.^

In October of the following year, the Whites, more and more

disturbed by the menace to Florentine independence, determmed

to send an embassy to the Pope, in the hope of averting the visi-

tation of Charles of Valois. The Pope was Boniface VBI. that

I The White exiles were soon after permitted to return, having ple^d

that the place to which they were sent was maland and unhealdiy.

discrimination was afterwar^ made the foundation for a ofcor^
tion anainst Dante, though he was no longer pnor when it took place, ana

rhoughX P?eaw% shoL to be justified by the fact that Gmdo CavalcanO

died in Augmt 1300 ofan illness contracted during his banishment.

I

V
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brilliant and ambitious statesman who was to become for Dante

a symbol of everything that was wrong with the Church. Bom
at Anagni (Alagna) c. 1217, and made cardinal in 1281, in 1294

- he procured the abdication of the aged Pope Celesdiie V and,

through the influence of Charles II of Naples, to whom he

promised assistance in his campaign to recover Sicily, got himself

elected to the Papal Chair. We shall meet him many times in the

Comedy - consigned to Hell for his simony,* denounced for his

usurpation, for his avarice, for his vigorous assertion of the Papal

claim to the temporal power, for his prostitution of his holy office

to political expediency,2 and for various other offences. In the

Paradiso, the saints of the Eighth Heaven blush red for the crimes

of Boniface, and the last word spoken by Beatrice in the height of
the Empyrean is a condemnation upon “him of Alagna”. In the

end, his political ambitions had tragic consequences both for him-
self and for the Church. In 1303 Philip the Fair of France, ex-

asperated by Papal interference in French affairs, had Boniface

seized and imprisoned at Anagni, by Sciarra Cologna and William
de Nogarct, who treated the old man with such indignity that he
died shortly after his release; so that all Christendom beheld, as

Dante said, “Christ led captive and crucified in the person of his

Vicar”.3

All this was in the near future; but the figure of Boniface VIU
looms so large in Dante’s mind and forms so important a part ofthe
imagery of the Comedy that it is well to form some picture of
him in our own minds. Perhaps the description given of him by
the founecnth-century chronicler Villani - himself a Guelf, and
therefore the less swayed by anti-Papal prejudice - shows best how
he appeared in the eyes of his contemporaries:

He was very learned in the Scriptures and ofgreat natural parts, and
a very prudent and able man, and ofgreat knowledge and memory; he
was very proud and haughty and cruel to hisfoes and adversaries, and of
a high stomach, and greatly feared by all, and he greatly exalted and
magnified the state and counsels ofHoly Church..., He was magnani-
mous and generous to those who pleased him, and to all valorous men;
very avid of worldly pomps according to his degree, and very covetous.

X. Inf. xnt. 52. 2. hif xxvn. 70 sqq. 3 . Purg. XX. 85 sqq.
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not looking closely nor keeping a stria conscience when it was a question

o/gaiUj in order to aggratidise the Church and his ownfamily. He was

more worldly than befitted his dignityt and he did many things which

were displeasing to God.

Such was the man who, in the year 1301, held the fate of

Florence - and, as it turned out, ofDante - in his hands. It appears

that Dante was one of the envoys chosen by the Whites to carry

their message to the Pope; and it is naturally attractive to think

that the great Pontiffand the still greater Poet who was to give him

so terrible a posthumous fame did once confront one another &cc

to face. Unfortunately, there is considerable doubt about whether

the envoys ever actually went; the traditional story is that they

did - too late, however, to prevent an issue that was already

decided against them - and that it was during their absence that,

on All Saints’ Day, 1301, Charles of Valois presented himself at

the Gates of Florence, He was let in, on the security of his promise

to arbitrate peacefully and impartially; whereupon he instantly

put himself on the side of the Blacks, armed his followers, and

held the ring while Corso Donati,* returning in triumph with die

rest of the Black exiles, held a five-day carnival of fire and pillage

among the houses of the Whites.

The next step was a foregone conclusion. Dante Alighieri and

four other prominent Whites were summoned to appear before the

Podesti, on charges of fraud and corruption while in office, and

of conspiracy against the Pope, Charles, the Guclf party, and the

peace of Florence. The story goes that Dante, hearing at Rome of

the November affair, rode back hotfoot, and was met at Siena by

the news of his own ruin. On 27 January 1302, sentence was

pissed: a fine of 5000 florins, to be paid within three days on pam

of total confiscation; exile for two years; perpetual deprivation of

office. On 10 March, a second and severer decree was proclaimed

against the original five and ten others; it ended with the ominous

words: “and if any of the aforesaid should come into the hands of

the said commonwealth, such an one shall be burned with fire till

he be dead”. .

Knowing what we do nowadays ofthe machinery and methods

of “party purges”, we need not waste time seriously considering

I. See Pur£. xxiv. 82-4.
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the charge of barratry, from which Dante was later to extraa so

much grim fun in his Inferno.^ His real crime was that ofbelonging

to a directed group within the party in power. He said himself

afrerwards that he had been lacking in prudence; and he had,

indeed, three gifts hampering to the career of the practical poli-

tician: an unaccommodating temper, a blistering tongue, and an

indecent superfluity of brains. But the fatal defect, which clung

to him all his life, was that of being insufficiently party-minded.

He was bom and brought up Guelf, and he liked the sturdy native

quaUcy of the Guelfr, their tang of the soil, as of an old-fashioned

squirearchy, their rooted republican constitutionalism and their

modem liberal outlook, their underlying puritanism in conduct

and religion. But he did not like the commercialism and vulgarity

of the self-made middle-class plutocracy that was growing up

among them, and he came more and more to loathe and fear the

temporal power of the Papacy which their policy supported and

encouraged; the avarice and corruption of a wealthy church, the

appalling prevalence of simony in every ecclesiastical office, and

the undignified spectacle of the Vicar of Christ manoeuvring, like

a bishop on a chess-board, through that game of European politics

in which kings and queens set the pace. By many of his strongest

sympathies he was drawn to the Ghibellincs, and indeed he has

often been called “the Ghibellinc**, both in his own time and

afterwards. He liked their princelincss - the large mind, the mag-
nificent aristocratic gesture; the patronage of art and learning,

which was the heritage and reflection of the Imperial house of

Swabia; the public spirit of some of their great leaders; and later,

he came to be passionately of their mind in desiring to see a united

Italy as part of a united Empire, free from Papal interference in

the political sphere. But he could not but dislike their irreUgion,

their lack of principle and contempt of law, their tyranny, their

Gothic clannishness overriding the claims of the commonwealth;
and he could not but know that their regime of despotic privilege

^
was a thing outmoded and doomed, eventually, to disappear. It is

easy to sec why he was a White Guelf, and equally easy to see why
the Whites, in the manner of other moderate and disaffected

minorities, found themselves helpless between the upper and nether

I. Cantos XXI and xxn.
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millstones. To be merely anti-Pope and anti-Emperor was a

policy too negative to sustain itself in a world where Pope and

Empire were the effective sources of military power. And it may
as well be admitted that Dante was not fitted for the r6Ic of

practical politician; it is true that, under the pressure of world

events, he became a profound political thinker, but in 1302 his

pohtical theory was not yet formed.

The ejected Whites, after the manner of disaffected minorities,

next turned for suppon to their opposite numbers of the other

party, and entered into an alliance with the exiled GhibeUines,

in the hope offorcing a return to Florence. Dante, whom we know

to have been present at a party meeting in June 1302, later spoke

bitterly of the “vile and worthless company” * in which he found

himself. In the summer of 1304, all efforts at peaceful negotiation

having failed, the exiles made an unsuccessful attack upon Flor-

ence, and it seems that round about that time Dante separated him-

self from them and entered upon his twenty years of roving and

solitary exile. His family was safe in Florence - it was not then

customary to make reprisals upon the dependents of political

victims - and Gemma, after all, was a Donati, She scraped together

what money she could from the wreck of her husband's fortunes,

and brought up the children carefully and well. It has been held

against both her and Dante that she never joined him, nor, so

far as is known, held any direct communication with him - but

perhaps that is not unnatural. It would have been impossible to

subject four small children to the hazards of a wandering and

impoverished life; her relatives, on whom she must have been

largely dependent, are not likely to have encouraged any such

idea; and, as time passed, and the habit of a separated life became

established, the gap of estrangement probably became too wide

to be easily bridged. During the second world war, we came to

understand how these things happen to the uprooted and the dis-

franchised.

From now on, indeed, Dante's life passes almost into the mist of

legend. Now and again the curtain lifts - it is certain that he found

refuge for some time vsdth Bartolommeo della Scala, head of the

great Scahger family at Verona. Later on, we hear of him as the

I. Para. xvii. 62.
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guest of the Malaspini in Lunigiana. Here and there, in towns

scattered over Italy, a document, a tradition, bears wimess to his

passing. From time to time we find him conducting a small diplo-

matic negotiation for a wealthy patron, acting as secretary to a

great lady who wants a letter written in the best Latin, addressing

petitions to members of the Florentine government and appeals

to the people in the hope of getting his sentence annulled. There

arc hints ofa violent and unhappy love-affair * - a tale (it is perhaps

no more) of a tired and desperate traveller arriving at a monastery

gate, and saying: “I want peace.” Perhaps he taught, in private or

in pubhc: certainly, before 1308, he had written part of a book.

The Banquet {tl Conumo)t which bears some signs ofhaving origin-

ally been delivered as a set of lectures. It is a popular exposition of

philosophy- the first of its kind in the vulgar tongue- and takes the

form of a commentary upon fourteen of his own Odes. Only four

of the fifteen projected treatises of the Convivto were ever com-
pleted. In the Litroduaory treatise he says of himself: “Wandering
as a stranger through almost every region to which our language

reaches, I have gone about as a beggar, showing against my will

the wound of fortune. . Verily I have been as a ship without sails

and without rudder, driven to various harbours and shores by
the dry wind which blows from pinching poverty.” There is a

reasonable amount of evidence that, at some time or other, he
visited Bologna, and that he Journeyed to Paris and studied at the

University; it is alleged that he even went as far as Oxford, but

that is probably fable. Somehow he contrived to live; some-
how he contrived to obtain books and to write - an unfinished

Latin discourse on Writing in the Vulgar Tongue {De Vulgari

Eloquentia) probably belongs to the early years of his e:^e.

Later, in the ParadisOy he was to put into the mouth of one of his

own ancestors words which have found an echo in the heart of
every refugee from his day to ours: “Thou shalt leave everything
beloved most dearly; this is the first shaft which the bow of exile

lets fly. Thou shalt prove how salt is the taste of other men s

bread, and how hard a path it is to go up and down upon another’s

stairs.” *

I. See the poems known as the Pietra group in Dante's Canzoniert.

2 . Para, xvii, $s~6o.
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The minds of political exiles are apt to turn to the theory of

government; nor was Dante’s mind any exception to the rule.

What is perhaps exceptional is that he approached the subject

rather slowly and tentatively, dealing with it at first almost in-

cidentally while working out a general philosophy of the good

life. His theory was adumbrated in the Convivio, defined on the

poUtical side in the De Monarchia, and only fitted into place in the

universal scheme of things when he finally built up the immense

theological structure of the Comedy. It explains so many things

which, without it, seem to us disconcerting and queer that it is

necessary to say a Httle about it.

The Convivio is in many ways an odd book. After some pre-

liminary matter about the use of the vulgar tongue, it begins the

main argument by referring to an episode at the end of the ViU

Nuova. There, Dante had told how, at one moment, he was dis-

tracted from his mourning for Beatrice by a strong attachment to

a lady who looked at him compassionately from a window; and

how, after a time, he repented of this unfaithfulness, and was

rewarded by that wonderful vision of Beatrice which made him

resolve to write no more of her until - and so forth. He now says

that there never was any flcsh-and-blood lady at a window; that

his **second love”, to whom his Odes were written, was the Lady

Philosophy, daughter of the Emperor of the Universe ;
that the

yita (though, of course, he abides by everything he said in it) was,

after all, rather a juvenile performance, whereas die new book is

to be more adult and masculine altogether; and that, having said

so much, he now proposes to leave the Lady Beatrice out of it

altogether. In short, he “will write no more of her, until..* *

but we are aware of a very great change in the tone, and also of a

certain disingenuousness. For the extreme awkwardness he experi-

ences in interpreting his first Ode allegorically as an address to the

Lady Philosophy persuades us that, whatever he may say, it was

originally written to a quite substantial lady at a quite substantid

window. Controversy has raged about this. The truth, I think, h

that there really was a lady, and that in the consolation he found

•in her presence for the loss of Beatrice he could not but see an

analogue of the consolation he was beginning to find in philo-

phy for the loss of that first incomparable radiance which had
so
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been withdrawn from him when Beatrice departed and took his

youth with her. If so, why could he not have said so? Well,

because, for one thing, his political misfortunes had filled liim

. with that self-conscious defensiveness and morbid sensitiveness to

criticism which makes the path of the refugee harder even than

it need be ; because he was irritably aware that scandalous things

were being said about him and his love-poetry; and because there

were four or five poems looming in the background, which were

obviously not addressed to Beatrice or to the Lady at the Window

either, and to which - if he were to sustain his dignity as a pro-

fessor of philosophy - it might be well to give an allegorical turn.

Because, also, when one has turned forty, and is not particularly

happy, one is apt to feel a false shame about one’s earUer intima-

tions of immortality. And, finally, because, whether he quite

realized it at the time or not, he was in the Dark Wood, and

standing on the brink ofthe Pit. It was not only that he was exiled,

disappointed, imperilled, impoverished, and disillusioned; there

was more to it than that. When later he came to write his spiritual

pilgrimage, he dated his descent into Hell, not firom the crash of

all his hopes in 1301, but from the spring of 1300 - the moment

when his confidence stood highest and his career seemed most

assured; and he said that he had then been going astray for some

time, wandering from the path like a man half asleep. In the poem,

the descent takes thirty-six hours; in fact, it took something like

twelve years before he passed through the lowest point of the

spiritual abyss and struggled out “to look once more upon the

stars”.

In the meantime, then,* he laid the “blessed and glorious

Beatrice” - with the utmost reverence - on the shelf, and with

her, that peculiar sense of revealed ecstasy, “ofsomething far more

deeply interfused”, which his young heart had experienced without

fully understanding. Now, with an almost mystical devotion, he

worships, and calls others to worship, the Lady Philosophy. It

^
would seem that she had taken the place of Beatrice and outgone

her; for he equates her with the Sophia - the Divine Wisdom of

the Jewish theologians, and with the Logos of St John. Yet, for

all this, the book is somehow not altogether Christian. In its tone,

though not of course in its technique, it suggests the Renaissance
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rather than the Middle Ages, in the sense that, although it springs

from a Christian background and although its basic assumptions

are Christian, the passion of the writer seems to be aroused rather

by classical than by Christian exemplars. There is passion in it,

but it is the passion of the eager scientific intellect - it is, so to

speak, a cold passion. And the Dante who reveals himself in it has

nobihty, but without charm. The youthful bloom has gone - and

something more than bloom. The shortest way of putting it is

perhaps to say that one cannot imagine the Dante of the Convivio

answering to any question “simply LovCj with a countenance

clothed in humility”.

The book is tentative; it is unfinished. Dante is concerned, as

he will be again later, with the nature of true happiness, and with

the pre-eminence of the speculative over the active life ; though

he has not yet made the Christian distinction between the spheres

of reason and of revelation, and is concerned rather with tem-

poral than with eternal happiness. Revelation - once manifest to

him incarnate in the image of Beatrice - has now been taken up

and merged into the image of Philosophy. He will not see it

directly, and transcending its own first image, till he has climbed

Mount Purgatory, when we shall have to deal with it more fully.

But meanwhile, towards the end of the finished part of the Cort-

viviOj while he is sketching out his ideas about the necessary con-

ditions of happiness in this world, we find his mind occupied with

the sanctions of secular monarchy, and in especial with the signifi-

cance of the Roman Empire and the Roman Law.

Man, according to Aristotle, is a “social animal ;
and so, in

order to “five in feUcity” in this world, and realize all his natural

potentialities, he needs a civilization and a settled background of

social order. But, because of the greed of the “Haves” and the

envy of the “Have-nots”, this social order is continually dis-

turbed by the wars of rival states. What is needed, therefore, is a

“monarchy” - that is to say, a single centre ofworld-government,

to maintain peace and execute justice under a reign of universal

law. That, briefly, is Dante’s thesis; and we have heard something

not unlike it of late years. “He imagined”, says Dean Church,

writing in. 1849, “a single authority, unselfish, inflexible, irre-

sistible, which would make all smaller tyrannies to cease and
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enable every man to live in peace and liberty so that he lived in

justice. It is simply”, concludes the good Dean, “what each

separate state of Christendom has by this time more or less per-

. fectly achieved.” ' We might, perhaps, hesitate to add that com-
ment to-day.

The authority to which Dante looked for the unification of the

civilked world was the Roman Empire, which had, in faa, once

gone near to achieving that very thing. A study of its history per-

suaded him that the Roman people had been divinely called and
miraculously guided to this great secular destiny, and that the

establishment of the Empire represented the triumph, not of
force, nor yet of “racial superiority” in the modem sense, but of
the Roman conception of government by law. To him, it seemed
providentially ordained that the World-Monarchy should be
Roman, Imperial, and Holy; just as to our pohtical idealists it

seems axiomatic that it should be international and equaUtarian,

and should derive its sanction from the will of the peoples. The
form changes, but the substance of Dante’s theory is one for

which the twentieth-century reader, living in the collapse of the

hbcral experiment, can feel an intelligent sympathy.

It was from Virgil, whose great epic is an apologia* for and
glorification of the pacifying and unificatory mission of Rome,
that Dante derived this conception which redeemed secular his-
tory from chaos and put order and purpose into the pohtical

development ofmankind. In the Convivio, this “design for Uving”
is only briefly sketched, as pan of an argument about the nature
of human feUcity. But in 1308 something happened which
pronged to remove it from the realm of theory and bring it

within the range of practical pohtics. Tliis was the election to the
Imperial throne of Prince Henry of Luxemburg. “He was a man
of noble character and great enthusiasm, and he took exactly the
same ideal views of his office that Dante did. He hated die very
names of Guelf and Ghibelline, and would not allow them to be

^
uttered in his presence. His duty, he would often declare, was not
to Italian or Frenchman or German, but to his Brother-Man;
and it was well known that he cherished exalted hopes of ending
the prolonged agony of Italy*s internecine feuds, of restoring

I. Don Chmch: Essay on Dante.
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exiles, of reconciling factions, and of establishing the reign of

peace and law*’.*

In June 1309, Henry was crowned at Aix-la-Chapelle, and in

the following year he crossed the Alps and entered Italy by way
^

of Turin, in order to make war upon King Robert of Sicily,

Dante, filled with high hopes, ecstatically proclaimed his coming

in an open letter (or, as we might call it to-day, a pamphlet)

written in Latin and addressed to the rulers of Italy:

Lo, new is the acceptable time wherein arise the signs of consolation

and peace. For a tiew day beginneth to glow^ showing forth the dawn

which is even now dissipating the darkness ofour long calamity.*.. And

we, toOt shall see the unlooked-for joy, we who have kept vigil through

the long night in the desert. For peace-bringing Titan shall arise, and

Justice, which, without the sun, hath languished like the heliotrope, will

revive again so soon as he shall brandish hisfirst rays, and they who love

iniquity shall be confounded before his shining face. ... O ItalyI hetice-

foTth rejoice; though now to be pitied by the very Saracetts, yet soon to

be envied throughout the world! because thy bridegroom, the solace of

the world and the glory of thy people, the most clement Henry, Divus

and Augustus and Caesar, is hastening to the bridal. . . . Will he not have

compassion on any? Yea, he will pardon all who implore his mercy, since

he is Caesar and his majesty floweth from thefount of compassion. His

judgment abhorreth all severity, and, smiting ever on this side of the

mean, planteth itself beyond the mean in rewarding. Will he then

applaud the audacities of ivorthless men, and drink to the undertakings of

presumption? Far be it!for he is Augustus.^

He calls upon the oppressors to receive the Emperor with fear

and trembling and with submission to authority; and upon the

oppressed to show mercy and generosity in the day of their com-

ing triumph.

Be merciful, be merciful, even henceforth, O dearest ones who have

suffered wrong with me, that the Hectorean [Trojan - Le. Roman and

Imperil] pastor may recognise you as sheep of his fold. For though
^

temporal punislunent be divinely committed to him, yet {that he may

savour of the goodness ofHim from whom, as from a single point, the

I. P, 4, Wickstecd: From Vita Nuova to Paradiso.

2. Dante: Epist. V (T. C. trans.).
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power of Peter and of Caesar brancheth) he delicately correcteth his

household, and yet more gladly doth take compassion on it.^

It seems probable that it was in honour of this same occasion

• that Dante wrote the Latin treatise known as De Monauhia - Con-

cerning Monarchy, in which he develops the idea underlying the

phrase “him from whom, as from a single point, the power of

Peter and of Caesar brancheth’*. His argument is that the temporal

power (Caesar), like the spiritual power (Peter), derives its mandate

directly from God, and not intermediately through the Church.

As the Jews were a chosen people appointed to be the seed of the

Church, so the Romans were likewise a chosen people appointed

to be the seed of Empire. Both powers, temporal and spiritual,

have their proper scat at Rome, but they exercise their functions

independently and in parallel. The authority of the Empire does

not rest upon force, but upon law, and laws are made for the good

ofthe people and not the people for the laws; consequently, kings

and governments are to be considered the servants, not the

masters, of the people. Nevertheless (says Dante, herein more

realistic than the framers of the Covenant of the League of

Nations) the monarch must be armed with power, “for law

(jus, which in Ladn means not only ‘law* but ‘right’) docs not

extend beyond power” (i.c. it is no good having laws if you

cannot enforce them). Accordingly, lest the universal monarchy

should become a universal tyranny, a check is needed upon the

Empire. This, in Dante’s scheme, is provided by the Church,

which at every point interfuses and penetrates the secular order,

not by direedy intervening in politics (since this can only corrupt

the spiritual power by worldly greed and ambition), but by

forming men of such a character that they will produce a temporal

society in which it is possible to live a full and a Christian life.

It is at this point that we find Dante clearly distinguishing

between die proper functions of Reason and Revelation. The
secular order is founded upon Reason, and its task is to lead to

* happiness in this world; the spiritual order is founded upon

Revelation, and. its task is to lead men to eternal beatitude. While

making this distinction, Dante adds the warning that this truth

I. Ibid.
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“is not to be received in such narrow sense as that the Roman

prince is subordinate in nothing to the Roman pontiff; inas-

much as mortal felicity is in a certain sense ordained with refer-

ence to immortal felicity”. This point is one which he will,

later on, develop in the grand scheme of the Comedy^ where

Revelation (Beatrice) is seen at all points directing, guiding, and

finally superseding Reason (Virgil), as Man proceeds through

self-knowledge to the Earthly and thence to the Heavenly Para-

dise. But so far as the affairs of this world are concerned, Dante

never ceased to protest against that drive towards theocracy

which a great modem CathoUc philosopher has called the

temptation, the evil spirit of mediaeval Christendom *-the

attempt to establish the Kingdom of God here and now as an

ecclesiastical-pohtical structure. This theory by which “ all power,

temporal as well as spiritual, belonged to the Pope, who delegated

to the Emperor, and through him to the other monarchs, temporal

power for the perfect unification of the world in the reign of

Christ”,2 located the “Kingdom”, not in eternity but in time, ^d

so, like much modem socialistic theory, had the effect of shuttmg

up God inside history, and making the Church an instrument for

building the perfect secular state. Dante*s theory, while seeing to

provide for the establishment of a just social order in histo^.

avoids involving the Churchjn the secular order, and leaves her

free to function in the sphere of eternity to whi^ the ffuc

“Kingdom of God” belongs. For “Christ Himself, when He had

become man for the revealing of the Spirit, and was preachmg e

Gospel upon earth, as though partitioning the two kingdoms and

distributing the universe between Himself md Caesar, Ren er

,

He said, ‘to either the things that are his own\” 3

Although we may think Dante’s poHtical theory fundammtally

wrong, it no longer appears so pathetically out of touch wi

reality as it did in the nineteenth century. It is interesting to com

pare it, on the one hand, with schemes for world-government

put forward under the menace of the atom bomb, and, on c

other, with modem Catholic theories of the relations of Church

and State, such as that outlined by, for example, Ja.cques Mantam

in the workjust quoted. It is, however, certain that in Dante s own

I. Jacques Maritain: True Humanism. 2. Ibid. 3. Dante: ^ist. K
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dme it was not practical politics. The Empire was dying on its

feet, and the states of Europe, already moving towards national

self-consciousness and centralized constitutions of their own, had

not the slightest desire to find themselves under the control of

a really effective Imperial power. The Church, clinging to the tem-

poralities, was already set on the path that was to lead inevit-

ably, in the long run, to the rejection of the Papal claims and the

schisms of the Reformation. But we must have Dante's theory in

ourmindswhile reading the Comedy.ifwe are to follow theunfold-

ing of its great twofold pattern of temporal and eternal salvation,

andunderstand the passion and bitterness with which he assails those

who have undermined the Empire and corrupted the Church.*

InJanuary 1311, Henry VII was crowned at Milan. Next month,

the Florentines, who had already declined to receive his am-

bassadors. prepared to resist him in arms, thus calling forth from

Dante a letter ofthe bitterest reproach. The Florentines, unmoved,

again refused to enter into negotiations with Henry. In 13 ii,

while the Emperor was besieging Cremona, Dante addressed to

him a letter, upbraiding him for his delay in entering Tuscany.

Cremona and Brescia fell, and Henry, after retiring to Genoa,

moved on to make his headquarters at Pisa. In April 1312. he

advanced upon Rome, and, after fighting his way through the

streets, was crowned at St John Lateran, since St Peter's was in

the hands of King Robert. In the autumn he at last imdertook the

siege of Florence. Dante, it is said, though approving and urging

the action, refused to join him in person, being unwilling to bear

arms against his own city, or to make his longed-for return fiom

exile in blood and conquest. After about six weeks, the Emperor

was compelled to raise the siege and retired once more on Pisa.

After lingering there inactively for six months, he at length moved
south again, and, on August 24, 1313, died of fever, with a sinister

suddenness, at Buonconvento near Siena. The campaign, which

had been doomed from the start, ended in futility; the Imperial

Crown, disputed by rival claimants, lay to all intents vacant for

nearly ten years; and Dante's dream of a just Empire was over,

I. It explains much, for instance, ofDante’s hatred ofPope Boniface Vni
whose famous bull, Vnam Sanctam (1302}, asserted the temporal claims of
the papacy in no uncertain manner.
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.together with all hope ofhis ever returning from exile. **For”, says

the chronicler Lionardo Bruni, *‘he had cut himself off ffom the

way of pardon by his violent speech and writings against the

citizens who were directing the Commonwealth. So, relinquishing

all hope, he passed the rest of his life, in great poverty, in various

places up and down Lombardy, Tuscany, and Romagna, under
the protection of various Seigneurs, till at last he withdrew to

Ravenna, where he ended his life.”

In 1314, the Florentine decrees against the exiles were renewed.
Dantc*s sons, Pietro and Jacopo, who had now reached the age of
legal manhood (14 years), were branded with him as Ghibellines

and rebels, and condemned, if captured within the city, to be
pubhely beheaded. They had, however, already fled to join their

father. In the next year, King Robert of Sicily proclaimed an
amnesty, and permission was granted to certain of the exiles to

return, on condition of paying a heavy fine and performing a

humiliating public penance in the Baptistery. Dante*s friends seem
to have hoped that he might take advantage of these terms, for

we find him writing to a correspondent in Florence -

This, ihetij is the gracious recall by which Dante Alighieri may be

brought hack to his native land, after enduring almost fifteen years of
exile! This is the reward of an innocence known to all men! of the

sweat mtd labour of unceasing study! Can a man who is anything ofa

philosopher stoop to such humiliation? , Shall one who has preached

justice and suffered injustice pay money to those who have injured him,

as though they had been his benefactors? That, Father, is not the way to

return to my country. Ifany other way can befound . . . that may not he

derogatory to Dante's reputation and honour, I shall not be slow to

accept it. But ifI cannot enter Florence by such a way, then I will never

enter Florence. What then? Can I not everywhere gaze upon the

mirror of the sun and stars? Can I not everywhere under heaven mirror

forth the most precious truths, withoutfirst making myself inglorious, nay,

ignominious in the sight ofthe city ofFlorence? I shall not wantfor bread.

To gaze upon the mirror of the sun and stars and in himself to

mirror forth the truth. This was the task which Dante had^ set

himself- as Milton was to do some three hundred years later - in
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die wreck of all his earthly hopes. He had lost love and youth and

earthly goods and household peace and citizenship and active

polidcal usefulness and the dream of a decent world and a reign

^
ofjustice. He was stripped bare. He looked outwards upon the

corruption ofChurch and Empire, and he looked inwards into the

corruption ofthe human heart; and what he saw was the vision of
Hell. And, having seen it, he set himself down to write the great

Comedy of Redemption and of the return of all things by the

Way of Self-Knowledge and Purification, to the beatitude of the

Presence of God.

We do not know exactly when he began the Commedia,

Possibly it was something like this that he already had in mind
when his vision came to him after the death of Beatrice. There is

a tradition that he had written the first seven cantos of the Injano

before the exile - probably in Latin, and almost certainly not as

we have them to-day. It seems likely that the completed Inferno

as we know it was first “published” - that is, circulated in manu-
script form and made available to copyists and purchasers - about
the year 1314. It was written -to ^e scandal of Dante’s more
academic admirers, who thought Latin the only proper medium
for dignified verse - in the vulgar tongue, “in which”, as Dante
observed later, “even women can exchange ideas”. He meant- no
disrespect to women - far from it; he meant merely that he wanted
every inteUigent person in Italy to read it. for. as he had pointed
out some time before in the CotwiviOf “there are many people
with excellent minds who, owing to the grievous decay of good
custom in the world, are not educated in letters: princes, barons,
and knights, and many other gentlefolk, not only men but women,
of which men and women alike there are many of rbic [i.e. the
Italian] tongue, who can use the vernacular but have no Latin”.
He wrote his Comedy, then, for the “common reader”, and, taking
as its basis two popular types of story which everybody knew and
loved -the story of a vision of Hell, Purgatory, and Paradise, and

^
the story of the Lover who has to adventure through the Under-
world to find his lost Lady -he combined them into a great
allegory of die soul s search for God, He made it as swift and
exciting and topical as he could; he lavished upon it all his learning
and wit, all his tendemess, humour, and enthusiasm, and all his
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poetry. And he built it all closely about his own personal experi-

ence ; for the redemption he tells of is first and foremost his own.
Anybody who doubts this has only to read the Vita Nuoua, the

Conuiviot and the Comtnedia in the order in which they were written

and see how, with the return to Beatrice, Dante has come back to

his earlier self. It is the return to love and humility, and, with

humihty, to joy. For Dante (so often called “bitter”, “grim”, and

“gloomy” by those who have never got further than Inferno)

is the supreme poet ofjoy. No one has ever sung the rapture of

eternal fulfilment like him who had first “gone down quick into

Hell” and looked upon the face of eternal loss. “The Church

militant”, says Beatrice of him in the Paradiso^^ “has no son more
full of hope than he”; and that claim was justified, although, by

his own confession, he had once got to the point where the

voices of the three theological virtues were inaudible to him, and

was saved only because, by the grace of God, his reason did not

give way. It is right that our study of the Comedy should begin

with the Inferno; Dante wrote it in that order because he experi-

enced it in that order. But, while reading it we must always

remember that the experience, and the story, lead through that

realm to the Earthly Paradise and beyond it to that dancing

Heaven of Ught which “seemed to me like a smile of the whole

universe”.

It is pleasant to know that the last years of Dante’s life were

passed in comparative peace and comfort. He stayed for some

time at the court of the magnificent Can Grande della Scala,*

Imperial Vicar of Verona, and younger brother of Dante’s earUer

patron Bartolommeo. Stories, highly piauresque and probably

apocryphal, are told of his relations with this handsome, brilliant,

and imperious young Ghibelline nobleman - stories which include

wme (to our minds) ill-mannered practicaljoking on Can Grande s

part and acid repartees from his distinguished guest. The account

of the court of Verona given by a fellow-guest and exile is prob-

ably more reliable than these traditions:

Different apartments, according to their condition, were assigned

to the exiles in the Scala palace; each had his own servants, and

I. Para. xxv. 52-3. 2. Para. xvii. 70-76.
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a well-appointed table served in private. The various apartments were

distinguished by appropriate devices and figures, such as Victory for

soldiers, Hope for exiles. Muses for poets, Mercury for artists, and

» Paradise for preachers. During meals musicians, jesters, and jugglers

performed in these rooms. The halls were decorated with pictures repre-

senting the vicissitudes offortune. On occasion Cane invited certain of
his guests to his own table, notably Guido da Costello, * who on account

of his single-mindedness was known as the Simple Lombard, and the

poet Dante Alighieri.^

It sounds liberal, superb (in every sense of the word), and perhaps
a trifle oppressive. That Dante was grateful - he who never forgot

a benefit or an injury - is proved by his eulogy of the della Scala

family and ofCan Grande himself in the Paradiso. But he was still

going up and down another's stairs”, and perhaps the atmosphere
of the Scaliger palace was not wholly favourable to concentrated
work.

At any rate, in 1317 ot thereabouts, he shifted his quarters for
the last time, accepting the invitation of Guido Novello, Count
of Polenta, to come and five with him at Ravenna. Here at length
h<; was given, what he had lacked so long, a house of his own.
His sons Jacopo and Pietro went with him and he was joined by
his daughter Beatrice. At Ravenna, it would appear, he wrote the
last part at any rate of the Purgatorio 3 and the whole of the Para-
diso, supporting himself at the same time by giving lectures and
lessons in the art of poetry. He was still a poor man, as is evident
from the letter in which he dedicates the Paradiso to Can Grande,
but that he was happier and more independent at Ravenna than
at any other time of his exile we may readily believe.

In the summer of 1321, a dispute arose between Venice and
Ravenna, and Dante was one of the ambassadors sent by Guido
to treat with the Doge. Tradition tells that the embassy was coldly

I. Mentioned by Dante, Purg. xvi. 125.
f

^
2. Tim account, given by Sagacio Mucio Gazata, a chronicler of Reggio,

11 quo^ by Sismondi (Paget To>'nbce: Dante Dictionary, art. Can Grande)

.

3 * The description of the Earthly Paradise in the concluding cantos of the
^rgatorto » thought to be based upon the landscape of the Pineta at

venna, me beautiful pine-forest which was unhappily destroyed during
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received, and that, having failed in their mission, its members were

refused a ship to carry them back to Ravenna and were thus

obliged to make their wayhome by land along the malaria-infested

seaboard. On the journey, Dante was taken with fever, and r

although he struggled back to Ravenna, he rapidly became worse,

and (says Boccaccio)

in accordance with the Christian religion [he] received every sacrament oj

the Church humbly and devoutly^ and reconciled himself with God by

contrition for everything that, being but man, he had done against His

pleasure; and in the month of September in the year of Christ one

thousand three hundred and twenty-one, on the day whereon the

exaltation of the Holy Cross is celebrated by the Church [14 September]

he rendered up to his Creator his toil-worn spirit, the which I doubt

not tvas received into the arms of his most noble Beatrice, with whom, in

the sight ofHim who is the supreme good, the miseries of this present

life left behind, he now lives most joyously in that life the felicity of

which expects no end.^

He was, according to a statement made by himself upon his

deathbed, fifty-six years and four months old.

Dante was dead; he was laid to rest in the convent of the

Friars Minor in Ravenna, robed in the scarlet robes of a doctor and

crowned at last with laurel, and Guido Novell© pronounced with

his own hps a long and handsome oration over the body of his

dead poet. But Boccaccio goes on to tell a story which - though

it may be pure legend - has a charm of its own, suggesting as it

does iat even after death Dante was still Dante, and felt a certain

concernment for his Comedy as he waited on Tiber*s shore for the

angel-pilot to come and ferry him across the world to Mount

Purgatory.

It was his custom, when he had completed six or eight cantos, to send

them, before anybody else had seen them, to Messer Can Grande della

Scala, whom he reverenced more than any other man; and after he had
^

seen them, he made copies available to whoever wanted them. And

having in this way sent them all, except the last thirteen (though these

I. Vita di Dante (trans. Wicksteed).
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thirteen were already written), it came to pass that he died without having

made any memorandum about them, neither could his sons find them,

although they searchedfor them over and over again. The sons, therefore,

Jacopo and Pietro, who were both poets, being urged by their friends to

finish theirfather's work, set about it as best they could. But a marvel-

lous vision, appearing toJacopo, who was the more eager in this business,

not onlyforbade thisfatuous presumption, but showed them where tofind

the thirteen cantos they had been so industriously searchingfor,

A worthy man of Ravenna, called Piero Giardino, who had beenfor

a long time a pupil ofDante's, a sober-minded and trustworthy man,

related that when eight months had elapsedfrom the day of his master's

death, Jacopo di Dante came to his house one night, close upon the hour

we call mattins, and said that, that very night and a little before that hour,

he had in his sleep seen htsfather Dante come to him, dressed in shining

white garments and his face resplendent with unwonted light. And it

seemed to him that he asked him whether he was alive, and heard him

answer: *'Yes, but with the true life and not this ofours". Wherefore he

dreamed that he went on to ask, whether he hadfinished his work before

passing into the true life, and, ifhe had, where was the missing portion

which they had ttever been able tofind. To this he seemed, as before, to

hear the answer: "Yes, Ifinished it". And then it seemed to him that he

took him by the hand and led him into the room where he used to sleep

when he lived in this life, and, touching one of the walls with his hand,

said: "Here is what you have been searching for so long". And as soon

as those words were spoken, it seemed to him that his sleep and Dante

departedfrom him together. And so, he said, he could not wait, hut had

to come and tell what he had seen, so that they might go together to look

in the place shown to him (which remained very clearly impressed upon

his memory) so as to see whether that which had so pointed it out was a

true spirit or afalse delusion. Accordingly, since a good part of the night

still remained, they set out together and came to the house in which Dante

was residing at the time ofhis death; and, having knocked up the present

tenant and been let in by him, they went to the place indicated, and there

found a matfixed to the wall, which they had always seen hanging there

in the past. This they gently lifted, andfound in the wall a tiny window,
which neither ofthem had ever seen before or known to be there; and in

it theyfound a quantity of written sheets, all mouldy with the dampness

ofthe wall and ready to rot away if they had been left there any longer.
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When they had cleaned off all the mouldy they saw that the pages were

numbered andy having placed them in order y they found they had rc-

coveredy all togethery the thirteen cantos that were lacking of the

Comedy. Wherefore they copied them out rejoicing andy according to the

custom of the author, sent them first of all to Messer Cane, and after-

wards reunited them to the unfinished work where they belonged. And

thus the work which had taken so many years in the making was cotn-

pleted.^

Wc may or may not believe that Dante was in fact made uneasy,

even in the true life, by the thought of what his offspring might

make ofthe last three heavens- itwould be like him, for, as he once

remarked, he “trusted himselfmore than another”. But the dream

is not in itself incredible, and the details seem plausible. Curiously

enough, the adventures of Dante’s manuscript were repeated,

many years later, with their author’s own body, which became,

literally as one may say, a bone of contention between Florence^

and Ravenna. Florence, who had exiled him and forbidden his

return on pain of burning alive, laid claim to him when he was

safely dead and famous. Ravenna, stoutly and with some indigna-

tion, rejected the claim, determined that he who had found peace

with her should not be disturbed for the benefit ofthe city that had

not known how to cherish her greatest son. Requests were made in

1396, in 1429, and in 1476, but were refused. In 1519 a resolute

attempt was made, backed by the authority of Pope Leo X him-

self, to secure the body. This, it seemed impossible to resist; the

Florentine envoys arrived and the tomb was opened; it contained

nothing but a few small bones and some withered laurel leaves.

The envoys made the best of this to the Pope, cautiously observ-

ing that they “found Dante neither in soul nor in body; and it is

supposed that, as in his lifetime he journeyed in soul and in body

through Hell, Purgatory, and Paradise, so in death he must have

been received, body and soul, into one of those realms”.

The matter was hushed up, both then, and again when in 1782

the tomb was opened on the occasion of its restoration. In 1865,

when the sixth centenary of Dante’s birth was being celebrated,

and the Florentines had once again petitioned for the custody

I. Boccaccio: Vita di Dante (Compendium).
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of the body and been for the fifth time refused, the opening of

the tomb and verification of the remains was announced as

part of the sexcentenary celebrations. The cat, it seemed, would
» be out ofthe bag at last. And so, indeed, it was - but it had another

kind of surprise to spring. In the course of some repairs in the

Bracciaforte Chapel, which backed, upon the mausoleum, it

became necessary to install a pump, and to make room for the

pump-handle, it was decided to knock away a portion of the

party-wall. The workman’s pick struck upon wood; investiga-

tion disclosed a wooden chest. Within it was a skeleton; on the

bottom of the chest was written in mk-Dantis ossa dettuper

revisa die 3Jtmii 1677;^ and on the Hd: Darttis ossa a me Fre Antonio

Santi hie posita Ano 1677 die 18 Octobris.^

Presumably it was in 1519 that the Franciscans, alarmed by
Pope Leo’s manoeuvre, had knocked a hole through party-wall and
sarcophagus, extracted the bones and hidden Dante away out of
reach of the Florentines. During the hundred and fifty years inter-

vening before Fra Antonio Santi “revisited” the remains prepara-

tory to “ depositing” them in the new wall which was erected in

1677 to block up the former entrance to the Bracciaforte Chapel,
they must have been hidden in the monastery. The secret was well
kept; but it is said that until the time of the discovery in 1865, a

tradition still lingered among the brethren that their chapel “held
a great treasure”; an aged sacristan, who used to sleep in that part

of the building, was accustomed to tell of seeing in dreams a

figure clad in red, who issued from the wall and passed through
the chapel and, being asked who he was, replied: “I am Dante.”
The old man did not live to sec his dream interpreted.

The chest, with its inscription, is in the BibUodieca Nazionalc;
the bones, after lying for three days in a glass coffin for the venera-
tion ofthe people of Ravenna, were restored to the original sarco-

phagus, and Ravenna still remains guardian of her treasure.

^
The Translation

I ought to say a few words about the translation. It is not, of

I. Dante’s bones, revisited again 3 June 1677.
a. Dante s bones, deposited here by me. Fra Antonio Santi, 18 October

1677.
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course, Dante; no translation could ever be Dante. He himself

said in the Convivio that he detested translations - a fact which

adds an acute feeling of compunction to the translator’s other

difficulties, and doubles the embarrassment of counting up the

already existing translations with which any new version has to

compete. (But since the Dante of the Cotntnedia had re-leamt

charity since writing the Convivio, and was eager above all things

that his poem should bring as many people as possible to salvation,

we must hope that he forgives us all.)

I have stuck to the terza rirna, despite the alleged impossibility

of finding sufficient rhymes in Enghsh - it is, after all, less exacting

in this respect than the Spenserian stanza, which nobody dreams

of calling impossible. In prose, a greater verbal accuracy would

of course be attainable; but for the general reader this does not,

I think, compensate for the loss of speed and rhythm and the

“punch” of the rhyme.

The rhyme-scheme (aba, beb, ede, ded . . . xyx, yzy, z) runs

continuously from the beginning to the end of every canto, each

three-line stanza (terzain) being rhyme-linked to the one before

and the one after, until the sequence is neatly tied off by a single

line rhyming with the middle line of the preceding stanza. By
overrunning and light rhyming, the terza rima can be made to

run almost condnuotisly; or, by end-stopping and conspicuous

rhyming, it can be broken at will into stanza-form; and it can be

carried from the one rhythm to the other by the linked rhyme

without for a moment losing the strong forward movement of

the verse, which is like that of a flowing tide, each wave riding in

on the back of the one before it. Blank verse, with its insidious

temptation to be literal at the expense of the verse, has little

advantage over prose and, though easier to write badly, is far more

difficult to write well; while the rhymed couplet, or any stanza-

form other than Dante’s own, involves the placing of stanza-

breaks at places where he did not choose to place them. I agree,

therefore, with Maurice Hewlett that, for the translator, the

choice is **terza rima or nothing”. I have used all the licence which

English poetic tradition allows in the way of half-rhyme,

light “Cockney”, identical, and (if necessary) eccentric rhyme

- and indeed, without these aids, the heavy thump of the mascu-
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line rhymes (which predominate in English) would be tiresome.*

I have used a liberal admixture of feminine rhyme. This is the

usual English custom, and I do not know why Dante's translators

for the most part fight shy of it. A preponderance of feminine

rhyme tends to produce special effects - of sonority (e.g. the in-

scription over HeU-Gate in Canto m, or the opening of Canto iv),

of elegiac lamentation (Canto v), or of burlesque (the Gilbertian

gallop at the beginning of Canto xxii); its occasional use is the

practice of all English writers of terza rima or any other rhymed
verse. (And Dante himself does not scruple to vary his feminine

endings with masculine endings, when he wants to, rare as these

latter are in Italian verse.)

As regards the metre, the translator is not faced with the same
kind of difEculty which confronts him when trying to render
into English the classical hexameter or the French dexandrine,
whose rhythms are hopelessly alien to our native verse. We are

fortunate in having a metrical unit which ahnost exactly corre-

sponds to that of the Commedia. Like our own “heroic*’ line, the

» Italian hendecasyllable (line of eleven syllables) normally carries

five accentual beats in rising duple rhythm, though it is distin-

guished from it in general effect by the fact that in Italian the

feminine and in English the “masculine” ending predominates.
Thus, ifwe take the opening lines of one of Shakespeare's sonnets:

' w ' V ^

Farewell! thou art too dear for my possessing
^ ^ f t i

And like enough thou know*st thy estimate^

^ rhymes” because it is remarkably rich in vowel-
sounos. Of these, Italian possesses seven only, all “pure” and unmodified by

consonants. For English, on the other hand, the Shorter

*ir * u ^ fewer than fifty-two native varieties, shading into one
other by imperceptible degrees. This phenomenon results from the fact

j c a ^
vowels arc diphthongs to start with and nearly all arc

^
by a following consonant, particularly by a following

* ui Southern English, this self-effacing consonant when it
Ppeus it me end of a word seems to exist for the sole purpose of per-
rming this duty to its vowel, dying without a murmur when its work is

ifi Sf*
™iuncr of certain male spiders. (In Northern English and

all i«
^ilccts the “r” is more tenacious of life.) In consequence of

r rhymes are scarce in English; but “impure” rhymes arc
iod Icpdmatc, producing many curious melodic effects which

no parallel in the verse ofpufc-vowcUcd languages.
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the first faithfully represents the Italian, and the second the Eng-
lish, norm or basic line.

As in English, so too in Itahan, the line can be varied in two

principal ways: (i) by varying the regular fall of the beat, and

(2)

by crowding extra syllables into the line so as to produce, when
desired, a triple instead of a duple rhythm. The former of these

variations is executed in Italian exactly as in English, except that

even bolder hberties may be taken with it; the latter is managed

rather differently, though with much the same final result.

Because the Itahan line is scanned by syllables and not by accent,

extra syllables can only be worked in where two vowel-sounds,

coming together, can be eUded, and not counted separately in the

scansion; whereas the English line, being scanned by accent, will

tolerate extra unaccented syllables of any kind and in any number,

provided that the basic five-stress rhythm is not wholly lost to

the ear. By either method, the line can be expanded, if desirable,

from its ‘‘normal** ten or eleven syllables to accommodate as many

as fifteen or sixteen.

A few examples will make this clear:

(i) The “normal** ten-syllable line of five rising accents:ft f / ^
Midway this way of life we*re bound upon

(Basic in English and possible in Itahan.)

(2) The “normal** eleven-syllable line of five rising accents:

f $ t f r

Andfife and drum and signalflares a-brandish

(Basic in Itahan and frequent in English.)

(3)
Variation by reversed stress:

/ f / f ^
Thousand and more, thronging the barbican

(Frequent in both languages.)

(4)
Extra syllables introduced by elision of vowels:

/ / / t f

Already^across the water heaves in sight

(The normal Italian method, and frequent in English.)
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(5) Extra unaccented syllables introduced without elision:

Then the ten or ofalight ing seemed worse than the terror ofsoaring

(Perfealy possible in English; wholly impossible in Italian.)

Generally speaking, the syllable-scanned Italian metre can vary
its stress-pattern more boldly from line to line than is possible in

English, where the accentual pull is stronger. Attempts at direct

imitation of the packed syllables and indeterminate beat of the
Italian are apt to result in a cramped and waddling line, suggest-
ive of a person walking in thin tight shoes over cobble-stones.

Lines of monotonously regular normality, on the other hand, arc
not only intolerable in themselves but also far removed from
Dante s inexhaustible metrical variety. The best plan is, I think,
to let the verse run at its own pace, as the feeling of the passage
demands, using to the full all such metrical variations as offer a
native equivalent for the Italian play upon stress-shift and elision.

It will be found that the natural tendency in English is for the
rhythm to vary between duple and triple measure rather from
terzain to terzain than from line to line.

One variation from the norm is so characteristic of Dante^s
verse and so warding at first to English ears that it deserves special
mention. This is the occasional appearance - sometimes in single
lines and sometimes extended over several successive stanzas - of
the metre made familiar to us by the nursery jingle

DiddMiddle dumpling, my sonJohn
or, more decorously, and still more like the Italian, by Meredith’s
Love in the Valley:

When her mother tends her before the laughing mirror.

We are not aOTstomed to find this invigorating jog-trot mixed
up with our “heroic” metre; and one trouble about it is that
^ough easy enough to drop into, it is (even, I am told, in Italian)
difficult to get out of again; while to jerk into it and out again in
the course of three consecutive lines ‘ is, in English, very nearly

quando con tromhe, e quando con campane
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impracticable. But die effea of it where it occurs is so entertaining

that in one passage of die hiferno where it runs - like the creature

whose movement it represents - over several terzains of the text,

I have reproduced it as faithfully as I can:

Andjust as a lizard, with a quick, slick slither,

Flicks across the highwayfrom hedge to hedge, etc.

(xxv. 79 sqq.)

The only other metrical pecuHarity which is likely to disconcert

the reader is the frequent running-over of the lines in such a way

as to leave, for example, the adjective at the end of one line and

the noun which it qualifies at ^e beginning of the next. This is

highly charactcrisdc of the original, for Dante is a hardy over-

runner, and will not hesitate, if it suits him, to separate subjea

from verb, verb from direct object, numeral or demonstrative

adjective or even the definite article from its noun, or to chop a

word in two bodily. This is, indeed, one of the devices by which

the terza ritna is made to flow. The reader will find that if he will

read the verse continuously (and for preference aloud), letting die

stress fall where it would fall in natural speech, and pausing only

where the sense pauses without making any attempt to “end-stop”

the lines, rhyme and rhythm will fall automatically into place;

and he will then feel something of the elastic pulse - the cease-

lessly vital thrust-and-pull - of the movement which makes terza

Tima one of the most flexible and satisfying measures ever devised

for verse-narration.

As regards diction and syntax, I have interpreted liberally the

phrase “in modem English” which applies to the present series of

translations. The vocabulary and the sentence-rhythms of verse

-are not, and never can be, exaedy the same as those of contem-

porary prose. I have considered the whole range of intelligible

English speech to be open to me, excluding, however, at the one

,end of the scale, words and forms so archaic as to be incompre-

hensible, and, at the other, “nonce-words” and up-to-the-minute

slang. I have tried, that is, to steer a discreet middle coune between

Wardour Street and Hollywood, and to eschew: “Marry, quotha!”

-without declining upon “Sez you!” I have ttied to avoid, as far

as possible. Latinized inversions (especiaUy when they mvolvc
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ambiguity), poetic clich6, and sudden drops into slang or bathos -

bearing in mind, however, that Dante's ovm style moves continu-

ally from the grand manner to the colloquial, and that nothing
could be more unfair to' him, or more unlike him, than to iron

out all his lively irregularities into one flat level of dignified

commonjdace. Generally speaking, ancient and solemn words and
locutions appear most frequently in the “poetic” bits of the poem,
and modem ones in the colloquial bits - which is, I hope, where
one might expect to find them. Where some one particular word
seemed to be absolutely demanded by the necessity of strict

accuracy (particularly of theological accuracy) and no other word
would do, I have used that word, regardless of its age or origin.

Where sense, metre, and rhyme would accommodate themselves
indifferently to either an ancient or a modem phrase, I have
plumped for the modem, especially if the passage was humorous
or conversational. For example, in Inf. xxL 127, where the candi-
dates for admission were

:

and
I dont like the look ofthis one bit”

”Master, this prospect likes me not a whit”,

the context seemed to call for liveliness rather than for archaic
dignity.

After careful consideration, however, I decided to use the
^^cient “thee and thou” throughout, rather than the modem
'“you”. For one thing, it is imponant to be able to distinguish in
certain passages between the singular and the plural, and in others,
between the intimate ”ti” and the ceremonial “vo/”. And further^
the word “thou”, which was commonly used in speech up to the
beginning of the nineteenth century and in verse to the beginning
of the twentieth - and which, indeed, is alive in North-country
speech to this day - provides, as it were, a kind of link between
the ancient and modem speech-forms, and a test ofwhat forms can
be linked in the same phrase without a too-jarring anachronism.
Thou art tired and weary” is poeticcommon form; an eighteenth-

century person might have said “th'art fagged”; it is conceivable
that a North-country airman might even tonlay say, “th'art
brassed-off, lad”; what is inconceivable is that anybody should
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say: **thou art brassed-off, methinks”. In such matters, the ear

and taste of the translator must be his guides; and if he gets into

trouble with his critics, he must console himself by remembering

that Dante himself used not only learned, obscure, and Latinized

expressions, but also many provincial and dialect forms, and such

an abundance of colloquialisms as to be severely censured by

eighteenth-century pundits for his lowness, vulgarity, and lack of

proper dignity.

He has been scolded also for his love of puns and conceits, and

internal rhymes and chimes, such as were fashionable in his day.

They are part of his style, and I have done my best to reproduce

them where it was possible, as also to preserve some of his aUitera-

tions. Thus the play on the word “Salse” in Inf. xviii. 51 is repre-

sented by a playful evocation of the name ofWormwood Scrubs,

and the complete alliterative scheme of the three great passages on

the Last Judgment {Inf. vi. 95; x. 10-12; xiii. 108) is there in the

English for those who care to look for it. I have also been par-

ticular not to lose, if I could help it, the effects made by the itera-

tion of similar words in similar positions (as, for example, the

iterated “love ... love ... love” at the beginnings of the three

parallel terzains ollnf v. ioa-106). And I have also so far succeeded

- though at the cost of some rather acrobatic rhyme - in keeping

all Dante’s Latin quotations in the original form and in the places

where he put them (readers will find that they work in better if

given the “old”, or “English”, pronunciation).^ These things are,

perhaps, no more than Dante’s eccentricities; but the eccen-

tricities are part ofthe man.

Two things remain to be mentioned. The first is Dante’s-

humour. This, of all his qualities, has been the most hopelessly

obscured by his translators and Critics. Most of them (rather

grudgingly) admit that the burlesque opening of Canto xxxi of

the Inferno is meant to be funny, though his early translator Cary

shrinks from allowing even that, and merges the whole passage

into a stateliness of sober Miltonics. But the pervading flavour of

Dante’s humour is much more subtle: it is dry and deUcatc and

satirical; in particular his portrait of himself is tinged through-

out with a charming self-mockery which has no parallel that I

I. E.g. Inf. xxadv. i.
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blow of outside the pages ofJane Austen. In translating I have,
inevitably, coarsened what is. for the most part, something more

a faintly ironic inflection in the voice than anything humorousythe words themselves; but here again, it seemed better to err by
over-emphasis than by ignoring the change of tone. The easiest
way to show what I have done is to lay a few passages side by
side with other translations; for example:

Inf. xi. 76:

“ What error has seduced thy reason, pray?'*

Said he; ''thou art not wont to be so dull;

Or are thy wits woolgathering miles away?"

where Cary has:

He answer thus return'd:
“ Wherefore in dotage wanders thus thy mind.
Not so accustomed? Or what other thoughts

*

Possess it?"

Inf xvi. 124:

When truth looks like a lie, a mans to blame
Not to sit still, ifhe can, and hold his tongue.

Or he'll only cover his innocent head with shame,

where Wright has:

That truth which bears the semblance ofa lie

To pass the lips man never should allow:
Though critne be absent - still disgrace is nigh.

SoJ climhed^to those dread shoulders obediently;

**Only do" (/ meant to say, but my voice somJww
Wouldn't come out right) "please catch hold ofme."

where Binyon has:

On those dread shoulders did I then get hold.
I wished to say, only the voice came not
As I had meant: "Thy arms about mefold."

In this last case, it is a question, not only of translating but ochoosing between two possible readings of the Italian: which on,

c
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chooses - the unbroken phrase or the broken, gasping one - will

depend, precisely, on whether one thinks Dante is laughing at

himself or not. I believe that he is, and that his treatment of his

own character is suffused throughout with a delicate spirit of

comedy, which no reverence should tempt the translator to obscure

by dignified phrases.

The second thing, of course, is Dante’s poetry. When Dante

chooses to be sheerly beautiful, he writes not like a man but like

an angel, and at that point the translator has to give up the chase

after perfection

As, at.his art's end, every artist must.^

The most that one can do with passages like the one about Benaco

{Inf. XX. 61-78), or the Last Voyage of Ulysses {Inf. xxvi. 85-142),

or the heart-breaking Utde vision of the brooks of the Casentino

{Inf XXX. 64-7), and a fortiori with the first eight cantos of the

PurgaCorio or the ecstatic glories of the Paradiso, is to erect, as best

one can, a kind of sign-post to indicate: “Here is beauty; make

haste to learn Italian, so diat you may read it for yourselves”. For

when one has disposed ofDante the politician, Dante the moralist,

Dante the theologian, and even of Dante “the most piercing in-

tellea ever granted to the sons of men” there remains Dante the

poet, who walks equal with Homer and Aeschylus and Virgil and

Shakespeare, and whose shoe’s latchet none but the very greatest

is woriy to unloose. Such beauties as can be partially detached

ftom their poetic form we can, indeed, notice and reproduce,

such as the wonderful series of similes - homely, vivid, observed

with the swift accuracy ofthe painter’s eye — which stud the whole

complicated pattern of the Comedy, There are the fires drifting

down upon the Abominable Sand “as Alpine snows in windless

weather fall”, and the shades squinnying at Dance like an old

tailor at the needle’s eye”; thfe thiefwho is metamorphosed into a

lizard, when
inside his head

He pulled his ears, as a snail pulls her horn,

and the lovely simile of the phoenix, which wafts a breath of

s. Para. xzx. 33.

2. Roden Buxton; Prophets ofHeaven and Hell.
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exotic perfume across the horrors ofthe seventh pit ofMalbowges;

Living, nor herb norgrain isfoodfor her.

Only amomum, and dropping incense-gums,

And her last swathings are ofnard and myrrh.

The whole ofthe Middle Ages moves before us in Dante’s thumb-
nail sketches: the shipbuilders in the Venice Arsenal, the cooks and

scullions “prodding the stew” with long forks, the labourer resting

on the hillside of an evening and watching the fireflies flickering

down the valley, the shepherd despairing at the long-continued

frost, the peasant-girl pursued into dreamland by her daily task

of gleaning, the overworked ostler hurrying to get his horses

groomed, the Romans inventing a system of traffic-control for the

handling of holiday crowds, green logs sizzling on the hearth, a

night alarm of fire and the mother fleeing naked with her child

clutched in her arms, beggars in the street and the savage watch-
dogs rushing out upon them, the sounds and smells of a medieval

hospital; the pleasures of hawking, hunting, bathing, gambling;

the busdc of tilt and tournament, the noise and vicissitudes of
war.’ These things we can appreciate, as we can appreciate the

tremendous architectural grandeur of the Comedy, the vigour of
the narrative, the brilliance of the characterization and the brisk

cut-and-thrust of the dialogue. They are part of the poetry, but
they arc not the poetry itseS*: that is incommunicable in any other

language than Dante’s own. But Dante has so much and such
varied greamess that even ofits fragments one may take up twelve
baskets full: and the translator may perhaps hope to have preserved ^

enough of the essential Dante to explain why those who love him
at all love him with a devouring passion, and will be content with
no lesser titles for him than those which he bestowed upon
Virgil: “Master, leader, and lord”.

^

Explanatory Matter

^

I have tried to include in the Images or Notes to each canto
all such, but only such, explanatory matter as the reader needs in
order to understand the poem as he goes along. Other sorts of

example arc taken from the Inferno alone. A selection from
the whole Comedy would, of course, cover a still wider field.
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information have been relegated to the Glossary of Names, or to

an Appendix, so as not to bury the text under a pile of com-
mentary. Thus, while reading Canto v, it is sufficient to know,

of most of the characters mentioned, that they are famous lovers;

but to appreciate the passage about Paolo and Francesca we want

to know a little about their history. Accordingly, Paolo and

Francesca go into the Notes and their fellow-sufferers into the

Glossary, where the reader may look them up or not as he likes.

There is an Appendix on p. 296 about the Chronology of the

Comedy, and another on p. 292 about the Ptolemaic system of

astronomy on which Dante’s plan of the universe is founded.

Texts and Commentaries

WhOe 1 have consulted from time to time most of the great

critical texts from Lana to Vandelli, I have been somewhat eclectic

in my choice of readings, not infrequently preferring the version

which appeared to me to make the better sense or the better poetry

to that supported by a greater numerical weight of manuscript

audiority. Many English renderings have been suggested by such

prose versions as those of the Temple Classics edition, Warren

Vernon's Readings, and John D. Sinclair’s translation; where my
rendering coincides with those of previous verse-translators, the

resemblance is fortuitous, being dictated in many cases by the

exigence of the rhyme.

The help received from the innumerable scholars and critics who

have commented Dante could scarcely be acknowledged other-

wise than in an extensive bibliography; I must not, however, fail

to acknowledge my debt to Charles Williams s study The Figure

of Beatrice, which lays down the lines along which, I beHeve, the

allegory can be most fruitfully interpreted to present-day readers.

My notes and comments make no pretence to original scholar-

ship or research. ^^Tiere scholars disagree, 1 have sometimes offered

alternative versions and sometimes silently made ray ovra choice;

but I have never put forward a reading, and seldom an interpre-

tation. without some good authority behind it. In the rare cases

where I have ventured an unsupported conjecture of my own, I

have tried to indicate as much. D. L. S.

May 1948
^ 66
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THE GREATER IMAGES
DANTE in the story is always himself- the Florentine poet, philo-

sopher, and politician, and the man who loved Beatrice. In the

allegory, he is the image of every Christian sinner, and his pil-

grimage is that which every soul must make, by one road or
another, from the dark and solitar\^ Wood of Error to the Cirv
of God.

ViUGiL is in the story the shade pf the poet who, in the Aetteid,

celebrated the ori^ and high destiny ofthe Roman Empire and
its function in unifying the civilked world. In the Middle Ages
he was looked upon as having been an unconscious prophet of
Christianity and also (in popular tradition) as a great * whit^
Magician”, whose natural virtue gave him power among the
dead. Dante’s poraait of him has preserved traces of these
medieval fancies, and also agrees very well with what we know
of the gentle and charming characteristics of the real Virgil. In
the allegory, Virgil is the image of Human Wisdom - the best
that man can become in his own strength without the especial
pace of God. He is the best of human philosophy, the best of
human morality; he is also poetry and an, the best ofhuman feel-
ing and imagination. Virgil, as die image of these things, cannot
himself enter Heaven or bring anyone else there (art and

philosophy cannot be made into substitutes for
religion), but he can (and they can), under the direction of the
Heavenly Wisdom, be used to awaken the soul to a realization
of its own sinfulness, and can thereafter accompany and assist it

towards that state of natural perfection in which it is again open
to receive the immediate operation of Divine Grace,

Beatrice remains in the story what she was in real life: the Flor-
entine girl whom Dante loved from the first moment that he
saw her, and in whom he seemed (as is sometimes the case with
loven) to sw Heaven’s glory walking the earth bodily. Because,
for she was thus in fact the vehicle of the Glory - the
carmy vespl in which the divine experience was carried - she
IS, m the allegory, from time to time likened to. or equated with.

' “ose other God-bcarcrs”: the Church, and Divine Grace in the
Church; the Blessed Virgin; even Christ Himself. She is the
image by which Dante perceives all these, and her function in
the poem is to bring him to that state in which he is able to per-
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ceive them directly; at the end of the Paradiso the image of

Beatrice is - not replaced by, but - taken up into the images,

successively, of the Church Triumphant; of Mary, the historic

and universal God-bearer; and of God, in whom Image and

Reality are one and the same. Beatrice thus represents for every

man that person - or, more generally, that experience of the

Not-self - which, by aroasing his adoring love, has become for

him the God-bearing image, the revelation of the presence of

God.

Hell in the story is the place or condition of lost souls after death;

it is pictured as a huge funnel-shaped pit, situated beneath the

Normem Hemisphere and running down to the centre of the

earth. In the allegory

^

it is the image ofthe deepening possibilities

of evil within the soul. Similarly, the sinners who there remain

fixed forever in the evil which they have obstinately chosen arc

also images of the perverted choice itself. For the story

^

they arc

historical or legendary personages, external to Dante (and to

us); for the allegory they figure his (and our) disordered desires,

seen and known to us as we plunge ever deeper into the hidden

places of the self: every condemned sinner in the poem is thus

the image of a self-condemned sin (actual or potential) in every

man. Neither in the story nor in the allegory is Hell a place of

punishment to which anybody is arbitrarily sent: it is the condi-

tion to which the soul reduces itselfby a stubborn determination

to evil, and in which it suffers the torment ofits own perversions.

We must be careful to distinguish between Hell itself, taken

literally, and the vision of Hell which is offered to Dante. Hell

itself is not remedial; the dead who have chosen the "ctemd

exile” from God, and who thus experience the reality of their

choice, cannot profit by that experience. In that sense, no living

soul can enter Hell, since, however great the sin, repentance is

always possible while there is life, even to the very moment of

dying.* But the vision of He//, which is remedial, is the soul s

self-knowledge in all its evil potentialities - “the revelation of

the nature ofimpenitent sin.” *

Purgatory in the story^ as in Catholic theology, is the place or

condition of redeemed souls after death, and is imagined by

1. Unless, indeed, the will is so hardened in sin that the power to repent
^

is destroyed, in which case the condition of the soul, even in this world, u

literally a ‘‘living hell”. Dante deals with this possibility in Canto xxxm.

2. See P. H. Wicksteed: From Vita Nuova to Paradiso, from which the last

few words are quoted.
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Dante as a lofty mountain on an island in the Southern Hemi-
sphere. On its seven encircling cornices, the souls are purged
successively of the taint of the seven deadly sins, and so made fit

to ascend into the presence ofGod in Paradise. In the allegory

^

it

is the image of repentance, by which the soul purges the guilt of
sin in this life; and, similarly, the blessed spirits who willingly

embrace its purifying pains figure the motions of the soul,

eagerly confessing and making atonement for its sins.

Paradise, in the same way, is, in the story

^

the place or condition
after death of beatified souls in Heaven. Dante pictures it, first,

under the figure ofthe ten Heavens of medieval astronomy and,
secondly, under that of the Mystical Rose. He explains that,

although the souls are shown as enjoying ascending degrees of
bliss in the ten successive Heavens, all these arc, in reality, one
Heaven; nor is the bliss unequal, ca^ soul being ^ed, according
to its capacity, with all the joy it is able to experience. In the
allegory, Paradise is the image of the soul in a state of grace, en-
joying the foretaste of the Heaven which it knows to be its true
home and city; and in the inhabitants ofParadise we may recog-
nize the figure of the ascending stages by which it rises to the
contemplation of the Beatific Vision.

The Empire and the City, Throughout the poem, we come
across various images of the Empire and of the City (Florence,
Rome, and other cities ofItaly, as well as the City and Empire of
Dis in Hell, and the Eternal City or Heavenly Rome in Para-
dise). All these may be taken as expressing, in one way or an-
other, what t^day we should perhaps more readily rhinW of as

hideed, the whole allegory may be interpreted
pohtic^y, in the widest sense of the word, as representing the
way ofsalvation, not only for the individual man, but for Man-
m-con^unity. Civilizations, as wcU as persons, need to know
the HeU within them and purge their sins before entering into a
^te of Grace, Justice, and Charity and so becoming the City of
God on earth.

^
«
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Dark Wood - Maundy Thursday Night: Good Friday 6 a,m.

CANTO I

» The Story. Dante finds that he has strayedfiom the right road and is

lost in a Dark Wood. He tries to escape by climbing a beautifulMountain,

but is turned aside, first by a gambolling Leopard, then by afierce Lion,

andfinally by a ravenous She-Wolfi As he isfieeing back into the wood,

he is stopped by the shade of Virgil, who tells him that he cannot hope to

pass the Wolfand ascend the Mountain by that road. One day a Grey^

hound will come and drive the Wolf back to Hell; hut the only course

at present left open to Dante is to trust himselfto Virgil, who will guide

him by a longer way, leading through Hell and Purgatory. From tmre, a

worthier spirit than Virgil (Beatrice) will lead him on to see the blessed

soub in Paradise. Dante accepts Virgil as his ^'master, leader, and lord*\

and they set out together.

Midway this way of life wc’rc bound upon,

I woke to find myself in a dark wood,
Where the right road was wholly lost and gone.

Ay me! how hard to speak of it - that rude

And rough and stuboom forest! the mere breath

Of memory stirs the old fear in the blood;

It is so bitter, it goes nigh to death;

Yet there I gained such good, that, to convey
The talc, I’ll write what else I found therewith.

How I got into it I cannot say.

Because I was so heavy and full of sleep

When first I stumbled from the narrow way;

But when at last I stood beneath a steep

Hill’s side, which closed that valley’s wandering maze
Whose dread had pierced me to the hean-root deep.

Then I looked up, and saw the morning rays
Mantle its shoulder from that planet bright

/
Which guides men s feet aright on all their ways;

And this a little quieted the affright

That lurking in my bosom’s lake had lain
Through the long horror of that piteous night.
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Dark Wood - The Mountain: The Three Beasts:

And as a swimmer, panting, from the main
Heaves safe to shore, then turns to face the drive

Of perilous seas, and looks, and looks again,
i

So, while my soul yet fled, did I contrive

To turn and gaze on that dread pass once more
Whence no man yet came ever out alive.

Weary of limb I rested a brief hour.

Then rose and onward through the desert hied,

So that the fixed foot always was the lower;

And see ! not far from where the mountain-side

First rose, a Leopard, nimble and Hght and fleet,

Clothed in a fine furred pelt all dapple-dyed,

Came gambolling out, and skipped before my feet,

Hindering me so, that from the forthright line

Time and again I turned to beat retreat.

The mom was young, and in his native sign

The Sun climbed with the stars whose glitterings

Attended on him when the Love Divine

First moved those happy, prime-created things:

So the sweet season and the new-born day

Filled me ‘with hope and cheerful augurings

Of the bright beast so speckled and so gay;

Yet not so much but that I fell to qiiaking

At a fresh sight - a Lion in the way.

I saw him coming, swift and savage, making

For me, head lugh, with ravenous hunpr raving

So that for dread the very air seemed snaking.

And next, a Wolf, gaunt with the famished craving

Lodged ever in her horrible lean flank,

The ancient cause ofmany men’s enslaving; -

She was the worst - at that dread sight a blank

Despair and whelming terror pinned me fast,

Until all hope to scale the mountain sanL

Like one who loves the gains he has amassed.

And meets the hour when he must lose his loot,

Distracted in his mind and all aghast,
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Even so was I, faced with that restless brute

Which little by little edged and thrust me back.

Back, to that place wherein the sun is mute.

Then, as I stumbled headlong down the track,

Sudden a form was there, which dumbly crossed

My path, as though grown voiceless from long lack

Of speech; and seeing it in that desert lost,

“Have pity on me!“ I hailed it as I ran,

“Whate*er thou art - or very man, or ghost!”

It spoke: “No man, although I once was man;
My parents’ native land was Lombardy
And both by citizenship were Mantuan.

Sub Julio bom, though late in time, was I,

And lived at Rome in good Augustus’ days,

When the false gods were worshipped ignorantly.

Poet was I, and tuned my verse to praise

Anchises’ righteous son, who sailed from Troy
When Ilium’s pride fell ruined down ablaze.

But thou - oh, why run back where fears destroy
Peace? Why not climb the blissful mountain yonder.
The cause and first beginning of all joy?”

Canst thou be Virgil? thou that fount of splendour
Whence poured so wide a stream of lordly speech?”
Said I, and bowed my awe-struck head in wonder;

“O honour and light of poets all and each,
Now let my great love stead me - the bent brow
And long hours pondering all thy book can teach!

Thou art my master, and my author thou.
From thee alone I learned the singing strain.

The noble style, that does me honour now.

Sec there the beast that turned me back again -
Save me from her, great sage - 1 fear her so,
She shakes my blood through every pulse and vein.”

Nay, by another path thou needs must go
If thou vrilt ever leave this waste,” he said.
Looking upon me as I wept, “for lo!
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i] Dark Wood - **The Greyhound*' - Good Friday

The savage brute that makes thee cry for dread
Lets no man pass this road of hers, but sail

Trammels him, till at last she lays him dead.

Vicious her nature is, and framed for ill;

When crammed she craves more fiercely than before;

Her raging greed can never gorge its fill.

With many a beast she mates, and shall with more.
Until the Greyhound come, the Master-hound,
And he shall slay her with a stroke right sore.

He’ll not eat gold nor yet devour the ground;

Wisdom and love and power his food shall be,

His birthplace between Feltro and Feltro found;

Saviour he’ll be to that low Italy

For which Euryalus and Nisus died,

Tumus and chaste Camilla, bloodily.

He’ll hunt the Wolf through cities far and wide.

Till in the end he hunt her back to Hell,

Whence Envy first of all her leash untied.

But, as for thee, I think and deem it well

Thou take me for thy guide, and pass with me
Through an eternal place and terrible

Where thou shalt hear despairing cries, and see

Long-parted souls chat in their torments dire

Howl for the second death perpetually.

Next, thou shalt gaze on those who in the fire

Are happy, for they look to mount on high.

In God’s good time, up to the blissful quire;

To which glad place, a wortliier spirit than I

Must lead thy steps, if thou desire to come.

With whom I’ll leave thee then, and say good-bye;

For the Emperor of chat high Imperium

Wills not that I, once rebel to His crown.

Into that city of His should lead men home.

Everywhere is His realm,but there His throne,

There is His city and exalted seat:

Thrice-blest whom there He chooses for His own!”
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Evening - Commentaries

Then I to him: “Poet, I thee entreat.

By that great God whom thou didst never know,
Lead on, that I may free my wandering feet

From these snares and from worse; and 1 will go
Along with thee, St Peter’s Gate to find.

And those whom thou portray’st as suffering so.”

So he moved on; and I moved on behind.

T HE Images. 77te Dark Wood is the image of Sin or Error — not so

much ofany specific act of sin or intellectual perversion as ofthat
spiritual condition called “hardness of heart”, in which sinfulness

has so taken possession of the soul as to render it incapable of
turning to God, or even knowing which way to turn.

The Mountain, which on the mystical level is the image of the Soules

Ascent to God, is thus on the moral level the image of Repent-
ance, by which the sinner returns to God. It can be ascended
directly from “the right road”, but not from the Dark Wood,
because there the soul’s cherished sins have become, as it were,
externalized, and appear to it like demons or “beasts” with a will
and power of their own, blocking all progress. Once lost in the
Dark Wood, a man can only escape by so descending into him-
self that he sees his sin, not as an external obstacle, but as the will
to chaos and death within him (Hell). Only when he has “died
to sin” can he repent and purge it. Mount Purgatory and ther

Mountain of Canto i are, therefore, really one and the same
mountain, as seen on the far side, and on this side, of the “death
unto sin”.

The BeasU. These are the images of sin. They may be identified with
Lust, Pride, and Avarice respectively, or with the sins of Youth,
Manhood, and Age; but they are perhaps best thought of as the
imag« of the three types of sin which, if not repented, land the
soul in one or other of the three main divisions ofHell (u. Canto
XI).

'

Tile gay Leopardis the image ofthe self-indulgent sins - Inconti-
nence; the fierce Lion, ofthe violent sins - Bestiality, the She- Wolf
of the malicious sins, which involve Fraud.

The Greyhound has been much argued about. I think it has both an
historical and a spiritual significance. Historically, it is perhaps the-
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image of some hoped-for political saviour who should establish

the just World-Empire. Spiritually, the Greyhound, which has
the attributes of God (“wisdom, love, and power”), is prob-
ably the image of the reign of the Holy Ghost on earth - the
visible Kingdom of God for which we pray in the Lord’s Prayer
(cf. Pur£, xi. 7-9).

Notes. 1 . 1: midway: i.e. at the age of35, the middle point of man’s
earthly pilgrimage of three-score and ten years.

1 . 17: that planet bright: the Sun. In medieval astronomy, the Earth
was looked upon as being the centre of the universe, and the sun

counted as a planet. In the Comedy, the Sun is often used as a figure

for “die spiritual sun, which is God”. (Dante: Conviuio, iv. 12.)

1 . 27: whence no man yet came ever out alive: Dante, as we shall see,

is by no means “out” as yet; nor will he be, until he has passed

through the “death unto sin”.

1. 30: so that thefixedfoot always was the lower: i.e. he was going up-

hill. In walking, there is always one fixed foot and one moving foot;

in going uphill, the moving foot is brought above, and in going

downhill below, the fixed foot.

I . 37: in his native sign: According to tradition, the Sun was in the

Zodiacal sign of Aries (the Ram) at the moment of the creation. The
Sun is in Aries from 21 March to 21 April: therefore the “sweet

season” is that ofspring. Later, we shall discover that the day is Good
Friday, and that the moon was full on the previous night These indi-

cations do not precisely correspond to the actual Easter sky of 1300;

Dante has merely described the astronomical phenomena typical of

Eastertide.

II. 63-4: as thoughgrown voicelessfrom long lack ofspeech: i.e. the form

is trying to speak to Dante, but carmot make itself heard. From the

point ofview of the story, I think this means that, being in fact that of

a ghost, it cannot speak until Dante has established communication

by addressing it first. Allegorically, we may take it in two ways: (l) on

the historical level, it perhaps means that the wisdom and poetry of

the classical age had been long neglected; (2) on the spiritual level, it

undoubtedly means that Dante had sunk so deep into sin that the

voice of reason, and even of poetry itself, had become faint and

Almost powerless to recall him.

L 70: subJulio: underJulius (Caesar). Virgil was bom in 70 B.c. and

had published none of his great poems before the murder ofJulius in

44 B.C., so that he never enjoyed his patronage.

1 . 87: the noble style: Dante, in 1300, was already a poet ofConsider-
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able reputation for his love-lyrics and philosophic odes, though he had
not as yet composed any narrative verse directly modelled upon the

Aeneid. When he says that he owes to Virgil the **belh stilo wWch has

wonhim honour”, he can scarcely be referring to the style of his own
prose works, whether in Latin or Italian, still less to that of the as yet

unwritten Comedy, Presumably he means that he had studied to

imitate, in his poems written in the vernacular, the elegance, concise

power, and melodious rhythms of the Virgilian line.

1 . 105: between Feltro and Feltro: This is a much-debated line. If the

Greyhound represents a political “saviour”, it may mean that his

birthplace lies between Feltre in Venetia and Montefeltro inRomagna
(i.e. in the valley of the Po). But some commentators think that

^
"feltro” is not a geographical name at all, but simply that ofa coarse

cloth (felt, or frieze); in which case Dante would be expecting salva-

tion to come from among those who wear the robe of poverty, and
have renoimced "gold and ground” - i.e. earthly possessions. We
should perhaps translate: “In cloth offrieze his people shall befound”.

I. 106: low Italy: The Italian word is umile, humble, which may
mean either “low-lymg”. as opposed to “high Italy” among the Alps,
or “humiliated", with reference to the degradation to which the
country had been brought. In either case, the classical allusions which
follow show that Dante meant Rome.

1. 1 14: an eternal place and terrible: Hell.

I. 1 17: the second death: this might mean “cry for a second death
to put an end to their misery”, but more probably means “cry out
because of the pains of hell”, in allusion to Rev. xx. 14.

U. 118-19; those who in thefire are happy: the redeemed in Purgatory.

^

L 134; St Peter's Gate: the gate by which redeemed souls are ad-
mitted to Purgatory (Purg. ix. 76 sqq.); not the gate of Heaven.
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CANTO ii] Dark Wood - Invocation: **Papal and Imperial

CANTO II

The Story. Dante^s attempts to climb the Mountain have taken tJie

whole day and it is now Good Friday evening, Dante has not gonefar

before he loses heart and *^hegins to make excuse*'. To his specious argu^

mcnts Virgil repliesflatly: **This is mere cowardice” and then tells how
Beatrice, prompted by St Lucy at the instance ofthe Virgin Mary herself

descended into Limbo to entreat him to go to Dante's rescue. Thus en~

couraged, Dante pulls himself together, and they start off again.

Day was departing and the dusk drew on,

Loosing from labour every living thing

Save me, in all the world; I -

1

alone -

Must gird me to the wars - rough travelling.

And pity’s sharp assault upon the heart -

Which memory shall record, unfaltering;

7 Now, Muses, now, high Genius, do your part!

And Memory, faithful scrivener to the eyes,

Here show thy virtue, noble as thou art!

0 I soon began: “Poet - dear guide - ’twere wise

Surely, to test my powers and weigh their worth

Ere trusting me to this great enterprise.

3 Thou sayesc, the author of young Silvius’ birth.

Did to the world immortal, mortal go,

Clothed in the body of flesh he wore on earth -

6 Granted; if Hell’s great Foeman deigned to show

To him such favour, seeing the vast effect.

And what and who his destined issue - no,

9 That need surprise no thoughtful intellect.

Since to Rome’s fostering city and empery

High Heaven had sealed him as the father-elect;

.2 Both these were diere established, verily,

To foimd that place, holy and dedicate.

Wherein great Peter’s heir should hold his See;
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Rotne”: Virgil and Beatrice - Good FrL Sunset

So that the deed thy verses celebrate

Taught him the road to victory, and bestowed

The Papal Mantle in its high estate.

Thither the Chosen Vessel, in like mode,

Went afterward, and much confirmed thereby

The faith that sets as on salvation’s roai

But how should I go there? Who says so? Why?
I’m not Aeneas, and I am not Paul I

Who thinks me fit? Not others. And not I.

Say 1 submit, and go • suppose 1 fall

, Into some folly? Though I speak but ill,

Thy better wisdom will construe it all.”

As one who wills, and then unvdlls his will,

Changing his mind with every changing whim,
Till all his best intentions come to nil.

So I stood havering in that moorland dim.

While through fond rifts of fancy oozed away
The fint quick zest that filled me to the brim.

”If I have grasped what thou dost seem to say,”

The shade of greamess answered, “these doubts breed
From sheer black cowardice, which day by day

Lays ambushes for men, checking the speed

Of honourable purpose in mid-flight,

As shapes half-seen starde a shying steed.

Well then, to rid thee of this foolish fright.

Hear why I came, and learn whose eloquence
Urged me to take compassion on diy plight.

While I was with the spirits who dwell suspense,

A Lady summoned me - so blest, so rare,

I begged her to command my diligence.

Her eyes outshone the firmament by far

As she began, in her own gracious tongue,
Gcndc and low, as tongues of angels are:

‘O courteous Mantuan soul, whose skill in song
Keeps green on earth a fame that shall not end
While morion rolls the turning spheres along!
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ii] Dark Wood - Virgil and Beatrice: The

A friend of mine, who is not Fortune’s friend,

Is hard beset upon the shadowy coast;

Terrors and snares his fearful steps attend.

Driving him back; yea, and I fear almost

I have risen too late to help - for I was told

Such news ofhim in Heaven - he’s too far lost.

But thou - go thou! Lift up thy voice of gold;

Try every needful means to find and reach

And fi'ec him, that my heart may rest consoled.

Beatrice am I, who thy good speed beseech;

Love that first moved me from the blissful place

Whither I’d fain return, now moves my speech.

Lo! when I stand before my Lord’s bright face

rU praise thee many a time to Him.’ Thereon

She fell on silence; I replied apace:

‘Excellent lady, for whose sake alone

The breed of men exceeds all things that dwell

Closed in the heaven whose circles narrowest run!

To do thy bidding pleases me so well

That werc’t already done, I should seem slow;

I know thy wish, and more needs not to tell.

Yet say - how can thy blest feet bear to know

This dark road downward to the dreadful centre,

From that wide room which thou dost yearn for so

‘Few words will serve (if thou desire to enter

Thus far into our mystery),* she said,

‘To tell thee why I have no fear to venture.

Of hurtful things we ought to be afiaid,

But of no others, truly, inasmuch

As these have nothing to give cause for dread;

My nature, by God’s mercy, is made such

As your calamities can nowise shake,

Nor these dark fires have any power to touch.

Heaven hath a noble Lady, who doth take

Ruth of this man thou goest to disensnare

Such that high doom is cancelled for her sake.



Three Blessed Ladies - Good Friday 6 p.m^

She summoned Lucy to her side, and there

Exhorted her: “Thy faithful votary
Needs thee, and I commend him to thy care.”

Lucy, the foe to every cruelty.

Ran quickly and came and found me in my place
Beside ancestral Rachel, cry^ing to me:

“How now, how now, Beatrice. God's true praise!

No help for him who once thy liegeman was.
Quitting the common herd to win thy grace?

Dost thou not hear his piteous cries, alas?

Dost thou not see death grapple him, on the river
Whose furious rage no ocean can surpass?”

When 1 heard that, no living wight was ever
So swift to seek his good or flee his fear

As I from that high resting-place to sever

And speed me down, trusting my purpose dear
To thee, and to thy golden rhetoric

Which honours thee, and honours all who hear.'

She spoke; and as she turned from me the quick
Tears starred the lustre of her eyes, which still

Spurred on my going with a keener prick.

Therefore I sought thee out, as was her will,

And brought thee safe offfrom that beast of prey
Which barred thee from the short road up the hill.

What ails thee then? Why, why this dull delay?
Why bring so white a Uver to the deed?
Why canst thou ftnd no manhood to display

Whtt three such blessed ladies deign to plead
Thy cause at that supreme assize of right.
And when my words promise dice such good speed?”

As little flowers, which all the frosty night
pinched and drooping, lift their stalb and fan

Their blossoms out, touched by the warm white light.

So did my fainting powers; and therewith ran
Such good, strong courage round about my heart
That I spoke boldly out like a free man:
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CANTO ii] Dark Wood - Commentaries

“O blessed she that stooped to take my part!

0 courteous thou, to obey her true-discerning

Speech, and thus promptly to my rescue start!

Fired by thy words, my spirit now is burning

So to go on, and see this venture through,

1 find my former stout resolve returning.

ii« Forward! henceforth there’s but one will for two,

Thou master, and thou leader, and thou lord.”

I spoke; he moved; so, setting out anew,

U2 I entered on that savage path and froward.

The Images. Mary^ Tlie Blessed Virgin^ whom the Church calls Theo-

tokos (Mother ofGod), is the historical and univenal God-bearer,

ofwhom Beatrice, like any other God-bearing image, is a particu-

lar type. Mary is thus, in an especial and supreme manner, the

vessel of Divine Grace, as experienced in, and mediated through,

the redeemed creation. (Note that the name of Mary, like the

name of Christ, is never spoken in Hell.)

Lucia {St Lwey), a virgin martyr of the third century, is the patron

saint of those with weak sight, and chosen here as the image of

Illuminating Grace. Mary, Beatrice, and Luda are a threefold

image of Divine Grace in its various manifestations.

VirgiVs Mission, Dante is so far gone in sin and error thatDivine Grace

can no longer move him directly; but there is still something left

in him which is capable ofresponding to the voice ofpoetry and

ofhuman reason; and this, under Grace, may yet be used to lead

him back to God. In this profound and beautiful image, Dante

places Religion, on the one hand, and human Art and Philosophy,

on the other, in their just relationship.

Notes. 1 . 7: Canto i forms, as it were, a prologue to the whole

Diuine Comedy. The actual Inferno (Hell) begins with Canto n; and

here we have the invocation which, in each of the three books, pre-

faces the journey to Hell, Purgatory, and Paradise respectively. It is

addressed, in the classic maimer, to the Muses, to Genius, and to

Memory, the Mother of the Muses. (As the story proceeds, Dmte

will invoke higher, and still higher aid; till the final invocation,

towards the end ofthe Paradiso, is made to God, the "‘supreme light”

Himself.)
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1 . 13: the author ofyoung Silutus* birth: Aeneas; the allusion is to tlie

sixth book of the Aeneid, which describes how Aeneas visits Hades
and is told that he is to settle in Italy and so bring about the foundation
ofRome, the seat both of the Empire and the Papacy.

1 . 16: HelVs great Foeman: God.
1 . 28: the Chosen Vessel: St Paul (Acrsix. 15). His vision of Hell is

described in the fourth-century apocryphal book known as The Apo-
calypse of Paul which Dante had evidently read. (See M. R. James:
The Apocryphal New Testament.) There is probably also an allusion
to 2 Cor. xii. 2.

1. 52: the spirits who dwell suspense: those of the virtuous pagans,
who taste neither the bliss of salvation nor the pains of damnation,
but dwell forever suspended between the two, in Limbo, die upper-
most circle of HeU. (We shall meet them in Canto iv.)

1 . 70* Of all this passage, Charles Williams says: “Beatrice has to
ask [Virgil] to go; she cannot command him, though she puts her
trust in his ‘fair speech*. Religion itself cannot order poetry about;
the grand art is wholly autonomous ... We should have been fortu-
nate ifthe ministers ofreligion and poetry had always spoken to each
other with such courtesy as these.**

(77ie Figure of Beatrice, p. 112.)
1 . 78: the heaven whose circles narrowest run: The heaven of the

Moon, the smallest and nearest to the Earth. (See note on Dante’s
Universe, p. 292.)

I. 91: my nature, by God’s mercy, is made such: The souls of the
blessed can still pity the self-mflicted misery of the wicked, but they
can no longer be hurt or infected by it: “the action of pity will live
for ever; the passion of pity will not**. (C. S. Lewis: The Great
Divorce, p. iii, where the subject is handled in a very illuminating
way.)

1 . 102: ancestral Rachel: Leah and Rachel, the two wives ofJacob,
figure respectively the active and the contemplative life.

1. 107: the river: no Uteral river is intended; it is only a metaphor
for human life.

«L.r
^ shows clearly that the

blissful Mountain** and Mount Purgatory are in reality one and
the satn^c; since the Beasts prevent Dante from taking “the short
road

, he IS obliged to go by the long road - i.e. through Hell - to
nnd the mountam again on the other side of the world.
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Hell-'Gate - Upper Hell - Good Friday about 7 p.m.

CANTO III

The Stoby. Arriving at the gate ofHell, th Poets read the inscription

upon its lintel They enter andfind themselves in the Vestibule efHell,

where the Futile run perpetually after a whirling standard. Passing

quickly on, they reach the river Acheron. Here the souls of all the

damned come at death to beferried across by Charon, who refuses to take

the living body of Dante till Virgil silences him with a word ofpower.

While my are watching the departure of a boatload of souls the river

banks are shaken by an earthquake so violent that Dante swoons away.

THROUGH ME THE ROAD TO THE OTY OP DESOLATION,

THROUGH MB THE ROAD TO SORROWS DIUTURNAL,

THROUGH MB THE ROAD AMONG THE LOST CREATION.

JUSTICE MOVED MY GREAT MAKER; GOD BTERNAl
WROUGHT me: the POWER, AND THE UNSEARCHABLY
HIGH WISDOM, AND THE PRIMAL LOVE SUPERNAL.

NOTHING ERE I WAS MADE WAS MADE TO BE

SAVE THINGS ETERNE, AND I BTERNE ABIDE;

LAY DOWN ALL HOPE, YOU THAT GO IN BY ME.

These words, of sombre colour, I descried

Writ on the lintel of a gateway; “Sir,

This sentence is right hard for me,” I cried.

And like a man of quick discernment: "Here
Lay down all thy distrust,” said he, "reject

Dead from within thee every coward tezr;

WeVe reached the place I told thee to expect.

Where thou shouldst see the miserable race.

Those who have lost the good of intellect**

He laid his hand on mine, and with a face

So joyous that it comforted my quailing,

Into the hidden things he led my ways.

Here sighing, and here crying, and loud railing

Smote on the starless air, with lamentation.
So that at first 1 wept to hear such wailing.
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in] The Vestibule - the Futile: the Whirling Ensign:

Tongues mixed and mingled, horrible execration,

Shrill shrieks, hoarse groans, fierce yells and hideous blether

And clapping of hands thereto, without cessation

Made tumult through the timeless night, that hither

And thither drives in dizzying circles sped,

As whirlwind whips the spinning sands together.

Whereat, with horror flapping round my head:

“Master, what *s this I hear? Who can they be,

These people so distraught with grief?” I said.

And he repHed: “The dismal company

Of wretched spirits thus find their guerdon due

Whose hves knew neither praise nor infamy;

They’re mingled with that caitiff angle-crew

Who against God rebelled not, nor to Him
Were faithful, but to self alone were true;

Heaven cast them forth - their presence there would dim

The hght; deep Hell rejects so base a herd,

Lest sin should boast itself because of them.

Then I: “But, Master, by what torment spurred
^

Arc they driven on to vent such bitter breath?”

He answered: “I will tell thee in a word:

This dreary huddle has no hope of death,

Yet its blind life trails on so low and crass

That every other fate it envieth.

No reputation in the world it has,

Mercy and doom hold it alike in scorn -

Let us not speak of these; but look, and pass.

So I beheld, and lo! an ensign borne

Whirling, that span and ran, as in disdain

Of any rest; and there the folk forlorn

Rushed after it, in such an endless train,

It never would have entered in my head

There were so many men whom death had slain.

And when I’d noted here and there a shade

Whose face I knew, I saw and recognised

The coward spirit of the man who made
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Acheron: Charon - Good Friday Night

The great refusal; and that proof sufficed;

Here was that rabble, here without a doubt,

Whom God and whom His enemies despised.

This scum, who’d never lived, now fled about

Naked and goaded, for a swarm of fierce

Hornets and wasps stung all the wretched rout

Until their cheeks ran blood, whose slubbered smears.

Mingled with brine, around their footsteps fell,

Where loathly worms licked up their blood and tears.

Then I peered on ahead, and soon quite well

Made out the hither bank of a wide stream,

Where stood much people. “Sir,” said I, “pray teU

Who these are, what their custom, why they seem
So eager to pass over and be gone -

If I may trust my sight in this pale gleam.”

And he to me: “The whole shall be made known;
Only have patience till we stay our feet

On yonder sorrowful shore of Acheron.”

Abashed, I drop^ my eyes; and, lest unmeet
Chatter shoidd vex him, held my tongue, and so
Paced on widi him, in silence and discreet,

To the riverside. When firom the far bank lo!
A boat shot forth, whose white-haired boatman old
Bawled as he came: “Woe to the wicked! Woe!

Never you hope to look on Heaven - behold!
I come to ferry you hence across the tide
To endless night, fierce fires and shramming cold.

And thou, the living man there! stand aside
From these who are dead!” I budged not, but abode;
bo. when he saw me hold my ground, he cried:

Awav with thee! for by another roadMd other ferries thou shalt make the shore,
Not here; a hghter skiff must bear thy load.”

Then said my guide: “Charon, why wilt thou roarAnd ch^e in vain? Thus it is willed where power
And will arc one; enough; ask thou no more.”
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Ill] Passage ofAcheron - The Damned: Charon -

This shut the shaggy mouth up of that sour

Infernal ferryman of the livid wash,

Only his flame-ringed eyeballs rolled a-glower.

But those outwcaried, naked souls - how gash

And pale they grew, chattering their teeth for dread,

When first they felt his harsh tongue’s cruel lash.

God they blaspheme, blaspheme their parents’ bed.

The human race, the place, the dme, the blood,

The seed that got them, and the womb that bred;

Then, huddling hugger-mugger, down they scud,

Dismally wailing, to the accursed strand

Wliich waits for every man that fears not God.

Charon, his eyes red like a burning brand.

Thumps with his oar the lingerers that delay.

And rounds them up, and beckons with his hand.

And as, by one and one, leaves drift away
In autumn, till the bough from which they fall

Sees the earth strewn with all its brave array,

So, from the bank there, one by one, drop all

Adam’s ill seed, when signalled off the mark.

As drops the falcon to the falconer’s call.

Away they’re borne across the waters dark.

And ere they land that side the stream, anon

Fresh troops this side come flocking to embark.

Then said my courteous master: “See, my son,

All those Aat die beneath God’s righteous ire

From every country come here every one.

They press to pass the river, for the fire

Of heavenly justice stings and spurs them so

That all their fear is changed into desire;

And by this passage, good souls never go;

Therefore, if Charon chide thee, do mou look

What this may mean - ’tis not so hard to know.”

When he thus said, the dusky champaign shook

So terribly that, thinking on the event,

I feel the sweat pour offme like a brook.



133

Good Friday - Commentaries

The sodden ground belched wind, and through die rent

Shot the red levin, with a flash and sweep

That robbed me of my wits, incontinent;

And down I fell, as one that swoons on sleep.

The Images. Hell-Gate, High and wide and without bars {Inf. viii.

126). the door “whose tlireshold is denied to none’* {Inf. xiv. 87)

always waits to receive those who are astray in the Dark Wood.
Anyone may enter if he so chooses, but if he does, he must

abandon hope, since it leads nowhere but to the Citt^ Dolente^ the

City of Desolation. In the story, Hell is filled with the souls of

those who died with their wills set to enter by that gate; in the

allegory, these souls are the images of sin in the selfor in society.

The Vestibule was presumably suggested to Dante by the description

in Aeneid vi. (where, however, it is tenanted by rather a different

set ofpeople). It does not, I think, occur in any previous Christian

eschatology. Heaven and Hell being states in which choice is per-

manently ^ed, there must also be a state in which the refusal of

choice is itself fixed, since to refuse choice is in fact to choose

indecision. The Vestibule is the abode of the weather-cock mind,

the vague tolerance which will neither approve nor condemn,
the cautious cowardice for which no decision is ever final. The
spirits rush aimlessly after the aimlessly whirling banner, stung and

goaded, as of old, by the thought that, in doing anything definite

whatsoever, they are missing doing something else.

Adteron, “the joyless**, first of the great rivers of Hell whose names
Dante took from Virgil and Virgil from Homer. (See map, p. 84.)

Charon, the classical ferryman of the dead. Most of the monstrous

organisms by which the fimetions ofHell are discharged are taken

from Greek and Roman mythology. They are neither devils nor

damned souls, but the images of perverted appetites, presiding

over the circles appropriate to their natures.

Notes, 1. i: the City of Desolation {la cittd dolente; lit.; the sorrowful
aty). Hell, like Heaven, is represented under the figure sometimes of
a city, and sometimes of an empire. Later on (Canto dc) we shall

come to the actual city itself, which has its fortifications on the edge
of the Sixth Circle, and comprises the whole of Nether Hell. At
present we arc only in Upper Hell, forming as it were the suburbs
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CANTO III] Commentaries

of the city and made up of tlic Vestibule and the first five circles.

(See map, p. 84.)

11. 4~6: power ... wisdom supreme and primal love: the attributes of

the Trimty. “If there is God, if there is freewill, then man is able

to choose the opposite of God. Power, Wisdom, Love, gave man
freewill; therefore Power, Wisdom, Love, created the gate of hell

and the possibility ofhell.” (Charles Williams; The Figure ofBeatrice,

P- II 3 -)

1 . 8: things eterne: In Canto xxxiv Dante tells how Hell was made
when Satan fell from Heaven: it was created “for the devil and his

angels” (Matt. xxv. 41) and before it nothing was made except the

“eternal things”, i.e. the Angels and the Heavens.

1 . 9; lay down all hope: For the soul that literally enters Hell there is

no return, nor any passage to Purgatory and repentance. Dante is

naturally disturbed (1 . 12) by this warning. But what he is entering

upon, while yet in this life, is not Hell but the vision of Hell, and for

him there is a way out, provided he keeps his hope and faith. Accord-

ingly, Virgil enjoins him (11 . 14-15) to reject doubt and fear.

1 . 18: the good of intellect: In the Convivio Dante quotes Aristotle

as saying: “truth is the good of the intellect”. What the lost souls

have lost is not the intellect itself, which still functions mechanically,

but the good ofthe intellect: i.e. the knowledge ofGod, who is Truth.

(For Dante, as for Aquinas, “intellect” does not mean what we call,

colloquially, “braininess”; it means the whole “reasonable soul” of

man.)

I . 61 : the great refusal: Probably Celesdne V, who, in i294,atthcagc

of 80, was made pope, but resigned the papacy five months later. His

successor was Pope Boniface VIII, to whom Dante attributed many

of the evils which had overtaken the Church. (See also Introd. p. 35.)

II . 91-2: another road and other ferries: souls destined for Heaven

never cross Acheron; they assemble at the mouth of Tiber and arc

taken in a boat piloted by an angel to Mount Purgatory at the Anti-

podes (Purg. ii.). Charon recognizes that Dante is a soul in Grace.

(See 11 . 127-9.)

1 , 126: all theirfear is changed into desire: This is another of the im-

portant passages in which Dante emphasizes that Hell is the soul’s

choice. The damned fear it and long for it, as in this life a man may

hate the sin which makes him miserable, and yet obstinately seek and

wallow in it.
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Entrance to the First Circle - Good Friday Night

CANTO IV
The Story. Recovering from his swoon, Dante finds himself across

Acheron and on the edge ofthe actual Pit ofHell Hefollows Virgil into

the First Circle - the Limbo where the Unhaptized and the Virtuous
Pagans dwell ''suspended'*, knowing no torment save exclusionfrom the

positive bliss ofGod*s presence, Virgil tells him ofChrist's Harrowing of
Hell, and then shows him the habitation of the great men ofantiquity -
poets, heroes, and philosophers.

A heavy peal of thunder came to waken me
Out ofthe stunning slumber that had bound me,
Startling me up as though rude hands had shaken me.

I rose, and cast my rested eyes around me.
Gazing intent to satisfy my wonder
Concerning the strange place wherein I found me.

Hear truth: I stood on the steep brink whereunder
Runs down the dolorous chasm of the Pit,

Ringing with infinite groans like gathered thunder.

Deep, dense, and bv no faintest glimmer lit

It lay, and though I strained my sight to find
Bottom, not one thing could 1 see in it.

“l^wn must we go, to that dark world and blind,*’
The poet said, turning on me a bleak
Blanched kce; “I will go first - come thou behind.**

Then I, who had marked the colour of his cheek:
How can I go, when even thou art white

For fear, who art wont to cheer me when Tm weak?’*

^ so; the anguish infinite
^ey suffer yonder paints my countenance

f

With pity, which thou takest for affnght;

Come, we have far to go; let us advance.”

tl’
"ic enter, where

The Pit s first circle makes circumference.
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iv] Circle I: Limbo - Unbaptized: Patriarchs:

We heard no loud complaint, no crying there,

No sound of grief except the sound of sighing
Quivering for ever through the eternal air;

Grief, not for torment, but for loss undying,

By women, men, and children sighed for so,

Sorrowers thick-thronged, their sorrows multiplying.

Then my good guide: ‘*Thou dost not ask me who
These spirits are,” said he, “whom thou perceivest?

Ere going further, I would have thee know

They sinned not; yet their merit lacked its chiefest

Fulfilment, lacking baptism, which is

The gateway to the faith which thou belicvest;

Or, living before Christendom, their knees

Paid not aright those tributes that belong

To God; and I myselfam one of these.

For such defeas alone - no other wrong -

We are lost; yet only by this grief offended:

That, without hope, we ever five, and long.”

Grief smote my heart to think, as he thus ended.

What souls I knew, of great and soveran

Virtue, who in that Limbo dwelt suspended.

“Tell me, sir - tell me, Master,” I began

(In hope some fresh assurance to be gleaning

Of our sin-conquering Faith), “did any man

By his self-merit, or on another leaning,

Ever fare forth from hence and come to be

Among the blest?” He took my hidden meaning.

“When I was newly in this state,” said he,

“I saw One come in majesty and awe.

And on His head were crovras of viaory.

Our great fint father's spirit He did withdraw.

And righteous Abel, Noah who built the ark,

Moses who gave and who obeyed the Law,

King David, Abraham the Patriarch.

Israel with his father and generation,

Rachel, for whom he did such deeds of mark,
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Great Pagans: Poets - Good Friday Night

With many another of His chosen nation;

These did He bless; and know, that ere that day
No human soul had ever seen salvation.”

While he thus spake, we still made no delay,

But passed the wood - 1 mean, the wood (as *twerc)

Of souls ranged thick as trees. Being now some way

Not far - from where Td slept, I saw appear

A light, which overcame the shadowy face

Of gloom, and made a glowing hemisphere,

*Twas yet some distance on, yet I could trace

So much as brought conviction to my heart

That persons of great honour held that place.

‘*0 thou that honour’st every science and art,

Say, who are these whose honour gives them claim
To diffcrcnt^customs and a sphere apart?”

And he to me: “Their honourable name.
Still in thy world resounding as it docs.

Wins here from Heaven the favour due to fame.”

Meanwhile I heard a voice that cried out thus:

“Honour the most high poet! his great shade.
Which was depaned, is returned to us.”

It paused there, and was still; and lo! there made
Toward us, four mighty shadows of the dead.
Who in their mien nor grief nor joy displayed.

“Mark well the first of these,” my master said,

“Who in his right hand bears a naked sword
And goes before the three as chief and head;

Homer is he, the poets’ sovran lord;
New, Horace comes, the keen satirical;

Ovid the third; and Lucan afterward.

Because I share with these that honourable
Grand title the sole voice was heard to cry
They do me honour, and therein do well.”

Thus in their school assembled I, even I,

looked on the lords of loftiest song, whose styleO cr all the rest goes soaring eagle-high.
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Circle I: Limbo - Roman Heroes: Philosophers

When they had talked together a short while
They all with signs of welcome turned my way.
Which moved my master to a kindly smile;

And greater honour yet they did me - yea,

Into their fellowship they deigned invite

And make me sixth among such minds as they.

So we moved slowly onward toward the light

In talk *twere as unfitting to repeat

Here, as to speak tliere was boda fit and right.

And presently we reached a noble seat -

A casde, girt with, seven high walls around,

And moated with a goodly rivulet

O’er which we went as though upon dry ground;

With those wise men I passed the sevenfold gate

Into a fresh green meadow, where we/ound

Persons with grave and tranquil eyes, and great

Authority in their carriage and attitude,

Who spoke but seldom and in voice sedate.

So here we walked aside a little, and stood

Upon an open eminence, lit serene

And clear, whence one and all might well be viewed.

Plain in my sight on the enamelled green

All those grand spirits were shown me one by one -

It thrills my heart to think what I have seen!

I saw Electra, saw with her anon

Hector, Aeneas, many a Trojan peer,

And hawk-eyed Caesar in his habergeon;

I saw Camilla and bold Penthesilea,

On the other hand; Latinus on his throne

Beside Lavinia his daughter dear;

Brutus, by whom proud Tarquin was overthrown,

Marcia, Cornelia, Julia, Lucrece - and

I saw great Saladin, aloof, alone.

Higher I raised my brows and further scanned,

And saw the Master of the men who know

Seated amid the philosophic band;
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and Scientists - Commentaries

All do him honour and deep reverence show;
Socrates, Plato, in the nearest room
To him; Diogenes, Thales and Zeno,

' Democritus, who held that all things come
By chance; Empedocles, Anaxagoras wise.

And Heraclitus, him that wept for doom;

Dioscorides, who named the qualities,

TuUy and Orpheus, Linus, and thereby

Good Seneca, well-skilled to moralise;

Euclid the geometrician, Ptolemy,
Galen, Hippocrates, and Avicen,

Averrhoes who made the commentary -

Nay, but I tell not all that I saw then;

The long theme drives me hard, and everywhere
The wondrous truth outstrips my staggering pen.

The group of six dwindles to two; we fare

Forth a new way, I and my guide withal,

Out from dbat quiet to the quivering air.

And reach a place where nothing shines at all.

133
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The Images. After those who refused choice come those without
opportunity of choice. They could not, that is, choose Christ;
they could, and did, choose human virtue, and for that they have
their reward. (Pagans who chose evil by their own standards arc
judged by these standards - cf, Rom. ii. 8-15 - and are found
lower down.) Here again, the souls “have what they chose”;
they enjoy that kind ofafter-life which they themselves imaginedw the virtuous dead; their f^ure lay in not imagining better.
They are lost (as Virgil says later, Purg. vii, 8) because they “had
not torn - primarily the Christian Faith, but also, more gener-
aUy, faith in the nature of things. The allegory is clear: it is the
wealmess ofHumanism to fall short in the imagination ofecsUsy

;

ants best it is noble, reasonable, and cold, and however optimistic
about a balanced happiness in this world, pessimistic about a
rapturous eternity. Sometimes wistfully aware that others claim
the cxpcnencc of this positive bliss, the Humanist can neither
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CommentariesCANTO iv]

accept it by faith, embrace it by hope, nor abandon himself to it

in charity. Dante discusses the question further in the Purgatory

(esp. Cantos vn and xxn) and makes his full doctrine explicit in

Paradise^ Cantos xix-xx.

Notes. 1 . 7: 1 stood on the steep brink: It is disputed how Dante passed

Acheron; the simplest explanation is that Charon, obedient to Virgil’s

“word of power”, ferried him across during his swoon. Technically

speaking, Dante had to describe a passage by boat in Canto vm, and

did not want to anticipate his effects; I think, however, he had also

an allegorical reason for omitting the description here (see Canto vn.

Images: Path down Cliff, p. 116). Note that the “peal of thunder” in

l

.

1 is not that which followed the lightning-flash at the end of Canto

m, but (1 . 9) the din issuing from the mouth of the Pit ~ an orchestra

ofdiscord, here blended into one confused roar, which, resolved into

its component disharmonies, will accompany us to the bottom circle

ofHeU.
1 . 53: / saw One come: The episode, based upon i Peter iii. 19, of

Christ’s descent into Limbo to rescue the soub of the patriarchs (the

“Harrowing of Hell”) was a favourite subject of medieval legend

and drama. The crucifixion is reckoned as having occurred in A.D. 34,

when Virgil had been dead fifty-three years. Note that the name of

Christ is never spoken in Hell - He is always referred to by some

periphrasis.

1 . 55: our great first father: Adam; for the various Biblical and

classical persons mentioned in this Canto, see Glossary.

1 . lod; a noble seat: The scene is, I think, a medievalized version of

the Elysian Fields, surrounded by “many-watered Eridanus”. {Aen,

vi. 659.) Detailed allegorical interpretations ofthe seven gatq, walls,

etc., have no great value.

1 , 121 : Electro etc.: Pride ofplace is given to the Trojans, founders of

the Roman line; (Julius) Caesar is grouped with them as a descendant

' of Aeneas.

1 . 129: Saladin: His inclusion here, along with Lucan, Averrho«.

and other A.D. personages who were not, strictly speaking, without

opportunity ofchoice, perhaps tacitly indicates Dante’s opinion about

all those who, though living in touch with Christianity and practising

all the moral virtues, find themselves sincerely unable to accept the /

Christian revelation.

1 . 13

1

: the Master of the men who know: /ixistode.
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Entrance to Second Circle - Minos - Good Fri. Night

CANTO V
The Story. Dante and Virgil descend from the First Circle to the

Second (the first of the Circles of Incontinence). On the threshold sits

Minos, thejudge ofHell, assigning the souls to their appropriate places

oftorment. His opposition is overcome by VirgiFs word ofpower, and the

Poets enter the Circle, where tite souls of the Lustjul are tossedfor ever
upon a howling wind. After Virgil has pointed out a number offamous
lovers, Dante speaks to the shade ofFrancesca da Rimini, who tells him
her story.

From the first circle thus I came descending
To the second, which, in narrower compass turning,
Holds greater woe, with outcry loud and rending.

There in the threshold, horrible and giming,
Grim Minos sits, holding his ghastly session.

And, as he girds him, sentencing and spuming
;

For when the ill soul faces him, confession
Pours out of it till nothing’s left to tell;

Whereon that connoisseur of all transgression

Assigns it to its oroper place in hell,

As many OTades as he would have it fall,

So oft he belts him round with his own tad

Before him stands a throng continual;
Each comes in turn to abye the fell arraign;
They speak - they hear - they’re whirled down one and all.

^‘Ho! thou that comest to the house of pain,”
Cried Minos when he saw me, the apphance
Of his dread powers suspendmg, “think again

How thou dost go, in whom is thy reliance;

^ not deceived by the wide open door!’’
Then said my guide: “Wherefore this loud defiance?

Hinder not thou his fated way; be sure
Hindrance is vain; thus it is willed where will
And power are one; enough; ask thou no more.”
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Circle II: The Lustful: The Black Wind - Sentiramis,

And now the sounds of grief begin to fill

My ear; I’m come where cries of anguish smite

My shrinking sense, and lamentation shrill -

A place made dumb of every glimmer of light,
^

Which bellows like tempestuous ocean birling

In the batter of a two-way wind’s buffet and fight.

The blast of hell that never rests firom whirling

Harries the spirits along in the sweep of its swath,

And vexes them, for ever beating and hurling.

When they are borne to the rim of the ruinous path

With cry and wail and shriek they are caught by the gust.

Railing and cursing the power of the Lord^i wrath.

Into this torment carnal sinners arc thrust.

So I was told - the sinners who make their reason

Bond thrall under the yoke of their lust.

Like as the starlings wheel in the wintry season

In wide and clustering flocks wring-borne, wrind-bome

Even so they go, the souls who did this treason.

Hither and thither, and up and down, outworn.

Hopeless of any rest - rest, did I say?

Of the least minishing of their pangs forlorn.

And as the cranes go chanting their harsh lay,

Across the sky in long procession trailing.

So I beheld some shadows borne my way.

Driven on the blast and uttering wail on wailing;

Wherefore I said: “O Master, art thou able

To name these spirits thrashed by the black wind’s flailing?’

“Among this band,” said he, “whose name and fable

Thou seck’st to know, the first who yonder flies

Was empress of many tongues, mistress of Babel.

She was so broken to lascivious vice

She licensed lust by law, in hopes to cover

Her scandal ofunnumbered harlotries, /

This was Semiramis; ’tis written of her

That she was wife to Ninus and heiress, too.

Who reigned in the land the Soldan now rules over.
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Dido, etc,: Paolo and Francesca - Good Fri. Night

Lo! she that slew herself for love, untrue
To Sychaeus' ashes. Lo! tost on the blast,

Voluptuous Cleopatra, whom love slew.

Look, look on Helen, for whose sake rolled past
Long evil years. See great Achdlcs yonder,
Who warred with love, and that war was his last.

See Paris, Tristram see!** And many - oh, wonder
Many - a thousand more, he showed by name
And pointing hand, whose life love rent asunder.

And when I had heard my Doctor tell the fame
Of all those knights and ladies of long ago,
I was pierced through -with pity, and my head swam.

Poet, said I, fain would I speak those two
That seem to ride as light as any foam,
And hand in hand on the dark wind drifting go.*'

And he replied: “Wait till they nearer roam.
And thou shalt see; summon them to thy side
By the powerofthe love that leads them, and they will come.*

So, as they eddied past on the whirling tide,

I raised my voice: O souls that wearily rove,
Come to us, speak to us - if it be not denied.**

And as dwire wafts homeward dove with dove
To their sweet nest, on raised and steady wing
Down-dropping through the air, impelled by love.

So ^cse from Dido*s flock came fluttering
^d dropping toward us down the cruel wind.
Such power was in my affectionate summoning.

“O living creature, gracious and so kind.
Coming trough this black air to visit us,
Us, who in death the globe incarnadined,

Were the world*s King our friend and might wc thus
;^trcat, we would entreat Him for thy peace,
inat pmest so our pangs dispiteous!

Hwr aU thou and speak as thou shalt please,^ we will gladly speak with thee and hear,
While the winds cease to howl, as they now cease.
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v] Circle II: The Lustful - Story of Paolo

There is a town upon the sea-coast, near

Where Po with all his streams comes down to rest

In ocean; I was bom and nurtured there.

Love, that so soon takes hold in the gentle breast.

Took this lad with the lovely body they tore

From me; the way of it leaves me still distrest.

Love, that to no loved heart remits love’s score,

Took me with such great joy of him, that see!

It holds me yet and never shall leave me more.

Love to a single death brought him and me;

Cain’s place lies waiting for our murderer now.”

These words came wafted to us plaintively.

Hearing those wounded souls, I bent my brow

Downward, and thus bemused I let time pass.

Till the poet said at length: ”What thinkest thou?

When I could answer, I began: “Alas!

Sweet thoughts how many, and desire how great.

Brought down these twain unto the dolorous pass!’

And then I turned to them: “Thy dreadful fate,

Francesca, makes me weep, it so inspires

Pity,” said I, “and grief compassionate.

Tell me - in that time of sighine-sweet desires,

How, and by what, did love his power disclose
^

And grant you knowledge of your hidden fires?

Then she to me: “The bitterest woe of woes

Is to remember in our wretchedness

Old happy times; and this thy Doctor knows;

Yet, if so dear desire thy heart possess

To know that root of love which wrought our fall,

ril be as those who weep and who confess.

One day we read for pastime how in thrall

Lord Lancelot lay to love, who loved the Queen;

We were alone - we thought no harm at all.

As we read on, our eyes met now and then,

And to our cheeks the changing colour started,

But just one moment overcame us - when



and Francesca - Commentaries

Wc read of the smile, desired of lips long-thwarted,

Sudi smile, by such a lover kissed away,

He that may never more from me be parted

Trembling all over, kissed my mouth. I say

The book was Galleot, Galleot the complying
Ribald who wrote; we read no more that day.”

While the one spirit thus spoke, the other’s crying

Wailed on me with a sound so lamentable,

I swooned for pity like as I were dying,

And, as a dead man falling, down I fell.

%

The Images. The Circles of Incotitinence. This and the next three
circles arc devoted to those who sinned less by dcHbcratc choice
of evil than by failure to make resolute choice of the good. Here
are the sins of self-indulgence, weakness of will, and easy yielding
to appetite - the “Sins of the Leopard”,

The Lustful. The image here is sexual, though we need not confine
^e allegory to the sin of unchastity. Lust is a type of shared sin; at
its best, and so long as it remains a sin ofincontinence only, there
is mutuality in it and exchange: although, in fact, mutual indul-
gence only serves to push both parties along the road to Hell, it is

not, in intention, wholly selfish. For this reason Dante, with per-
fect orthodoxy, rates it as the least hateful of the deadly sins.
(Sexual sins in which love and mutuality have no part find their
place far below.)

Minos, a medievalized version of the classical Judge of the Under-
world (see Aen. vi. 432). He may image an accusing conscience.
The souls are damned on their own confession, for. Hell being the
place of self-knowledge in sin, there can be no more self-decep-
tion here. (Similarly, even in the circles of Fraud, aU the shades
tell Dante the truth about themselves; this is poetically convenient
but, given this conception of Hell, it must be so.) The literally
^mned. having lost “the good ofthe intellect”, cannot profit by

Iftk
allegorically, for the living soul, this vision

ot the HeU m the self 1$ the preliminary to repentance and restora-
tion.

The Black Wind. As the lovers drifted into self-indulgence and were
earned awiy by their passions, so now they drift for ever. The



CANTO v] Commentaries

bright, voluptuous sin is now seen as it is howling darkness of

helpless discomfort. (The “punishment” for sin is simply the sin

itself, experienced without illusion - though Dante does not work

this out with mathematical rigidity in every circle.)

Notes. 1 . 6: as begirds him, sentencing: as Dante explains in 11 . 11-12,

Minos girds himself so many times with his tail to indicate the

number of the circle to which each soul is to go (cf. Canto xxvii.

124 and note).

1 . 28: a place made dumb of every glimmer of light - (cf. Canto

I. 60, “wherein the sun is mute”): Nevertheless, Dante is able to see

the spirits. This is only one ofmany passages in which the poet con-

veys to us that the things he perceives during hisjourney are not per-

ceived altogether by the mortal senses, but after another mode. (In

Purg, xxi. 29, Virgil explains to another spirit that Dante “could not

come alone, because he does not see after our manner, wherefore I

was brought forth from Hell to guide him”.) So, in the present case,

Dante recognizes that the darkness is total, although he can see in the

dark.

1 . 61: she that slew herselffor love: Dido. (For the various lovers

mentioned, see Glossary.)

1 . 88: O living creature: The speaker is Francesca da Rimini. Like

many of the personages in the Comedy, she does not directly name

herself, but gives Dante partiailars about her birthplace and history

which enable him to recognize her. She was the daughter of Guido

Vecchio di Polenta of Ravenna, and aunt to Guido Novello di P(>

Icnta, who was Dante’s friend and host during the latter years of his

life; so that her history was of topical interest to Dante’s readers. For

political reasons, she was married to the deformed Gianciotto, son of

Malatesta da Verrucchio, lord of Rimim, but fell in love with his

handsome younger brother Paolo, who became her lover. Her hus-

band, having one day surprised them together, stabbed them both to

death (1285).
, 1. jv

1 . 94: hear all thou wilt: Tender and beautiful as Dante s handling

of Francesca is, he has sketched her with a deadly accuracy. All the

good is there; the charm, the courtesy, the instant response to affec-

tion, the grateful eagerness to please; but also all the evil; the easy

yielding, the inabiUty to say No, the intense self-pity.

Of this, the most famous episode in the whole Comedy, CharlM

Williams writes: “It is always quoted as an example of Dante’s

tenderness. So, no doubt, it is. but it is not here for that reason. ...

It has a much more important place; it presents the first tender, pas-
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sionate, and half-excusable consent of the soul to sin. . .
.
[Dante] so

manages the description, he so heightens the excuse, that the excuse

reveals itself as precisely the sin ... the persistent parleying with the

occasion of sin, the sweet prolonged laziness of love, is tlie first sur-

render of the soul to Hell - small but certain. The formal sin here is

the adultery ofthe two lovers; the poetic sin is their shrinking from
the adult love demanded ofthem, and their refusal ofthe opportunity
of glory.” {The Figure of Beatrice, p. ii8.)

1 . 97: a town upon the sea-coast: Ravenna.

1 . 102: the way of it leaves me still distrest: Either (i) the way of the

murder, because the lovers were killed in the very act of sin and so

had no time for repentance; or (2) the way in which their love came
about The story went that Paolo was sent to conduct the marriage
negotiations, and that Francesca was tricked into consenting by being
led to suppose that he, and not Gianciotto, was to be her bridegroom.
In the same way, in the Arthurian romances. Queen Guinevere falls

in love with Lancelot when he is sent to woo her on King Arthur’s
behalf; and it is this parallel which makes the tale of Lancelot so
poignant for her and Paolo.

1 . 107: Cain*s place: Caina, so called after Cain; the first ring ofthe
lowest drclc in Hell, where lie those who were treacherous to their
own kindred. (Canto xxxn.)

1 . 123; thy Doctor: Virgil (see 1 . 70). Dante is probably thinking of
Aeneas words to Dido: infandum, regina,jubes renovare dolorem ... (O
queen, thou dost bid me renew an unspeakable sorrow Aeneid
ii. 3.

1 . 137: the book was Calleot: In the romance of Lancelot du Lac,
GaUeot (or Galchrit) acted as intermediary between Lancelot and
Guinevere, and so in the Middle Ages his name, like that ofPandarus
in the talc of Troilus and Cresstda, became a synonym for a go-
between. The sense of the passage is: “The book was a pander and
so was he who wrote it”.
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CANTO vi] Circle III: The Gluttonous: The Rain - Cerberus:

CANTO VI

The Story. Dante nowJinds himself in the Third Circle, where the r

Gluttotwus lie wallowing in the mire, drenched by perpetual rain and

mauled by the three-headed dog Cerberus. After Virgil has quieted Cer-

berus by throwing earth into hisjaws, Dante talks to the slme ofCiacco,

a Florentine, who prophesies some of the disasters which are about to

befall Florence, and tells him where he will find certain other of their

fellow-citizens, Virgil tells Dante what the condition ofthe spirits will be,

cfter the LastJudgment.

4

7

to

13

19
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When consciousness returned, which had shut close

The doors of sense, leaving me stupefied

For pity of those sad kinsfolk and their woes.

New sufferings and new sufferers, far and wide,

Where’er I move, or turn myself, or strain

’ My curious eyes, are seen on every side,

I am now in the Third Circle: that of rain -

One ceaseless, heavy, cold, accursed quench.

Whose law and nature vary never a grain;

Huge hailstones, sleet and snow, and turbid drench

Of water sluice down through the darkened air,

And the soaked earth gives off a putrid stench.

Cerberus, the cruel, misshapen monster, there

Bays in his triple gullet and doglike growls

Over the wallowing shades; his eyebalk glare

A bloodshot crimson, and his bearded jowls.

Are greasy and black; pot-bellied, tJon-heeled,

He clutches and flays and rips and rends the souls.

They howl in the rain like hounds; they try to shield

One flank with the other; with many a twist and squirm,

The impious wretches writhe in the filthy field.

*

When Cerberus spied us coming, the great Worm,

He gaped his mouths with all their fangs a-gloat,

Bristling and quivering till no limb stood firm.
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Ciacco the Florentine - Good Friday Night

At once my guide, spreading both hands wide out.

Scooped up whole fistfuls of the miry ground
And shot mem swiftly into each craving throat.

And as a ravenous and barking hound
Falls dumb the moment he gets his teeth on food.

And worries and bolts with never a thought bcycmd,

So did those beastly muzzles of the rude

Fiend Cerberus, who so yells on the souls. theyVe all

Half deafened - or they would be, if they could.

Then o’er the shades whom the rain*s heavy fall

Beats down, we forward went; and our feet trod

Their nothingness, which seems corporeal.

These all lay grovelling flat upon the sod;

Only, as we went by, a single shade

Sat suddenly up, seeing us pass that road.

“O thou that through this Hell of oun art led,

Look if thou know me, since thou wast, for sure,”
Said he,

'

*or ever I was unmade, made.”

Then I to him: “ Perchance thy torments sore
Have changed thee out of knowledge - there's no trusting
Sight, if I e’er set eyes on thee before.

But say. who art thou? brought by what ill lusting
To such a pass and punishment as. meseems,
Worse there may be, but nothing so disgusting?”

Thy native city,” said he, “where envy teems
And swells so that already it brims the sack,
Called me her own in the life where the fight beams.

Ciacco you citizens nicknamed me - alack!

Damnable gluttony was my soul’s disease;
Sec how I waste for it now in the rain's wrack.

And I, poor sinner, am not alone: all these
Lie bound in the like penalty with me
For the like offence. ' And mere he held his peace.

And I at once began: “Thy misery
Moves me to tears, Ciacco, and weighs me down.
But tell me if thou canst, what end may be
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vi] Circle III: The Gluttonous - Ciacco's Prophecies:

In store for the people of our distracted town.

Is there one just man left? And from what source

To such foul head have these distempers grown?”

And he: “Long time their strife will run its course,

And come to bloodshed; the wood party thence

Will drive the other out with brutal force;

But within three brief suns their confidence

Will have a fall, and t’other faction rise

By help of one who now sits on the fence;

And these will lord it long with arrogant eyes,

Crushing their foes with heavy loads indeed,

For all their bitter shame and outraged cries.

Two righteous men there are, whom none will heed;

Three sparks from Hell - Avarice, Envy, Pride -

In all men’s bosoms sowed the fiery seed.”

His boding speech thus ended; so I cried:

“Speak on, I beg thee! More, much more reveal!

Tegghiaio, Farinata - how betide

Those worthy men? and Rusticucci’s zeal?

Arrigo, Mosca, and the rest as well

Whose minds were still set on the public weal?

Where are they? Can I find them? Prithee tell -

I am consumed with my desire to know -

Feasting in Heaven, or poisoned here in Hell?

He answered: “With the blacker spirits below.

Dragged to the depth by other crimes abhorred;

There shalt thou see them, if so deep thou go.

But when to the sweet world thou art restored,

Recall my name to Uving memory;

rU tell no more, nor speak another word.

Therewith he squinted his straight gaze awi^.

Eyed me awhile, then, dropping down his head,

Rolled over amid that sighdess company.

Then spake my guide: “He’ll rouse no more,” he said,

“Till the last loud angelic mimpet’s sounding;

For when the Enemy Power sh^ come arrayed



Descent to Circle IV - Commentaries

Each soul shall seek its own grave’s mournful mounding.
Put on once more its earthly flesh and feature,

And hear the Doom eternally redounding.”

Thus with slow steps I and ray gentle teacher,

Over that filthy sludge of souls and snow,

Passed on, touching a little upon the nature

Of the life to come. “Master,” said I, “this woe -

Will it grow less, or still more fiercely burning

With the Great Sentence, or remain just so?”

“Go to,” said he, “hast thou forgot thy learning.

Which hath it: The more perfect, the more keen.

Whether for pleasure’s or for pain’s discerning?

Though true perfection never can be seen

In mcse damned souls, they’ll be more near complete
After the Judgment than they yet have been.”

So, with more talk which I need not repeat.

We followed the road that rings that circle round,
Till on the next descent we set our feet;

There Pluto, the great enemy, we found.
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The iMAGEs.TTie Gluttonous: The surrender to sin which began with
mutual indulgence leads by an imperceptible degradation to soli-

tary self-indulgence. Of this kind of sin, the Gluttons are chosen
as the image. Here is no reciprocity and no communication; each
soul grovels alone in the mud, without heeding his neighbours -
“a sightless company**, Dante calls them.

The Rain. Gluttony (like die other self-indulgences it typifies) often
masquerades on earth as a warm, cosy, and indeed jolly kind of
sin; here it is seen as it is - a cold sensuality, a sodden and filthy
spiritual wretchedness.

Cerberus. In the story, Cerberus is the three-headed dog familiar to us
from Homer and Virgil and the tale of the Twelve Labours of
Hercules, who guards the threshold ofthe classical Hades. For the
all^ory, he is the image of imcontrollcd appetite; the Glutton,
whose appetite preyed upon people and things, is seen to be, in
fact, the helpless prey on which that appetite gluts itself.
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CommentariesCANTO Vl]

Notes. 1. 7; I am now in the Third Circle: Once again, Dante does not

say how he got here: we may suppose that Virgil carried or assisted

him down before he had wholly recovered his senses.

1 . 22; Worm: Tliis, in Old English as in Italian (uermo), is simply a

word for a monster, cf. the fairy-tale of “The Laidly Worm of t

Spindleston Heugh”, where it denotes a dragon.

1 . 26: whole JLifuls of the miry ground: To throw something into his

mouth was the traditional way of appeasing this particular guardian

of Hell - hence the phrase “to give a sop to Cerberus*’. In Aeneid \’i.,

the Sibyl who guides Aeneas through Hades brings a number of

cakes for the purpose. Here Virgil, not having made tliis provision,

makes use of the first substitute that comes to hand.

1 . 49: thy native city: Florence.

1. 52: Ciacco you citizens nicknamed me: The word means “pig”» and,

according to Boccaccio, was the nickname of a Florentine gentleman

notorious for his gluttony.

1 . 61: owr distracted town: i.e. Florence.

1 , 64: long time their strife will run its course: This is the first of

a number of passages dealing (under the guise of prophecy) with

political events in Italy, and especially in Horence, which took place

after the supposed date of the Vision (1300). It refers to the struggle

between the two Guelf parties (the Blacks and the Whites), and to

the final expulsion of the Whites (including Dante) from Horence.

(See Introduction, p. 33 s^t;.)

1.65: the woodparty: the V;^tes. The adjective selvaggia means either

the “woodland” party (because certain of its leaders had come into

Florence fiom the surrounding country) or the “savage” (i.e. un-

cultivated) party (as opposed to the more aristocratic Blacks). The

English word “wood”, which formerly had the meaning “mad,

wild, savage”, is thus a fairly exact equivalent of the ambiguous

Italian.

The two parties “came to bloodshed” at the May-Day Festival of

1300, and the expulsion of the Black leaders took place shortly after.

The Blacks returned in November 1301, vrith the help of Boniface

Vm (the “sitter on the fence”, I. 69). who till then had shown no de-

cided preference for either party. The first decree banishing the

Whites was published in January 1302, and the last in the latter half

ofthe same year - all “within three suns” ofthe time at which Ciacco

is supposed to be speaking. ^

1 . 73: two righteous men: Dante is usually credited with meaning

himself and his fidend Guido Cavalcanti; but he does not say so. and

we need not found a charge ofself-righteousnMS on what he has not

said.
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11. 78-80: Tegghiaio ... Mosca: The persons named are all dis-

tinguished Florentines, We shall meet Farinata in Canto x, Tcgghiaio

and Rusticucci in Canto xvi, and Mosca in Canto xxvni. Arrigo

(see Glossary) is not mentioned agam.

^ 1; 96: the Enemy Power: This is the strangest and most terrible peri-

phrasis used for Christ in these circles of the damned, who have

diosen to know all goodness as antagonism and judgment.

1. 106: thy learning: the philosophy of Aristotle, as incorporated in

the theology of St Thomas Aquinas. The souls will be “more perfect**

after the Last Judgment because they will then be reunited to their

bodies.

L Pluto: god of the wealth that springs from the soil, naturally

came to be regarded as an “underground** deity, and from early times

was apt to be identified with Hades (Dis). Dante, however, dis-

tinguishes him from Dis (Satan), and while making him an infernal

power, retains his primitive character as a symbol of riches. There is

perhaps also a fusion with Plutus, the “god of wealth** mentioned by
Phaedrus. “The great enemy** is probably an allusion to i Tim. vi. 10.

]
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CANTO vii] Circle IV: The Hoarders and Spendthrifts - Pluto:

CANTO VII

The Stojly. At the entrance to the Fourth Circle, the poets are opposed

by Pluto, and Virgil is again obliged to use a **word ofpower*. In this

circle, the Hoarders and the Spendthrifts roll huge rocks against one an*

other, and here Virgil explains the nature and working ofLuck [or For*

tune). Then, crossing the circle, they descend the cliffto the Marsh ofStyx,

whichforms the Fifth Circle and contains the Wrathful, Skirting its edge,

they reach thefoot ofa tower.

14
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Pap^ Satan, papl Satan aleppe,

Pluto ’gan gaoble with ms clucking tongue;

My all-wise, gentle guide, to me unhappy

Said hearteningly: “Let no fears do thee wrong;

He shall not stay thy journey down this steep;

His powers, whatever they be, are not so strong.

Then, turning him, and letting his glance sweep

0*er that bloat face: “Peace, thou damned wolf1“ said he»

“Go, choke in thine own venom! To the deep,

Not without cause, wc go. I say to thee.

Thus it is willed on high, where Michael

Took vengeance on the proud adultery."

Then, as the sails bellying in the wind*s swell

Tumble a-tangle at crack of the snapping mast,

Even so to earth the savage monster fell;

And wc to the Fourth Circle downward passed,

Skirting a new stretch of the grim abyss

Where all the ills of all the world are cast.

God’s justice! Who shall tell the agonies,

Heaped thick and new before my shuddering glance?'

Why must our guilt smite us with strokes like this?

As waves against the encountering waves advance

Above Charybdis, clashing with toppling crest,

must the folk here dance and counter-dance.
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The Grim Jousts - Good Friday Night

More than elsewhere, I saw them thronged and pressed

This side and that, yelling with all their might,

And shoving each a great weight with his chest

They bump together, and where they bump, wheel right

Round, and return, trundling their loads again.

Shouting: “Why diuck away?" “Why grab so tight?”

Then round the dismal ring they pant and strain

Back on both sides to where they first began.

Still as they go bawling their rude refrain;

And when they meet, then each re-treads his span.

Half round die ring to joust in the other list;

I felt quite shocked, and like a stricken man.

“Pray tell me, sir,” said I, “all this - what is^t?

Who are these people? On our left 1 find

Numberless tonsured heads; was each a priest?”

“In life,” said he, "these were so sq^uint of mind
As in the handling of their wealth to use

No moderadon - none, in either kind;

Thafs plam, from their shrill yelpings of abuse
At the ring’s turn, where opposite degrees

Of crime divide them into rival crews.

They whose pates boast no hairy canopies
Arc clerks - yea, popes and cardinals, in whom
Covetousness hath made its masterpiece.”

“Why, sir,” said I,
*

‘surely there must be some
Faces I know in all thi^ g^mg, thus brought
By these defilements to a common doom.”

Nay, ' he replied, “that is an empty thought;
Living, their minds distinguished nothing; dead.
They cannot be distinguished. In this sort

Th^*ll butt and brawl for ever; when from bed
The Last Trump wakes the body, these will be
Raised with tight fists, and those stripped, hide and^head

Hoarding and squandering filched the bright world’s glee
Away, and set them to this tourney’s shock,
Whose charms need no embroidered words from’^me
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vn] Circle IV: The Hoarders and Spendthrifts - “Lwcfe”;

Sec now, my son, the fine and fleeting mock
Of all those goods men wrangle for - the boon
That is delivered into the hand of Luck;

For all the gold that is beneath the moon,
Or ever was, could not avail to buy
Repose for one of these weary souls - not one.”

“Master, I would hear more of this,” said 1;

“What is this Luck, whose talons take in hand
All life’s good things that go so pleasantly?”

Then he: “Ah, widess world! Behold the grand

Folly of ignorance! Make thine ear attendant

Now on my judgment of her, and understand.

He whose iiigh wisdom’s over all transcendent

Stretched forth the Heavens, and guiding spirits supj^cd,

So that each part to each part shines resplendent,

Spreading the light equal on every side;

Likewise for earthly splendours He saw fit

To ordain a general minister and guide,

By whom vain wealth, as time grew ripe for it.

From race to race, from blood to blood, should pass.

Far beyond hindrance of all human wit.

Wherefore some nations minish, some amass

Great power, obedient to her subtle codes.

Which are hidden, like the snake beneath the grass.

For her your science finds no measuring-rods;

She in her realm provides, maintains, makes laws.

And judges, as do in theirs the other gods.

Her permutations never know truce nor pause;

Necessity lends her speed, so swift in fame

Men come and go, and cause succeeds to cause.

Lo! this is she that hath so curst a name
Even from those that should give praise to her -

Luck, whom men senselessly revile and blame;

But ^e is blissful and she does not hear;

She, with the other primal creatures, gay

Tastes her own blessedness, and turns her sphere^
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Slyx - Circle V: The Wrathful - Good Fri. Midnight

Come! to more piteous woes we must away;
All stars that rose when I set out now sink,

And the High Powers permit us no long stay.**

( So to the further edge we crossed the rink,

Hard by a bubbling spring which, rising there.

Cuts its own cleft and pours on down the brink,

Darker than any perse its waters were,

And keeping company with the ripples dim
We made our way down by that eerie stair.

A marsh there is called Styx, which the sad stream
Forms when it finds the end of its descent

Under the grey, malignant rock-foot grim;

And I, staring about with eyes intent.

Saw mud-stained figures in the mire beneath.

Naked, with looks of savage discontent.

At fisticuffi - not with fists alone, but with
Their heads and heels, and with their bodies too.

And tearing each other piecemeal with their teeth.

Son,** the kind master said, ‘‘here may’st thou view
The souls of those who yielded them to wrath;
Further, I*d have thee know and hold for true

Hut others lie plunged deep in this vile broth,

Whose sighs - see there, wherever one may look -

Come bubbling up to the top and make it froth.

Bogged there they say: ‘Sullen were we - we took
No joy of the pleasant air, no joy of the good
Sun; our hearts smouldered with a sulky smoke;

Sullen we lie here now in the black mud.*
This hymn they gurgle in their throats, for whole
Words they can nowise frame.** Thus we pursued

Our path round a wide arc of that ghast pool.
Between the soggy marsh and arid shore.
Still eyeing those who gulp the marish foul.

And reached at length the foot of a taU tower.
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CANTO vir] Commentaries

The Images. TTie Hoarders and the Spendthrifts. Mutual indulgence

has already declined into selfish appetite; now, that appetite be-

comes aware of the incompatible and equally selfish appetites of

other people. Indifference becomes mutual antagonism, imaged

here by the antagonism between hoarding and squandering.

The Joust. Note the reappearance of community in a perverted

form: these irrational appetities are united, after a fashion, by a

common hatred, for the waging ofa futile war. So nations, poli-

tical parties, business combines, classes, gangs, etc., sometimes

display a spurious comradeship in opposition.

The Wrathful. Community in sin is unstable: it soon disintegrates into

an anarchy ofhatred, all against all. Dante distinguishes two kinds

of Wrath. The one is active and ferocious; it vents itself in sheer

lust for inflicting pain and destruction - on other people, on

itself, on anything and everything it meets. The other is passive

and sullen, the withdrawal into a black sulkiness which can find

no joy in God or man or the universe.

The Marsh. Both kinds of Wrath are figured as a muddy slough; on

its surface, the active hatreds rend and snarl at one another; at the

bottom, the sullen hatreds lie gurgling, unable even to express

themselves for the rage that chokes them. This is the last of the

Circles of Incontinence. This savage self-frustration is the end of

that which had its tender and romantic beginnings in the dalliance

of indulged passion.

The Path down the Cliff. For the first time, Dante’s passage from one

circle to the other is described in detail. We are not told at what

precise point in the wilderness he found Hell-gate; one may

encounter it at any moment. The crossing ofAcheron- the image

of the assent to sin - is made unconsciously. From Limbo to the

Second Circle - from the lack of imagination that inhibits the

will to the false imagination that saps it - the passage is easy and,

as it were, unnoticed. From the Second Circle to the Third-from

mutuality to separateness - the soul is carried as though in a

dream. From the Third to the Fourth Circle the way is a little

plainer - for as one continues in sin one becomes uneasily aware

of inner antagonisms and resentments, though without any clear

notionhow they arise. But as antagonism turns to hatred, the steps

of the downward path begin to be fearfully apparent. From this

point on the descent is mapped out with inexorable clarity.

S/yx - the name means “hateful” - is the second of the four chief

rivers of Hell. It economically does double duty as the Fifth

Circle and as the boundary between Upper and Nether Hell.
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Commentaries

Notes. 1. 1: Pap^ Satan aleppe: Various attempts have been made to
interpret this cryptic remark, but none ofthem is very convincing.
One may safely conjecture that it is meant as an invocation to the
Devil, and it is as well to leave it at that. Cf Nimrod’s jargon in
Canto XXXI.

1. 12 : where Michael took vengeance on the proud adultery: The re-
ference is to the Archangel Michael’s war upon the rebellious angels
{Rev. xii. 7-^). “Adultery” is used in the Bibhcal sense of unfaithful-
ness to God - as in “whoring after strange gods” {Deul. xxjd. i6, etc.,
and simUar passages). “Proud”, because Satan and his angels feU
through pride.

1 . 23: Charybdis-. famous wliirlpool near Messina. (See Glossary.)
1 . 73 : He whose high wisdom: This is the first of the series of

great discourses in which Dante graduaUy unfolds the plan of the
spiritual Md physied universe. The “guiding spirits” mentioned
here are the celestial intelligences (angels) who control the heavenly
spheres. Luefe or Fortune is here conceived as a similar ministering
spint, whose function it is to control and distribute wealth and oppor-^ty upon the earth. Virgil describes her under the familiar classical
figure of a goddess with a wheel, or sphere, whose turning brings
about toe ups-and-downs of disaster and prosperity. By this figure
Dante does not deny free will, or ascribe the course ofhistory to blind
chance: he says {De Monarchia, xii. 70): »

... fortune, which agency
we better and more rightly caU the divine providence”.

1 . 87; the other gods: lc. the angels. Dante several times uses this
name for them, and not only when Virgil is speaking.

1. 89: necessity lends her speed: Here again Dante does not mean thatm the pagan phrase, “the gods themselves are subject to necessity”’
but merely that, such is the brevity of human life, the changes of
fortune must needs be swift.

°

I 9S: primal creatures: the celestial Intelligences, who were created
with the heavens themselves, directly by God, and not throughsecon^ agenaes (i.e. they were not evolved or generated).

wl'efv
"
-fr 'V! ^ were rising

zenith
evening have passed the

pwts are descen^g mto HeU the time is never indicated by fhe sunbut always by the changes of the night sky.)

whick aftlr^f
water of the river Acheron,

ben«* fh
Hell, runs underground

tlie cliff and form the nver and marsh of Styx. (See map, p. 138).
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CANTO viii] Circle V: The Wrathful - The Watch-Tower:

CANTO VIII

The Story. From the watch-tower on the edge ofthe marsh d beacon

signals to the garrison of the City of Dis that Dante and Virgil are

.

approaching, and a boat is sent tofetch them, Phlegyasferries them across

Styx. On the way they etuounter Filippo Argenti, one of the Wrathful,

who is recognized by Dante and tries to attadt him. They draw near to

the red-hot toalls of the City and after a long circuit disembark at the

gate. Virgil parleys with the Fallen Angels who are on guard there, but

they slam the gate in his face. The two poets are obliged to wait for

Divine assistance.

I say, continuing, that ere we came

To that tower’s foot, our eyes had long been led

To its summit, by two twinkling points of flame

4 Which we saw kindled there; while, far ahead.

And almost out of eyeshot, we espied

An answering beacon’s flicker.- So I said,

7 Turning to the well ofwisdom at my side:

“What does it say? What does that other Ught

Wink back? Who make these signals?” He replied:

10 “Already across the water heaves in sight

What’s to be looked for from the signal’s waft.

So it be not veiled from thee by the blight

IS Of these marsh mists.” I looked; and never shaft

So swift from bowstring sped through the thin air

As through those turbid waves a litde craft

zft Came skimming toward us; one sole mariner

Guided its course, who shouted from the prow:

“Oho, thou wicked spirit! So thou art there!”

10 “Nay, Phlegyas, Phlegyas,” said my lord, “peace now!

This time thou criest in vain; we are no meat

For thee - thou hast but to ferry us o’er the slough.”

aa As one who hears ofsome outrageous cheat

Practised on him, and fumes and chokes with gall,

So PUegyas. thwarted, fumed at his defeat.
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Passage of Styx: Filippo Argenti - Holy Saturday

So then my guide embarked, and at his call

I followed him; and not till I was in

Did the boat seem to bear a load at all.

When we were set, the ancient vessel then
Put forth at once, cleaving the water’s grime
Deeper than her wont, our voyage to begin;

And as we ran the channel of the dead slime
There started up at me a mud-soaked head.
Crying: Who art thou, come here before thy time?”

“Tho’ I come,” said I, ”I stay not; thou who art made
So rank and beastly, who art thou?” “Go to;
Thou seest that I am one who weep,” he saii

And I; “Amid the weeping and the woe,
Accursed spirit, do thou remain and rot!

I know thee, filthy as thou art - 1 know.”

Then he stretched out both hands to clutch the boat.
But the master was on his guard and thrust him back.
Crying; “Hence to the other dogs! Trouble him not!”

And after, laid his arms about my neck
And kissed my face and said: “Indignant soul.
Blessed is the womb that bare thee! This bold jack

Was an arrogant brute in the world, nor in his whole
Life can remembrance find one sweetening touch;
So must his raging spirit writhe here and roll.

Many who strut like kings up there arc such
As here shall wallow hog-uke in the mud.
Leaving behind nothing but foul reproach.”

M^tcr, said I, “I tell thee, it were good
If I might sec this villain soused in the swill
Before we have passed the lake - Oh, that I could!”

A^ he made answer: “Thou shalt gaze thy fill
Or ever thou set eyes on the far shores
Herein ’ds fitting thou shouldst have iy will”

And soon I saw him set upon so sore
BV the rn^dy gang with such a pulling and hauling.
That I still praise and thank my God therefor.

^
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vm] Circle V: The Wrathful ^ City ofDis: The Demons:

“Have at Filippo Argcnd!” they were bawling;
“Loo! loo! * The shade of the fierce Florentine

with his teeth and mauling.

There left we him, as doth this tale of mine;
For on my ears there smote a wailing cry,

And I craned forward, eager to divine

Its meaning. “See, my son! it now draws nigh,”

Said my good lord, “the city named of Dis,

With its sad citizens, its great company.”

And I: “Already I sec its mosques arise

Clear firom the valley yonder - a red shell,

As though drawn out of glowing furnaces.”

And he replied: “The flames unquenchable

That fire them from within thus make them bum
Ruddy, as thou seest, in this, the nether Hell.”

Turned on himself, biting

We now were come to the deep moats, which turn

To gird that city all disconsolate.

Whose walls appeared as they were made of iron.

A long way round we had to navigate

Before we came to where the ferryman

Roared: “Out with you now, for here's the gate!”

Thousand and more, thronging the barbican,

I saw, of spirits fallen from Heaven, who cried

Angrily; ‘^Who goes there? why walks this man,

Undead, the kingdom of the dead?” My guide,

Wary and wise, made signs to them, to show
He sought a secret parley. Then, their pride

Abating somewhat, they called out: “Why, so!

Come thou within, and bid that fellow begone -

That rash intruder on our realm below.

\

Let him wend back his foolish way alone;

Sec if he can; for thou with us shalt stay

That through this nighted land hast led him on.”

Reader, do but conceive ofmy dismay.

Hearing these dreadful words! It seemed quite plain

I nevermore should see the light of day.

t



VirgiFs Repulse - Small Hours ofHoly Saturday

“O Master dear, that seven times over again

Hast brought me safely through,” said I, “and &ecd
From all the perils that in my path have lain,

Leave me not utterly undone! Indeed,

Ifwe may not go forward, pray let’s quit,

And hasten back together with all good speed!”

Then said my lord and leader: “Fear no whit;
There’s none at all can stay our steps, nor make thee
Forbear the pass: such Power hath granted it.

Wait for me here; to cheerful thoughts betake thee;
Feed thy faint heart with hope, and calm thy breast.

For in this underworld I’ll not forsake thee.”

My gentle father’s gone! I’m left distrest,

Abandoned here! Horrid perhapses throng
My doubtful mind, where yeas and noes contest.

His proffered terms I could not hear. Not long
He'd stood in talk with them, when suddenly
They all rushed jostling in again headlong,

Leaving him outside. So the enemy
Slamnied the gate in my master’s face; who thus
Turned him, and came with slow steps back to me.

were downcast, and his anxious brows
Shorn of all boldness. Sighing he said: “What’s here?
Who dares forbid me the Mansions Dolorous?”

And then aloud to me: “Have thou no fear
Though I be wroth; I’ll win this trial of power.
Whatever hindrance they contrive in there.

Their truculence is no new thing; once before
Tw^ tried at a less secret gate, whereon
No bars remain for ever. Above that door

Thou sawest the dead title. And now comes one,
Ims side already treading the steep abyss
And guardless passing all the circles down.

That shall unbar to us the gates of Dis.”



CANTO Via] Commentaries

The Images. Phlegyas in Greek mythology wasakingofBocotia,
son of Ares the war-god by a human mother. His daughter

Coronis was loved by Apollo; whereupon Phlegyas in his rage

set fire to Apollo’s temple. Apollo killed him with his arrows,

and he was condemned to torment in Hades. (See Aen. vi. 6i8.)

He is thus an appropriate ferryman to ply between the Circle of

the Wrathful and the City of the Impious.

The City of Dis. This comprises the whole of Nether Hell, and its

ramparts, moated by the Styx, form a complete circle about the

Pit. (See map, p. 122.) The sins tormented within the City are

those in which the will is actively involved (the sins of Violence

and Fraud), and its iron walls are the image of a rigid and

determined obstinacy in ill-doing.

Virgil*s Repulse at the Gate. Humanism is always apt to underestimate,

and to be baffled by, the deliberate will to c^. Neither is it any

sure protection against Heresy. The allegory is further developed

in the next canto.

Notes. 1 . 3: two twinkling points offlame: to signal the approach of

two passengers.

I. 18: thou wicked spirit: Phlegyas addresses only one of the poets;

presumably because he (a) sees that Dante is not a shade, and (b) sus-

pects Virgil ofhaving brought him there for a felonious purpose (cf.

Cantos IX. 54 and xn. 90).

I. 26: not till I was in: because of Dante’s mortal weight.

1 . 45: blessed is the womb that bare thee: It is important to understand

this passage, since otherwise we may feel that Virgil is blasphemously

encouraging Dante in very cruel and unchristian behaviour. We
must distinguish here between the literal and allegorical meanings,

which the poem fuses into a single image.

I . Literally. In Hell the soul is fixed eternally in that which it has

chosen; it cannot, that is, enjoy there the good which it has re-

jected. Therefore, the reaction it calls forth from Dante can be

no more than the reflection of what it has in itself. Thus Fran-

cesca calls forth that same easy pity which betrayed her to lust;

Ciacco, the perfunctory pity which is all tliat the egotist can
^

spare for his neighbours; the Hoarders and Spendthrifts, because

they made no distinctions in life, are indistinguishable in eternity

(Canto vn. 53, 54). But the Wrathful have rejected pity and

chosen cruelty; therefore they can receive no pity, and goodness
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Commentaries

can only manifest itself to them as wrath, since they have chosen

to know it so.

2. Allegorically, In the uision of Hell, the soul knows itself in a state

of sin. Up to this moment Dante has only wondered, grieved,

pitied, or trembled; now, for the first time, he sees (in the image
of the damned soul) sin as it is - vile, degraded, and dangerous -

and turns indignantly against it. For whatever inadequate and

unworthy reasons, he accepts judgment and places himself on
God’s side. It is the first feeble stirring of the birth of Christ

within the soul, and Virgil accordingly hails it with words that

were used of Christ Himself. {Luke xi. 27.)

1 . 61: Filippo Afgenti: a Florentine knight ofthe Adimari family, of
very violent temper, and so purse-proud that he is said to have had
his horse shod with silver (hence the nickname “Argenti”). The Adi-
mari were of the opposite faction to Dante and bitterly opposed his

recall from banishment,

1 . 68; the ci^ named ofDis: i.c. named after Dis or Pluto, the King
of Hell. Virgil uses the classical name; Dante, as a Christian, calls him
Beelzebub, Satan, or Lucifer.

1 . 70: mosques: Mohammedanism was looked on - correctlyenough
- by the Middle Ages as being a Christian heresy (see Canto xxvm),
and immediately inside the walls of Dis we shall, in fact, find the
Circle of the Heretics. More generally, the “mosques” indicate that
the City is devoted to a pcrvenc and infidel cult.

I. 'jz: glowing furnaces: It is only in Nether Hell, below the walls
of Dis, that we encounter any torment by fire.

1 . 83; spirits fallen from Heaven: These are the rebel angels of
Christian tradition; the classical monsters continue right down to the
bottom of Hell, but here, in the Circles ofthe perverted will, we find
abo the more malignant spirits who knew the true God and opposed
Him.

1 . 125: a less secret gate: the gate of Hell, when the devib sought to
oppose Chrbt’s entrance into Limbo.

1 . 127; the dead title: the inscription over Hell-gate. (Canto lu. 1-6.)

I2£
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Circles V^VI: Nether Hell: City ofDis

CANTO IX
The Story. Dante, alartned by VirgiVs anxiety, tacfiilly enquires of
him whether he really knows the way through Hell, ana gets a reassuring

answer. The Furies appear and threaten to unloose Medusa, A noise li&

thunder announces the arrival ofa Heavenly Messenger, who opens the

gates of Dis and rebukes the demons. When he has departed, the Poets

enter the City andfind themselves in a greatplain covered with the burn-

ing tombs ofthe Heretics.

Seeing my face, and what a coward colour

It turned when he came back, my guide was quick
To put away his own unwonted pdlor.

He stood and leaned intent, as who should prick

His car to hear, for far one could not see,

So black the air was, and the fog so thick*

“Nay, somehow we must win this fight.” said he;

“If not ... That great self-proffered aid is lent;

But oh! how long his coming seems to be!”

I saw too clearly how his first intent

Was cloaked bv what came after; what he said

Was not what ne’d designed, but different.

But none the less his speech increased my dread -
For maybe I pieced out the broken phrase
To a worse ending than was in his head.

“Did any ever, descending from that place
Where loss of hope remains their only woe.
Thread to its depth this hollow’s dreary maze?”

I put this question. He replied: “Although
*Tis rare that one of us should come this way
Or undertake the journey I now go.

Yet once before I made it, truth to say,
Conjured by cruel Erichtho, she whose spell
Wont to call back the shades to their dead clay.

I was not long stripped of my mortal shell
Wh« she compelled me pass within yon wall
To fetch a spirit from Jud^’ circle of Hell;
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ix] Circles V-Vl: City ofDis - Furies: The Gorgon:

That is the deepest, darkest place of all,

And fartliest from high Heaven's all-raoviiig gyre;

1 know the way; take heart - no ill* hall fall.

On every side, the vast and reeking mire ^

Surrounds tliis city of the woe-begot.

Where now’s no entering, save with wrath and ire ...”

And he went on, saying I know not what,

For my whole being was drawn up with my eyes

To where the tower’s high batdements burned red-hot;

For there of a sudden I saw three shapes arise,

Three hellish Furies, boltcred all with blood;

Their form and bearing were made woman-wise;

Vivid green hydras girt them, and a brood

Of asps and adders, each a living tress,

Writhed round the brows of that fell sisterhood.

And, knowing well those handmaids pitiless

V^o serve the Queen of everlasting woe:

“Behold,” said he, “the fierce Erinyes.

There on the right Alecto howls, and lo!

Megaera on left; betwixt them waib

Tisiphone.” And he was silent so.

They beat their breasts, and tore them with their nails.

Shrieking so loud that, faint and tremulous,

I clutched the poet; and they, with fiercer yells,

Cried: “Fetch Medusa!”, glaring down on us.

“Turn him to stone! Why did we not requite—

Woe wordi ike day!—the assault of Theseus?”

“Turn tliee about, and shut thine eyelids tight;

If Gorgon show her face and thou thereon >

Look once, there’s no returning to the light”

Thus cried the master; nor to my hands alone

Would trust, but turned me himself, and urgently

Pressed my palms close and covered them with his own, r

O you w'hose intelleas keep their sanity,

Do you mark well the doarine shrouded o’er

By the strange verses with their mystery.
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The Heavenly Messenger - Holy Saturday a,m.

Then o’er that dull tide came the crash and roar

Of an enormous and appalling sound,

So that the ground shuddered from shore to shore;

A sound like the sound of a violent wind, around
The time of opposing heats and the parched weather,
When it sweeps on the forest and leaps with a suddenbound

,

Shattering and scattering the boughs hither and thither;

Superb with a tower of dust for harbinger
It goes, while the wolves and herdsmen flee together.

He loosed my eyes: “Now look”, said he, “see there,
Yonder, beyond the foam of the ancient lake.

Where the harsh marsh mist hangs thickest upon the air.”

And as the frogs, spying the foeman snake,
Go sauattering over die pond, and dive, and sit

Huddled in the mud, even so I saw them break

Apart, whole shoals of ruined spirits, and flit

Scudding from the path of one who came to us,

Walking the water of Styx with unwee feet.

His left hand, moving, frnned away the gross
Air from his face, nor clsewise did he seem
At all to frnd the way laborious.

And when I saw him, right well did I deem
sent from Heaven, and turned me to my guide

Who signed me to be still and bow to him.

What scorn was in his look! He stood beside
The gate, and touched it with a wand; it flew
Open; there was no resistance; all stood wide.

Outcasts of Heaven, despicable crew,”
Said he, his feet set on the dreadful sill.

*Why dwells this foohsh insolence in vou?
t

Willmose purpose never can be overborne,
And which hath oft increased your sorrows still?

spurn?
Think how your Cerberus tried it. and yet bears
I nc marks of it on jowl and throttle tom.”
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CANTO ix] Circle VI: The Heretics: The Burning Tombs

100 Then back he went by those foul thoroughfares,

And unto us said nothing, but appeared

Like one much pressed with weightier affairs

103 Than the cares of those before him. So we stirred

Our footsteps citywards, with hearts repose^
Safely protected by the heavenly word.

106 Through the great ward we entered tmopposed,

And I, being all agog to learn what state

Of things these huge defensive works enclosed,

loo Gazed round, the moment I had passed the gate.

And saw a plain, stretched spacious on both sides,

Filled with ill woes and torments desolate.
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For as at Arles, where soft the slow Rhone slides,

Or as at Pola, near Quamaro’s bay,

That fences Italy with its washing tides,

The ground is all uneven with the array.

On every hand, of coundess sepulchres,

So here; but in a far more bitter way;

For strewn among the tombs tall flames flared fierce.

Heating them so white-hot as never burned

Iron in the forge of any artificers.

The grave-slabs all were thrown back and upturned,

And from within came forth such fearful crying,

*Twas plain that here sad tonured spirits mourned.

“O Sir,” said I. “who are the people lying

In these grim coffers, whose sharp pains disclose

Their presence to the car by their sad sighing?”

And he: “The great heresiarchs, with all those.

Of every sect, their followers; and much more

The tombs lie laden than thou wouldst suppose.

Here like with like is laid; and their flames roar

More and less hot within their monuments.”

Then we moved onward, and right-handed bore

Between those fires and the high batdements.
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Commentaries

The Images. The Furies {Erinyes) in Greek mythology were the

avenging goddesses who haunted those who had committed
great crimes. In the allegory, they are the image of the fruitless

remorse which does not lead to penitence.
^ Medusa was a Gorgon (see Glossary) whose face was so terrible that

anyone who looked upon it was turned to stone. In the allegory,

she is the image of the despair which so hardens the heart that it

becomes powerless to repent.

The Heavenly Messenger. He is, I think, the image of Divine revela-

tion, ((j) stirring the conscience, (fc) safeguarding the mind against

false doctrme.

The Heretics. See next canto.

Notes. 1. 8: that great self-proffered aid is lent'. How Virgil summons
this aid or knows of its coming is not stated; presumably he is aware
that the help of Him who harrowed Hell is always available for a
Christian soul in need.

1 . i6: descendingfrom that place, etc.: i.e. from Limbo.
1 . 29: high Heaven's all-moving gyre: i.e. the Primum Mobile, the

highest of the revolving heavens, which imparts motion to all the
rest (see appendix on Dante's Universe, p. 292).

1 . 44: the Queen ofeverlasting woe: Proserpine, or Persephone, queen
of the classical underworld.

I. 54: the assault of Theseus: Theseus, king ofAthens, tried to carry
off Persephone from Hell; he failed, but was rescued by Hercules.
The Furies mean that, if they had succeeded in punishing Theseus,
other living men would have been deterred from venturing into the
underworld, and they had better make an example of Dante.

1. 88: what scorn was in his look! In HeU, God*s power is experi-
enced only as judgment, alien and terrible.

I. 97: what boots it at the Fates to spurn? The Angel uses two forms
ofspeech - one Christian, “that great Will”, the other classical. ‘UcFa^ - to denote the Divine power. The evil powers which he is
addressmg belong both to the Christian and to the pre-Christian
mythology.

^

1. 98: Cerberus: As the last of his labours, Hercules brought
Cerberus out of Hell, mauling his throat in the process

1. 112: Arles: where in Dante’s time the Rhone spread’into a stag-
nant lake, contains many ancient tombs, said to be those of Charle-
magne s soldiers slam in battle against the Saracens at Aleschans. Pola
(on the Adnatic) is s^d to have formerly conuined about 700 tombs
ot Slavomans, buned on the seashore.
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CANTO x] Circle VI: The Heretics: Burning Tombs - Epicureans:

CANTO X
The Story. As the Poets are passing along betieath the city walls,

Dante is hailed by Farinatajrom one of the burning tombs, ana goes to

speak to him. Their conversation is interrupted by Cavalcante dei Caval-

canti with a question about his son. Farinata prophesies Dante's exile

and explains now the souls in Hell know nothing of the present, though

they can remember the past and dimly foresee the future.

Thus onward still, following a hidden track

Between the city’s ramparts and the fires,

My master goes, and 1 go at his back.

“O sovran power, that through the impious gyres,”

Said I, “dost wheel me as thou deemest well,

Speak to me, satisfy my keen desires.

Those that find here their fiery burial,

May they be seen? for nothing seems concealed;

The lids are raised, and none stands sentinel.”

And he: “All these shall be shut fast and sealed

When from Jehoshaphaf they come anew,

Bringing their bodies now left far afield.

And hereabouts lie buried, close in view.

Epicure and- his followers - they who hold

That when the body dies the soul dies too.

Hence that demand thou choosest to unfold

May here and now be fully satisfied,
^

Likewise thy hidden wish, to me untold.

“Alas,” said I, “from thee I’d never hide

One single thought, save that short speech is sweet,

As thou hast warned me once or twice, dear guide.”

“O Tuscan, walking thus with words discreet

Alive through the city of fire, be it good to thee

To turn thee hither awhile, and stay thy feet.

Thy native accent proves thee manifesdy

Bom of the lancf I vexed with so great harm -

A noble land, and too much vext, maybe.”



28

Farinata: Cavalcanti - Morning ofHoly Saturday

This summons threw me into such alarm,

Coming suddenly from a tomb, that in my dread

I shrank up close against my escort's arm.

“(^me. come, what art thou doing? Turn round/* he said; 31

“That's Farinata - look! he's risen to sight,

And thou canst view him all, from waist to head."

Already my eyes were fixed on his; upright
He had lifted him, strong-breasted, stony-fronted,

Seeming to hold all Hell in deep despite;

And my good guide, with ready hands undaunted
Tlnusting me toward him through the tombs apace,
Said: “In thy speech precision is what's wanted.^*

I reached the vault's foot, and he scanned my face
A little while, and then said, with an air

Almost contemptuous: “Wbt’s thy name and race?"

Being anxious to obey, I did not care

To make a mystery, but told all out;
He raised his brows a trifle, saying: “They were

Foes to me always, stubborn, fierce to flout
Me and my house and party; I was quick
To chase them, twice I put 'them to the rout.”

“Quite true; and by that same arithmetic,"
Said I, they ralhed all round and came back twice;
Your side, it seems, have not yet learnt the trick.”

*

Just then, close by him, I saw slowly rise

Another shadow, visible down to the chin;
It had got to its knees, I think. It moved ic eyes

Round about me, as though it sought to win
Sight of some person in my company;
At last, when ^ such hope lay quenched within.

It wept: If thy grand art has made thee free
To walk at large in this blind prison of pain.
Where is my son? why comes he not with thee?”

I come not of myself^” I answered plain.
He that waits vender leads me on this road.

For whom, perhaps, your Guido felt disdain!”
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x] Circle VI: Heretics - Farinatas prophecy:

The words he used, together with his mode
Of torment, were sufficient to betray

His name, as thus my pointed answer showed.

He leapt upright, crying: “What? what dost thou say?

He felt? why felt? are life and feeling o*er?

Looks he no longer on the pleasant day?“

Then, seeing me hesitate awhile before

I made reply, he let himself suddenly fall

Backward again, and showed his face no more.

But that great-hearted spirit, at whose call

rd stayed my steps, his countenance did not move,.

Nor bent his neck, nor stirred his side at all.

“And if,** he spoke straight on where we broke off,

“If they have missed ffie trick of it, I bum
Less in this bed than with the thought thereoL

But thou, ere fifty times the light return

To that queen's face who reigneth here below,

Shalt find out just what that trick costs to leam.

But tell me why, as thou dost hope to go

Back to the fight, thy people make decrees

So harsh against oiir house, and hate us so.**

"That field of havoc and bloody butcheries,**

I answered him, “when Arbia*s stream ran red^

Have filled our temple with these litanies.”

He sighed before he spoke, and shook his head:

“’Faith, I was not alone there, nor had gone

In with the rest without good cause,” he said;

“But when they made agreement, every one,

To wipe out Florence, and I stood to j^lead

Boldly for her - ay, there I was alone.
*

“Now, so may rest come some time to your seed,”'

Said I, “pray solve me this 'perplexity.

Which ties my brains in a tight knot indeed.

It seems you can foresee and prophesy

Events that time will bring, if I hear right.

But with things present, you deal differently.’



Knowledge ofthe Damned - Early Morn. Holy Sat.

“Wc see,” said he, “like men who are dim of sight,

Things that are distant from us; just so far

We still have gleams of the All-Guider*s hght.

But when these things draw near, or when they arc,

Our intellect is void, and your world’s state

Unknown, save some one bring us news from there.

Hence thou wilt see that all we can await
Is the stark death ofknowledge in us, then
When time’s last hour shall shut the future’s gate.”

At this my conscience smote me; I again
Addressed him: “Tell that fallen shade, I pray.
His son still walks the world of living men;

If I was silent when he asked me, say
Twas only that my wits were in a worry,
Snared by that error which you’ve swept away.”

And now my guide was calling me to hurry.
Wherefore I urged the shade, with greater haste,
To say who else was in that cemetery.

I lie, said he, with thousands; in this chest
The second Frederick lies; our ranks include
The Cardinal; I will not name the rest.”

He moke, and sank; returning to where stood
ancient poet, I pondered what they meant,

Those words which seemed to bode me Httle good.
Then he moved on, and later, as we went,
“Why so distraught?” said he. I set to work
Answering his question to his full content.

he bad me: “See thou mind and mark
Those adverse warnings; now to what I say - ”

And here he raised his finger - “prithee, hark!

thou shalt stand bathed in the glorious ray

^ her whose blest eyes see all things complete
Thou It Icam the meaning of thy life’s whole way.”

With that leaving the wall, we turned our feet
Towards the centre, by a pa^ that ran
Uown to a vale, whose fumes rose high to greet

Our nostrils, even where the descent began.
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CANTO x] Commentaries

The Images. The Heretics. “It is necessary to remember what Dante

meant by heresy. He meant an obduracy of the mind; a spiritual

state which defied, consciously, ‘a power to which trust and obedi-

ence are due’; an intellectual obstinacy. A heretic, strictly, was a

man who knew what he was doing; he accepted the Church, but

at the same time he preferred his own judgment to that of the

Church. This would seem to be impossible, except that it is apt to

happen in all of us after our manner.” (Charles Williams: The

Figure of Beatrice^ p. 125.)

The tombs of the intellectually obdurate - iron without and

fire within - thus fittingly open the circles of Nether Hell: the

circles of deliberately willed sin.

Notes. 1 . ii: Jehoshaphat: The belief that the Valley ofjehoshaphat

would be the scene of die Last Judgment was derived from Joel iii.

2, 12.

I . iSithy hidden wish^ to me untold: Virgil can often read Dante’s

thoughts, and sometimes seems to take a Sherlock-Holmes-like

pleasure in surprising him by doing so. He knows that Dante’s

question covers an unspoken wish to see certain distinguished Floren-

tines who had been foUowers of the school of Epicurus. (See Gloss.)

II . 22-7: O Tuscan ... thy native accent: Dante is recognized as a

Tuscan by his idiom and as a Florentine by his accent.

I. 32: Farinata: This is Farinata degli Uberti, the famous leader of

the Ghibellines in Horence, about whom Dante had already inquired

of Ciacco (Canto vi. 78). After he and his party were banished in

1250, they allied themselves with the Siennese and, in 1260, lured the

Florentine Guelfs into an ambush and defeated them with appalling

slaughter at Montaperti, near the river Arbia (see Introduction, p. 30)

.

The Guelfs, amongwhom were Dante’s ancestors, fled from Florence.

They never forgave Farinata, andwhen they returned to power, they

razed the Uberti palaces to the ground and pronounced relentless

decrees of exile against the whole family. Farinata was condemned

for heresy in 1283.

U. 48-5 1 ; twice ...to the rout . . . they came back twice: The first rout of

the Guelfs was in 1248 and their first return in 1251. The second rout

was at Montaperti in 1260, and the second and final return in 1266,

after the Battle of Benevento, which extinguished the Ghibellines*

hope ofever regaining power in Florence. (Note how Farinata’s pride

instantly evokes a corresponding pride in Dante.)

1 . 53: another shadow: Cavalcante dei Cavalcanti, a Guelf kmght,

noted, like Farinata, for his Epicureanism. His son, Guido Caval-
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Commentaries

canti, was a fellow-poetand friend ofDanteand son-in-law to Farinata.

1. 58: thygrand art (lit.: “genius”): Cavalcante thinks that ifpoetical

genius has enabled Dante to visit Hell in the flesh, his own poet-son

should have been able to accompany his friend.

^ L 63: your Cuido felt disdain: either because Guido, as a modem,
despised classical poetry; or because, as a Guelf, he disliked Virgil’s

imperialism; or because, as a sceptic, he had no use for Virgil’s

religious piety: or all three. The passage has been much disputed.

Note that, in speaking to Farinata and Cavalcante, Dante shows his

respect by using the formal “you” in place of the familiar “thou”.

1 . 70: seeing me hesitate: Dante is taken aback at finding that Caval-
cante does not know whether Guido is alive or dead, and so does not
answer immediately.

1 . 80: queen... here below: Proserpine, also identified with Hecate
and Diana; the Moon (see Glossary). Fifty lunar months from the

date of the vision (April 1300) bring us to the summ er of 1304. Dante
was banished in 1302, and the eSbrts of the White Guelfr to return
to Horence were finally frustrated in July 1304.

L 87: these litanies: This may mean that prayers were offered in

church for the downfall of the Ghibellines, or ebe that, when the
Guelfs were in power, the decrees ofexile were formally signed and
published in the church of St John.

1 . 92: to wipe out Florence: After Montaperti, the wholesale destruc-
tion of Florence was voted by all the Ghibelline leaders except Fari-
nata, who, drawing his sword, cried out that if they attempted it he
was ready to lay down a thousand lives, ifhe had them, in defence of
his native dty; and Horence was accordingly spared,

1 . 108: when timers last hour shall shut the future's gate: “When
earthly time ceases there will be nothing to know - nothing but the
sin ofthe past and that sin in the present. ... Charity has already failed
here; presently prophecies and tongues and knowledge are to cease
too.” (Charles Williams: The Figure of Beatrice, p. 127.) Farinata’s
explanation clears up Dante’s perplexity, and he hastens to convey to
Cavalcante that his son is still alive. Guido’s death (August 1300, sec
Inttod. p. 34, note i) was, however, so near in time that it had become
veiled (1, 103) from the knowledge of the damned.

I. 119; the second Frederick: the Emperor Frederick II (1194-1250).
(See Introduction, p. 25)

^ 1 . 120; the Cardinal: Ottaviano degli Ubaldini. (See Glossary.)
* her whose blest eyes: Beatrice, imdcr whose guidance Dante,m the Heaven of Mars, has the course of his life revealed to him by

his ancestor Cacciaguida. (Para, xvi.)
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CANTO xt] Circles VI-VII: The Cliff~ Lay-out ofHell:

19

CANTO XI
The Story. While the Poets pause for a little on the brink of the

descent to the Seuenth Circle, Virgil explains to Dante the arrangement

ofHell

Where a great cliff fell sheer, its beetling brow

Ringed with huge jagged rocb, we reached the brink

Overhanging the still ghastlier dens below;

And here so overpowering was the stink '

The deep Abyss threw off, that we withdrew

Staggered, and for a screen were forced to shrink

Behind a massive vault where, plain to view,

Stood writ: “I hold Pope Anastasius,

Lured by Photinus from the pathway true.”

“We’ll wait awhile,” the master said, “that thus

Our senses may grow used to this vile scent,

And after that, it will not trouble us.”

And I: “But let’s not lose the time so spent;

Think now what compensation thou canst find.”

“Surely,” he answered, “ such was my intent.

See now, my son: three narrowing circles wind

Within these cliffs,” thus he took up the talc,

“Each under each, like those we’ve left behind.

Damned spirits fill them all; thou canst not fail

To know them at a glance, though, if I state

How and for what they’re here pent up in JaiL

Of all malicious wrong that earns Heaven’s hate

The end is injury; all such ends are won

Either by force or ftaud. Both perpetrate

Evil to others; but since man alone

Is capable of fraud, God hates that worst;

The fraudulent lie lowest, then, and groan

Deepest. Of these three circles, ail the fint

Holds violent men; but as threefold may be

Their victims, in t^ee rings they are dispersed.
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'^Violence': ''Fraud Simple and Complex'* - Holy Sat.

God, self, and neighbour - against all these three

Force may be used; either to injure them
Or theirs, as I shall show convincingly.

Man on his neighbour may bring death or mayhem
By force; or damage his chattels, house, and lands

By harsh extortions, pillage, or fire and flame;

So murderers, men who are violent of their hands.
Robbers and plunderers, all find chastisement

In the first ring, disposed in various bands.

Against themselves men may be violent,

And their own fives or their own goods destroy;
So they in the second ring in vain repent

Who rob themselves of your world, or make a toy
Of fortune, gambling and wasting away their purse.
And turn to weeping what was meant for joy.

Those men do violence to God, who curse
And in their hearts deny Him, or defame
His bounty and His Natural Universe;

So the third ring sets its seal on the double shame
Of Sodom and of Cahors, and on the speech
Of the fioward heart, dishonouring God*s great name.

Fraud, which gnaws every conscience, may be a breach
Of trust against the confiding, or deceive
Such as repose no confidence; though each

Is fraud, the latter sort seems but to cleave
The general bond of love and Nature*s tie;

So the second circle opens to receive

Hypocrites, flatterers, dealers in sorcery.
Panders and cheats, and all such filthy stuflf.

With theft, and simony and barratiy'.

Fraud of the other sort forgets both love

^ kind, and that love too whence is begot
The special trust that’s over and above;

So, in the smallest circle, that dark spot,
^rc of the universe and throne of Dis,
The traitors fie; and their worm dieth not.”
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xi] Circles VI-VII - ''Incontinence*': "Usury a crime

“Master,” said I, “how clear thy discourse is!

It makes this gulf’s arrangement plain as plain,

With all its inmates; I quite follow this;

But teU me: all those others, whom the rain

Beats, and the wind drives, and the sticky mire
Bogs, and those brawlers with their shrill campaign -

Why dwell not they in the city red with fire

If to God’s wrath they too are fallen a prey?

Or if not, wherefore is their plight so dire?”

“What error has seduced thy reason, pray?”

Said he, “thou art not wont to be so dull;

Or are thy wits woolgathering miles away?

Dost thou not mind the doarinc of thy school -

Those pages where the Ethics tells of three

Conditions contrary to Heaven’s will and rule,

Incontinence, vice, and brute bestiality?

And how incontinence offends God less

Than the other two, and is less blameworthy?

If thou wilt think on what this teaching says,

Bearing in mind what sort of sinners dwell

Outside the city, and there endure distress,

Thou’lt sec why they lie separate from these fell

Spirits within, and why God’s hammer-blow

Of doom smites them with weight less terrible.”

“O Sun that healest all dim sight, thou so

Dost charm me in Resolving ofmy doubt,

To be perplexed is pleasant as to know.

ust once again,” said I, “turn thee about

To where thou spak’st of usury as a aime

Against God’s bounty - ravel me that knot out.
fl

“Not in one place,” said he, “but many a time

Philosophy points out to who will learn.

How Nature takes her course from the Sublime

Intellect and Its Art; note that; then turn

The pages of thy Physics

,

and not far

From the beginning, there shalt thou discern
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against Nature and Art'* - Holy Saturday 4 a,m.

How your Art, as it best can, follows her
Like a pupil with his master; we may call

This art of yours Go(l*s grandchild, as it were.

By Art and Nature, if thou well recall

How Genesis begins, man ought to get
His bread, and make prosperity for all.

But the usurer contrives a third way yet.
And in herself and in her follower. Art,
Scorns Nature, for his hope is elsewhere set.

Follow me now
; I think we should depart;

Horizon-high the twinkling Fishes swim.
And the Wain's right over Caurus; we must start

Onward and downward, over the chasm's rim.”
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Commentaries

The Images. The only image here is that of Hell itself Dante’s
classification of sins is based chiefly on Aristotle, with a little

assistance from Cicero. Aristotle divided wrong behaviour into
three main kinds: (A) Incontinence (uncontrolled appetite); (B)
Bestiality (perverted appetite); (C) Malice or Vice (abuse of the
specifically human faculty of reason). Cicero declared that all

injimous conduct acted by either (a) Violence or (b) Fraud. Com-
bining these two classifications, Dante obtains three classes ofsins:
1. Incontinence; II. Violence (or Bestiality); HI. Fraud (or Malice).
These he subdivides and arranges in 7 Circles: 4 of Incontinence
I of Violence, and 2 of Fraud.

To these purely ethical categories of wrong behaviour he, as a
Cl^tian, adds 2 Circles of wrong belief: 1 of Unbelief (Limbo)
and 1 of Misbelief (the Heretics), making 9 Circles in all. Finally,
he adds the Vestibde of the Futile, who have neither faith nor
works, this, not being a Circle, bears no number.
•^us we get the 10 main divisions of Hell. In the other books

of the Comedy we shall find the same numerical scheme of 3, made
up by subdivision to 7; plus 2 ( =9); plus i ( = 10). HeU, however,
IS compheated by still further subdivision. The Circle of Violence
uagam divided into 3 Rings; the Circle of Fraud Simple into 10
Bowges; and the Circle of Fraud Complex into 4 Regions, So
that Hell contains a grand total of 24 divisions. (See section map
on opposite page.)

^

Notes. 1. 8: Pope Anastasius: Anastasius II (Pope 496-8); incurred
toe imputation of heresy by giving communion to Photinus. a
<Jcacon of ThessaIonica,in communion with the Church of Con-
stantmoplc. which was at this time at odds with the Western Church
over the definition of the union of the two natures in Christ’s one
person. Dante probably got his information directly or indirectlyfrom the Liber Pontificalis, a source hostile to Anastasius (S^
Duchesne’s edition, vol. i, p. 258.)

^

i e. the Circle of Vwlence (Circle 7) andAe two Circles of Fraud (Circles 8 and 9). Virgil begins by deVerib-mg that part of Nether Hell which still lies ahead. The circles getUATTOwer as the Pit deepens. ^

1. 22; malUious wrong: the phrase “malicious” is here used generally
l.»h ..d F„„d; u dl d.LI,„.„,KjS

U. 28-51: These lines describe the Circle of Violence (Circle 7). with
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CANTO xi] Commentaries

its three component Rings devoted respectively to violence aeainst
(i) others, (ii) self, (iii) God.

1 . 41: their own Hues or their own goods: Property is regarded, in
accordance with Roman law, as an extension of the personality. Con-
sequently, todamage or destroy one*s own or one’s neighbour’s goods
is a sin ofthe same type as the damage and destruction ofone’s own or
one’s neighbour’s body. Similarly

(11 . 46-8), blasphemy against God’s
creation is blasphemy against God, for the creation belongs to Him.

I

.

49: the double shame ofSodom and ofCahors: Sodomy (homosexual
vice) is so named from Genesis xix. The “shame of Cahors” is

Usury - so called from Cahors in the South of France, notorious for

its many usurers in Dante's time. Ring iii thus punishes three sorts of
violence against God: Sodomy, Usury, and Blasphemy.

II . 52-66: Virgil now goes on to describe, successively, the two
Circles of Fraud. There are two kinds of Fraud: the one (Fraud

Simple, Circle 8) only betrays the confidence ofhumanity in general;

the other (Fraud Complex, Circle 9) in addition betrays the confi-

dence of those who had special reason to trust, and is, therefore, not

merely fraudulent but treacherous.

1 . 57: the second circle: i.e. the second in Nether Hell; thefirst Circle

of Fraud; Circle 8 in the general scheme.

1 . 61: fraud of the other sort: i.e. the treacherous sort - Circle 9.

I . 65: Dis: the classical king of Hades: i.e. Satan.

II . 68 sqq.: this gulf: i.e. Nether Hell. Dante now asks about the

people whom he had already seen in Upper Hell, and why they are

not punished within the City of Dis. Virgil reminds him of the

seventh chapter of Aristotle’s Ethics, where incontinence is said to be

less reprehensible than bestiality or malice, and treachery the worst

conduct of all.

11 . 95 sqq.: usury as a crime against God’s bounty: Dante’s thought

in this passage (which is that of the Medieval Church) is of such

urgent relevance to-day that it is worth while to disentangle it from

his (to us) rather odd and unfamiliar phraseology. What he is saying

is that there are only two sources ofreal wealth; Nature and Art - or,

as we should put it. Natural Resources and the Labour ofMan. The

buying and selling ofMoney as though it were a commodity creates

only a spurious wealth, and results in injury to the earth (Nature) and

the exploiUtion of labour (Art). The attitude to men and things

which this implies is a kind of blasphemy; since Art derives from

Nature, as Nature derives from God, so that contempt of them is

contempt of Him.

1 . loi: thy Physics: i.e. the Physics of Aristotle (ii. 2)

1 . 107; how Genesis begins: “And the Lord God took the man, and
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put him into the garden ofEden*’ [put the resources ofNature at his
disposal] *‘to dress it and to keep it** [that he might preserve and culti-

vate them by his art and labour], {Gen. ii. 15.)

1. 113: the twinkling Fishes, etc,: Virgil again indicates the time by
describing the position ofthe unseen stars. The Wain (the Plough, or
Great Bear) is lying right over the abode of Caurus. the north-west
wind, and the constellation ofPisces (the Fishes) is just rising over the
horizon. This is the zodiacal sign wldch immediately precedes Aries
(the R^); and since the signs rise at two-hourly intervab, and the
Sun is in Anes (Canto i. 37), it is now two hours before sunrise on
Holy Saturday - i.e. about 4 a.m.



CANTO xii] Descent to Seventh Circle: The Violent - Minotaur

CANTO XII

The Story. At the point where the sheer precipice leading down to

the Seventh Circle is made negotiable by a pile of tumbled rock, Virgil

and Dante are faced by the Minotaur. A tauntfrom Virgil throws him

into a ft of blindfury, and while he is thrashing wildly about^ the Poets

him. Virgil tells Dante how the rocks were dislodgedby the earth-

which took place at the hour of Christ*s descent into Umbo. At

oot ofthe cliff they come to Phlegethon, the river ofboiling blood, in

which the Violent against their Neighbours are immersed, and whose

hanks are guarded by Centaurs. At VirgiVs request, Chiron, the chief

Centaur, sends Nessus to guide them to the ford and carry Dante over

on his back. On the way, Nessus points out a number ofnotable tyrants

and robbers.

The place we came to, to descend the brink from.

Was sheer crag; and there was a Thing there - making,

All cold, a prospect any eye would shrink from.

Like the great landslide that rushed downward, shaking

The bank of Adige on this side Trent,

(Whether through faulty shoring or the earth’s quaking)

So that the rock, down from the summit rent

Far as the plain, lies strewn, and one might crawl

From top to bottom by that unsure descent,

Such was the precipice; and there we spied,

Topping the cleft that split the rocky wall,
^

That which was wombed in the false heifer’s side,

The infamy of Crete, stretched out a-sprawl;

And seeing us, he gnawed himself, like one

Inly devoured with spite and burning gall.

Then cried my Wisdom: “How now, hellion!

Thinkst thou the Duke of Athens comes anew,

That slew thee in the upper world? Begone,

Monster! not guided by thy sister’s clue

Has dds man come; only to see and know

Your punishments, he threads the circle through.”
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Circle VII, Ring i - Phkgethon: The Centaurs

Then, as a bull pierced by the mortal blow
Breaks loose, and cannot go straight, but reels in the ring
Plunging wildly and staggering to and fro,

I saw the Minotaur fall a-floundering.

And my warv guide called: “Run! run for the pass!
Make good thy going now, while his rage has its fling.*'

So down we clambered by that steep crevasse

0^ tumbled rock; and oft beneath my tread
The stones slipped shifting with my unwonted mass.

I went bemused; wherefore: “Perchance thy head
Puzdes at this great fissure here, watched o’er
By the furious brute I quelled =ust now,” he said.

know, when I went down before,
other time, into Deep Hell this way.

The rock had not yet fallen; but now for sure

rightly: on the daymen that great Prince to the First Circle above
Bntercd, and seized from Dis the mighty prey,

Shortly ere He came, the deep foul gulf did moveOn aU sides down to the centre, till I thought
The umverse trembled in the throes of love,

^Weby, as some believe, the world’s been brought
Utt-Dmes to chaos; in that moment, here
And elsewhere, was these old rocks’ ruin wrought.

Bi^ow look to the vale, for we draw near

^ nver of blood where all those wretches boil
whose violence filled the earth with pain and fear.”

9 wicked lust of spoil.
That dnves our short life with so keen a goadAnd steeps our life eternal in such broil!

°

I saw a river, curving foil and broad
Arwise, as though the whole plain’s girth embracing
Just as my guide had told me on ther^

racing

aI
“d quivers bearhigAs when through the woods of the world they went a-chasing
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xn] Circle VII, Ring i: Violent against Neighbours: Chiron:

They checked their flight to watch us downward faring,

And three of the band wheeled out and stood a-row,
Their bows and chosen arrows first preparing;

And one cried out from far: “Hey! whither go
You on the cliff there? What’s your penalty?

Speak where you stand; if not, I draw the bow.”

The master shouted back: “That word shall be
I

For Chiron there; headstrong thou dost remain,

,

And so thou ever wast - the worse for thee.**

Then, nudging me: “That’s Nessus, who was slain

For fair Deianira, and in the aftermath

With his own blood avenged his blood again.

Gazing upon his breast, betwixt them both,

Achilles’ tutor, the great Chiron, stands;

The third is Pholus, once so full of wrath.

All round the fosse they speed in myriad bands,

Shooting at every soul that tries to hft

Higher out of the blood than doom demands.”

We were near them now, those creatures snell and swift.

And Chiron took an arrow, and with the notch

Put back upon his jaws his snowy drift

Of beard, and having freed his great mouth: “Watch,”

Said he to those who stood with him; “mark you

How the feet of the one behind move what they touch?

Those of the dead are not used so to do,”

And my good guide, now standing at his breast

Where the two natures join, repUed: “Quite true,

He is alive; so, on his lonely quest.

Needs must I lead him through the vales of night;

Necessity brings him here, not sport nor jest;

From the singing of alleluias in the light

Came she who laid on me this novel charge;

The man’s no poacher. I’m no thievish sprite. f

Now by the power that moves my steps at large

On this wild way, lend us a courier

Whom we may follow by the river’s marge,
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Nessus: The Tyrants - Holy Saturday a.m.

To show us where the ford is, and to bear
This other upon his back across the tide,
For he’s no spirit to walk the empty air.”

Then Chiron turned on his right flank, and cried-
Wheel round and guide them, Nessus; if you’re met
By another patrol, see that it stands aside.”

So with this trusty escort, offwe set
Along the bank of the bubbling crimson flood
Whence the shrieks of the boiled rose shrill and desperate.

There saw I some - plunged eyebrow-deep they stood;
And the great centaur said to me: “Behold
Tyrants, who gave themselves to ravin and blood.

Here they bewail oppressions manifold;
Alexander’s here; Dionysius too, whose brute
Fury long years vexed Sicily uncontrolled.

That forehead there, with locks as black as soot
Is Azzolino, and chat fair-haired one
Obizzo d Estc, he whose light was put

Out. up above there, by his stepson son.”
Itumed here to the poet, who said. “Why. yes.
He first. I second now, must guide thee on.”

centaur checked his pace
Beside a second gang, who seemed to start
Far as the throat from the stream’s boiling race.

He showed one shade set by itself apart.
Saying: “There stands the man who dared to smite
Even m the very bosom of God, the heart

'

Next, reared upright
Both head md chest from the stream, another horde
Appeared, full many known to me by sight.

T^ shallow and shallower still the red blood poured
rui It was only deep enough to cook
The feet; and here it was we passed the ford.

And the COTtaur said to me: “Now, prithee, look:
grows less deep.

On that, Td have thee know, the boiling brook
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CANTO xii] Circle VII, Ring i: Violence - Commentaries

130 Lowers its rocky bed, down-shelving steep,

Until it comes full circle, and joins its ring

There where the tyrants are condemned to weep.

ijj Here doth the heavenly justice rack and wring
Pyrrhus and Sextus; here it overbears

That scourge of earth called Attila the King;

136 And here for ever it milks the trickling tears

Squeezed by the scald from those rough highwaymen
The Pazzian and Cometan Riniers.’*

139 With this he turned and crossed the ford again.

The Images. The Circle of Violence. From now to the end ofCanto
xvn we are in the circle devoted to Violence or Bestiality (the “sins

of the Lion”) which, together with the Circle of the Heretics,

makes up the first division of Nether Hell.

The Minotaur and The Centaurs. In this and the next ring we find

demon-guardians compounded of man and brute. They are the

types ofperverted appetite - the human reason subdued to animal

passion. The Minotaur had the body of a man and the head of a

bull; the Centaurs were half-man, half-horse.

Phkgethon - “the fiery” - is the third chiefriver ofHell. Like Acheron

and Styx, it forms a complete circuit about the abyss, and it is deep

at one side and shallow at the other.^The sinners whose fiery

passions caused them to shed man’s blood are here plunged in that

blood-bath for ever.

Notes. L 5: the bank of Adige: Dante likens the fall of rock to the

Slavini di Marco on the Adige between Trent and Verona. An early

commentator (Benvenuto da Imola) says that the comparison is very

apt, since before the landslide the bank was as sheer as the wall of a

house and absolutely unscalable; but afterwards it was just possible

to scramble down it.

1 . 13

:

the infamy of Crete: the Minotaur was the offipring of Pasi-

phae (wife of Minos, king of Crete), who became enamoured of a

beautiful bull, and was brought to Wm in the effigy of a cow (“the

false heifer”) made for her by the cunning artificer Daedalus. Minos

kept the Minotaur in the labyrinth at Cnossos. Later, having waged

a successful war against Athens, he compelled the Athenians to send
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him a yearly tribute of seven youths and seven maidens to be de-

voured by the monster. The Minotaur was slain by Theseus, “the

Duke ofAthens^, who made his way back &om the labyrinth by the

aid of a clue of thread given to him by Ariadne, daughter of Minos
and Pasiphae.

1 . 34: witen I went down before: Virgil’s previous journey (Canto dc.

22) was made before the death of Christ.

1. 39: the mighty prey: i.e. the souls of the patriarchs (Canto iv. 55
sqq.).

1 . 42: the universe trembled in the throes of love, etc.: Empedocles
taught that the universe was held together in tension by discord

among the elements; but that from time to time the motions of the

heavens brought about a state of harmony (love). When this hap-
pened, like matter flew to like, and the universe was once more
resolved into its original elements and so reduced to chaos.

1 . 47: r*Vcr of blood: Phlegcthon.

1 . 62: what's your penalty? The Centaurs mistake Dante and Virgil
for damned souls going to their allotted place of torment.

1 . 65: Chiron: the great Centaur to whom Achilles, Peleus, Theseus,
and other Greek heroes went to be tutored. He was famous for his
skill in hunting, gymnastics, medicine, music, and prophecy, and was
accounted the wisest and most just of the Centaurs. Accordingly,
though placing him among the guardians of Phlegeihon, Dante has
given him the most amiable character of all the inhabitants of HelL

1 . 67: Nessus: This Centaur attempted to carry off Deianira, the
vnfc ofHercules, while taking her over a river on his back. Heroes
killed him with an arrow, and the dying Nessus told Deianira to take
some of his blood, since it would act upon Hercules as a love-charm.
Deianira did so, and later, fearing that Hercules was falling in love
with another woman, put on him a shirt steeped in the blood of
Nessus. The blood was poisonous and, after suffering intolerable
agonies, Hercules placed himselfon a pyre of wood and had himself
burned to death.

1 . 72. Pholus. Little is known ofhim except that he also was killed
by Hercules. The three Centaurs possibly typify three passions which
may lead to violence: wrath, lust, and the will to dominate.

1. BB:from the singing of alleluias ... came she: i.e. Beatrice.
I . 90: no poacher, and ... no thievish sprite: Virgil means that he and

Dante have not come, like Theseus or Orpheus, to try and rob Hell
of any of its victims.

II

.

105 sqq.: tyrants: Particulars of the various tyrants will be found
in the Glossary.
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1 . Ill: stepson son: Actually his son; Dante calls him “stepson**

because of his unnatural behaviour.

I. i2o: the heart they venerate still on Thames: Prince Henry, son of
Richard, Duke of Cornwall, and nephew to Henry III of England,
was killed in the Cathedral at Viterbo, during High Mass (“in the

very bosom of God**), by Guy, son ofSimon de Montfort (1270). A
statue of him, holding in its right hand the casket containing his

heart, is said to have been placed on London Bridge.

1 . 13 1 : until it comesfull circle: Apparently Dante and Virgil have
made the full half-circle ofPhlegethon, from the deep side where the

tyrants stand to the shallow ford.



Circle VII, Ring ii: Violent agst Self- Wood: Harpies

CANTO XIII
The Story. The Poets enter a pathless Wood, Here Harpies sit shriek-
mg among the withered trees, which enclose the souls of Suicides. Pier
delle Vigne tells Dante his story, and also explains how these shades come
to be changed into trees and what will happen to their bodies at the Last

^Imdes oftwo Profligates rush through the wood, pursued and
tom by black hounds. Dante speaks to a hush containing the soul of a
Florentine.

Ere Nessus had regained the bank beyond,
We’d pushed into a forest, where no mark
Of any beaten path was to be found.

No green here, but discoloured leaves and dark.
No tender shoots, but writhen and gnarled and tough.
No fruit, but poison-galls on the withered bark.

Wdd beasts, from tilth and pasture slinking off
Twixt Cecina and Corveto, never come
To lurk in scrub so tangled or so rough.

There the foul Harpies nest and are at home,^o chased the Trojans from the Strophades
With dismal outcry ominous of doom.

Widc-wmged like birds and lady-faced are these.
Wim feathered belly broad and claws of steel;
And there they sit and shriek on the strange trees.

And the good master thus began; “’Twere well
Ere gomg further, thou shouldst understand,

’

Thou rt now in the second ring, and shalt be, till

Thou comest to the abominable sand.
But now look well, and see a thing whose telling
Might kill my credit with thee out of hand.”

Already all round I heard a mournful wailin
But, seeing none to wail, I stopped short, blinking
Bewildcredly, as though my wits were failing.

^ H that I was thinkingmt all these voices through the boles resounding
Were those of folk who from our gaze hid sbrinlfmg

!•
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xni] Circle VII, Ring ii: Wood of the Suicides - Bleeding

Because he said: “If from these boughs abounding
Thou wilt pluck off one small and single spray,

Thy thoughts will stagger at their own dumbfounding/*

So 1 put forth my hand a little way,
And broke a branchlet from a thorn-tree tall;

And the trunk cried out: “Why tear my limbs away?*’

Then it grew dark with blood, and therewithal

Cried out again: “Why dost thou rend my bones?

Breathes there no pity in thy breast at all?

We that are turned to trees were human once;

Nay, thou shouldst tender a more pious hand

Though we had been the souls of scorpions/’

As, when you bum one end of a green brand,

Sap at the other oozes from the wood,
Sizzling as the imprisoned airs expand,

So from that broken splint came words and blood

At once: I dropped the twig, and like to one

Rooted to the ground with terror, there I stood.

“O wounded soul,** my sage replied anon,

“Might I have brought him straightway to beHevc

The thing he’d read of in my verse alone.

Never had he lifted finger to mischieve

Thee thus; but ’twas incredible; so I

Prompted his deed, for which myself must grieve.

But tell him who thou wast, that he may try

For some amends, to right thee with maiJrind

When, by permission, he returns on high.”

To this the trunk made answer: “Words so kind

Tempt me to speech; nor take it in ill part

if at some length I’m lured to speak my mind.

I am he that held both keys of Frederick’s heart,

To lock and to unlock; and well I knew

To turn them with so exquisite an art,

I kept his counsel and let few men through;

Loyal to my glorious charge did I remain.

And sacrificed my sleep and my strength too.
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Trees: Pier delle Vigne - Holy Sat. a.m.

But tbat great harlot which can ne’er refrain

From Caesar’s household her adulterous eyes,

The vice of kings* courts and their common bane,

Inflamed all hearts against me, and these likewise,

Flaming, inflamed Augustus to distrust,

Till my glad honours turned to obloquies.

So, in a scornful spirit of disgust,

And thinking to escape from scorn by death,

To my just self I made myself unjust;

But by these strange new roots my trunk beneath,

Never to my most honourworthy lord,

I swear to you, was I found false of faitli;

And if to that bright world indeed restored

One of you goes, oh, heal my memory.
Which lies and bleeds from envy’s venomed sword.’

He paused there; and the poet said to me:
“While he is mute, let not this moment go,

But speak, and ask what more seems good to thee.**

And I: “Ask thou, whate’er thou think’st will do
My hunger good and satisfy me well;

I cannot ask, pity unhearts me so.”

Wherefore: “So may this man prove liberal,”

Thus he resumed, “thine errand to perform.
Imprisoned spirit, do thou be pleased to tell

How souls get cramped into this knotty form.
And, if thou canst, if any shall do off

These limbs one day and find release therefrom.”

At this the trunk blew hard, and the windy puff
After this wise soon whistled into speech:

You shall be answered with brief words enough.

When the wild soul leaps from the body, which
Its own mad violence forces it to quit,

Minos dispatches it down to the seventh ditch.

It falls in the wood; no place is picked for it,

But as chance carries it, there it falls to be,
And where it falls, it sprouts like a com of wheat-
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Circle Vlly Ring ii: Wood of Suicides - Profligates:

And grows to a sapling, and thence to a wild tree;

Then the Harpies feed on its leaves, and the sharp bite

Gives agony, and a vent to agony.

We shall rake our flight, when all souls take their flight,

To seek our spoils, but not to be rearrayed,

For the spoils of the spoiler cannot be his by right;

Here shall we drag tliem, to this gloomy glade;

Here shall they hang, each body evermore
Borne on the thorn of its own self-slaughtering shade.*

Thinking the trunk might wish to tell us more,

We stood intent, when suddenly there came crashing

On our astonished ears a wild uproar.

As the huntsman hears the boar and the chase dashing

Down on his post like the noise of a hurricane,

With trampling of beasts and all the branches smashing.

And lo! on the left of us came two that ran

Naked and tom, with such a furious burst

As snapped to flinders every forest fan.

“O death, come now, come quickly!** thus the first;

And the second, finding himself outstripped in the rush.

Cried: ‘‘Lano, thy legs were not so nimble erst

At the jousts of Toppo.’* So in the last push,

His breath failing perhaps, he shot sidelong

And made one group of himself and a thick bush.

And filling the woods behind them came a throng

Of great black braches, fleet of foot and grim,

And keen as greyhounds fresh-sHpped from the thong;

rhey seized the skulker, and set their teeth in him,

And rent him piecemeal, and away they went

Carrying the wretched fragments limb by hmb.

rhen my guide drew me by the hand, and bent

His steps to the poor bush, left mangled there.

Gasping vain protests through each bleeding rent.

O Jacomo,** it cried, “of Sant’ Andrea,

Why make a screen of me? What was the good?

Am I to blame for thy misspent career?”

I
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Violent against Self- Commentaries

Tben said gende master when he stood
Beside it: "^dio wast thou, that through such tattered
Wounds sighest out thy grief mingled with blood?”

“O spirits, who come in time to see me battered
Thus shamefully, and all my foliage tom,”
It said, bring back the leaves that lie there scattered,

Gather them close beneath the shrub forlorn.

My city was she that for the Baptist changed
Her ancient patron, wherefore on her scorn

Still by his art he makes himself avenged;
Yea, did not Amo’s bridge even now retain
Some image of the guardian she estranged,

Those citizens who built her walls again
On the ashes left by Attila, had been baffled

Wholly, and all their labour spent in vain;

I am one that made my own roof-tree my scaffold.”

139

142

I4S

14S

15*

The Images. The Wood. This forms the Second Ring of the Circle
of the Violent, and contains the souls of those who wantonly de-
stroyed their own lives or their own goods, “turning to weeping
what was meant for joy” (Canto xi. 45).

we have a mixture of brute and human,
fhe Harpies had the bodies of birds, long claws, and the faces ofwomen pale with hunger. When Aeneas and his companions
came to the Islands ofthe Strophades, the Harpies swooped down
upon their food, devouring and defiling it (^en. iii. 209 sqq.).
They are the image of the “will to destruction”.

The Bleeding Trees. The sin of Suicide is, in an especial manner, an
insult to the body; so, here, the shades are deprived of even the
semblMce of the human form. As they refused life, they remain“ » dead and withered sterility. They are the image of the

The^ojligates. These are very different fiom the “Spendthrifts” of^to TO, who were merely gmlty of extravagance. The pro-
nigatcs here were men possessed by a depraved passion, who
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dissipated their goods for the sheer wanton lust of wreckage and
disorder. They may be called the, image of “gambling-fever” -

or, more generally, the itch to destroy civihzation, order, and

reputation.

Notes. 1. 2: we"d pushed into a forest: Note that the three rings o

Circle 7 are all on the same level.

I. 8: Hwixt Cecina and Corueto: Cecina (a river in the province of

Volterra) and Corveto (a small town on the river Marta) mark the

boundaries of the Tuscan Maremma, where, in Dante’s time, there

were many dense forests full of wild animals.

1 . 19: the abominable sand: Ring iii. (See Canto xiv.)

1 . 48: the thing he had read of in my verse alone: i.e. in the Aeneid

(iii. 22 sqq.), (This famous episode of the bleeding tree has been

frequently imitated, not only by Dante, but notably also by Ariosto,

Tasso, and Spenser.)

I. 58: he that held both keys of Frederick*s heart: Pier delle Vigne, for

many years chiefcounsellor to the Emperor Frederick II (mentioned

in Canto x). Accused of conspiring against his master, he was dis-

graced, imprisoned, and blinded, and in despair took his own life.

1 . 64: that great harlot: i.e. Envy. (See 1 , 78.)

1 . 68: Augustus: i.e. Caesar =the Emperor.

1 . 77: heal my memory: The fact that Dante places Pier in the Wood
of the Suicides, and not among the traitors at the bottom of the Pit,

shows that he believed him to have been falsely accused.

1 . 102: a vent to agony: The trees can only utter when broken and

bleeding. The Harpies, by tearing the leaves, make wounds from

which issue the wails that puzzled Dante (11 . 22-7).

1. 105: the spoils of the spoiler cannot be his by right: (lit.: “it is not

just that a man should have what he takes from himself”) - Dante

treats suicide as a kind ofself-robbery (Canto xi. 43 )- Here he means.

I think, that a robber cannot have a just title to the goods he has

plundered.

1 , 107: here shall they hang: Nowhere, perhaps, doK Dante assert

more clearly than in this moving and terrible image his conviction of

the intimate and unbreakable bond between spirit and flesh. The

Suicides willed the death of the flesh, but they cannot be rid of it:

their eternity is an eternity of that death. (The absurd charge of

heretically denying the resurrection ofthe body was brought against

Dante on the strength of these lines, but only by those to whom the

language of poetic imagery is a sealed book.)

1 . 115: two that ran: “The first” is Lano of Siena; he belonged to a
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dub ofyoung rakes (referred to again in Canto xxix), who sold up
all their estates and “blued’* the proceeds within twenty months.
Lano then threw away his life in an encounter between the Sienese
and Aretines at a ford called Pieve del Toppo (1288). “The second”

t is a Paduan^ Jacomo di Sant* Andrea, who, not content with such
pranks as playing ducks and drakes with gold pieces pn the Lagoon at

Venice, had a pleasant way of burning down his own and other
people’s houses for the fun of it. He is said to have been put to death
in 1239 by Ezzelino.

1 143: tny city: Florence. Her “ancient patron” was Mars. When
the Florentines were converted to Christianity they built the Church
of St John Baptist on the site of the temple of Mars, and stowed the
heathen sutue away in a tower near the Amo. After the burning of
the dty by Totila (whom Dante, misled by some of the chroniclers.
seems to have confused with Attila), the mutilated remains of the
god were recovered from the river and set up on the Ponte Vecchio;
and but for this, so the superstition ran, Florence could never haveb^ rebuilt. Even so, it was said, Mars continued to vex the faithless
dty with continued internecine strife. But Dante may be covertly
reproaching the Florentines with abandoning martial pursuits and
wncentrating on amassing the florins stamped with the Baptist’s
image. ^

L l$i:one that made my own roof-tree my scaffold: The speaker has
been variously identified. Florence seems to have had a kind of
suicide-wave about Dante’s time; his son Jacopo observes that it
w a s^dal vice of the Florentines to hang themselves, “just as the
people of Arezzo are given to throwing themselves down wells”.

/
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Circle VII, Ring Hi: Violent against God, etc,:

CANTO XIV
TheStory. Jrtfl desert ofBurning Sand, under a rain ofperpetualfire,
Dante finds the. Violent against God, Nature, and Art. The Violent

against God Ue supine, facing the Heaven which they insulted; among

these is Capaneus, blasphemous and defiant in death as in life. The Poets

pick their way carefully between theforest and the hot sand till they come

to the edge ofa boiling, red stream. Here Virgil explains the origin ofall

the rivers ofHell

Love of my native place with kind constraint

Moving me, I brought back the scattered leaves

To him whose voice already was grown faint;

Then on we went, to reach the bound which cleaves

The second ring from the third, and saw appear

A terrible art which justice here conceives.

I say, to make all this new matter clear.

We reached a plain which spurns all foliage

And every live plant from its surface sere.

The doleful wood garlands it like a hedge,

As the sad moat garlands the wood around;

And here we stayed our steps *twixt edge and edge.

An arid, close-packed sand, in fashion found

Not otherwise than that which once was trod

By Cato’s marching feet, such was the ground.

Fearful indeed art thou, vengeance of God !

He that now reads what mine own eyes with awe

Plainly beheld, well may he dread thy rod!

Great herds of naked spirits here I saw.

Who all most wretchedly bewailed their lot,

Seeming subjeaed to a diverse law.

Some on the ground lay supine in one spot.

And some upon their hunkers squatted low,

Others roamed ceaselessly and rested not;

Most numerous were the rovers to-and-fro;

Of those that lay, the numbers were more small.

But much the loudest were their cries of woe,
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The Burning Sand - Blasphemers: Capaneus

And slowly, slowly dropping over all

The sand, there drifted down huge Hakes of fire,

As Alpine snows in windless weather fall.

Like as Alexander, in those torrider

Regions of Ind, saw flaming fireballs shed
Over his host, floating to earth entire,

So that his men and he took pains to tread
The soil, trampling the blaze out with their feet.
Since it was easier quenched before it spread.

Even so rained down the everlasting heat.
And. as steel kindles tinder, kindled the’ sands.
Redoubling pain; nor ever ceased the beat

And restless dance of miserable hands.
Flapping away, now this side and now that
The raw smart of the still-fresh-biting brands.

I thus began: ‘'Master, strong to frustrateM hostile things, save only indeed those grim
Fiends who opposed our entrance at the gate,

Who is the shade that lies, mighty of limb.
Contorted and contemptuous, scorning the flame,
oo that the rain seems not to ripen him?”

soon as he heard me frame

Blf to my guide about him, cried;
That which m life I was. in death I am.

Though Jove me out his armourer, who supphed
wrathful hand with the sharp thunder-stone

lhat m my last day smote me through the side;

Though he dre all the rest out, one by one
fa Monpbel’s bUck sdthy, and break them
Crying, To aid! Vulcan, lay on, lay on!’

quite.

As once before he cried at Phlegra’s fight;
Yea, though he crush me with his omnipotenceNo merry vengeance shaU his heart delight.”

Then my guide spoke out with a vehemence
buch as I never had heard him use before:U Capaneus, since thy proud insolence
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Circle VII, Ring Hi - Red Rivulet and Dyke:

Will not be quenched, thy pains shall be the more;
No torment save thine own hot rage could be
A fitting cautery to thy rabid sore.”

Then said with milder mouth, turning to me:
“This was one of the seven kings who pressed

The siege of Thebes; he held, and seemingly

Still bolds, God light, and flouts Him with a jest;

Yet, as I told him, his mad mouthings make
A proper brooch for such a brazen breast.

Now follow me, and look to it that thou take

No step upon the burning sand, but keep

Thy feet close back against the woodland brake.”

Silent we came where, from that forest deep,

A little brook poured forth a bubbling Jet

Whose horrid redness makes my flesh still creep.

It was like that stream of the Bulicame, set

Apart and shared by the women of the town;

And straight out over the sand ran the rivulet.

Its bed, and both its shelving banks, and the crown

Of the margins left and right, were turned to stone;

Which made me think that here our path led down,

“Of all the marvels I as yet have shown

Thine eyes, since first we entered by that door

Of which the threshold is denied to none.

Nothing weVe seen deserves thy wonder more

Than this small stream which, flowing centreward,

Puts out all flames above its either shore.”

Thus said my guide; whom I at once implored,

Since he*d so whet my appetite to taste

His food, immediately to spread the board.

“Far offamid the sea there lies a waste

Country,” said he, “called Crete, beneath whose king.

Once on a long-lost time, the world was chaste.

A mount is there, named Ida; many a spring

Laughed through in ferns of yore and the valleys smiled -

Forsaken now, like some old, mouldering thing.
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'‘Origin ofInfernal Rivers’ - Holy Saturday early a.m.

There Rhea once found safe cradling for her child,

danger come to pass,
Let nil the hills with Corybant clamours wild.

A great old man stands under the mountain’s mass-
Toward Damietta he keeps his shoulders holdcn,’
And he looks on Rome as though on a looking-glass.

erect, and his head is purely golden
Of^e silver fine his breast and arms and hands,
Ot brass down to the cleft his trunk is moulden

And thence to the ground his legs are iron bands.
Save tbt the right foot’s baked of the earthen clay.
And that IS the foot upon which he chiefly stands.

All but the gold is cracked, and from the splav
Of that great nft mn tears gathering and dripping,
Till out tlirough the cavern floor they wear their way

Into this vale, from rock to rock down-dipping
Makmg Acheron, Styx and Phlegethonflhen they tak
Their downward course, by this strait conduit slipping

To where there is no more downward; there they make
Cocytus; and what that’s like I need not tell;
t-or thine own eyes shall look on Cocytus lake.”

Then I to him: “But, Master, if this rill

Flows from our world, why is it only found
Here on this bank, nor elsewhere visible?”

A^ he to me: “Thou knowest, the place is round;

Srin
“

h
' * Sood long way, ’tis true

Still wheeling leftward toward the Pit’s profound.
Thou hast not yet turned the fuU circle through-

So why put on such a bewildered air
’

Ifnow and then we come upon something new?”
And I again: “Where’s Lethe, sir? and wherek PUegeAon? The first thou leav’st aside,

1 racing the second to that water there.”

“Thy questions aU delight me,” he replied.

Think of the boiling of the blood-red tide.
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CANTO xiv] Circle VII, Ring Hi - Commentaries

136 And Lethe thou shalt see, far from tliis Pit,

Where go the souls to wash them in its flood,

Their guilt purged off, their penitence complete.”

wo He added: “Come; it’s time to leave the wood;
See that thou follow closely where I tread;

The margins burn not, they shall make our road,

U2 And all the fires are quenched there overhead.”

The Images. The Sand, “hi these circles of the Violent the reader is

peculiarly conscious of a sense of sterility. The bloody river, the
dreary wood, the harsh sand, which compose them, to some
extent are there as symbols of unfhiitfulness” (Charles Williams;
The Figure ofBeatrice, p. 129). The images ofthe sand and burning
rain are derived from the doom of Sodom and Gomorrah.
(Gett. xix. 24.)

The Blasphemers, Capaneus the Blasphemer is chosen as the particular

image of Violence against God: he is an image of Pride, which
makes the soul obdurate under judgment. The arrangement of
Hell, being classical, allots no special place to Pride (held by
Christianity to be the root of all sin), but it offers a whole series

ofexample? of Pride, each worse than the last, as the Pit deepens.

Farinata’s pride is dark and silent; that of Capaneus is loud and

defiant, but not yet so wholly ignoble as that of Vanni Fucci

(Canto XXV. i), far down in the Eighth Circle.

Notes. 1. 3 : whose voice already was grown faint: The small broken

twigs were ^eady clotted with blood, and the bush hadno voice left.

I . 15: Cato*s marchingfeet: The march of Cato of Utica (see Glos-

sary) through the Libyan desert in 47 b.c. is described in Lucan’s

Pharsalia ix. 41 1 sqq.

II . 22 sqq.: some lay ... some squatted ... others roamed: the Violent

against God, Art, and Nature respectively.

1 . 31: like as Alexander: Dante seems to have taken this story about

Alexander the Great fi^om Albertus Magnus (De Meteorts), who in

turn took it, with certain alterations, from the spurious Letter of

Alexander to Aristotle about the Marvels ofthe Indies.

U. 5 1 sqq. : that which in life I was, etc. : This is Capaneus, who took

part in the war of the “Seven against Thebes’* (spe Glossary). While

scaling the city wall, he boasted that not even Jove could stop him,

and was struck with a thunder-bolt. Dante read about him in the
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Tiiehaid of Statius (the poet whom he afterwards meets in Purgatory);
1 . 52: his armourer: Vulcan, the blacksmith of the gods, who had

his forge in Mongibello (Mount Etna).
1 . 58; Phlegra^sfight: the battle in which the rebellious Titans were

overthrown by the gods. (See Canto xxxi. 91 sqq.)

1. 70: still holds God light: Note again the double vocabulary (asm Canto ix. 94-9). Capancus says “Jove”; Virgil says “God”, mean-
ing the same thing. The heathen arejudged by their own standards
L 77: a small brook: This is the effluent of Phlegethon, which, after

crossing the Wood of the Suiddes, now' runs across the Third Ring
to plunge over the edge of the Pit. It has the property of petrifying
the sand which forms its bed.

^ ^

1 . 79: the Bulicame: a hot sulphur-spring of reddish colour near
Viterbo, part ofwhose waters were spedally portioned offfor use in
the prostitutes* quarter.

1 . 90: puts out allflatnes: The steam from the boiling river forms a
cloud above the banks and quenches the flames. (Canto xv i

)

i-e- in the fabled

Glossary;

1 . 100: Rhea: wife of Saturn and mother by him ofJupiter. It had
been prophesied to Saturn that he would be dethroned by his own
son, and he therefore devoured all his children as soon as they were
bom. ]^ea deceived him by wrapping a stone in swaddling-clothes^d fled sjnthjupiter to Mount Ida; when the child cried, she caused
the C^rybants (Bacchantes) to make a ssdld clamour so that Saturn
snouid not hear him,

deLl?ri^^“
This allcscry of the successively

degeneratmg periods of history is founded on Daniel ii. 32 sqq the
ages of man (gold, silver, brass, iron) are taken fmm Os^d

r Age gave no cause for tears.'

ChLrh
respectively the Empire and theChmeh. The statue stands m the middle of the Mediterranean (the^tre of civilization), looking from the old civilization of the Lst(Damietta) to the new civilization of the West (Rome)

‘/ott'firvW: the centre of the earth and' of gravityCocytus (Canto xxxiv) is the last of the infernal rivers.
^

alrLTseen Dante hasaUMdy seen Phlegethon - it is the river of the tyrants, though itsmme was not mmdoned in Canto xn. Uthe (the Ler offorgfL^
on MountlT>®gatory on die other side of wArU



CANTO xv] Circle Vlly Ring Hi: Sand: Violent agst. Nature, etc. -

CANTO XV
The Story. While crossing the Sand upon the dyke hanking Phle-

gethon, Dante sees the Violent against Nature, who run perpetually,

looking towards the human body against which they offended. He meets

his old teacher, Bruttetto Latini, whom he addresses with affctionate

regret and deep gratitudefor past benefits. Brunetto predicts Dante's ill-

treatment at the hands of the Florentines.

Now the hard margin bears us on, while steam

From off the water makes a canopy

Above, to fend the fire from bank and stream.

4 Just as the men of Flanders anxiously

’Twixt Bruges and Wissant build their bulwarks wide

Fearing the thrust and onset of the sea;

7 Or as the Paduans dyke up Brenta’s tide '

To guard their towns and castles, ere the heat

Loose down the snows from Chiarentana^ side,

10 Such fashion were the brinks that banked the leat.

Save that, whoe’er he was, their engineer

In breadth and height had budded them less great.

13 Already we’d left the wood behind so far

That I, had I turned back to view those glades,

Could not have told their whereabouts; and here,

i6 Hurrying close to the bank, a troop of shades

Met us, who eyed us much as passers-by

Eye one another when the daylight fades

10 To dusk and a new moon is in the sky,

And knitting up their brows they squinnied at us

Like an old tador at the needle’s eye.

M Then, whde the whole group peered upon me thus,

One of them recognised me, who caught hard

At my govm’s hem, and cried: “O marvellous!”

ti When he put out his hand to me, I stared

At his scorched face, searching him through and through.

So that the shrivelled skin and features scarred



The Sodomites: Brunetto Latini - Holy Sat. a.m.

Might not mislead my memory: then I knew:

I
down to bring my face near his,

I said:
_
What, you here, Ser Brunetto? you!”

And he: “My son, pray take it not amiss
Ifnow Brunetto Latini at thy side
Turn back awhile, letting this troop dismiss.”

“With all my heart I beg you to,” I cried;
Or rU sit down with you, as you like best.

It he there will permit - for he’s my guide.”

Oh, son, said he, should one of our lot rest
One second, a hundred years he must lie low
Nor even beat the flames back from his breast.

Therefore go on; I at thy skirts will go,
^d then rejoin my household, who thus race
Forever lost, and weeping for Aeir woe.”

I durst not venture from the road to pace
Baide him, so I walked with down-bent head.
Like some devout soul in a holy place.

He ^us began: “What chance or fate has led
Thy footsteps here before thy final day?
And who is this that guides thee?” So I said;

Up in the sunht life I lost my way
k a dark vde, before my years had come
1 o their full number. Only yesterday

At mom I turned my back upon its gloom;
This other came, found me returning there
Stopped me, and by this path now leads me home.”

And he made answer: “FoUow but thy star;
Thou canst not fail to win the glorious haven,U in glad hfe my judgment did not err.

Had I not died so soon, I would have given
Co^el and aid to cheer thee in thy work,
Seemg how favoured tliou hast been by heaven.

° malignant folk^ch formerly came down from Fiesole,
.And stiU IS grained of mountain and hewn rock,
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CAN'TO XV
]

Circle VII, Ring Hi: Sand: Violent agst. Nature -

64 For tliy good deeds will be thine enemy -

With cause; for where the bitter sloes are rooted

Is no fit orchard for the sweet fig-tree.

67 A blind people, and always so reputed,

Proud, envious, covetous, since times remote;

Cleanse off their customs lest thou be polluted.

70 Fortune has honours for thee - of such note,

Both sides will seek to snatch thee and devour;

But yet the good grass shall escape the goat.

73 Let Fiesole’s wild beasts scratch up their sour

Litter themselves from their rank native weed,

Nor touch the plant, if any such can flower

79

82

S8

91

94

97

Upon their midden, in whose sacred seed

Survives the Roman line left there to dwell

When this huge nest of vice began to breed.^*

I answered him: “Might I have had my will,

Believe me, you’d not yet been thrust apart

From human life; for I keep with me still,

Stamped on my mind, and now stabbing my heart.

The dear, benign, paternal image of you.

You hving, you hourly teaching me the art

By which men grow immortal; know this too:

I am so grateful, that while I breathe air

My tongue shall speak the thanks which are your due.

Your words about my future Til write fair,

With other texts, to show to a wise lady

Who’ll gloss them, if I ever get to her.

This much I’d have vou know: I can stand steady,

So conscience chide not, facing unafraid

Whatever Fortune brings, for I am ready.

Time and again I’ve heard these forecasts made;

The whims of Luck shall find me undeterred,

So let her ply her wheel, the churl his spade.”

And when my master’s ear had caught that word

He turned right-face-about, and looked me straight

In the eyes and said; “Well-heeded is well-heard.”
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Yet none the less I move on in debate
With Set Brunetto. asking him whose fame
In all his band is widest and most great.

“Some,” he replies, ”it will be well to name;
The rest we must pass over, for sheer dearth
Of time - twould take too long to mention them.

All these, in brief, were clerks and men of worth
In letters and m scholarship — none more so;
And all defiled by one same taint on earth.

In that sad throng goes Francis of Accorso,
And Priscian; could thy hunger have been sated
By such scabbed meat, thou mightest have seen also

Him whom the Servant of servants once translated
From Amo to Bacchiglione, where he left
The body he d unstrung and enervated.

I would say more, but must not; for a drift
Of fresh dust rising from the sandy ground
Warns me to cease and make my going swift;

H«c come some folk with whom I mayn’t be found;
Keep handy my Thesaurus, where I yet
Live on; I ask no more.” Then he turned round.

And open course in the fields beside Verona
Run for the green cloth; and he seemed, at that,

Not like a loser, but the winning runner.
,

The Images, Sodomites arc chosen as the image of all pervei
which damage and corrupt the natural powers of the bod

;!l
^ d u

^^"te would probably place dru

£ ^‘^ohoUcs.) Their perpetual fruI«s running forms a parallel, on a lower level, to the aiml<dnftmg of the Lustful in Canto v.

Sl^tri« T'

'

the Lo

Paduarw I
embankments made by tlPaduans along the river Brenta to prevent flooding in spring, wb
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the river is swollen by melted snow from Chiarentana (probably

Carenzana, a mountain in the Trentino).

1 . 1 1 : their engineer: God is, of course, the supreme Architect of
Hell (Canto m. 4-6) ; but the constructional details would be supposed
to be carried out by some one of the “Intelligences” who are His 4^

ministers. As we see from 1 . 23, the top ofthe dyke was about a man’s

height from the sand.

1. 29: to bring myface near his: another reading, perhaps even more
attractive, has: “And reached my hand down to that face of his,

Saying ..."

I. 30: Ser Brunetto: Messer Brunetto Latini {c. 1220-94) was a

Florentme Guelf, a man of considerable learning. An early com-
mentator says “that he was a neighbour of Dante and taught him a

great many things; that he did not care for the soul, as he was alto-

gether worldly; that he sinned gready in unnatural crime, and scoffed

much at the things of God and Holy Church” (Vernon). He wrote

in French a prose encyclopaedia called Le Liure dou Tresor or T/ie-

saurus (see 1 . 1 19), and an abridged version in Italian verse, II Tesoretto.

Though he was an influence in Dante’s early life, he wasnota “tutor”

or “schoolmaster”, but a man holding public offlce in the state, till he

was banished with other Guelfr after the Battle of Montaperri.

I . 56: the glorious haven: Brunetto seems to mistake Dante, and

think that he is only aspiring to lasting fame on earth, and says that, if

he himself had not died too soon, he would have helped him to

achieve perfection of knowledge.

II . 61-79: According to Florentine tradition, Julius Caesar besieged

Catiline in Resole; when the city fell, the Romans built a new one -

Florence - on the Amo, to be peopled half by Fiesolans and half by

Romans. Dante attributes much of the strife and disorder in Florence

to this adulteration of the Roman stock by families from Fiesole and

the surrounding country (see Para, xvi, 67-9)* “Blind Horentines”

was a proverbial reproach, whose origin is now lost in mists of

legend (cf. our “wise fools of Gotham”).

1 . 71: both sides will seek to snatch thee: i.e, Dante will be persecuted

by botli parties.

1 . 87: my tongue shall speak the thanks which are your due: The epi-

sode of Brunetto Latini gives the lie to the common assertion that

Dante put only his enemies in Hell. But while maintaining, on the

one hand, that personal feelings camiot remove the difference in ^

. God’s sight between right and wrong, he asserts, on the other, that,

as between man and man, nothing can ever remove the obligation to

acknowledge benefits received. “For ever and ever (derivation) must
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be remembered, willingly praised, and ardently published before
ea^ and heaven. ... Such a loyalty is necessary to the life of the
City, (Charles Williams: TTie Figure ofBeatrUet p* 130.)

1. 89: to show to a wise lady: Dante, remembering Virgil^s words
(Canto X. 130-32), says he will ask Beatrice to explain all these pro-
phecies about himself.

I. 96: the churl his spade: Let Luck turn her wheel, and the labourer
turn the soil - Dante shall remain as unmoved by the one as by the
other, Virgil seems not altogether to approve this parade of indiffer-
ence, and warns Dante that he will do well to heed what is said to
him.

1 . 112: him whom the Seruant ofservants once translated: Andrea deiMom (see Glossary for him and the other persons mentioned). The
ttde “Servant ofthe servants ofGod” is one ofthe official titles of the
Pope.

1 121: and seemed like one ofthose who.,, run: This foot-race, whose
prize was a piece of green cloth, was instituted to celebrate a Vero-
nese victory, and was run on the First Sunday in Lent.



CANTO xvi] Circle VII, Ring Hi: Sand: Violent agst. Nature, etc, -

CANTO XVI
The Story. Dante is already within earshot ofthe waterfall at the end

of the path, when he meets the shades of three distinguished Florentine

noblemen andgives them news oftheir city. At the edge ofthe cliff, Virgil

throws Dante's girdle into the gulf below, and in answer to this signda
strange form comes swimming up towards them.

Already Td reached a place where the dull thrumming
Of the water tumblmg down to the circle below

Was heard ahead like the sound of a beehive^s humming,

4 When lo! tliree shadows, running all in a row,

Broke from a company that across the sand

Was passing under the rain of the burning woe.

7 They came towards us. cr)^ing with one voice: “Stand,

Thou there, the fashion ofwhose dress would seem

To make thee a native of our perverted land!”

10 O me! the marks I saw upon every limb,

Branded in by the flames, old scars and new -

It makes me heartsick only to think of them.

ij Heedful, my teacher heard those spirits through,

Then turned his face my way: ‘ Now wait,” said he;

“To these the utmost courtesy is due.

i 6 Were not this place by nature arrowy

With fire, Td say it was far more suitable

That thou shouldst hurry to them than they to thee.”

10 They raised their voices again when we stood still,

Renewing their ancient wail; then, coming close,

The three of them formed themselves into a wheel.

22 Like old-time champions, stript, oiled, on their toes

Circling, and spying for vantage of hold and place

Before getting down to clinches and to blows,

25 Just so they wheeled; but each one kept his gaze

So fixed on me that all the time one way

The feet went, and another way the face.
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Eh, though scom prompt thee,” one began to say,
“Seeing our squalor, and scorched, filthy state,

From us and from our prayers to turn away,

Let our great fame yet move thee to relate

What man thou an, that free and dangerless
Thus through deep Hell dost move thy living feet.

He in whose tracb I tread here, nevertheless.

For all he now goes naked and peeled and scored,
Was nobler in degree than thou couldst guess.

Grandson to good Gualdrada was fbi< lord.

He was called Guido Guerra, and his fame
In life stood high with counsel and with sword.

He that behind me treads the sand and flame
Was Tegghiai* Aldobrandi once; applause
Up in your world should surely greet that name.

Here, parmer in their pain, am I, who was
Jacopo Rusticucci; of this woe
My bestial wife’s the first and foremost cause.”

_ Could I have kept the fire off, there below,
rd have leapt down to them, and I declare
I think my tutor would have let me go;

But rd have burnt and baked me so. that fear
Quite vanquished the good-will which made me yearn
To clasp them to my bosom then and there.

So 1 began: Indeed, indeed, not scom
But heartfelt grief to see your tribulation
Pierced me, too deeply to be soon outworn,

When this mv lord gave me an intimation
Which made me think that I might look to gaze
On men like you, and of such reputation.

Truly, your city’s mine; I’ve heard your praise -
Your deeds, your honoured names - rehearsed by all.
And have with love rehearsed them all my days.

Tm one who, turning from the bitter gall.
Seek the sweet fruit promised by my sure guide;
But to the Centre I have first to fail.”
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xvi] Circle VII, Ring Hi: The Sand - The Waterfall:

“So may thy soul these many years abide

Housed in thy body, and ie after-hght

Of fame shine long behind thee,” he repHed,

“Tell us if in our city still burn bright

Courage and courtesy, as they did of old,

Or arc their embers now extinguished quite?

For Guilhm Borsier*, but late enrolled

With us, who runs in yon tormented train,

Has much distressed us by the tales he*s told.”

“A glut of self-made men and quick-got gain

Have bred excess in thee and pride, forsooth,

O Florence! till e’en now thou criest for pain.”

Thus I proclaimed aloud with lifted mouth;
The three knew they were answered, each on each

Looking, as men look when they hear the truth.

“If thou at other times canst thus enrich

Men’s ears,” they all repHed, “scot-free, as thus,

Happy art thou, that hast the gift of speech!

Wherefore, if diou escape this place of loss

And come to see the lovely stars again.

Then, when thou shalt rejoice to say, ‘I was,*

Look that thou speak of us to living men.”

Thereon they broke their wheel, and fled so fast.

Their legs seemed wings; you could not say Amen

So quickly as across the sandy vast

They vanished; only then my master stirred,

Choosing to go. I followed. On we passed,

And went but a short way before we heard

The sound of the water thundering down so close

That had we spoken we’d scarce have heard a word.

As that first river that to the eastward flows

From Monte Veso down to a mouth of its own.

On the left slope of the Apennines (where it goes

Bv the name of Acquacheta, ere running down

To its lower bed, and after that becomes

Known by another name at Forli town)
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Resounds from the mountam-side as it drops and drums
At the fall above St Benedict’s, near the ground
Where a thousand people should settle and have their homes,

So plunging over a steep chasm we found
That dark-dyed water, bellowing with a din
Such chat the car would soon be stunned with sound.

I was wearing a rope girdle, the same wherem
I once, indeed, had nursed a fleeting hope
To catch the leopard with the painted skin;

Now, at my guide’s command, I loosed the rope
And took it off, and held it out to him
All neatly wound together and coiled up.

He took it, and leaning right-hand from the brim
Of the Pit, he tossed it over the precipice,
So that it dropped well out from the rocky rim.

“Surely some strange and novel thing will rise.”
Said I to myself, “to answer this strange sign
Which thus my master’s following with \i% eyes.”

Dear me! when one’s with people who divine
More than they see. and read one’s thoughts right through,
How careful one should be! My guide read mine:

come, said he, “and quickly too,
^e thing I look for; what thy fancies frame
There in thy head will soon be in thy view.”

When truth looks like a lie, a man’s to blame
Not to sit still, if he can. and hold his tongue,
Or he 11 only cover his innocent head with shame;

^ ^ong
Of this my Comedy, Reader, hear me swear,
io may my work find favour and live long.

That I beheld through that thick murky air^mc swimming up a shape most marveUously
btrangc for even the stedfast heart to bear;

As he returns, that has gone down to free
The anchor from whatever’s fouling it.
Or rock or other thing hid undersea.

Spreading his arms and gathering up his feet.
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CANTO xvr] Commentaries

The Images. The Rope drdle. Much controversy has raged about
this. For the story, it is perhaps enough to say that something was
needed to serve as a signal, and that the story-teller pitched upon
this as one of the few detachable objects which his characten
might be supposed to have about them. Dante, however, goes
out of his way to tell us (for the first time and rather surprisingly)

that he had once hoped to catch the Leopard of Canto i with the

rope. The Leopard is the image of the sins of Youth, or Inconti-

nence; and it seems likely that the girdle has something to do
with Chastity-itmay, e.g., symbolizesomevow ofchastity which
failed in its object. The Circles of Incontinence are now left be-

hind, and the girdle is therefore available for another purpose.

This time it does “catch” something - a thing variegated and gay
like the Leopard, but infimtely more dangerous, brought up from
the Circles of Fraud. Allegorically, this may suggest that when the

earlier and more obvious temptations seem to have departed, they

may recur, disguised and more insidious, provoked by the very

safeguards originally erected against them.

Notes. 1 . 2: the water tumbling down: The effluent of all the upper

rivers pours over the precipice, and runs either under or above groimd
across the Eighth Circle, to reappear as Cocytus in the Ninth.

1 . 8 : thefashion ofwhose dress: The characteristic Florentine costume
- the straight gown {lucco) and hood (capocchio) - are familiar in all

the pictures of Dante.

1 . 21: formed themselves into a wheel: These shades may not stop

running even for a moment (see Canto xv. 37-9) under a dire

penalty, so they adopt this method of remaining abreast of Dante.

U- 37-45 • The three persons named are all noble Florentine Guelfi.

Tegghiaio and Rusticucci are among the “worthy men” after whom
Dante inquired so anxiously of Ciacco (Canto vi. 78-80).

Just as the shades in Brunetto’s group were all men of letters, these

are all persons ofpolitical importance; it appears from Canto xv. 118

that the various groups were not allowed to mix.

I . 76: with lifted mouth: Here, as again in Canto xix, Dante marks

the fflfference between his private speech and his prophetic speech: he

lifts his head as though to proclaim the doom of Florence.

II . 79-80: The shades acclaim Dante’s powers of poetic inspiration, V

but hint that his eloquence may some day cost him dear.

1. 84: when thou shalt'rejoice to say, “J was**: i.e. when he will be glad

to remember that he once had this terrible experience.

1 . 95 : down to a mouth ofits own: The Acquacheta, which from Forll
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onwards is called the Montone, was in Dante's time the first river ris-

ing in the Etruscan Alps to fall direct into the Adriatic, instead ofinto

the Po. (See map below,)

1 . 102: where a thousand people could settle: This may refer to a

scheme of the Conti Guidi for settling a number of their vassals in

diis district. (Somecommentators think Dante means that the founda-

tion of St Benedict's could have supported many more monks than

it actually did.)

i. iiSi people who divine one^s thoughts: cf. Cantos x, 18, xm. 25,

etc.
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cakto xvii] Circle VII, Ring Hi: Violent agsL Art, etc, - Geryon:

CANTO XVII
The Story. Geryon, the monster called upfrom the Circles ofFraud, ^

alights on the edge of the precipice. While Virgil talks to him, Dante
goes to look at the shades of Usurers seated on the Burning Sand, The
Poets then mount on Geryon s shoulders and are carried down over the

Great Barrier to the Eighth Circle,

“Behold the beast with stinging tail unfurled,

That passes mountains and breaks weapon and wall;

Behold him that pollutes the whole wide world.**

4 Thus said my lord to me, and therewithal

Made him a sign to bring him to aboard

Near the path*s end, but farther from the fall.

7 And on he came, that imclean image of Fraud,

To ground upon the hard with head and chest.

But not his tail, which still he left abroad.

10 His face was a just man*s, it so expressed

In every line a mild benignity;

And like a wyvem's trunk was all the rest.

n He had two fore-paws, shaggy arm-pit high.

Whence breast and back and both flanks shimmered off,

Painted with ring-knots and whoricd tracery.

i6 Nor Turk nor Tartar ever wrought coloured stuff

So rainbow-trammed and broidered; never wore

Arachne*s web such dyes in warp and woof

10 And as wherries many a time lie drawn ashore.

Half in the water, half upon the strand,

Or as the beaver plants him to wage war

2z At home there, in the guzzling Germans* land,

So that worst beast of beastly kind hung clipped

To the cliffwhose curb of stone girdles the sand;

as And all his tail quivered in the void, and whipped

Upward, twisting the venomed fork in air

Wherewith, like a scorpion's tail, its point was tipped.
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The Usurers: Florentine Bankers - Holy Sat. a.m.

“Now,” said my guide, “we must a little bear

Aside, and make our way towards this same

Malevolent brute that clmgs and crouches there.”

So we descended on our right, and came
Ten paces onward, skirting the clifF*s face,

To give a wide berth to the sand and flame.

And joined him thus; and when we reached the place,

I saw some folk a little way ahead

Sitting on the sand, near the empty edge of space;

Wherefore: “That thou mayst know,” my master said,

“All that there is to know about this ring,

Go forward, view those shades and learn their state;

But do not linger too long parleying;

While thou art gone I’ll speak the beast, and borrow
His sturdy back to speed our journeying.”

So I went, all by myself, along the narrow
Outermost brink of the seventh circle, and so

Came where those people sat to dree their serrow.

Which gushed from their eyes and made the sad tears flow;
While this way and that they flapped their hands, for ease

From the hot soil now, and now from the burning snow,

Behaving, in fact, exactly as one sees

Dogs in the summer, scuffing with snout and paw,
When they’re eaten up with brccses and flies and fleas.

I looked at many tlius scorched by the fiery flaw,

And though I scanned their faces with utmost heed,
There was no one there 1 recognised; but 1 saw

How, stamped with charge and tincture plain to read,
About the neck of each a great purse hung.
Whereon their eyes seemed still to fix and feed.

So as I went gazing upon the throng,
I saw a purse display, azure on or,

The gesture and form of a Hon; further along

My eye pursued, and fell on one that bore
A purse of blood-red gules, which had on it

A goose whiter than curd; and yet one more
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Beside him sat, who on his wallet white
Showed a blue sow in farrow; this one cried
To me: “What art thou doing in this pit?

Away! and leam (since thou hast not yet died),
My neighbour VitaHano shall come here
To sit with me upon my left-hand side.

These Florentines keep bawling in my car -
Tm Paduan myself - all day they shout:
‘Let come, let come that knight without a peer

Who bears three goats upon his satchel stout!’
”

With that he writhed his mouth awry, and made
A gross grunace, thrusting his tongue right out

Like an ox heking its nose. Then I, afraid

To anger him who bad me make short stay

,

By staying longer, left that sad brigade

And went to seek my guide without delay,

And found him already mounted on the croup
Of the fearsome beast. “Courage!” I heard him say,

'

“Such is the stair by which we have to stoop;
rU sit behind lest thou take harm from the tail.

So do thou mount before; be bold now - up!”

Like one with the quartan fit on him, leaden-pale

At the finger-nails already, and quaking faster

At the mere sight of the shade, so did I quail

Hearing him; yet his hintings of disaster

Shamed me to valour, as a hind may be
Bold in the presence of an honoured master.

So I climbed to those dread shoulders obediently;

“Only do” (I meant to say, but my voice somehow
Wouldn’t come out right) “please catch hold of me.”

But he that at odier times had not been slow
In other straits to aid me, gripped me fast

In his arms the moment I mounted, and held me now

Secure; and said: “Now move thee, Geryon! cast

Thy circles wide, and wheel down gradually.

Think of the strange new burden that thou hast.”



Descent ofthe Great Barrier to Circles ofFraud

And as a ship slips from her berth to sea

Backing and backing, so did the beast begin
To leave the bank; and when he felt quite free

He turned his tail to where his breast had been,
Stretching it forth and wriggling like an eel.

And with his paws gathered the thick air in’

No greater fear, methinks, did any feel

men Phaeton dropped the chariot-reins of the sun,
Firing the sky - we see the mark there still -

Not when poor Icarui felt the hot wax run,

Unfeathering him. and heard his father calling,

Alack! alack! thou flicst too high, my son!** —

Than I felt, finding myself in the void falling

With nothing but air all round, nothing to show.
No light, no sight but the sight of the beast appalling.

And on he goes, swimming and swimming slow,
^und and down, though I only know it by feeling
The wind come up and beat on my face from below.

A^now I hear on the right as we spin wheeling
The noise of the cataract under us horribly roaring,
And I crane my head and look down with my senses reeling.

alighting seemed Worse than the terror ofsoarinfr;
For I heard the wails and I saw the tall fires leap,
So that for fear I shrank back trembling and cowering.

And I saw - what before I could not see - the sweep

^ woop of our downward flight through the grand woes,
Which now drew near on every side of die deep.

An^ow, as a hawk that has long hung waiting docs -
when, without any sight at all of lure or prey.
She makes the falconer cry: “She stoops!** and goes

Droppmg down weary, then suddenly wheels awaym a h^dred drclings, and sets her £ir aloof
rrom her master, sullen and scornful - so, I say.



CANTO xvii] Circle VII, Ring Hi ~ Commentaries

IJ3 Geryon set us down on the bottom rough,

A-foot at the foot of the cUff-face that surrounded

The chasm; and having shogged our burden off,

u6 Brisker than bolt from bow away he bounded.

The Images. Geryon. In Greek mythology, Geryon was a monster

who was killed by Hercules, He was usually represented as hav-

ing a human form with three heads, or three conjoined bodies;

but Dante has given him a shape compounded of three natures -

human, bestial, and reptile. In the allegory, he is the image of

Fraud, with “the face ofajust man” and an iridescence ofbeautiful

colour, but with the paws of a beast and a poisonous sting in his

serpent’s tail - an image which scarcely calls for interpretation.

The Usurers. These, as we have seen, are the image of the Violent

against Nature and the Art derived from Nature; they sit looking

upon the ground, because they have sinned against that and against

the labour that should have cultivated its resources. The old com-

mentator Gelli observes brilliantly that the Sodomites and Usurers

are classed together because the first make sterile the natural in-

stincts which result in fertility, while the second make fertile that

which by its nature is sterile - i.e. they “make money breed”.

More generally, the Usurers may be taken as types ofall economic

and mechanical civilizations which multiply material luxuries at

the expense of vital necessities and have no roots in the earth or

in humanity.

Notes. 1 . 12: a wyverrCs trunk: Dante’s word is serpente, which means

any kind of reptile, with or without legs. I have rendered it here by

“wyvem” - a fabulous creature with one pair of legs and a serpent’s

tail.

.18: Arachne's web: See Glossary.

1. 21: as the beaver plants him: The beaver was popularly supposed

to angle for fish by sitting on the shore and dropping its tail into the

water by way of bait. In Dante’s time it was commonly found further

south than it is to-day.

I. 31: we descended on our right: i.e. they descended from the dyke

and went along at the extreme edge of the precipice, which was of

stone (1 . 24) and presumably outside the limits assigned byProvidence

to the fiery rain.

II. 55 sqq.: stamped with charge and tincture: The various devices

upon the Usurers’ purses are the arms ofmen and families notorious
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for their usury. The Paduan who speaks in II. 64-76 is Rinaldo dei

Scrovegni, and Vitaliano dei Vitaliani, whom he mentions, is also a

Paduan. The rest are Florentines; one ofthe Gianfigliazzi family, one
of the Ubbriachi, and Giovanni Buiamonte dei Becchi (tlie “blight
without a peer**).

1. 75: a gross grimace', to Uunt Dante with the number of Floren-
tines among the Usurers.

1. 85^ the ijuartanjit'. i.e. the cold fit ofthe quartan ague, announcing
itself by premonitory shiverings.

1 . 107: Phaeton: the son of Phoebus; he asked liis father to allow
him to drive the chariot of the Sun, but was unable to control the
horses, so that they started out of their course, burning the track of
the Milky Way across the sky. and would have set fire to the earth,
hut that Jupiter intervened by killing Phaeton with a thunderbolt.
L 109: Icarus: was the son ofDaedalus. His father made him wings,

which were fastened to Iiis shoulders with wax. Icarus flew too near
the sun, so that the wax melted and he fell into the Aegean Sea and
was drowned.
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Circle VIII: Fraud Simple: Malhowges

CANTO XVIII
The Story. Dante now finds himself in the Eighth Circle (Mai-
bowges), which is divided into ten trenches (bowges) containing these

who committed Malicious Frauds upon mankind in general. The Poets

walk along the edge of Bowge /, where Panders and Seducers run, in

oposite directions, scourged by demons; and here Dante talks with Vene-
dico Caccianemico of Bologna. As they cross the bridge over the bowge,
they see the shade ofJason. Then they go on to the bridge over Bowge ii,

where they see Thats, and Dante converses with another ofthe Flatterers

who are here plunged in filth.

There is in Hell a region that is called

Malbowges; it is all of iron-grey stone,

Like the huge barrier-rock with which it’s walled.

Plumb in the middle of the dreadful cone
There yawns a well, exceeding deep and wide,
Whose form and fashion shall be told anon.

That which remains, then, of the foul Pit’s side.

Between the well and the foot of the craggy steep,

Is a narrowing round, which ten great chasms divide.

As one may see the girding fosses deep
Dug to defend a stronghold from the foe.

Trench within trench about the casde-keep.

Such was the image here; and as men throw
Their bridges outward from the fortress-wall,

Crossing each moat to the far bank, just so

From the rock’s base spring cliffs, spanning the fall

Of dyke and ditch, to the central well, whose rim
Cuts short their passage and unites them all.

When Gcryon shook us off, ’rwas in this grim
Place that we found us; and the poet then
Turned to the left, and I moved after him.

There, on our right, more anguished shades of men.
New tortures and new torturers, I espied.

Cramming the depth of diis first bowge of ten.
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CANTO xviii] Circle VIII, Malhowges: Bowge i: Panders and

25 In the bottom were naked sinners, who, our side

The middle, moved to face us; on the other,

Along with us, though with a swifter stride.

ai Just so the Romans, because of the great smother
Of the Jubilee crowds, have thought of a good device

For controlling the bridge, to make the traffic smoother,

n So that on one side all must have their eyes

On the Castle, and go to St Peter's; while all the throng

On the other, towards the Mount moves contrariwise.

»4 I saw homed fiends with heavy whips and strong

Posted each side along the dismal rock,

Who scourged their backs, and drove them on headlong.

>T Hey! how they made them skip at the first shock!

How brisk ffiey were to lift their legs and prance!

Nobody stayed for the second or third stroke.

4« And as I was going, one of them caught my glance.

And I promptly said to myself: “How now! who’s he?

Somewhere or other I’ve seen that countenance.”

43 I stopped short, figuring out who this might be;

And my good lord stopped too; then let me go

Back a short way, to follow him and see.

44 The whipped shade hung his head, trying not to show
His face; but Htde good he got thereby.

For: “Hey, there! thou whose eyes are bent so low,

40 Thy name’s Venedico - or thy features lie -

Caccianemico, and I know thee well;

What wormwood pickled such a rod,” said I,

fa “To scrub thy back?” And he: “I would not tell,

But for that voice of thine; those accents clear

Remind me of the old life, and compel

f9 My answer. I am the man who sold the fair

Ghisola to the Marchese’s lust; that’s'fact,

However they tell the ugly tale up there. /

f» I’m not alone here from Bologna; packed

The place is with us; one could scarcely find

More tongues saying ‘Yep* for ‘Yes’ in all the tract
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Seducers: The Scourge - Jason - Holy Sat. a.m.

'Twixt Reno and Savena. An inclined

To call for proof? What witness need I join

To the known witness of onr covetous mind?”

And one of the fiends caught him a crack on the loin

With the lash, even as he spoke, crying: “Away,
Pander! there are no women here to coin!”

So to my escort I retraced my way.
And soon we came, a few steps further wending.
To where a great spur sprang from the barrier grey.

This we climbed lightly, and, right-handed bending.

Crossed its rough crest, departing from that rout

Of shades who run their circuits never-ending.

But, coming above the part that’s tunnelled out

To let the flogged pass under, “Stay,” said he;

“Let those who go the other way about

Strike on thine eyes; just now thou couldst not see

Their faces, as we passed along the verge,

For they were travelling the same road as we.”

So from that ancient bridge we watched the surge

Sweep on towards us of the wretched train

On the farther side, chased likewise by the scourge.

“Look who comes here,” my good guide said again
Without my asking, “that great spirit of old,

Who will not shed one tear for all his pain.

Is he not still right royal to behold?
That’s Jason, who by valour and by guile

Bore from the Colchian strand the fleece of gold.

He took his way past Lemnos, where, short while
Before, the pitiless bold women achieved
The death of all the menfolk of their isle;

And there the young Hypsipyle received

Tokens and fair false words, till, snared and shaken.
She who deceived her fellows was deceived:

% ^

^d there he left her, childing and forsaken;
For those deceits he’s sentenced to these woes.
And for Medea too revenge is taken.
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CANTO xviii] Circle VIII, Bowge ii: Flatterers steeped in Filth

9 -} And with him every like deceiver goes.

Suffice thee so much knowledge of this ditch
And those whom its devouring jaws enclose.”

Already we d come to where the narrow ridge
Crosses the second bank, and makes of it

An abutment for the arch of the next bridge.

roj Here we heard people in the farther pit

Make a loud whimpering noise, and heard them cough.
And slap themselves with their hands, and snuffie and spit.

106 The banks were crusted with foul scum, thrown off
By the fume, and caking there, till nose and eye
Were vanquished with sight and reek of the noisome stuff.

109 So deep the trench, that one could not espy
Its bed save from the topmost cliff, which makes
The keystone of the arch. We climbed; and I,

”2 Thence peering down, saw people in the lake’s

Foul bottom, plunged in dung, the which appeared

Like human ordure running from a Jakes.

IIS Searching its depths, I there made out a smeared

Head - whether derk or lay was hard to tell.

It was so thickly plastered with the merd.

iia “Why stand there gloating?” he began to yell,

“Why stare at me more than the other scum?”

“Because,” said I, “if I remember well,

iM I’ve seen diy face, dry-headed, up at home;
Thou art Alessio Interminei, late

Of Lucca - so, more eagerly than on some,

12* I look on thee.” He beat his pumpkin pate,

And said: “The flatteries I spewed out apace

With tireless tongue have sunk me to this state.”

127 Then said my guide: “Before we leave the place.

Lean out a little further, that with full

And perfea clearness thou may’st see tlie face

ijo Of that uncleanly and dishevelled trull

Scratching widi filthy nails, alternately

Standing upright and crouching in the pool.
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Thais - Commentaries

That is the harlot Thais. ‘To what degree/

Her leman asked, ‘have I earned thanks, my love?’

‘O, to a very miracle,* said she.

And having seen this, we have seen enough/*

The Images. The Eighth and Ninth Circles. These arc the Circles of
Fraud or Malice - the “Sins of the Wolf’.

Malhowges. The Eighth Circle is a huge funnel of rock, round which
run, at irregular intervals, a series of deep, narrow trenches called
“bowges’’ (bolge). From the foot of the Great Barrier at the top
to the Well which forms the neck of the funnel run immense
spurs ofrock (like the ribs ofan umbrella) raised above the general
contour of the slope and forming bridges over the bowges. The
maps on pp. 138 and 180 and the sketch on p. 194 show the
arrangement, except, of course, that the distances from bowge
to bowge are greater, and the rock-surfaces much steeper and
craggier, than it is possible to suggest in small diagrams.
Malbowges is, I think, after a rather special manner, the image

of the City in corruption: the progressive disintegration of every
social relationship, personal and public. Sexuahty, ecclesiastical
and civil office, language, ownership, counsel, authority, psychic
influence, and material interdependence - all the media of the
community's exchange are perverted and falsified, till nothing
remains but the descent into the final abyss where faith and trust
are wholly and for ever extinguished.

The Panders and Seducers. In the Circles of Fraud (the abuse of the
specifically human faculty of reason) the ministers of Hell are no
longer mere embodied appetites, but actual devUs, images of the
perverted intellect. In the First Bowge, those who deliberately
exploited the passions of others and so drove them to serve their
own interests, are themselves driven and scourged. The image is a
sexual one; but the Panders and Seducers allegorically figure the
stimulation and exploitation of every kind of passion - e.g. rage
or greed - by which one may make tools of other people.

The Flatterers. These, too, exploit others by playing upon their de-
sire and fears; their especial weapon is that abuse and corruption
ot lang^ge which destroys communication between mind and
mmd. Here they are plunged in the slop and filth which they ex-
creted upon the world. Dante did not live to see tlie full dcvelop-
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cANio xviii] Commentaries

ment of political propaganda, commercial advertisement, and
sensational journalism, but he has prepared a place for them.

Notes. 1 . 2: Mdbowges (MaHolge): The Itahan word bolgia meansW a trench m the ground; (b) a purse or pouch. Makbolge can thus
be mterpreted as eitlrer “evil pits” or “evil pouches”; and Dante puns
on this double meamng (Canto XK. 72). There is no Rnglish word
wuch combmes the two meanings; there is, however, an old word
bowge meaning “pouch”. This makes it possible to english Male-

bolge as “Malbowges” (which is, in all probability, the form which a
niedieval translator would have given it), and so to retain a suggestion
of the pun about “pouching’^

I . 6: shall be told anon: see Canto xxxi.
II . 28-33 ; The fact that traffic control appears to Dante as a startling

and ingenious novelty probably brings home to us, far more than his
theology or his politics, the six hundred years which separate his
times from ours. The year 1300 (the year of his vision) had been
proclaimed by Pope Boniface VIII a Jubilee Year, and Rome was
consequently crowded with pilgrims. For the better avoidance of
congestion, the authorities (whose organization seems to have been
remarkably efficient) adopted a rule of the road on the Bridge of
Gastello Sant* Angelo, so-called from the castle which stood at one
end of it. The Mount** at the other end was either theJaniculum or
Monte Giordano. It will be noticed that in the First Bowge the rule is

*‘keep to the right**, as it is on the Continent to-day.

11 . 49-50: Venedico Caedanemko: a Bolognese Guelf. Ghisola was
his own sister, and the Marchese was Obizzo d* Este (Canto xn. in).

1. 51: what wormwood: lit.: “what has got thee into such a pickle

{pungenti salse)?'* The word salse means “sauces**; but it was also the

name of a place near Bologna where criminals were flogged and
executed, so that Dante*s sauce is punning as well as pungent. I have
done my best to supply a parallel allusion ofa native and contempo-
rary kind.

1 . 57: however they tell the ugly tale: Presumably other, whitewash-

ing, versions of the story, less disagreeable to the feelings of the

powerful d* Este family, had been assiduously put about.

1 . 60: ‘Vp’* (sipa)for '"yes** (si) ; an allusion to the Bolognese dialect.

The Savena and Reno are rivers running west and east of Bologna.

I. 63 : the known witness ofour covetous mind: The Bolognese seem to ^

have had a reputation for venality.

II . 67 sqq. : retraced my way, etc. : The poets had turned left on enter-

ing Malbowges and walked along the edge ofBowge i. Then Dante
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retraced his steps to go after Caccianemico. Now he returns to where
Virgil is waiting for him, and they continue their original course till

they come to where the first rock-spur runs across their path at right

^
angles and forms a bridge over the bowge. To cross the bridge they
have to climb on to this spur and turn right so as to walk along it till

they are over the spot where the rock is tunnelled out to let the bowge
pass below it. From this, the crest ofthe arch, they look down on the
sinners passing below, as one would watch trains from the middle of
a railway bridge (see illustration, p. 194). Once this procedure has
been clearly visualized, the reader will have very little trouble with
the geography of Malbowges.

1. S6: Jason: the Greek hero who led the Argonauts to fetch the
Golden Hcece from the hands of Aietes. king of Colchis. He was
helped by the king s daughter, Medea, whom he persuaded to accom-
pany him home to lolcus. He married her, but afterwards deserted her
for Creusa.

I . 88: Lemnos: When the women of Lemnos killed all the men in
the island because they had brought home some Thracian concu-
bmes, Hypsipyle, the daughter of King Thoas, saved her father by a
nise

(1 . 93). On their way to Colchis, the Argonauts landed at Lem-
nos and Jason seduced Hypsipyle.

II . lo^ioi: the narrow ridge, etc.: The spur runs straight on, form-
ing bndges over all the bowges in succession. (See map, p. 180.)

1 . 122; Alessio Interminei: Little is known ofhim. except that he was
a member of a White Guelf family, and was notorious for his oily
manners. ^

1. 133: The fulsome reply here quoted reaUy belongs, not to
the histoncal Thais, the Athenian courtesan, but to a character in
lercnces play, Eunuchus, of the same name and profession. It is
mentioned by Cicero, and Dante presumably took it from him
under the impression that it was historical. Note that Thais is not
here because she is personaUy a harlot; the sin which has plunged her
far below the Lustful, and even below the traffickers in flesh, is the
prostitution of words - the medium of intellectual intercourse.
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CANTO XIX
]

Circle Vllly Bowge Hi: Simoniacs head-downwards

CANTO XIX
The Story. In the Third Bowge of Malbotvges, Dante sees the

Simoniacs, plunged head-downwards in holes of the rock, with fames

playing upon theirfeet. He talks to the shade ofPope Nicholas III, who

prophesies that two of his successors will come to the same bad end as

himself Dante rebukh the avarice of the Papacy.

O Simon Magus! O disciples of liis!

Miserable pimps and hucksters, that have sold

The things of God, troth-phght to righteousness,

4 Info adultery for silver and gold;

For you the trump must sound now - you arc come

To the bag: the third bowge has you in its hold.

7 Already we’d mounted over the next tomb,

Scaling the cliff until we reached that part

\l^ence a dropped line would hit the centre plumb.

10 O most high Wisdom, how exart an art

Thou showest in heaven and earth and hell’s profound;

How just thy judgments, righteous as thou art!

,3 I saw the guUey, both its banks and ground,

Tliicbet with holes, all of the selfsame size.

Pierced through the Uvid stone; and each was round,

i6 Seeming nor more nor less wide to mine eyes

Than those in my own beautiful St John,

Made for the priests to stand in, to baptise;

10 Whereof, not many years back, I broke up one.

To save a stifling youngster jammed in it;

And by these presents be the true facts known.

„ From each hole’s mouth stuck out a sinner’s feet

And legs up to the calf; but all the m^
Part of the body was hid within the pit.

« The soles of them were all on fire, whence pain

Made their joints quiver and thrash with such strong throes,

They’d have snapped withies and hempen ropes in twain.
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mfiery pits - Popes Boniface VIII, Nicholas III

And as on oily matter the flame flows

On the outer surface only, in lambent flashes.

So did it here, flickering from heels to toes.

"Master, who is that writhing wretch, who lashes

Out harder than all the rest of his company,”
Said I, "and whom a ruddier fire washes?”

"If thou wouldst have me carry thee down,” said he,

"By the lower bank, his own hps shall afford

News of his guilt, and make him known to thee.”

"Thy pleasure is my choice; for thou an lord,”

Saia I, "and knowest 1 swerve not from thy will

;

Yea, knowest my heart, although I speak no word.”

So to the fourth brink, and from thence downhill.
Turning to the left, we clambered; and thus passed
To the narrow and perforate bottom, my dear lord still

Loosing me not from his side, until at last

He brought me close to the cleft, where he who made
Such woeful play with his shanks was locked up fast.

*

O thou, whoever thou art, unhappy shade.
Heels over head thus planted like a stake.

Speak if thou canst.” This opening I essayed.

And stood there like the friar who leans to take
Confession from the treacherous murderer
Quick-buried, who calls him back for respite’s sake.

He cried aloud; "Already standing there?
Art standing there already, Boniface?
Why then, the writ has lied by many a year.

What! so soon sated with the gilded brass
That nerved thee to betray and then to rape
The Fairest among Women that ever was?”

Then I became like those who stand agape,
Hearing remarks which seem to make no sense.
Blank of retort for what seems jeer nnd

J^p^-

But Virgil now broke in: “Tell him at once:
I am not who thou think’st, 1 am not he*
So I made answer in obedience.
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CANTO xix] Circle VIII: Malbowges: Bowge in: Simoniacs -

64 At this the soul wrenched his feet furiously,

^
Almost to spraining; then he sighed, and wept.
Saying: “Why then, what dost thou ask of me?

47 Art so concerned to know my name, thou^t leapt

These barriers just for,that? Then truly know
That the Great Mantle once my shoulders wrapped.

70 Son of the Bear was I, and thirsted so

To advance the ursine litter that I pouched
Coin up above, and pouched myself below.

73 Dragged down beneath my head lie others couched.

My predecessors who simonised before,

Now in the deep rock-fissures cowering crouched.

76 I too shall fall down thither and make one more
When he shall come to stand here in my stead

,

Whom my first sudden question took thee for.

79 But already have I been planted in this bed

Longer with baked feet and thus topsy-turvy

Than he shall stand Hame-footed on his head;

82 For after him from the west comes one to serve ye

With uglier acts, a lawless Shepherd indeed.

Who’ll cover us both - fit end for soul so scurvy;

85 He’ll be another Jason, as we read

The talc in Maccabees; as that controlled

His king, so this shall bend France like a reed.”

88 I know not whether I was here too bold,

But in this strain my answer flowed out free:

“Nay, tell me now how great a treasure of gold

91 Our Lord reauired of Peter, ere that He
Committea the great Keys into his hand;

Certes He nothing asked save ‘Follow Me.*

94 Nor Peter nor the others made demand

Of silver or gold when, in the lost soul’s room,

They chose Matthias to complete their band.

97 Then bide thou there; thou hast deserved thy doom;

Do thou keep well those riches foully gained

That against Charles made thee so venturesome.



Popes - Passage to Bowge iv - Holy Sat. a.m.

And were it not that I am sdll constrained
By veneration for the most high Keys
Tnou barest in glad life, I had not refrained

My tongue from yet more grievous words than dicsc;
Your avarice saddens the world, trampling on worth.
Exalting the workers of iniquities.

PastoR like you the Evangelist shewed forth.

Seeing her that sictcch on the floods committing
Fornication with the kings of the earth;

Her, the seven-headed bom, whose unremitting
Witness uplifted in her ten horns thundered.
While she yet pleased her Spouse with virtues fitting.

You ddfy silver and gold; how are you sundered
In any fashion from the idolater,

Save that he serves one god and you an hundred?

Ah, Constantine! what ills were gendered there —
not from thy conversion, but the dower

The first rich Pope received from thee as heir!*^

While I thus chanted to him, such a sour
^ge bit him - or perhaps his conscience stirred ^
He writhed and jerked ms feet with all his power.

I thi^ my guide approved of what he heard -
I ttok so, since he patiently attended
Widi a pleased suiilc to each outspoken word;

And after took me in both arms extended,
^d, when he had clasped me close upon his breast,
Climbed back by the same road he had descended.

Nor wearied of the load that be embraced

?•
^®d borne me to the arch’s crown

Linking the fourth and fifth banks; on that crest

He set at length his burden softly down.
Soft on Ac steep, rough crag where even a goat
Would find Ac way hard going; here was Arown

Open the view of yet anotiicr moat .

too
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CommentariesCANTO xix]

The Images. The Simoniacs. Simony is the sin of trafficking in holy
things, e.g. the sale of sacraments or ecclesiastical offices. The
sinnen who thus made money for themselves out ofwhat belongs
to God are “pouched** in fiery pockets in the rock, head-down-
wards, because they reversed the proper order of things and
subordinated the heavenly to the earthly. The image here is

ecclesiastical: we need not, however, suppose that, allegorically,

the traffic in holy things is confined to medieval people or even to

modem clergymen. A mercenary marriage, for example, is also

the sale of a sacrament.

Notes. 1 . i : Simon Magus: after whom the sin of Simony is named
{Acts viii. 9-24).

1 . 17: my own beautiful StJohn: The Church of St John Baptist at

Florence, where Dante himselfwas baptized, and of which he always

thinks, in his exile, with homesick affection (cf Para. xvi. 25; xxv. 5).

The font in the Baptistery was surrounded by holes in which the

officiating priests stood, so as not to be jostled by the crowd on days

when a great number of babies were being baptized at once. (There

is a similar font to this day at Pisa: see sketch, p. 194.) A small boywho
was playing round the font one day gotjammed in one ofthese holes,

and was extricated by Dante, who took the responsibility ofbreaking

down the marble surround. A garbled account of this story was

apparently circulated, in which Dante no doubt figured as a sacri-

legious destroyer of Church property - hence his determination to

put the facts on record.

1 . 34: if thou wouldst have me carry thee down: In this bowge (as also

in Bowge x) Dante is taken down on to the floor of the ditch in

order to speak to the sinners. The banks are too steep for him to

descend in his mortal body unassisted, so Virgil carries him. They

go right over the bridge first, and then down on the inner and

lower side of the bowge, which (as Dante explains in Canto xxm)

is shorter and less steep than the upper (sec sketch, p. 194).

1 . 46: whoever thou art: The shade is Nicholas III, Pope 1277-80.

1 . 50: the treacherous murderer: By Florentine law, assassins were

executed by being planted head-downwards in a hole, which was

then filled up. Dante likens his own attitude to that of the attendant

priest, stooping down to hear the wretch’s last confession-prolonged,

to postpone the fatal moment as long as possible.

1 . 53 : Boniface: The shade thinks he is being addressed by Pope

Boniface VIII. There appears to have been only one hole allotted to

popes, each ofwhom remained with his burning feet protruding till
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his successor arrived to thrust him down lower and take his place.

1 . 54: the writ has Uedt Nicholas, like the other damned souk, can
foresee the distant future, and, knowing that Boniface is not due to

die till 1303, is amazed to find him (as he supposes) there already.

1 . 57: the Fairest among Women: i.e. the Church, the Bride ofGod,
identified with the “Spouse ofLebanon” {Song of Songs, i. 8, etc.).

1. 69: the Great Mantle: i.e. the Papal Mantle.
I. 70: son ofthe Bear: Nicholas was one of the Orsini family - orsa

is the Italian for “bear” - hence the pun on the “ursine” litter.

L 83 :

0

lawless Shepherd: Pope Clement V, who came from Gascony
(the West). Nicholas will hold the uppermost place for twenty-three
years (1280-1303), but Boniface only for eleven (from his death in

1303 to that of Clement in 1314).

1 . ^s:Jason: Sec 2 Maccabees iv. 7 sqq. He bribed Antiochus Epi-
phanes to make him High Priest and to connive at pagan practices;
similarly Clement V will rise to the papacy by the influence ofPhilip
the Fair of France.

I . 89: in this strain (lit.: metre): Dante is now about to speak (as in
Canto xvi) in his own character of prophetic poet, and so uses this
word, and again the word “chanted” (1. 118), to mark the difference
between his private and his prophetic utterance.

U. 92-3: the great Keys ...follow Me: Matthew iv. 19; John xxi. 19.
II . 94-6: nor Peter nor the others, etc.: when the Apostles chose

Matthias to fill the place ofJudas {Acts i. 13-26).
U. 98-9: those riches foully gained: Having been thwarted in his

ambitious scheme to marry his niece to Charles of Anjou, king of
Sicily, Nicholas joined a conspiracy against Charles, which eventu-
ally resulted in the notorious massacre known as the Sicilian Vespers.

U. 106 sqq.: the Evangelist, etc.: see Revelation xvii: The figure here
u of the Church corrupted by avarice: the “seven heads” and “tenho^ are usually interpreted as signifying the Seven Sacraments
and me Ten Commandments. (The attribution of the seven heads to
the Woman, instead of to the Beast she sits on, is probably due to a
misreading of the Vulgate.)

1. 115: Ctnslantine: The allusion is to the so-called “Donation of0)nstantine
, by which the first Christian Emperor was alleged toWe ttansferred to the Papal See his temporal sovereignty over Italy

document is undoubtedly a forgery; it is, however, true that It
» adoption of Christianity as the official Imperialrd gion which made u possible for the Church to make those claims

and SrisS“wU
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Circle VIII: Bowge ip: Sorcerers: Twisted Sight

CANTO XX
The Story. In the Fourth Bowge of the Eighth Circle Dante sees
the Sorcerers, whose heads are twisted so that they can only look behind
thm, and who are therefore compelled to walk backwards. Virgil tells him
about the origin of Mantua. The moon is setting as the Poets leave the

New punishments behoves me sing in this

Twentieth canto of my first canticle.

Which tells of spirits sunk in the Abyss.

I now stood ready to observe the full

Extent of the new chasm thus lid bare,
Drenched as it was in tears most miserable.

Through the round vale I saw folk drawing near,
Weeping and silent, and at such slow pace
As Litany processions keep, up here.

And presently, when I had dropped my gaze
^wer th^ the head. I saw diem strangely wried
Twixt collar-bone and chin, so that the face

Of each was turned towards his own baebide^d backwar^ must they needs creep with'their fc<^
All power of looking forward being denied.

Perhaps some kind of paralytic fit

Could twist men so - such cases may have been-
1 never saw it, nor can 1 credit it;

And, Reader, so God give thee grace to glean
Profit ofmy book, think if I could be left
Dry.eyed, when close before me I had seen

so distorted, so bereft

SoillTJ'’"’
'***' •’"““dog pools

Spilled down to bathe the buttocks u die cleft.

Trdy I wmt. leaned on the pinnacles

AnJ u “y guide said, “Why'And art thou too like all the other fools?
^

4
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CANTO xx] Circle VIII: MalbowgeSy Bowge iv - Tiresias: Manto

23 Here pity, or here piety, must die

If the other lives; who’s wickeder than one

That’s agonised by God’s high equity?

31 Lift up, lift up thy head, and look upon
Him for whom once the earth gaped wide, before

The Thebans’ eyes: ‘Whither wilt thou begone,

34 Amphiaraus? Why leavest thou the war?’

They cried; but he rushed down, and never stayed

Till he reached Minos, that o’er such hath power.

37 See how he makes a breast of’s shoulder-blade!

Because he tried to see too far ahead,

He now looks backward and goes retrograde.

40 And lo you there Tiresias, who shed

His proper shape and altered every limb,

Changing his manhood for a womanhead,

43 So that he needs must smite the second time

His wand upon the twin and tangled snakes

To get his cock-feathers restored to him.

46 Aruns behind his breast back-forward makes;

In Luna’s mountains, at whose foot the knave

Who dwells down in Carrara hoes and rakes,

49 He ’mid the white bright marbles had his cave;

There lived, and there looked out, with nought to screen

His view of starry heaven and ocean wave.

52 And she that veils her breasts, by thee unseen,

With her loose locks, and, viewed from where we stand.

Has on the far side all her hairy skin

55 Was Manto, she that searched through many a land

Ere settling in my birthplace; that’s a tale

I’d like to tell - brief patience, then, command.

58 After her father passed beyond life s pale.

When Bacchus’ city lay in bondage thralled,

Long years she wandered up hill and down dale.

61 High in fair Italy, where Almayn’s walled

By the Alps above the Tyrol, lies and drea^

At the mountain’s foot a lake, Bcnaco called;
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Founding ofMantua* - Holy Saturday Morning

For the water here of over a thoiisand streams,

Mcsccms, that lave Mount Apennine, running apace
Twixt Garda and Val Camonica, spreads and brims

To a mere; and there in the midst of it lies a place
That the bishojp of Verona, and those of Trent
And Brescia, if they passed that way, might bless.

Pwchiera sits at the circling shore's descent,
'Gainst Bergamesc and Brescians built for cover,
A goodly keep; there all the effluent

Bento's bosom cannot hold, spills over.
Slipping and lipping down, and sliding so
Through verdant meads, a river and a rover -

Benaco called no more, but Mincio,
From where the water first sets head to run,
Down to Govemo, where it joins the Po.

It finds a level, ere half its course is done.^d there stagnates and spreads to a marshy fen.
Rank and unwholesome in the summer sun.

Passing that road, the cruel witch-maiden
Found m the manh firm tracts of land, which lay
Untillcd and uninhabited of men;

human contact, did she stay
With her familiw household; there she phed
Her arts; there lived; there left her empty clay.

After, the scattered folk from far and wide
Drew to the spot, which lay defensibly.
Being girded by the swamp on every side.

O cr those dead bones they built their city, to be
For her sake named that chose the place out thus,
Mantua, with no further augury.

Far more than now it once was populous,

IV
to the sword

Of Pinamontc, who was treacherous.

^ ^ go abroad.
Other than this, ofhow my city grew.
Let no such lying talcs the truth defraud.”
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CANTO xx] Circle VIII, Bowge iv: Holy Saturday towards 7 a.m,

100 “Master, for me thy teaching is so true,

And so compels belief, all other calcs/’

Said I, “were dust and ash compared thereto.

193 But tell me of this great crowd that yonder trails.

If any worthy of note be now in sight;

My mind harks back to chat before all ebe.”

106 He answered: “He whose chin-beard shows so white

On his brown shoulders was a memorable

Augur in Greece, what time the land was quite

109 Emptied of males, so that you’d scarce be able

To find a cradling boy; he sec the time,

With Calchas, for the cutting of the first cable;

in Eurypylus his name; and my sublime

Tragedy sings him somewhere - thou’lt recall

The place, mat hast by heart the whole long rhyme.

113 That other there, who looks so lean and small

In the flanks, was Michael Scott, who verily

Knew every trick of the art magical.

118 Lo! Guy Bonatti; lo! Asdente - he

May well wish now that he had stuck to his last,

But he repents too late; and yonder see

121 The witch-wives, miserable women who cast

Needle and spindle and shuttle away for skill

With mommets and philtres; there they all go past.

tz4 But come! Cain with his thora-bush strides the sill

Of the two hemispheres; his lantern now

Already dips to the wave below Seville;

,27 And yesternight the moon was full, as thou

Shouldst well remember, for throughout thy suy

In the deep wood she harmed thee not, I trow.

,30 Thus he; and while he spake wc went our way.

The Images. The Sorcerers. The primary image of sorcery here k

that of the fortune-tellers, who. having attempted to usurp

prerogative by prying into the future, are now »o twisted that
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eyes and feet face in opposite directions. More generally, there is

an image of the twisted nature of all magical art, which is a de-
formation ofknowledge, and especially of the psychic powers, to
an end outside the unity of the creation in God. It is in especial

the misuse ofknowledge so as to dominate environment (includ-
ing not only material things but the personalities of others) for
the benefit of the ego. Magic to-day takes many forms, ranging
fiom actual Satanism to attempts at “conditioning’* other people
by manipulating their psyches; but even when it uses the legiti-

mate techniques of the scientist or the psychiatrist, it is distin-
guished from true science by the “twisted sight”, which looks to
self instead of to God for the source and direction of its power.

Notes. 1 . 22; our image so distorted: “Dante weeps, not now for any
personal discovery in Hell, but from sheer misery at the physical con-
tortion of the human form. ... All is gone awry; all is perverted -
and so much so that his pity has here no place.” (Charles Williams;
The Figure of Beatrice^ p. 136.)

1 , 28: here pity, or here piety, must die (lit.: “Here pM lives when
it is wholly dead”); the word pietd means both “pity” and “piety”;
I have had to expand Dante’s epigrammatic phrase to give the full
force of the equivoque.

U- 25H30: who's wickeder, etc.: These two lines, again, have a double
sigmfi^cc: they may be rendered: “Who is more wicked than (the
sinner) who is (here) tormented by God’s judgment?” or “Who is
more wicked than one who is tormented by (i.e. passionately pro-
tots against) God’s judgment (as here exhibited)?” I have no doubt
that both meanings are intended. Pity and piety arc here mutually
exclusive: it is necessary to acquiesce in judgment if one is not to
become (by sympathy) partaker in the sin.

The rebuke which Dante here puts into Virgil’s mouth may haveb«n suggested by passages in the fourth-century Apocalypse ofPaul:And I wept and said: Woe unto men! woe unto the sinners! ... And
the angel answered and said unto me: Wherefore? weepest thou? Art
thou more merciful than the Lord God which is blessed forever, who
hath csublishcd thejudgment and left every man of his own will to
choose good ^d evil and to do as pleaseth him?” (M. R. [ames: Apo-
cryphal New Testament, p. 546; and sec also p. 543,)

I.
34; ^phiaraiis: one of the “Seven against Thebes”. Havimj

^ wife Enphylc betrayed him. and while fleeing from the pursuit ofolymccs, he was swallowed up by an earthquake. (Sec Sutius: The-
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CANTO xx] Commentaries

bald viii. 147 sqti.)

1 . 40: Tiresias: a Theban prophet. In his youth he found a pair of

snakes twined together and struck them with his stick to separate

them: whereupon he found himself changed into a woman, and so

remained for seven years, until, having similarly separated another

pair of snakes, he regained his manhood. (See Ovid: Metam, iii.)

1. 46: Aruns: an Etruscan augur (see Lucan: Pharsalia i. 584-8).

Luna (Luni). near the mouth ofthe Macra, is called by Pliny the first

city in Etruria. The mountains of Carrara, above Luna, are famous

for their white marble,

1 . 55 : Manto: the daugnter ofTiresias. The founding of Mantua by

Manto is mentioned in Aeneid x. 198-200.

1 . 59: Bacchus* city: Thebes, the legendary birthplace of Bacchus.

1 . 61: Almayn: Germany.

1 . 63: Benaco: now called Lake Garda.

1 . 65: Mount Apennine: not the Apennine range, but a single

mountain. (See map, p. 173.)

1 . 68: the bishop of Verona ... Trent and Brescia: the three dioceses

met on an island in the lake.

1 . 95: Casalodi: In 1272 the Brescian counts of Casalodi, who were

Guelfs, seized Mantua. Their rule was greatly resented; and Alberto

di Casalodi foolishly let himselfbe persuaded by Pinamonte dei Buo-

naccorsi, a Mantuan, to appease the people by banishing all the un-

popular nobles of his party. As soon as he had done so, Pinamonte

put himself at the head of the citizens, and drove out the Casalodi

with great slaughter.

1 . 109: emptied of males: i.e. when all the Greeks had departed to

the siege of Troy. Eurypylus is associated with Calchas in Aen. ii.

no (See Glossary: “Eurypylus”.)

I. 116: Michael Scott: the famous wizard of Balwcane mentioned

in Scott’s Lay of the Last Minstrel.

1 . 1 18: Bonatti ... Asdente: Bonatti of Forli was an astrologer; As-

dcnte, a shoemaker of Parma, who set up as a soothsayer.

1. 123: mommets ajtdphiltres: waxen images and magic potions made

of herbs. Here Dante touches on magical arts even more dangerom

than soothsaying; for the philtres were used to obtain power over the

wills of others, and the waxen images were pierced with nails or

melted before the fire to bring about the death of the victim.

1 124- Cain with his thorn-bush: i.e. the Man m the Moon (ct. f

Shakespeare: M.N.D. iii. i; v. i, where Moon appars^th a lantern

and a thorn-bush). The Moon is now setting; i.e. it is about 6.52 A.M.

• on Saturday.
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Circle VIII, Malbowges, Bowge v: The Boiling Pitch

CANTO XXI
The Story. Jrt Fifth Bowge, Barrators, who made money by
trafficking in public offices, are plunged in Boiling Pitch, guarded by
demons with sharp hooks. Virgil crosses the bridge and goes down to

parley with the demons. Belzecue, the chiefdemon, says that the spur

of rock which the Poets have been following was broken by an earth-
quake (at the moment ofChrist s entry into Hell) and no longer bridges the
Sixth Bowge; but he will give them an escort of ten demons to **see
them safe asfar as the bridge which is still unbroken'. In this disaaree-
able company, Virgil and Dante set off along the lower brink of the
Bowge. ''

And so wc passed along from bridge to bridge,
With other talk, whereofmy Comedy
Cares not to tell, until we topped the ridge;

And there we stayed our steps awhile, to see
Malbowges* next ravine, and wailings all

Vain: and most marvellous dark it seemed to be.

For as at Venice, in the Arsenal
In winter-time, they boil the gummy pitch
To caulk such ships as need an overhaul,

Now that they cannot sail - instead of which
One builds him a new boat, one toils to plug
Seams strained by many a voyage, others stitch

Canvas to patch a tattered jib or lug,
Hammer at the prow, hammer at the stem, or twine
Hopes, or shave oars, refit and make all snug -

So, not by fire, but by the art divine,
A tluck pitch boiled down there, spattering the brink
With VISCOUS glue; I saw this, but therein

N^g; only great bubbles black as ink

^
Would nse Md burst there; or the seethine tide
Heave up all over, and settle again, and side.

And wye I stood intent to gaze, my guide,
Sudd^y crying to me, “Look out! look out!”
<-aught me where I stood, and pulled me to his side
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CANTO xxi] Circle FI/7, Bowge v: Barrators: The Pitch -

25 O then I turned, as one who turns about,

Longing to see the thing he has to shun,

Dares not, and dares, and, dashed with hideous doubt,

28 Casts a look back and still goes fleeing on;

And there behind us I beheld a grim

Black fiend come over the rock-ridge at a run.

31 Wow! what a grisly look he had on him!

How fierce his rush! And, skimming with spread wing,

How swift of foot he seemed! how light of limb!

34 On high-hunched shoulders he was carrying

A wretched sinner, hoist by haunch and hip,

Clutching each ankle by the sinew-string.

37 “Bridge ho!” he bawled, “Our own Hellrakership!

Here’s an alderman of St Zita’s coming down;

Go souse him, while I make another trip

40 For more; they’re barrators all in that good town -

Except Bonturo, hey? - I've packed it stiff

With fellows who’d swear black’s white for half-a-crown.”
«

4s He tossed him in, and over the flinty cliff

Wheeled off; and never did mastiff run so hot

And hard on the trail, unleashed to follow a thie£

40 Down bobbed the sinner, then up in a writhing knot;

But the fiends beneath the archway yelled as he rose up:

“No Sacred Face will help thee here! it’s not

49 A Serchio bathing-party! Now then, toes up

And dive! ’Ware hooks! To save thyself a jabbing,
,

Stay in the pitch, nor dare to poke thy nose up!

52 Then, with a hundred prongs clawing and stabbing;

“Go cut thy capers! Try dovm there to do

Subsurface deals and secret money-grabbing!”

ss Just so, cooks make their scuEions prod the stew

Wii forks, to thrust the flesh well down within

The caulion, lest it float above the brew.

58 Then the good master: “Better not be seen,”

Said he; “so crouch well down in some embrasure

Behind a crag, to serve thee for a screen;
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^irgil and the Demons - Holy Saimiay ietw. 7 ant

And whatsoever outrage or displcasuK

They do to me, fear nothing; I have feced
Frays of dais sont hcfeire, and have theinnEasurc.”

He passed the hridgehcad then; but when he placed

His foot on the sixth hank, good need had he
Ofa bold front; for with such furious haste

And concentrated venom ofsavagery
As dogs rudi out upon some himlcss tramp
Who stops, alarmed, to felter out his plea.

Out dashed the demons lurking under the ramp.
Each flourishing in his face a hideous hook;
But he: Hands off! erc grappling-iron or cramp

Touch me, send one to hear me speak; then look
You take good tcoimscl, before any of700
Try to dispose ofme iby hook or crook!”

This checked them; and they cried: *‘Scnd Belzccue!
And one moved forward, snarling as he went:
“What good does he imagine this will do?”

“Dost thou think, Bolzecuc, that Iihad bent
My footsteps thus for hither,” the master said.

ft

Safe against all your harms, were I not sent

/ will divine, by ifates ipropirioos -led?

Let me pass on; ’tis walkd in Heaven diat I

Should guide anodicr by this pathway dread.”

: this the fiend, crestfallen utterly.

Let fall his grapphnedron at his feet.

Crying to the rest: ‘Strikc.not! he must go by.”

y guide called up: “Thou, cowering diere discreet
Hid mousey-moose among die splintery, cracked
Crags of the bridge, come down! ail’s safe for it.”

1 slackedHIMI rose and ran to 1

Not speed: fo

Seized me, for fear they eni^t not keep

So I once saw dbe footmen, -who
Under (treaty from'Giprona, look and f

^fcrvwis,widi all their ifoes ringed roue
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CAKTO xxi] Circle VIII, Bowge v: Barrators - Holy Sat. lo a.m.

97 I pressed close to my guide from head to heel,

Cringing, and keeping a sharp eye upon
Their looks, which were by no means amiable,

iM They lowered their hooks to the ready, and, “Just for fun,” *

Says one, “shall I tickle his rump for him?” “Yes, try it,”

Says another, “nick him and prick him, boy - go on!”

103 But the other devil, the one that stood in diet

Still with my escort, turned him instant round,

Saying: “Now Scaramalhon! quiet, quiet!”

106 And then to us: “By this cliff ’twill be found

Impossible to proceed, for the sixth arch

Lies at the bottom, shattered to the ground.

109 If you’re determined to pursue your march,

Follow the bank; a span quite free from block

Or fall, hes handy to reward your search;

Hi But this - why, yesterday, five hours by the clock

From now, ’twas just twelve hundred, sixty and six

Years since the road was rent by earthquake shock.

1 1 5 Tm sending a squad your way, to fork and fix

Any rash soul who may be taking the air;

Why not go with them? They will play no tricb.

II8* Stand forward, Hacklespur and Hellkin there!”

He then began, “and Harrowhound as well.

And your dccurion shall be Barbiger;

lii Let Libbicock go too, and Dragonel,

Guttlehog of the tusks, and Grabbersnitch

And raving Rubicant and Farfarcl.

(14 Take a good look all round the boiling pitch;

See these two safe, as far as to the spit

That runs unbroken on from ditch to ditch.

127 “Sir, I don’t like the loob of this one bit,”

Said I; “no escort, please; let’s go alone,

If thou know’st how - for I’ve no stomach to it! ^

130 Where is thy wonted caution? Ugh! they fi-own.

They grind their teeth - dost thou not see them? Lo,

How they threat mischief, with their brows drawn down!
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Demon Escort - Commentaries

But he: “r<l have thee firmer-minded; no.

Let them go grind and gnash their teeth to suit

Their mood; ’tis the broiled souls they glare at so.”

t They by the left bank wheeling chose their route;

But first in signal to their captain each
Thrust out his tongue; and, taking the salute,

He promptly made a bugle of his breech.

1)3

1)6

1)9

The Images. The Bttrrators and the Pitch. The Barrators are to the
City what the Simoniacs are to the Church: they make profit out
of the trust reposed in them by the community; and what they
sell is justice. As the Simoniacs are imbedded in the burning rock,
so these are plunged beneath the black and boiling stream, for
their dealings were secret. Money stuck to their fingers: so now
the defilement of the pitch sticks fast to them.

Notes. Cantos zzi and ZZII. The mood of these two cantos-a mix-
toe of savage satire and tearing high spirits - is unlike anything elsem the Comedy, and is a little disconcerting to themore solemn-minded
ofDante’s admhers. ArtisricaUy, this grim burlesque is of great value
su an interlude in the ever-deepening descent firom horror to horror;
but Dante had also personal reasons for letting his pen rip at this point,
smee an accusation of barratry was the pretext upon which he was
bamshed from Florence. (I have translated rather more freely here
than elsewhere, in order to keep up the pace of the original.)

1. 7 ‘ at Venice, in the Arsenal: Venice, in the Middle Ages was a
great sea-power, and the old Arsenal. buUt in 1104, was one of the
most important shipyards in Europe.

1. 35; a wretched sinner: One old commentator identifies him as an
alderman called Martino Bottaio, who died in 1300.

1. 37: our own HeUrakership (Ut. : Maiebranche of our bridge) : Dante
cans the demons m this bowge Maiebranche = Evil Claws, which Ihave rendered “Hellrakers”.

1. 38: St Zita’s: i.e. Lucca, whose patron saint was St Zita

esnedilv nT ^“ce Bonturo Dati wascspeaally notorious for his barratry.

®8ure of Christ, revered atLucca, and mvoked m time of need.
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1 . 49: Serchic: a river near Lucca.

1 . 65: the sixth hank: i.e. the lower bank of the Fifth Bowge, which

is also the upper bank of the Sixth.

1 . 76: Belzecue: In Italian, Malacoda -Evil Tail. The names of the

demons in the Fifth Bowge are thought by some to contain allusions

to various Florentine officials who were Dante’s enemies; but even if

they do, the average English reader cannot get much fun out of it at

this time of day. I have therefore englished most of the names for

the greater convenience of rhyme and metre. The original name of

each devil will be found in the Glossary.

1 . 82: by will divine^ byfates propitious: Notice once again the double

terminology, as in Canto ix. 94-7 and Canto xiv. 52 and 70.

1 . 88: cowering there: Dante’s comic terror in this bowge is, charac-

teristically, a double-edged gibe at himself and his accusers.

I. 95: Caprona: This Pisan fortress was taken by the Tuscan Guelfs

in 1289, and Dante, apparently, took part in the operation.

II . 112-14: five hours by the clockfrom noWf etc.: The earthquake is

that which followed the Crucifixion and is mentioned by Virgil as

having heralded Christ’s entry into Hell and caused the landslide on

the cliff between the Sixth and Seventh Circles (Canto xir. 54-45)*

According to the Synoptists, it took place at the ninth hour (3 p.m.);

this would make the conversation with Belzecue take place five hours

earlier, i.e. at 10 a.m. (But see Appendix p. 297.)

1 . 113: twelt^ hundred, sixty and six: The Crucifixion is reckoned as

having taken place A.D. 34.

1 . 125-d: safe, asfar as to the spit that runs unbroken: As will be seen

later (Canto xxm), the safe-conduct is less valuable than it might

appear, and the malicious grimaces of the demons show that they

have taken ffiese instructions in the spirit in whicdi they were meant.
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Circle VIII, Malbowges: Bowge v: The Pitch: Barrators

CANTO XXII
The Story. As the party proceeds along the bank of the bowge, the
devilsfork a Barrator up out of the pitch, who tells the Poets who he is

and mentions the names of some of his feUow-sinners. By a trick he
eludes the devils who are preparing to tear him to pieces^ wnereupon hts
captors quarrel among themselves and two ofthem fall into the pitch.

I have seen horsemen moving camp, and bcadng
The muster and assault, seen troops advancing,
And sometimes with uncommon haste retreating.

Seen forays in your land, and coursers prancing,
O Arednes! and iVe beheld some grandish
Tilts run and tourneys fought, with banners dancing,

And fife and drum, and signal-flares a-brandish
From towers, and cars with tintinnabulation
Of bells, and things both native and outlandish;

iJut to so strange a trumpet’s proclamation
I ne’er saw move or infantry or cavalry.
Or ship by sear-mark or by constellation.

Well, offwe started widi diat bunch of devilry-
Queer company - but there! “whh saints at dmrch,
And at the inn vnth roisterers and revelry”.

Mcmwhili^ my eyes were wholly bent to search
The pitch, to Icam the custom of that moat
And those who wallowed in the scald and smirch.

And very like the dolphins, when dbey float
Hump-backed, to warn poor seamen of the heiehteni
Morm, that they may prepare to save die boat,

So now and then, to get a hrtle slightcning
^pain some miscraWc wretch would hulk

back up, and pop down again like lightning.

O^ers lay round about like frogs, that skulk
;^thc s edge, just noses out of shelter,
The water hiding all their limbs and bui, -
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Circle VIII, Bowge v: The Pitch - Ciampolo

Till Barbiger arrived; then, in a welter

Of fear, with unanimity quite clannish,

They shot into the hot-pot helter-skelter.

I saw - and from my memory cannot banish

The horrid thrill - one soul remain a squatter,

As one frog will at times, when others vanish;

And Grabbcrsnitch, the nearest truant-spotter.

Hooked him by the clogged hair, and up he came,

Looking to me exacdy Uke an otter.

(I could pick all the fiends out now by name;

rd watched while they were chosen, noted how

They called each other, and made sure of them.)

"Claws, claws there, Rubicant! we’ve got him now!

Worry him, worry him, flay him high and low!

Yelled all the demon-guardians of the slough.

"O master, if thou canst, contrive to know

Who is this wretched criminal," I said,

"Thus fallen into the clutches of the foe.”

drew near to him thus hard-bested,

And asked him whence he came; he said. Navarre,

In that same kingdom was I bom and bred.

My mother placed me servant to a peer,

For he that got me was a ribald Imave,

A spendthrift of himself and of his gear.

Next, I was good King Tibbald s man, and gave

My mind to jobbery; now, I job no more,^^

But foot the bill this hotter side the grave.

Here Gutdehog, who, like a savage boar,

Carried great tushes cither side his jaws,

Let the wretch feel how deep the fangs could score.

'Twas cat and mouse - ten cats wiA cruel claws!

But Barbiger, vrith both arms seizing him.

Cried: "Back! I’ll do the grabbing!" In the pause

He leered round at my lord, and said with grim

Relish: "Any further questions? Ask away!

Quick - before some one tears him limb from limb.
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and other Barrators - Holy Sat. Forenooon

So then my guide: “Name if thou canst, I pray,

Some Latian rogues among these tarry throngs.”

And he: “But now, I left one such - or, nay.

One that to a near-neighbouring isle belongs;

Would I lay hid beside him still! - Td mock
At threatening claws, and ugly tusks, and prongs.”

“We’ve stood too much of this!” cried Libbicock,

And from his arm, making a sudden snatch,

Ripped off a sinewy gobbet with his hook.

Then Dragonel was fain to have a catch

At the dangling legs; which made their leader spin

Round with ferocious haste, and looks to matem

When they were somewhat calmer, and the din

Died down, my guide, turning to him who still

Stared upon his own mangled flesh and skin,

Asked promptly: “Who was he, whom in an ill

Hour thou didst quit, thou sayest, to seek the brink?”
“*Twas Fra Gomita, the ineffable

Scamp of Gallura, corruption’s very sink,”

Said he; “he held his lord’s foes in his power,
And earned their praise - earned it right well, I think;

‘The golden key,* says he. ‘undid the door*;
But ail his jobs were Jobbed; no petty Jobbery
For him - he was a sovereign barrator.

With him s Don Michael Zanche, artist in robbery
From Logodor’; their tongues, going clack-clack-clack
About Sardinia, kick up a ceaseless bobbery.

O look! that fiend there grinning at me! alack,
He frightens me! - I’ve plenty more to tell.

But sure he’ll flay my scalp or skin my back!”

Then their huge prefect turned on Farfarcl,

Whose eyes were rolling in the act to pounce,
Crying: ‘Hop off, thou filthy bird of hell!”

Arc there no souls from other lands or towns,”
The quivering wretch went on. “you’d like to sec?
Tuscans? or Lombards? I’ll get them here at once.
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xxii] Circle Vllly Bowge v: Earratcrs - Ciampolos

Let but die HcUrakers draw bade a wee
Bit from the shore, so that they need not fear

Reprisals, and for one poor htde me

I’ll fetch up seven, just sitting 'quietly bcrc ^

And whistling, as it is our wont to do

When one pops out and finds the coast is clear.”

Harrowhoond shook his head and scomfuil Dbrew

His snout up:: “Tliat’s a diitty crick,” said he,

“He’s thought of, to get back beneath the brew.”

“Trickster I am, and what a trick ’twill be,”

Said he who had every dodge at his command,

“Luring my neighbours to worse naiscry!”

Here Hellkin got completely out of'hand

And burst out: “If thou stoop to hit the ditch

I need not gallop after dice by land,

I have my wings to isoax above the pitch;

We’ll -leave the crest and hide behind ihe bank -

Are ten heads best, or one? We’iU show thee which!”

New sport, goodiReader! hear'this merry prank!

The silly demons turned dieir eyes away -

And he who first held hack now led the rank.

The Navarrese -chose well the rime to play;

He dug 'his -toes in hard, then, quick as thou^t.

Dived; and so baulked the sportsmen of their prey.

Then all were stung with guilt, and hewho taught

The rest to iplay the fool was -an^iest;

He swooped offto pursue him, shouting: Caught!

But all in vain; no win^ could fly ’so fast

As fear;^the'quarry plunged; the hunter rose.

Skimming the : surface with uplifted breast.

Just as tbe wild-duck, with the falcon close

Upon her, all ^of a sudden dives down quick,

And up he ^kirrs again, (foiled and morose. *

Hacklespur, who was furious at the tridc.

Went rushing after, hoping verymuch

The sinner would escape, fhathe might pick
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Ruse and Escape - Commentaries

A qiiarrf^; so when he saw the jobber touch

Surface and vanish, he turned his claws on his brother-

Fiend, and they grappled over the ditch in a clutch.

But Hellkin was a hawk as good as another

To fight back tooth and nail; so, scratching and chewing,

They both dropped down plumb in the boiling smother.

The heat at once unlocked them; their undoing
Came when they tried to rise; they struggled, fluttering

With helpless wings clogged stiff by the tarry glueing.

Barb^er, who with the others stood there spluttering

With rage, sent four across to the farthermost

Bank with their draghooks; so the band flew scattering

This side and that, each to some vantage-post

Whence they could reach their drags to the pair half-strangled

And baked dready beneath the scummy crust;

And there we left them, floundering and entangled.

136

>39

142
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The Images. The Tricked and Quarrelling Demons. Though it may
present an appearance of solidarity, Satan’s kingdom is divided
against itselfand cannot stand, for it has no true order, and fear is

its only discipline. Moreover, in the long run, the devil is a fool

:

trickery preys on trickery and cruelty on cruelty.

Notes. 11. i sqq.: I have seen horsemen, etc. : The Battle ofCampaldino
(1289) was fought between the Guclfs (headed by Florence) and the
Ghibellines (headed by Arezzo). The Florentine forces, amongwhom
Dante was, were thrown into confusion by the first charge of the
Arctines; but the Guelfi rallied and eventually defeated the Ghibellines
with great slaughter, and the rest ofjhc campaign was fought on Are-
tine territory.

1 . 6: tilts run and tourneys fought: A tilt was an encounter between
two knights across a barrier; a tourney or tournament was an “all-in”
encounter between equal parties of lights in open field.

1. 8: cars with tintinnabulation of bells: In Dante’s time, each Italian
city had a car {carroaio), or war-chariot. It was gaily painted, drawn
by oxen, and furnished with a bell, and served as a rallying-point in
battle.
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CommentariesCANTO XXIl]

11. 1^21: dolphins: This common beliefabout dolphins is mentioned

in a popular Italian version of Brunetto Latini’s Thesaurus^ and else-

where.

1 . 44: who is this wretched criminal: Tradition says that this is a

certain Spaniard, named Ciampolo, or Gian Polo.

I. 52: King Tibbald: Teobaldo II (Count ThibautV ofChampagne),

king of Navarre (1253-70).

1 , 65: Latian: a native of Lower Italy. (Dante never uses the word

“Italian**, but speaks only of Tuscans, Lombards, etc., in the north

and Ladans in the south.)

1 . 67: a near-neighbouring isle: Sardinia.

1 . 81: Fra Gomita: Sardinia at that time belonged to Pisa, and Go-

mita was judge of the province of Gallura, under Nino Visconti of

Pisa, who put up with his peculations until he found that he had been

bribed to let some prisoners escape, whereupon he had him hanged.

1 . 88: Michael Zanche: Vicar of Logodoro under Enzo, king of

Sardinia, who was a natural son of Frederick II. About 1290 he was

murdered by his son-in-law, Branca d* Oria, whom we shall hear of

in Canto xxxm. 134-47 *
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Circle VIII: Malbowges: Passage to Bowge vi

CANTO XXIII

The Story, The angry demons pursue the Poets, who are forced to

escape by scrambling down the upper hank ofBowge vL Here theyfind

the Hypocrites, waking in Gilded Cloaks lined with lead. They talk to

twoJovial FriarsJrom Bologna, and see the shade of Caiaphas crudjied

upon the ground.

Silent, apart, companionlcss we went,

One going on before and one behind,

Like Friars Minor on a journey bent.

And Aesop’s fable came into my mind
As I was pondering on the late affray -

I mean the ffog-and-mousc one; for you’ll find

That if with an attentive mind you lay

Their heads and tails together, the two things

Arc just as much alike as Yes and Yea.

And, as one fancy from another springs

Sometimes, this started a new train of thought
Which doubled my fint fears and flutterings.

I argued thus: “These demons have been brought,

Tnrough us, to a most mortifying plight -

Tricked, knocked about, made fook of, set at naught

If be added to their natural spite

They*11 come for us, pursuing on our heel

Like greyhounds on me hare, teeth bared to bite.’*

I kept on looking backward, and could feel

My hair already bristling on my head;

Master,*’ said I, “unless thou canst conceal

Thyself and me, I’m very much afiaid

Of the Hcllrakcrs; they’re after us; I sec

And imagine it so, I can hear them now,” I said.

ff I were made of looking-glass,” said he,

My outward image scarce could mirror thine
So jump as I mirror thine image inwardly.
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CANTO xxiii] CircU Vni, Bowge vi: The Hypocrites in

28 Even now tky mind came entering into mine,

Its living likeness both in aa and face;

So to one single purpose we’ll combine

31 The two; if on our right-hand side this place

So slopes that we can manage to descend

To the next bowge, we’ll flee the imagined chase.”

34 Thus he resolved. He’d hardly made an end,

When lo! I saw them, close at hand, and making
To seize us, swooping on wide wings careened.

37 Then my master caught me up, like a mother, waking
To the roar and crackle of fire, who sees the flare,

And snatches her child from the cradle and runs, taking

40 More thought for him than herself, and will not spare

A moment even so much as to cast a shift

About her body, but flees naked and bare;

43 And over the flinty ridge of the great rift

He slithered and slid with his back to the hanging spill

Of the rock that walls one side of the next cleft.

46 Never yet did water run to the mill

So swift and sure, where the head-race rushes on

Through the narrow sluice to hit the floats of the wheel,

49 As down that bank my master went at a run.

Carrying me off, hugged closely to his breast.

Truly not like a comrade, but a son.

52 And his foot had scarce touched bottom, when on the crest

Above us, there they were! But he, at large

In the other chasm, could set his fears at rest;

55 For that High provident Will which gave them charge

Over the fifth moat, curbs them with constraint,

So that they have no power to pass its verge.

58 And now we saw a people decked with paint,

Who trod their circling way with tear and groan

And slow, slow steps, seeming subdued and faint.

61 They all wore cloaks, with deep hoods forward thrown

Over their eyes, and shaped in fashion quite

Like the great cowls the monb wear at Cologne;
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Gilded Leaden Cloaks - Holy Sat. a.m.

Outwardly they were gilded dazzling-bright,

But all within was lead, and, weighed thereby.

King Frederick's copes would have seemed feather-light.

O weary mantle for eternity!

Once more we turned to the left, and by their side

Paced on, intent upon their mournful cry.

But crushed 'neath that vast load those sad folk plied

Such slow feet that abreast of us we found

Fresh company with every changing stride.

Wherefore: “Try now to find some soul renowned
In name or deed, and as we forward fare,"

I begged my guide, "pray cast thine eyes around."

And, hearing the Tuscan tongue, some one, somewhere
Behind us cried: “Stay, stay now! slack your speed.

You two that run so fast through this dark air,

And I, maybe, can furnish what you need."

My guide looked round, and then to me said: “Good!
Wait here, and then at his own pace proceed."

1 stopped, and saw two toiling on, who showed,
looks, much haste of mind to get beside me,

Though cumbered by the great load and strait road.

But when at length they reached us, then they eyed me
Askance for a long time before they spoke ;

Then turned to each other, saying, while still they spied me:

“That one seems living - his throat moves to the stroke

Of the breath and the blood; besides, if they are dead,
What favour exempts them from the heavy cloak?”

And then to me: “O Tuscan, strangely led

To the sad college of hypocrites, do not scorn
To tell us who dbou art," the spirits said.

I answered them: “I was bred up and bom
In the great city on Amo's lovely stream,
And wear the body that IVe always worn.

But who arc you, whose cheeks arc seen to teem
Such distillation of grief? W^t comfortless
Garments of guilt upon your shoulders cicara?”
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xxiii] Circle VIII, Bowge vi: Hypocrites - Caiaphas:

And one replied; “Our orange-gilded dress

Is leaden, and so heavy that its weight

Wrings out these creJdngs from the balances.

Two Jovial Friars were wc; our city-state

Bologna; Catalano was my name,

His, Loderingo; we were designate

By thine own city, to keep peace and tame

Faction, as one sole judge is wont to do;

What peace we kept, Gardingo can proclaim.”

“Friars,” I began, “the miseries that you —*’

But broke off short, seeing one lie crucified

There on the ground, with three stakes stricken through;

Who, when he saw me, writhed himself, and sighed

Most bitterly in his beard; and seeing me make
A questioning sign, Friar Catalan replied:

“He thou dost ga2e on, pierced by the triple stake,

Counselled the Pharisees *twas expedient

One man should suffer for the people’s sake-

Naked, transverse, barring the road’s extent.

He lies; and all who pass, with all their load

Must tread him down; such is his punishment.

In this same ditch lie stretched in this same mode

His father-in-law, and all the Sanhedrim

Whose counsel sowed for the Jews the seed of blood.*

Then I saw Virgil stand and marvel at him

Thus racked for ever on the shameful cross

In the everlasting exile. He to them

Turning him, then addressed the Friars thus:

“May it so please you, if your rule permit,

To tell us if, on this right side the fosse,

Be any gap to take us out of it.

That we need not compel any of the Black

Angels to extricate us from this pit.”

“Nearer than thou hop’st,” the Friar answered back,

“There lies a rock, part of the mighty spur

That springs from ie great wall, and makes a track

2I6
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Broken Bridges - Commentaries

O’er all the cruel moats save this, for here 136

The arch is down; but you could scale the rock,

Whose mins are piled from the floor to the barrier.”

My guide stood with bent head and downward look 139

Awhile; then said: “He gave us bad advice,

Who spears the sinners yonder with his hook.”

And the Friar: “I heard the devil’s iniquities 142

Much canvassed at Bologna; among the rest

’Twas said, he was a liar and father of Hes.”

My guide with raking steps strode off in haste, 145

Troubled in his looks, and showing some small heat

Of anger; so I left those spirits oppressed,

Following in the prints of the beloved feet. us

The Images. The Leaden Cloaks. The image ofHypocrisy, present-

ing a brilliant show and weighing like lead so as to make spiritual

progress impossible, scarcely needs interpretation.

Caiaphas. This image lends itself peculiarly well to Dante’s fourfold

system of interpretation (see Introduction, p. 14). (i) Literal: the

punishment of Caiaphas after death; (2) Allegorical: the condition

of the Jews in this world, being identified with the Image they

rejected and the suffering they infliaed - “crucified for ever in the

eternal exile”; (3) Moral: the condition in this life ofthe man who
sacrifices his inner truth to expediency (e.g. his true vocation to

money-making, or his true love to a politic alliance), and to

whom the rejected good becomes at once a heaven from which
he is exiled and a rack on which he suffen; (4) Anagogical: the

state, here and hereafter, of the soul which rejects God, and which
can know God only as wrath and terror, while at the same time
it suffers the agony ofeternal separation firom God, who is its only
true good.

Notes. 1. 3 : Priars Minor: the Franciscans.

1 . 4: Aesop'sfable: A frog offers to carry a mouse across a pond, tied
to its leg. Half-way over, the frog treacherously dives, drowning the
mouse. A hawk swoops down and devours both. The fable is found
in most ofthe medieval collections attributed to Aesop. In one version
the mouse escapes, and this may have been the one Dante had in mind.
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CANTO xxni] Commentaries

The mouse = Ciampolo; the £rog=Hellkin; the hawk=Hacklespur.
1 . 9; Yes mid Yea: In the Italian: mo and issa^ two words both

meaning “now”.
I. 25: lookm£-^lass: lit.: “leaded glass”, mirrors being then made

with a backing of lead. Virgil is saying that his own feelings are a

perfect reflection of Dante's, both in face (appearance of alarm) and
act (recoil from danger); so they will combine their fears and form a

common resolution: viz. flight.

1 . 3 1 : Ort our right-hand side: They had already crossed the interven-

ing space and were walking along the upper edge of Bowge vi.

1 . 54: the other chasm: i.e. the Sixth Bowge.

1 . 58: decked with paint: Some commentators think this means that

the faces ofthe hypocrites were“made up” ; but since this could hardly

have been apparent to Dante at the first glance, because of the deep

hoods they wore, it seems more likely that it refers to the brilliant

colour of their cloaks (1. 64).

1 . 63: at Cologne: Several old commentators relate a story that the

monks of Cologne once grew so arrogant that they made formal

request to the Pope to be allowed to wear scarlet robes, with silver

girdles and spurs. To punish their pride, the Pope commanded, on

the contrary, that they should wear especially ample robes of very

common material. Some editors for “Cologne” read “Cluny”.

1 . 66: King Frederick's copes: Frederick II was said to have punished

traitors by wrapping them in lead and throwing them into a hot

cauldron.

I. 88: his throat moves: We may notice the various ways by which

Dante’s living body is distinguished from the apparent bodies ofthe

shades : in the twilight ofHell his weight sinks Phlegyas’ boat “deeper

than her wont” (Canto vtn) and dislodges stones (Canto xn); his

throat moves when he breathes and speaks, as here; a blow from his

foot surprises the souls by its heaviness (Canto xxxn. 90); in Purga-

tory, where the sun shines, he alone casts a shadow (Purg. iii. 16

sqq.y etc.).

1 . 92: college of hypocriter. The word “college” here means only

“company”.

1 . 95: the great city on Arno's lovely stream: i.e. Florence.

1 . 103 : Jovial Friars: the nickname ofthe Ordo militiae beatae Mariae,

a religious order ofknights founded in 1261. Its objects Were to pro-

mote reconciliation, protect widows and poor persons, etc.; but its

rule was so lax that before long it became a scandal and was sup-

pressed.
, . y ir\

11 hv thine own citv: Catalano de* Malavolti (a GueKj
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Commentaries

and Loderingo di Landolo (a Ghibelline), both from Bologna* were

in 1266 appointed jointly to the office ofpodest^ of Florence, in the

hope that they might keep the peace and administer justice imparti-

ally; but all that came oftheir administration was a particularly savage

anti-<jhibcilin^ rising, in which the palaces of the Ubcrti, in the

Gardingo» were sacked and burned.

1. 1 16: cwnselled the Pharisees: John id. 49, 50.

1 . wz: hisfather-Maw: Annas. {John xviii. 13,)

1 . 124: Z saw Virgil , . , marvel at him : Virgil had not, of course, seen

Caiaphas on his previousjourney through Hell (see Canto ix. 19-30)*

whi(i was made before the time of Christ.

1 . 140: he gave us bad advice: Belzecuc (Canto xxr. 125-6) had

bidden the demons see the poets safe “as far as the tmbroken bridge”,

which, he implied, was near at hand. But the next bridge is broken

also, and it now dawns on Virgil that no “unbroken bridge” exists,

and that the devil was sending them imder a worthless safeguard on
a fool’s errand. (N.B. In the map on p. 180, the poets are shown as

having already passed another bridgehead unawares on their way
between Bowges v and vi; this liberty being taken to gain a little

more room for the lettering.)
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CANTO xxiv] Circle VIII: Malbowges: Passage to Bowge vii:

CANTO XXIV
The Sro^y. After an arduous climbfrom the bottom ofBowge the

Poets gain the arch of the seventh bridge. They hear voicesfrom below,

hut it is too dark to see anything, so they cross to thefar side andgo down.

The Seventh Bowge isfiled with monstrous reptiles, among whom are

the shades of Thieves. A Thief is stung by a serpent, reduced to ashes,

and then restored to his former shape. He reveals himself to be Vanni

Pucci of Pistoia, tells his story, and predicts the overthrow ofthe

tine Whites.

What time the Sun, in the years early youth.

Beneath Aquarius rinses his bright hair,

And nights begin to dwindle toward the south;

Ulien on the ground the hoar-frost copies fair

Her snow-white sister’s image, though her pen,

Soon losing temper, leaves brief traces there ;

The hind, no fodder in his empty bin,

Wakes and looks forth; he sees the countryside

All white, slaps a despairing thigh, and then

Back to his cot; and nowhere can abide.

Nothing begin, but roams about the place,

Grieving, poor soul! Once more he peeps outside,

And hope revives - the world has changed its face

In that short time; away, then, to the pasture

He takes his crook, and drives his lambs to graze.

Just so I felt distressed, to see my master

So much put out; in just so brief a while

To salve my sore there came the healing plaster;

For when we reached the arch s broken pile

He turned towards me with the look I knew

First at the mountain's foot - his old, sweet smile.

Opening his arms - but seeming first to do

Some careful planning, and scanning of the rock -

He seized and lifted me; then, like a true
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climbing the Wall - Holy Saturday Morning

And conscientious workman, who takes stock,

And thinks things out ahead, expending great

Pains, he would hoist me over one big block.

And when I was up, choose out another straight,

Saying: “Now climb this spike - now this - take heed
To test it first; make sure Will bear thy weight.”

No path was that for one in cloak of lead!

For even we - he weightless, I pushed on -

From crag to crag made arduous way indeed.

Had not the nether of those banks of stone

Been shorter than the upper - I can*t tell

How he’d have fared, but I should have been done.

But since toward the mouth of the central well

Malbowges’ sides form one continuous slope.

It follows that in each succeeding vale

One bank must rise and the other bank must drop;
And howsoever, we clambered till we got
To the last jag, level with the barrier-top.

My lunp were so pumped out. I just had not
Breath to go on; nor did I try, but came
Scramblingly up and sat down on the spot.

Put off this sloth,” the master said, “for shame!
Sitting on feather-pillows, lying reclined

Beneath the blanket is no way to fame -

Fame, without which man’s life wastes out of mind.
Leaving on earth no more memorial
Than foam in water or smoke upon the wind.

Rise up; control thy panting breath, and call

The soul to aid, that wins in every fight.

Save the dull flesh should drag it to a fall.

More stairs remain to cUmb - a longer flight;

Merely to quit that crew suflSces not;
Dost take my meaning? Act, and profit by it.”

So up I scrambled, making myself out
L«$ breathless than 1 really felt; wherefore:
Lead on, said I, “I’m resolute and stout.”



CANTO XXIV
]

Circk Vllly Bowge vik Thiepes: The Serpents:

61 And on we went, scaling the flinty scaur,

Which was rugged, narrow, and awkward in the ascent.

And very much steeper than the one before.

64 Not wishing to seem weak, I spoke as I went;

"Whereon a voice rose from the ditch below,

"Which sounded like a voice that was not meant

67 For speech; what it was saying I do not know.

Though already I stood on the crown of the bridge across

The moat; but whoever it was seemed angry; so

70 I CTaned to see; but the darkness was so gross

No living eye could pierce its heavy pall.

"Master,” said I, "do please go over the fosse

73 To the other bank and let’s descend the wall;

From hence I hear, but cannot understand,

And look below, but cannot see at all.”

76 “My sole reply,” said he, “to that demand

Is action; when a fit request is made

Silence and deeds should follow out of hand.
*

79 So over we went and down, where the bridge s head

Stooping to the eighth barrier, hits the brink of it.

And now at last the diasm lay displayed;

8a And the most loathsome welter filled the sink of it -

A mass of serpents, so diverse and daunting.

My blood sdU turns to water when I think of it.

is Let the great Libyan desert cease from vaunting

Her cenchrid and chalydra broods, nor bo^
The amphisbencs, pareas andjaculcs haunting

83 Her sands; she never spawned so vile a host

Of plagues, nor all the land of Ediiope,

Nor that which liwi along the Red Sea coast.

Amid this cruel and repulsive crop

Of monsters, naked men ran terrified,

Hopeless of hiding'-holc or hdiotrope;

94 Their hands were held bdiind thek hacks and tied

With snakes^ whose head and tafl otansfixed the loia»

Writhing in knots convolved on the hither sidci



Vamti Fttrd consumed and restored

And lo! as one came running near our coign
Of vantage on the bank, a snake in a flash

Leapt up and stung him where neck and shoulder join,

Never did writer with a single dash
Of the pen write “o” or “i” so swift as he
Took me, and burned, and crumbled away to ash.

But as he lay on the ground dispersedly.

All by itself the dust gathered and stirred

And grew to its former shape immediately.

So wise men say the sole Arabian bird.

The phoenix, dies and is reborn from fire

When her five-hundredth year is near expired;

Living, nor herb nor grain is food for her,
OnW amomum and dropping incense-gums.
And her last swathings are of nard and myrrh.

As one who falls, nor knows how the fit comes,
Bv diabohe power, or oppilation
That chokes the brain wim stupefying fumes,

Who, when he rises, stares in consternationM round, bewildered by his late hard throes.
With rolling eyes and anguished suspiration,

‘

So seemed that wretched sinner when he rose.
Stem is thy hand. Divine omnipotence,
That in thy vengeance raincst down such blows!

Then my guide asked him who he was, and whence*

^ Tuscany I came pelting in
To this fierce gullet, and no long time since.

I loved to hvc as beasts live and not men.
Mule that I was! - Vanni Fucci, absolute
Beast; and Pistoia was my fitting den.”

I told my guide: “Bid him not budge a foot
But say what brought him here; - I’ve only seen himAn evil-tempered, bloody-minded brute.”

‘''k
"y him.

Sh^
^ “d face,Showmg a dismal shame at work within him.
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CANTO xxiv] Circle VIII, Bowge vii - Commentaries

133 ‘‘That thou/’ said he, “shouldst catch me in this place

And see me so, torments me worse than leaving

The ocher life, and doubles my disgrace.

136 Yet answer thee I must, without deceiving:

I’m thrust so low, because I stole the treasure

Of the sacristy; for which fine piece of thieving

i3« Others were falsely blamed and put in seizure;

But lest, if ever thou escape these drear

Abodes, this picture should afford thee pleasure,

U2 rU tell thee something; prick thine ears and hear:

Pistoia shall purge out the party Black;

New men. new laws in Florence shall appear;

145 From Valdimagra Mars shall bring a stack

Of vapour rolled in clouds turbid as night.

And wirh impetuous storm and tempest-wrack

148 Over Piceno’s field shall rage the fight,

Whence he shall suddenly rend the mists apart

Striking a blow to stagger every White;

I 5 I And so I tell thee; may it break thy heart.”

The Images. The Thieves. Two cantos are devoted to the Thieves,

the full nature ofwhose punishment is not fully developed till we

get to Canto xxv. The old commentators point out the likeness

between the subtle serpent and the creeping thief; in this canto

we can already see how, as in life the thief stole other men s

goods, so here he is himself robbed of his very semblance. One

must always remember that to the mind of the Middle Agw a

man's lawful property was an extension of his personaHty (sec

Canto XI. 41. note) - an exterior body, as it were, and, hke that

body, a sacred trust to be used and not abused, either by himself

or by others. This accounts for the severe view which Dante takes

of offences against property.

Notes. U. 1-3: the yearns early youth, etc.: The Sun is in Aquarius (the

Water-Carrier) from 21 January to 21 February; the year is just

passing out of “chUdhood" into early ‘ youth - i.e. from wmter to
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Commentaries

spring. As the Sun moves daily higher into the north, the “nights*^

(the point of the heavens opposed to the sun) begin to pass away
southward, and grow shorter.

11. 5-6: her pen, soon losing temper: Hoar-frost melts more quickly

than snow.

11 . 34-5: the nether ... shorter than the upper: See diagram, p. 226.

1 . 42: level with the barrier^top: They have climbed to the top of the
lower wall of the bowge, and have still to climb up the side of the

spur and reach the arch of the next bridge.

1 . 55: more stairs remain to climb: primarily, the spur; but Virgil is

probably hinting that, even when the whole descent into Hell is

accomplished, there remains the steep ascent to Purgatory. To re-

nounce sin is not all: the active work ofpurgation remains to be done
before (if Dante takes his meaning) he can be reunited with Beatrice.

I. 63: the one before: i.e. the spur which they had been following
from the First Bowge to the Fifth.

II . 85 sqq.: the great Libyan desert, etc.: This list of reptilian monsters
is taken from Lucan’s Pharsalia (ix. 708-21 cf. Milton: Paradise Lost,
X. 519-28.

1. 93 • heliotrope: a kind ofchalcedony, supposed to make the wearer
invisible.

1. 94: their hands were . . . tied: because they had been used for “pick-
ing and stealing”. •

U. 107 sqq.: the phoenix: Legend has it that there was only one
phoenix in aU the world. Every 500 years she built herself a nest of
myrrh and spices. When this had been kindled by the heat of the
Arabian sun, she fanned the flames with her wings till she was wholly
consumed, and was afterwards reborn from the ashes.

1, no: amomum: a genus of aromatic plants, which includes carda-
moms, etc.

U. 112 sqq.: one whofalls: Dante is probably describing an epfleptic
fit.

^

I. 125: Vanni Fucci: This notorious ruffian was a Black Guelf from
Putoia. With two accomplices he stoic the treasure of San Jacopo
from the Church of San Zeno (1293). For this crime an innocent
man (Rampino dei Foresi) was arrested, but Vanni Fucci (who had
fled the city^aid an mformation against the person who had acted
as receiver. The latter was hanged and Rampino set at Uberty

1. 126: Pistoiaw^ my fitting den: Phtoh was infrmous as the birth-
place of the feud between Blacks and Whites.

1. 128: say what brought him here: i.e. to the Bowge of the Thieves-
for Dante had only knovra him as a “man ofblood”, and might have
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CANTO xxiv] Commentaries

expected to £nd him in the Marsh of the Wrathful or the Boiling

River.

11 . 142 sqq,: In May 1301, the Florentine Whites assisted thePistoian

Whites to rid Pistoia ofthe Blacks, who then took refuge in Florence,

joined the Black party there, and in November, when Charles of '

Valois entered the city, helped in their turn to expel the Whites from

Florence. “Piceno’s field” is probably the battle in which the Floren-

tine and Lucchese Blacks, under the command of Moroello Mala-

spina (the “stack ofvapour”). Lord ofLunigiana in the Valdimagra,

captured the White stronghold of Serravalle.

Dia^atn to illustrate Canto jxiv. 54-5
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Circle VIII, Bowge vii: Thieves: Serpents

CANTO XXV
The Story. Vanni Fucci defies God andfiees, pursued hy the monster
Cams. Three more spirits arrive, and the Poets watch while one of them
becomes blended with the form of a reptile containing the spirit of a

fourth, and the second exchanges shapes with yet another transformed

Thief

Tku said, the thief lifted his hands on high,
Making the figs with both his thumbs, and shrieking:

The fico for Thee, God! take that, say I!”

At once 1 Uked the snakes; for one came sneaking
About his throat, and wreathed itself around
As though to say; I will not have thee speaking;**

Another wrapped his arms, and once more bound
All fast in front, knotting the coils till he
Could give no jog. they were so tightly wound.

Pistoia, O Pistoia! well were thee
To bum thyself to ashes and perish all,

Whose crimes outgo thy criminal ancestry!

Through all Hell*s sable gyres funereal
I saw no spirit so proud against the Lord -
No, not that king who fell from the Theban wall -

As this; he fled without another word;
And 1 saw a centaur galloping in a storm
Of wrath; “Where, where's ins insolent wretch?** he roared.

MMcnmia, methinks, breeds no such serpent-swarm
As from his crupper writhed in hideous play
To where horse-withers join with human form.

^ head, crouched on his shoulders, lay iA dragon wth spread wings, whose burning breath
Set fire to all that crossed him on the way.

* my guide, “who dwelt beneath aMount Aventine s high rock, and spilt abroad
Full many a time a lake of blood and death
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xxv] Circle VlII.JBowge vii: Thieves - CianfajAgnello:

He with his brethren goes not one same road,

For when his knavish hand drew to hb den

His neighbour’s kine, he wrought a theft by fraud.

Whereby his crooked courses ended, when
^

Hercules with his club rained on him nigh

One hundred blows, whereof he felt not ten.”

While he thus spake, the centaur thundered by,

And at the same time, close beneath us, three

Spirits arrived, whom nor my guide nor 1

Noticed, until they shouted: “Who are ye?”

So we broke off the tale, to pay attention

To them. Just who they were I could not see;

But, as so often haps, by intervention *

Of chance, or other such occasion-bringer,

One of them, as they spoke, was moved to mention

Another, saying: “Why does Cianfa linger?

Where is he?” So, to bid my guide give ear,

From chin to nose I laid a warning finger.

Reader, if thou discredit what is here

Set down, no wonder; for I hesitate

Myself, who saw it all as clear as clear.

Lo! while I gazed, there darted up a great

Six-leggM worm, and leapt with all its claws

On one of them from in front, and seized him straight;

Clasping his middle with its middle paws,

Along his arms it made its fore-paws reach,

And clenched its teeth tightly in both his jaws;

Hind-legs to thighs it fastened, wch to each,

And after, thrust its tail betwixt the two,

Up-^bent upon his loins behind the breech.

Ivy to oak so rooted never grew

As limb by limb that monstrous beast obscene

Clung him about, and close and closer drew, {

Till like hot wax they stuck; and. melting in,

Their tints began to mingle and tojim.

And neither seemed to be what it had been;
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Buoso
I
Francesco - Holy Sat. a.m.

Just as when paper bums you see a dun
Brown hue go creeping up before the flare.

Not black as yet, although the white has gone.

The other two cried our, left gaping there:

“O me, Agnel! how thou art changed!” they said;

“Nor Mother nor which! nor single nor a pair!”

Two heads already had become one head.
We saw two faces fuse themselves, to weld
One countenance whence both the first had fled;

Into two arms the four forc-quaners swelled;
Legs and thighs, breast and belly, blent and knit
Such nightmare limbs as never eye beheld;

All former forms wholly extinct in it.

The perverse image - both at once and neither -
Reeled slowly out of sight on languid feet.

And just as a lizard, with a quick, slick slither.

Flicks across the highway from hedge to hedge,
Fleeter than a flash, in the battering dog-day weather,

A fiery litde monster, livid, in a rage.
Black as any peppercorn, came and made a dart
At the guts of toe others, and leaping to engage

One of the pair, it pierced him at the part
Through which we first draw food; then loosed its grip
And fell before him, outstretched and apart.

The stung thief stared, but no word passed his lip;
He stood, foot-fixed, rigid in every limb,
Yawning, as though o'ercome by fever or sleep.

He eyed the monster and the monster him;
^om this one's mouth, from that one’s wound, a trail
Ot smoke poured out; mccring, they merged their scream.

Let Lucan whisht now with his wondrous talc
Of poor SabcUus and Nasidius,
And wait to hear the wonder that befel;

Wti^ Ovid! thou^ he metamorphosed thus
Cadmus and Arcthusa to a snake
And fountain, I need not be envious;
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Circle VIII^ Bowge vii - Buoso and Francesco

He never undertook in verse to make

Two natures interchanging, eye to eye,

Substance and form by mutud give-and-take!

For with strange corresponding symmetry,

The monster’s tail forked to a double tine;

The shade’s feet clave together, till by and by

Legs, thighs and all so fused that never a sign

Could be discerned of seam, or junction scarred,

Or suture anywhere along the line;

The cloven tail put on the image marred

And lost in the other, and the reptile’s skin

Softened all over, while the man s grew hard.

I saw the arms at the arm-pits shrivel in;

And the brute’s fore-feet, which were stubby and stout,

As the other’s shortened, lengthen and grow thin.

The hind-feet, intertwined, began to sprout

Into that member which men keep concealed,

Whence, in the thief, two nasty paws shot out.

The smoke with counter-change of colour wheeled

Rc-dycing both; the hair was stript and sown

So that one head grew shag, the other peeled.

One of them rose erect and one dropped down,

Yet never shifting the fixed, evil stare

Wherein each made the other’s face his own.

The erect one’s snout bulged temple-wards, and there

Out of the superfluity of stuff,

From each flat cheek-bone there emerged an car;

Pan went not back, but stayed in front, whereof

The extra matter formed a nose to adorn

The face, and proper hps made thick enough.

He that lay prostrate had his features drawn

Forth to a muzzle, and inside his head

He pulled his cars, as a snail pulls her horn;

The tongue once whole and apt for speech was splayed

Into a fork; in the forked toi^ue the split

Closed; and the smoke subsided. Then the shade
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136

interchangti: Puccio - Commentaries

Now brutified, fled off with hiss and spit

Along the valley; the other, in a crack,

Chattering and sputtering, sped off after it;

Then suddenly turned on it his new-made back,

Bawling to his fellow: “1*11 sec Buoso range,

Crawling as I crawled, all around the track!**

Thus I saw change, rc-change and interchange

The seventh moat*s ballast; if my pen has erred,

Pray pardon me: *twas all so new and strange.

And though my vision was perplexed and blurred,

My mind distraught, the prompt celerity

With which those flying sinners disappeared

Was no disguise for Limping Puccio - he
Was the only one, in fact, who did not turn
Into something else, of the original three;

The other was he that made Gaville mourn.

139
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The Images. In this canto we sec how the Thieves, who made no
function between meum and tuum - between the “mine** and the
thmc - cannot call their forms or their personalities their own;

for m Hell’s horrible parody ofexchange the “I” and the “thou”
fluauatc and are lost.

Notes. 1. 2: the Jigs: an obscene and insulting gesture, made by
th^tmg the thumb between the first and second fingen.

1. 12 : thy criminal ancestry: alluding to the tradition that Pistoia was
founded by the remnants of Catiline’s army.

I. 15 : that king whofellfrom the Theban wall: Capaneus, (See Canto
Hv. 51 and note.)

L 25- Caws: This gianc was not reaUy a Centaur; Dante was prob-
ably nmled by Virgil’s calling him “semi-human”. He stole theoxen of Geiyon. which Hercules was bringing &om Spain as one of

Twelve Labours, and dragged them backwards into his cave so

t
of hoof-prints; hut Hercules heard thembellosmg, l^ed Cacus. and recovered his property.

Can
Centaurs of Circle 7, Ring i (Canto xn)

b wiSr °f bloodshed, and is therefore placed
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CommentariesCANTO xxv]

1. 33: whereof he felt not ten: because he died after the first nine.

I . 35: close beneath us: It seems clear that the poets did not go right

down to the floor of the bowge among the serpents. They either re-

mained on the top of the bank or (as is perhaps more probable from

Canto XXVI. 13-15) came part of the way down.

II . 35-6: three spirits: Agnello dei Brunelleschi, Buoso degli Abati

(or possibly the Buoso dei Donati mentioned in Canto xxx. 44), and

Puccio dei Galigai. These, together with Cianfa dei Donati and Fran-

cesco Guercio dei Cavalcanti, who appear in the form ofserpents, are

the five Florentine nobles who, in this canto, confusingly exchange

shapes.

11 . 49-50: a great sMegged worm: This is Cianfa dei Donati, the

missing member of the party, who has been changed into a reptile.

1 . 68: Agnel: This is Agnello dei Brunelleschi.

1 . 82: littlefiery monster: This is Francesco Guercio dei Cavalcanti,

whom Dante does not identify till the last line of the canto.

I. 85: one of them: This is Buoso degli Abati (or dei Donati).

II. 85-6: the part through which we first drawfood: the navel.

1 . 94: Lucan: in his Pharsaliaf tells how, on Cato’s march through

the Libyan desert, two of his soldiers were stung by serpents. One,

Sabellus, dissolved away into a puddle of liquid flesh; the other,

Nasidius, swelled up into a shapeless mass that burst his coat of mail.

I . 97; Quid: See Metarnorphoses iv. 563 sqq., and v. 572 sqq.

II . 135-6: the shade now brutified: i.e. Buoso.

1 . 137: the other: i.e. Francesco dei Cavalcanti, now restored to

human form.

1 . 148: Limping Puccio (Puccio Sciancato): this is Puccio dei

Galigai. Dante did not at first (1 . 39) know him, but recognized him

by his limp when he ran off.

I. i$i: that made Gauille mourn: Francesco dei Cavalcanti was killed

by the inhabitants of this village in the Amo Valley, and his kinsmen

avenged his death on the villagers.

A summary of these various transformations may be a conveni-

ence:

(1) Agnello: appears as a man, and is blended with

(2) Cianfa, who appears as a six-legged monster.

(3) Buoso: appears first as a man, and changes shapes with

(i) Francesco, who appears first as a four-legged “lizard”.
^

(5) Puccio: remains unchanged.



Circle VIII: Malhowges — Passage to Bowge viii

CANTO XXVi
The Story. Dante, with bitter irony, reproaches Florence. The Poets
dirnb up and along the rugged spur to the arch of the next bridge, from
which they see the Counsellors of Fraud moving along the floor of the
Eighth Bowge, each wrapped in a tallflame. Virgil stops the ttvinfiame
which contains the souls of Ulysses and Diomede, and compels Ulysses
to tell the story of his last voyage.

Florence, rejoice, because thy soaring fame
Beats its broad wings across both land and sea.

And all the deep of Hell rings with thy name!

Five of thy noble townsmen did I see

Among the thieves; which makes me blush anew.
And mighty little honour it does to thee.

But if toward the morning men dream true,

Thou must ere long abide the bitter boon
That Prato craves for thee, and others too;

Nay, were t already here, *fwere none too soon;
Ut come what must come, quickly - I shall find
The burden heavier as the years roll on.

left that place; and by the stones that bind
The brink, which made the stair for our descent.
My guide climbed back, and drew me up behinl

So on our solitary way we went,
Up crags, up boulders, where the foot in vain
Might seek to speed, unless the hand were lent.

I sorrowed then; I sorrow now again,
Pondering the things I saw, and curb my hot
Spint with an unwontcdly strong rein

For fear it run where virtue guide it not,
l^t, if kind star or greater grace have blest
Me with good gifts, I mar my own fkir lot.

N^, thicUv clustered, - as the peasant at rest

^ some M-side, when he whose rays illume
world conceals his burning countenance least,
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XXVI
]

Circle VIII, Bowge viii: Counsellors ofFraud:

What time the flies go and mosquitoes come,
Looks down the vale and sees the fire-flies sprinkling

Fields where he tills or brings the vintage home -

So thick and bright I saw the eighth moat twinkling

With wandering fires, soon as the arching road

Laid bare the bottom of the deep rock-wrinkling.

Such as the chariot of Elijah showed
When he the bears avenged beheld it rise,

And straight to Heaven the rearing steeds upstrodc,

For he could not so follow it with his eyes

But that at last it seemed a bodiless fire

Like a Httle shining cloud high in the skies,

So through that gulf moved every flaming spire;

For though none shows the theft, each, like a thief.

Conceals a pilfered sinner. To admire,

I craned so tip-toe from the bridge, that if

I had not clutched a rock Td have gone over,

Needing no push to send me down the cliff.

Seeing me thus intently lean and hover.

My guide said: “In those flames the spirits go

Shrouded, with their own torment for their cover.”

“Now thou hast told me, sir,” said I, “I know
The truth for sure; but Td already guessed,

And meant to ask - thinking it must be so -

Who walks in that tall fire cleft at the crest

As though it crpwned the pyre where those great foes,

His brother and Eteocles, were placed?”

“Tormented there,” said he, “Ulysses goes

With Diomede, for as they ran one course.

Sharing their wrath, they share the avenging throes.

In fire they mourn the trickery of the horse.

That opened up the gates through which the high

Seed of the Romans issued forth perforce;

There mourn the cheat by which betrayed to die

Dcidamia wails Attilles sdll;

And the Palladium is avenged thereby.”



The Thievish Fire - Ulysses and Diomede

Then I: “O Master! if these sparks have skill 6a

To speak, I pray, and rc-pray that each prayer

May count with thee for prayers innumerable.

Deny me not to tarry a moment here 67

Until the homed flame come; how much I long

And lean to it I think thee well aware.”

And he to me: “That wish is nowise wrong, 70

But worthy of high praise; gladly indeed

I grant k; out do thou refrain thy tongue

And let me speak to them; for I can read 7j

The question in thy mind; and they, being Greek,
Haply might scorn thy speech and pay no heed.”

So, when by time and place the twin-fire peak, 76

As to my guide seemed fitting, had come on.

In this form conjuring it, I heard him speak:

“You that within one flame go two as one, 7,

By whatsoever I merited once of you.
By whatsoever I merited under the sun

When I sang the high songs, whether little or great my due, si

Stand; and let one of you say what distant bourne,
When he voyaged to loss and death, he voyaged unto.”

Then of that age-old fire the loftier hom s.

Began to mutter and move, as a wavering flame
Wresdes against the wind and is over-worn;

And, like a speaking tongue vibrant to frame is

Language, the tip of it flickering to and fro
Threw out a voice and answered: “When I came

From Ckce at last, who would not let me go, g,
But twelve months near Caieta hindered me
Before Aeneas ever named it so.

No tenderness for my son, nor piety
To my old father, nor the wedded love
That should have comforted Penelope

Co^d conquer in me the resdess itch to rove „Md rummage through the world exploring it.

All human worth and wickedness to prove.
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CANTO xxvi] Circle VIII, Bowge viii - **
Voyage of Ulysses’"

100 So on the deep and open sea I set

Forth, with a single ship and that small band
Of comrades that had never left me yet,

103 Far as Morocco, far as Spain I scanned

Both shores; I saw the island of the Sardi,

And all that sea, and every wave-girt land.

106 I and my fellows were grown old and tardy

Or ere we made the straits where Hercules

Set up his marks, that none should prove so hardy

109 To venture the uncharted distances;

Ceuta I’d left to larboard, sailing by,

Seville I now left in the starboard seas.

tia

lis

Its

121

127

130

‘Brothers,’ said I, ‘that have come valiandy

Through hundred thousand jeopardies undergone

To reach the West, you will not now deny

To this last little vigil left to run

Of feeling life, the new experience

Of the uninhabited world behind the sun.

Think of your breed; for brutish ignorance

Your metde was not made; you were made men.

To follow after knowledge and excellence.’

My little speech made every one so keen

To forge ahead, that even if I’d tried

I hardly think I could have held them in.

So, with our poop shouldering the dawn, we plied.

Making our oars wings to the widess flight,

And steadily gaining on the larboard side.

Already the other pole was up by night

With all its stars, and ours had sunk so low,

It rose no more from the ocean-floor to sight;

Five times we had seen the light kindle and grow

Beneath the moon, and five times wane away,

Since to the deep we had set coune to go, f

When at long last hove up a mountain, grey

With distance, and so lofty and so steep,

I never had seen the like on any day.
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Holy Sat. a.m, - Commentaries

Then wc rejoiced; but soon we had to weep,

For out of the unknown land there blew foul weather,

And a whirlwind struck the forepart of the ship;

And three times round she went in a roaring smother

With all the waters; at the fourth, the poop

Rose, and the prow went down, as pleased Another,

And over our heads the hollow seas closed up,”

The Images. The Counsellors of Fraud. The sinners in Bowge viii

arc not men who deceived those whomthey counselled, but men
who counselled others to practise fraud. The Thieves in the bowge
above stole material goods; these arc spiritual thieves, who rob

other men of their integrity. This explains, I think, the name
which Dante gives to their punishment.

The Thievish Fire: The fire which torments also conceals the Counsel-

lors of Fraud, for theirs was a furtive sin (Lat.ifurtivus, from/wr,
thief). And as they sinned with their tongues, so now speech has

to pass through the tongue of the tormenting and thievish flame.

Notes. 1 . 9: Prato: Cardinal Nicholas of Prato was sent to Florence
in 1304 by Pope Benedict XI in hopes of reconciling the hostile

factions. Finding all his efforts wasted, he said, “Since you refuse to

be blessed, remain accursed,” and laid the city under an interdia.

Various disasters which happened shortly afterwards - the collapse of
a bridge, killing a vast number of people, and a terrible fire in which
over 2000 houses were destroyed and many great families ruined -
were attributed to the curse of the Church.

IL 20-24; Dante realizes that he, like the Counsellors, has been
blessed by fate (“kind star”) or Providence (“greater grace”) with
great intellectual gifts, and must, therefore, take particular care not to
abuse them.

1, 26: when he whose rays, etc.: i.e. in summer, when the days are
longest.

1. 28; what time the flies go and mosquitoes come: i.e. at dusk.
1 . 35 * he the beaxs. avenged: Elisha. (2 Kings ii. 11-12, 23-4.)
1 * 54 * Heoeles: The war of the Seven against Thebes arose from the

nval claims ofEteoclcs and his brother Polynices, the sons ofOedipus,
to the throne. They killed each other in battle, and were placed on
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one pyre; but, even so, such vfzs their mutual hatred that their very
flames would not mingle. (Statius; Thehaid xii, 429 sqq.)

11 . 55“^* VJysses . . . Diomede: the Greek heroes who fought against

Troy. The "crafty Ulysses" (Odysseus) advised the stratagem of the

Wooden Horse, by which Greek soldiers were smuggled into Troy
to open the gates to the besiegers; and also the theft of the sacred

statue of Pallas (the Palladium) on which the safety ofTroy was held

to depend. Thetis, the mother of Achilles, knowing that he would
perish if he went to Troy, concealed him at the court of the king of

Scyros, disguised as a woman; but he seduced the king’s daughter,

Deidamia, who bore him a son. Ulysses discovered his hiding-place

and persuaded him to go to Troy; whereupon Deidamia died ofgrief.

1 . 74-5 : theyt being Creeks . . . might scorn thy speech : The great Greek

heroes would despise Dante, as an Italian (i.e. a descendant of the

defeated Trojans).

I . 78: in thisform: Virgil is abo an Italian; but he has the power,

which Dante has not, of compelling the spirits. We must remember

that Virgil, in the Middle Ages, was thought of as a "White Magi-

cian", and though the power he uses is not what we should nowadays

call "magic" in any e"^ sense, what follows is in fact aformal conju-

ration. Notice that, since Virgil is here only gratifying Dante’s laud-

able curiosity, he does not use any of those great "words ofpower"

by which he overcame the ministers of Hell in the name of high

Heaven (cf. Cantos in, 95; v. 23; vn. ii, etc.), but relies on his own

power, which is twofold: (i) the native virtue of a good man who,

though not in the Grace of Christ, is yet fulfilling a Divine com-

mission "under the Protection”; (2) the claim of the Poet upon the

soub who are indebted to him for their fame in the world.

II . 80-83 : "By whatsoever

.

. . stand and . . . say** : This b theforma - the

form, or formula — ofconjuration: a twice-repeated obsecration, by

whatsoever ..." (naming the claim which constitutes the point of

psychic contactbetween the master and the spirits), followed by a com-

mand: "stand ... speak". In the next canto we shall see that the spirits

cannot depart until he dismisses them (Canto xxvn. 3) ^d a few

lines later (Canto xxvn. 21) we shall be given the forma of the

"licence to depart".

1 . 83: one of you: i.e. Ulysses. Notice that, unlike the other spirits

with whom the poets talk, Ulysses never addresses them personally.

Compelled by the conjuration, his narrative reeb off automatically

like a gramophone record and then stops.

The voyage of Ulysses, perhaps the most beautiful thing in the

whole Inferno, derives firom no classical source, and appean to be
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Dante's own invention. It may have been suggested to him by the
Celtic voyages ofMaelduin and St Brendan. It influenced Tasso {Ger.

Lib. Canto xv), and furnished Tennyson with the theme for his

poem Ulysses.

1. 91* Circei the sorceress who detained Ulysses on his way from
Troy to Ithaca, after turning several of his companions into swine.
(Sec Odyssey, Bk. x.)

L 921 Caieta (Gaeta) : a town on the south coast ofItaly, said to have
been so named by Aeneas after his old nurse, who died and was
buried there. {Aen. vii. 1-4.)

1. 96: Penelope: the faithful wife of Ulysses. (See Glossary:
Ulysses.)

L 104; the island of the Sardi: Sardinia.

I

.

108: his marks: The Pillars ofHercules (see Glossary) were looked
upon as the limit ofthe habitable globe, and the sun was imagined as

letting close behind them.

II

.

127 sqq. : the other pole, etc.

:

The voyagers had crossed the equator
and made so much leeway south that the Southern Celestial Pole
stood high in the heavens with all its attendant constellations; conse-
quently, not only was our Pole Star beneath the northern horizon,
but the Arctic constellations (the Great and Little Bears, etc.), which
in this hemisphere never set, there never rose.

L 133; a mountain: This is the mountain of the Earthly Paradise,
which, after Christ's Harrowing of Hell, becomes Mount Purgatory

-

the only land, according to Dante, in the Southern Hemisphere. (See
Canto xxxiv. 122-3, note.)

L 141: pleased Another: i.e. as pleased God.
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CANTO XXVI i] Circle VIII: Malbowges: Bowge viii: Counsellors

CANTO XXVII
The Story. The spirit of Guido da Montefeltro asks for news of

Romagna^ andy being answeredy tells his story.

4

7

10

ly

16

10

Z2

25

Erect and quiet now, its utterance done,

The tall flame stood; and presently, dismissed

By the sweet poet’s licence, it passed on ;

When lo! our eyes were drawn towards the crest

Of a new flame, coming behind its fellow,

Bv the strange muffled roarings it expressed.

As the Sicilian bull, first made to bellow

(And that was justice) by his cries whose tool

Tuned the vile instrument and made it mellow,

Bellowed with its victim’s voice, until the bull,

Though brass throughout, appeared itself to roar,

Pierced through with torments unendurable.

So, finding at the start no way nor door

Out of the fire, the sad words were translated

Into fire’s native speech; but when they wore

Their way up to the tip, and had vibrated

That, with the same vibration given to them
By the tongue, as they passed out articulated,

We heard it say: “O thou at whom I aim

My voice, who saidst in speech of Lombardy:

‘Go now; I veX thee with no further claim’;

Though I have come a little late maybe,

Speak to me! let it not irk thee to be stayed,

For see! I bum, and yet it irks not me.

If thou into this blind realm of the dead

Art fall’n but now from those sweet Latian shores

Whence I brought all my sins here on my head,

Tell me, have the Romagnols peace or wars?

For I was of the mountains there, between

Urbino and the yoke whence Tiber pours.”
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ofFraud - Guido da Montefeltro - Holy Sat. a.m.

Now as I leaned there still, mtent and keen.

My leader touched my side, and said: “Go to;

This one is Latian. so do thou begin.”

I had my answer all prepared, and so

Made no delay but carried the falk on.

Saying: “O spirit hidden there below.

Not now, nor ever, has thy Romagna known
Times when her tyrants’ hearts were free from feud.

But open strife just now I there left none.

Ravenna stands as many a year she’s stood;

The Eagle of Polenta, with broad vans

Stretched o’er Cervia, sits and guards his brood.

She that piled up the slaughtered hordes of France,

Having endured such stubborn siege and strong,

Is back beneath the Green Claws* governance.

The Mastiffs of Vcrrucchio old and young.
That mauled Montagna with such murderous moutli,

Flesh their keen teeth where they have fleshed them long.

Beside Lamone and Santemo both.

The cities serve the white-laired Libnccl

Who changes sides as he turns north or south.

The town where Savio bathes the city-wall.

Lying betwixt the mountains and the plain,

Like as she lies, so lives ’twixt free and thralL

And now, pray tell, so may thy name remain

Green upon earth, who wast thou? No deny

Was made to thee; deny us not again.”

So when the flame had roared confusedly

After its wont awhile, it started quaking

Its sharp point to and jfro, and breathed reply

As follows: “If I thought that I were making
Answer to one that might return to view

The world, this flame should evermore cease shaking.

But since from this abyss, if I hear true,

None ever came alive, I have no fear

Of infamy, but give thee answer due.
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XXVIl] Circle VIII, Bowge viii: Thievish Fire -

A man of arms was I, turned Cordelier,

Thinking, thus girt, to make amends for ill,

And my whole hope had been fulfilled, I swear,

But for the High Priest - may he rot in Hell! -

Who thrust me back In the old evil mesh;

And how and why hearken! for I will tell.

While I was still that shape of bone and flesh

In which my mother moulded me at birth

My deeds were foxy and not Honish;

I knew each winding way, each covert earth.

And used such art and cunning in deceit

That to the ends of the world the sound went forth.

But when I reached the age when it is meet

For every mariner, with his port in sight.

To lower sail and gather in die sheet.

That which had pleased offended me; contrite,

Confessed, I took the habit; O, and these

Good means of grace had served to set me right.

But he, the Prince of the modem Pharisees,

Having a war to wage by Lateran -

Not against Jews, nor Moslem enemies,

For every foe he had was Christian,

Not one had marched on Acre, none had bought

Or sold within the realm of the Soldin -

Reckless of his High Office, setting at naught

Both his own priesthood and that girdle of mine

Which once made lean the wearer, - this man sough

Me out, as in Soracte Constantine

Sought Silvester to cure his leprosy.

Even so, as a skilled leech to medicine

The fever of his pride, he sent for me.

Demanding counsel; I with dubious brow
Sat mute - his words seemed drunken lunacy.

But then he said: ‘Fear nothing; here and now
I absolve thee in advance; therefore speak out.

Teach me how to lay Palestrina low.
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Quido s Counsel ~ Holy Sat. Morning

Thou knowest I have the power to open or shut

The gates of Heaven, for those High Keys are twain,

The Keys my predecessor cherished not/

Then he showed weighty cause, till to refrain

Seemed worse than speech, ‘Father, since thou straightway,’

Said I, ‘dost cleanse me of the guilty stain

I must contraa, why then, to hold thy sway
Victor triumphant in the Holy See,

Promise great things; promise, and do not pay/

Later, I died, and Francis came for me;
But one of the Black Cherubs cried, ‘Beware
Thou wrong me not! Hands off! He’s not for thee;

He must go join my servitors down there;

He counselled fraud - that was his contribution

To Hell; since then I’ve had him by the hair.

Absolved uncontrite means no absolution;

Nor can one will at once sin and contrition.

The contradiction bars the false conclusion/

O what a waking! when with fierce derision

He seized on wretched me, saying: ‘I’ll be bound
Thou didst not think that I was a logician/

He haled me off to Minos; eight times round

His scaly back the monster twined his tail,

And in his rage he bit it; then he found

Against me, saying: ‘Here’s a criminal

For the thievish fire/ So was I lost, so borne

Where, as thou seest, thus clothed I walk and wail.”

Its story told, the flame began to mourn
Anew, and sorrowing passed away from us.

Twisting and tossing with its pointed horn;

And we went on, my guide and I, to cross

The bridge that o’er the following chasm lies.

Where those who make division and purchase thus

A load of guilt, receive their merchandise.

103
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CommentariesCANTO XXVIl]

Notes. II. 2-3: dismissed by the sweet poet*s licence: These lines make
it clear that the conjured spirits cannot move without the formal

permission of the Master. (See note, Canto xxvi. 80-83.)

I . 7: the Sicilian bull: This instrument oftorture was made by Peril-

his for Phalaris, the Sicilian tyrant. The victims were roasted alive in

it, and their yells, issuing through the brazen mouth, were supposed

to sound like the bull bellowing. Phalaris, with grisly humour, tried

the invention out on Perillus. (Ovid: Ars Amat. i. 653-6.)

II . 13-18: This rather complicated description becomes easily in-

telligible if one thinks how words spoken into a telephone are trans-

mitted as electrical waves and retranslated into speech by vibrating

the receiver at the other end of the line.

11 . 20-21: who saidst in speech ofLombardy: “Go now*\ etc.: This is

theforma of the “licence to depart*’ - “isjo ten va, piit non /’ adizzo"* -

“now go, I vex thee no further*’. (The fact that Virgil uses “speech of

Lombardy’’ shows that it was not the difference of language that

would have prevented the Greeks from paying attention to Dante).

1 . 29 :

1

was ofthe mountains there: The speaker is the great Ghibelline

leader, Guido da Montefeltro (1223-98) ofRomagna. (See Glossary.)

1 . 40: Ravenna: The lords of Polenta, who bore an eagle on their

coat of arms, ruled Ravenna from 1270 to 1441. In 1300 the head of

the family was Guido Vecchio (“the elder’’), uncle to Dante’s friend

Guido Novello (“the younger’’); his territory had already been

extended to cover Cervia, a town about twelve miles south of
Ravenna.

1 . 43: She that piled up the ... hordes of France: Forll; its successful

defence against French troops sent by Pope Martin IV (1282) was
conducted by Guido da Montefeltro himself. In 1300 it was ruled by
Sinibaldo degli Ordelaffi, whose arms were a lion, vert.

1 . 46: The Mastics ofVerrucchio: Malatesta and his son Malatestino of
Rimini. They were Black Guelfs; Montagna dei Parcitati, whom
they took prisoner (1295) and murdered, was a Ghibelline of the

same city.

1 . 48: there: in Verruchio, family seat of the lords of Rimini.

1 . 50: the white-laired Lioncel: Mainardo Pagano {d, 1302), whose
arms were a lion, azure, on a field, argent. He was lord of Faenza on
the Lamone and of Imola on the Santemo (see map, p. 173); and is

said to have behaved like a Ghibelline in Romagna (to the south) and
a Guelf in Tuscany (to the north).

1 . 52: where Savio bathes the city-wall: Cesena (between Forli and
Rimini) was continually changing its government, but was in 1300
comparatively free from tyranny, under the rule of its own officers.
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11 . 56-7: No deny ... deny us not: i.e. “We have answered your
question; now answer ours.“

11 . 6i~6: Guido cannot see that Dante is alive, and supposes him to

be one of the damned souls on its way to its own place (cf. Cantos
xn. 62; xxvm. 42-5, etc.), Dante does not undeceive him, but leaves

the Counsellor of Fraud to his self-deception (see note on Canto
vni. 45). Generally speaking, the shades in the Circles ofFraud, unlike

those in the circles above, do not want to have their stories made
known in the world.

1. 67: Cordelier: a friar, wearing the cord of the Franciscan Order,

which Guido entered in 1296.

1. 70: the High Priest: i.e. the Pope (Boniface VIII).

1. 86: a an: The long andembittered feudbetween
Boniface and the Colonna family (see Glossary) broke out into open
warfare in 1297.

1 . 89: Acre: the last stronghold that remained to the Christians in

Palestine after the Crusades was retaken in 1291 by the Saracens,

with the aid of renegade Jews and of Christian merchants who
treacherously supplied them with contraband of war.

1 . 94: in Soracte: The legend was that when the Emperor Constan-

tine was stricken with leprosy for his persecution of Christians, be

summoned Pope Silvester from his refuge in Soracte, and was con-

verted and cured by him, making the alleged “Donation ofConstan-

tine’* (see Canto xix. 115, note) as a thank-offering. (See also

Glossary: Soracte^ Silvester.)

1. 102: Palestrina (or Penestrino): The forces of the Colonna had

retired to this stronghold. On Guido’s advice, the Pope offered them

an amnesty, and when they had surrendered on those conditions,

razed the place to the groun d.

I . 105: my predecessor: Celestine V. (See Canto in. 60, note.)

). 112: Francis: i.e. St Francis of Assisi, founder of the Franciscan

Order.

II . 118-20: “Contrition is necessary if the absolution is to be valid;

but a man cannot be contrite for a sin at the same time that he is in-

tending to commit it, since this involves a contradiction in logic (i.e.

one cannot both will and not-will the same thing at the same time);

therefore the absolution obtained in these circumstances is invalid ,

1 . 124: eight times round: indicating the Eighth Circle (see Canto y.

lo-ia), and adding “the Thievish Fire” to show which bowge of it.
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CANTO xxviii] Circle Vlll: Malbowges: Bowge ix: Sowers of

CANTO XXVIII
The Story. From the bridge over the Ninth Bowge the Poets look

down upon the Sowers of Discord, who are continually smitten asunder

by a Demon with a sword. Dante is addressed by Mahomet and Pier da

Medicina, who send messages of warning to people on earth. He sees

Curio and Mosca, andfinally Bertrand de Born.

Who, though with words unshackled from the rhymes.

Could yet tell full the tale of wounds and blood

Now shown me, let him try ten thousand times?

4 Truly all tongues would fail, for neither could

The mind avail, nor any speech be found

For things not to be named nor understood.

7 If in one single place were gathered round

All those whose life-blood in the days of yore

Made outcry from Apulia’s fateful ground,

zo Victims of Trojan frays, and that long war
Whose spoil was heaped so high with rings of gold.

As Livy tells, who errs not; those that bore

II The hammering brunt of battle, being bold

’Gainst Robert Guiscard to make stand on stand;

And they whose bones still whiten in the mould

i< Of Ceperan’, where all the Apulian band
Turned traitors, and on Tagliacozzo’s field

Won by old Alard, weaponless and outmanned;

19 If each should show his bleeding limbs unhealed.

Pierced, lopt and maimed, 'twerc nothing, nothing whatever

To that ghast sight in the ninth bowge revealed.

u No cask stove in by cant or middle ever

So gaped as one I saw there, from the chin

Down to the fart-hole split as by a cleaver.

at His tripes hung by his heels; the pluck and spleen

Showed with the liver and the sordid sack

That turns to dung the food it swallows in.
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Discords The Sundering Swofd — Aiahotnett

I stood and stared; he saw me and stared back;
Then wiA his hands wrenched open his own breast,
Crying: "Sec how I rend myself! what rack

Mangles Mahomet! Weeping without rest

Ah before me goes, his whole face sUt

By one great stroke upward from chin to crest.

All these whom thou beholdest in the pit

Were sowers of scandal, sowers of schism abroad
While they yet hved; therefore they now go spHt.

Back yonder stands a fiend, by whom we’re scored
Thus cruelly; and over and over again
He puts us to the edge of the sharp sword

As wc crawl through our bitter round of pain;

For ere we come before him to be bruised
Anew, the gashed flesh reunites its grain.

But who art thou that daUiest there bemused
Up on the rock-spur - doubtless to delay

Going to thy pangs self-judged and self-accused?"

"Nor dead as yet, nor brought here as a prey
To torment by his guilt," my master said,

"But to gain full experience of the Way

He comes; wherefore behoves him to be led -

And this is true as that I speak to thee -
Gyre after gyre through Hell, by me who am dead."

And, hearing him, stock-still to look on me
Souls by the hundred stood in the valley of stone,

And in amaze forgot their agony.

"Well, go then, thou that shalt behold the sun

Belike ere long - let Fra Dolcino know.
Unless he is in haste to follow me down.

He must well arm himself against the snow
With victuals, lest the Novarese starve him out.

Who else might find him hard to overthrow,"

Thus unto me Mahomet, with one foot

Lifted to leave us; having said, he straight

Stretched it to earth and went his dreary route.



CANTO xxviii] Circle VIII, Bowge ix: Sowers ofSchism, Sedition,

64 Then one with gullet pierced and nose shorn flat

Off* to the very eyebrows, and who bare

Only a single ear upon his pate,

67 Having remained with all the rest to stare,

Before the rest opened his weasand now,

Which outwardly ran crimson everywhere,

70 And said: “O thou whom guilt condemns not, thou

Whom I have seen up there in Italy

Unless some likeness written in thy brow

7! Deceives me; if thou e’er return to see

Once more the lovely plain that slopes between

Vercelh and Marcabo, then think of me,

76 Of Pier da Medicina; and tell those twain,

Ser Guido and Angiolcllo, Fano’s best,

That, if our foresight here be not all vain,

79 They’ll be flung overboard and drowned, in the unblest

Passage near La Cattolica, by the embargo
Laid on their lives at a false lord’s behest.

Neptune ne’er saw so foul a crime, such cargo

Of wickedness ’twixt Cyprus and Majorca
Ne’er passed, no pirate-crew, no men of Argo

«s Could show the like. That one-eyed mischief-worker

Whose land there’s one here with me in this vale

Wishes he’d never seen, that smooth-tongued talker

SH Shall lure them to a parley, and when they sail

Deal so with them that they shall have no need
Ofvow or prayer against Focara’s gale.”

Vi Then I to him: “Tell me, so may I speed

Thy message up to the world as thou dost seek.

Who’s he whose eyes brought him that bitter meed?”

94 At once he laid his hand upon the cheek

Of a fellow-shade, and pulled his jaws apart.

Saying: “Look! this is he; he cannot spe^.

97 This outcast quenched the doubt in Caesar’s heart:

‘To men prepared delays are dangerous’;

Thus he gave sign for civil strife to start.”
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and Dissension - Holy Saturday
^
past Noon

O how deject to me, how dolorous loo

Seemed Curio, with his tongue hacked from his throat.

He that of speech was so adventurous!

And one that had both hands cut off upsmote 103

The bloody stumps through the thick air and black.

Sprinkling his face with many a filthy clot.

And cried: “Think, too, on Mosca, Mosca alack! too

Who said: ‘What’s done is ended,’ and thereby

For Tuscany sowed seed of ruin and wrack.”

“And death to all thy kindred,” added I; 109

Whereat, heaping despair upon despair.

He fled, like one made mad with misery.

But I remained to watch the throng, and there 112

I saw a thing I’d hesitate to tell

Without more proof - indeed, I should not dare,

Did not a blameless conscience stead me well - ns

That trusty squire that harnesses a man
In his own virtue like a coat of mail.

Truly I saw - it seems to me I can

See still - I saw a headless trunk that sped

Running towards me as the others ran;

And by the hair it held the severed head ni

Swung, as one swings a lantern, in its hand;

And that caught sight of us: “Ay me!” it said.

Itself was its own lamp, you understand, 124

And two in one and one in two it was.

But how - He only knows who thus ordained!

And when it reached our bridge, I saw it toss 127

Arm up and head together, with design

To bring the words it uttered near to us;

Which were: “O breathing soul, brought here to win no

Sight of the dead, behold this grievous thing,

See if there be any sorrow like to mine.

And know, if news of me thou seek to bring

Yonder, Bertrand de Born am I, whose fell

Counsel, warping the mind of the Young King,
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CANTO xxviii] Circle VIII, Bowge ix - Commentaries

136 Like Absalom with David, made rebel

Son against father, father against son,

Deadly as the malice of Achitophel.

139 Because I sundered those that should be one,

Tm doomed, woe worth the day! to bear my brain

Cleft from the trunk whence all its life should run;

M2 Thus is my measure measured to me again.**

The Images. The Sowers of Discord. Three types are shown:
*

fomenters of (i) religious schism (Mahomet; Ali), (2) civil strife

(da Medicina; Curio); (3) family disunion (Mosca; Bertrand).

They appear in the Circle of Fraud because their sin is primarily

of the intellect. They are the fanatics of party, seeing the world
in a false perspective, and ready to rip up the whole fabric of
society to gratify a sectional egotism.

The Sundering Sword. The image here is sufficiently obvious. Note
how it is adapted to suit the various types of crime.

Notes. 1 . 9: Apulia's fatal ground: The region in south-east Italy

where all the wars and battles alluded to in this passage took place.

1 . 10: Trojanfrays: Wars ofthe Romans (Trojans) against the Sam-
nites (343-290 B.c.);r/iiif/£)«^«/flf,etc.:the Punic Wars (264-146B.C.).

,
1 . 1 1 ; rings ofgold: According to Livy, so many Romans were killed

at the Battle of Cannae, in the second Punic War, that three busheb
of golden rings were collected from their bodies.

1 . 14: Robert Guiscard: combated Greeks and Saracens (1015-85).
‘

1 . 16: Ceperan{o): The Apulian barons, under Manfred, deserted at

the pass of Ceperano, and let Charles of Anjou through to defeat

Manfred at Benevento (1266).

1 . 17: Tagliacozzo: where Charles of Anjou defeated Manfred’s
nephew, Conradin; by the advice of Alard de Valery, he allowed
two-thirds of his army to retreat, and then, with his reserve troops,
annihilated the enemy who had scattered in search ofplunder.

1 . 31: Mahomet: classed as a Christian schismatic.

1.^2: Ali: the nephew ofMahomet, was himselfthe figurehead of
an internal schism within the following of the Prophet himself.

1 . 42: the gashed flesh reunites: We may suppose that in all cases

where damned soi^ are mangled or mutilated (e.g. by Cerberus in
the Third Circle or by the “black braches” in the Wood ofthe Sui-
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with great artistic
tact, says nothing about it until, at this point, he can use it to make a
gl^tly and grotesque effect. He hints at it again in Canto xxxiv. 6o.

1. 56: Fra Dolcino: Head ofa sect, the “Apostolic Brethren”, rightly
or wrongly condemned as schismatic. In 1305 Pope Clement* V
ordered a crusade against the Brethren, and after holding out for a
year and a day in the hills near Novara, they were forced to surrender
Dolcmo was burnt at Vercelli in 1307.

1. 76: Pierda Medicinal whose intrigues were instrumental in foment-
ing the feud between the houses ofPolenta and Malatesta in Romagna,
{^methods were to disseminate scandal and misrepresentation - hence
he is sho^ mutilated in the eavesdropping ear, the lying throat, and
the inquisitive nose.

1. 77 * Guido (del Cassero) and Angiolello (da Calignano): two noble-
men of Fano, were invited to a conference at La Cattolica, on the
Adriatic, by Malatestino of Rimim, who had them treacherously
drownedofftheheadlandofFocara, notorious for its dangerous winds.

1 . 84: men ofArgo: lit.: the Argolican race, i.e. the Greeks, always
famous for piracy. But there may be a specific reference to the crimew the Argonauts, who murdered Absyrtus and threw his body into
the sea on their return from Colchis.
L 85: that one-eyed mischief-worker: Malatestino of Rimini,
1. 93: that bitter meed: referring back to 11 . 86-7. It was by Curio’s

advice that Julius Caesar crossed the Rubicon (near Rimini), which
at dut time (49 b.c.) was the frontier between Italy and Cis-Alpine
Gaul, and so declared war on the Republic.

1- 98: to men prepared, etc.: Quoted from Lucan: Pharsalia (i. 281).
106: Moscai The great Guelf^Ghibelline feud in Florence flared

up over a family quarrel. Buondclmonte dei Buondelmonti, who
was betrothed to a girl of the Amadei, jilted her for one of the
Donati. When her kinsfolk were debating how best to avenge the
*hght, Mosca dei Lamberti said: “What’s done is ended” (i.e. “stone
^d hath no fellow”). Buondelmonie was accordingly murdered;
me whole city took sides; and thenceforward Florence was distracted
by the disputes of the rival factions. (See Introduction, p. 29.)
L Bertrand de Born: {c. 1140-1215), the warrior and troubadour.

Was lord ofHautefort (Altaforte) in Perigord. According to his Pro-
vencal biographers, he fomented the quarrel between Henry II of
^gland and his son Prince Henry, “the Young King” (so-called
because he was crowned during his father’s lifetime). For Absalom
iud Achitophel. see 2 Samuel xv.-xvii. Bertrand is decapitated because
to part father and son is like severing the head from the body.
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CANTO xxix] Circle VIII: Descent to Bowge x - Holy Sat. i p.m.:

CANTO XXIX
The Story. Dante lingers^ expecting to see a kinsman of his in the

Ninth Bowge; but Virgil says he has already passed by unnoticed. They

aoss the next bridge and descend into Bowge x, where the Falsifiers lie

stricken with hideous diseases. Dante talks with an oldJriend^ Capocchio.

My eyes were grown so maudlin with the plight

Of all these people racked with wounds and woe,

They longed to linger weeping at the sight;

4 But Virgil said: “How now! Why dost thou grow
Rooted to gaze? Why is thy vision drowned

Among these smitten shades? Thou didst not so

7 At the other moats. Dost think that thou art bound

To catalogue them all? Come, use thy wit;

Consider, this fosse is twenty-two miles round,

10 And already the moon is underneath our feet;

Short grows the time allowed, and on our way
There’s more to see than thou hast seen as yet.”

,3 “Hadst thou but waited,” I began to say,

“To find out what it was I was looking for,

I think perhaps thou wouldst have let me stay.”

j6 My guide, however, had started on before,

And 1 trailed after, making my reply

And adding: “Somewhere on that rocky floor,

10 I think, among the throng that held my eye,

A spirit of my own blood runs damnified,

' Weeping the guilt that there is priced so high.”

22 “Let not thy mind,” the master then replied,

“Henceforth distract itself upon that fellow;

Thou hast other things to think of- let him bide:

25 I saw him, close beneath the bridge’s hollow,

Pointing at thee, and threatening with bent fist,

And heard him called by name Geri del Bello.
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Bowge x: Pit of Disease: Falsifiers

Just at that moment thou wast hard intent

On him that dwelt in Altaforte; hence

Thou didst not look his way, and so he went.”

“Alas, dear Sir! his death by violence,”

Said I, “still unavenged by any of them
Who shared the affront, has rankled to this sense

Of deep resentment; wherefore, as I deem,

He went away and would not speak to me;

And ail the more for that, I pity him.”

Thus we talked u^ the cliff, till presently

The next moat s bottom came in sight, - or would
Have come in sight had there been light to see.

There, from the crossing-span’s high altitude,

Malbowgcs* final cloister all appears

Thrown open, with its sad lay-brotherhood;

And there, such arrowy shrieks, such lancing spears

Of anguish, barbed with pity, pierced me through,

I had to clap my hands upon my ears.

Could all disease, all dog-day plagues that stew

In Valdichiana’s spitals, all fever-drench

Drained from Maremma and Sardinia, spew

Their horrors all together in one trench -

Like that, so this: suffering, and running sore

Of gangrened limbs, and putrefying stench.

Down that last bank of the long cliffwe bore.

Still turning left; and now as I drew near,

1 saw more vividly to the very core

That pit wherein the High Lord’s minister.

Infallible Justice, dooms to pains condign

The falsifiers she registers down here.

No sadder sight was seen, as I divine, -

Even in Aegina, when wrath knew no term.

But the whole people in that air malign

Sickened, and beasts, down to the litdest worm.
Dropped dead, till in dhe end the ancient race

Had CO be bom anew, as poets affirm,
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Circle VIII: Malhowges: Bowge x: Falsifiers of

From seed of ants - than in that dreadful place

The sight of the spirits strewn through the dark valley,

Heaped here, heaped there, enduring their distress.

This on the back, and that upon the beUy

One of another lay, while some crawled round

The dismal road, all-fours, lethargically.

So step by step we went, nor uttered sound,

To see and hear those sick souls in their pains,

Who could not lift their bodies from the ground.

I saw two sitting, propped like a couple of pans

Set to warm by the fireside, back to back,

And blotched from head to foot with scabs and blains.

And I ne*er saw curry-comb plied by ostler’s jack

Or groom, in a frenzy because his master’s waiting,

Or because he is kept up late and wants to pack

Bedwards, to match the furious rasping and grating

With which they curried their own hide with their nails.

Maddened by the itch that still finds no abating.

The nail went stripping down the scurfy shales,

just as a scullion’s knife will strip a bream,

Or any other fish with great coarse scales.

“Thou that dost take thy finger-nails to trim ,

Thy coat, and sometimes,* thus my guide began
To one of these, “for pincers usest them.

Tell us, so may thy claws outlast the span

Of all eternity to do their task,

Is any one here within a Latian man?**

“We who confront thee in this hideous mask
Are Latians both,’* one answered in a wail,

“But who art thou? and wherefore dost thou ask?”

“I am one who comes descending, vale by vale,

To lead this living man,*’ my guide averred,

“And all my business is to show him Hell.’*

Their mutual propping broke; startled, they stirred

And turned towards me trembling; others too
Turned when they caught the echo of his word.
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Metals - Capocchio - Holy Sat. early p.m.

Then my kind master courteously withdrew
To give me place: “Whate’cr thou wilt,” he said.

Ask them.” And since he urged me so to do

I thus began: “So may your names not fade.

In that first world, from human memory,
But hve for many suns, be not afraid

To tell me who and whence you both may be,

Nor let your sad and shameful state prevent

Your free unfolding of yourselves fo me.”

“Tm Aretine, and to the stake was sent

By Albero of Siena; yet,” said one,

What caused my death caused not this punishment.

It’s true I told the fool one day for fun:

‘I can take wings and fly/ and he - an ass

Full of wild whims, with addled wits, or none -

Would have me teach him how; and just because
I could not make him Daedalus, why, then

He had me burned, by one who, more or less.

Fathered him; but to this last bowge of ten

Unerring Minos doomed me for the art

Alchemic, which I practised among men.”

“Was ever race so frivolous of heart,”

Said I to the poet, “as the Sienese?

I th ink they could give even the French a start

And a beating/* Whereupon the second of these

Leprous shades joined in: “Except, no doubt,

Stricca, renowned for his economies,

And Niccol6, of course, who first found out
How to make cloves a cosdy cult and passion

In the garden where such seeds take root and sprout;

Oh - and except the club where Caccia d’Ascian

Lost woods and vineyards, and the ingenious

Abbagliato, like a man of fashion.

Displayed his wit. Wouldst know who backs thee thus
Against Siena? Come, focus thy glance.

Get my face clear; thou’lt not to at a loss



CANTO XXIX
j

Cifclc Vlllj BoW£€ X “ Coi7int6tttiin£S

136 To know Capocchio's shadowy countenance,

Transmute! of metals, alchemist, and - a feature

Which, if I eye thee hard, thou wilt at once

130 Recall - a most consummate ape of nature/*

The Images. Vie Falsifiers. The Tenth Bowge shows us the imagw

of those who falsified things, words, money, and persons. This

canto deals with the falsifiers of things, typified by the Alchemists

(transmuters of metals). They may be taken to figure every kind

of deceiver who tampers with the basic commodities by which

society lives - the adulterators of food and drugs, jerry-builden,

manufacturers ofshoddy, and so forth - as well, of course, as the
^

baseness of the individual self consenting to such dishonesty.

The Valley ofDisease. For the allegory ^ this is at one level the image o

the corrupt heart which acknowledges no obligation to keep faith

with its fellow-men; at another, it is the image of a diseased

society in the last stages of its mortal sickness and already necros-

ing. Every value it has is false; it alternates between a deadly

lethargy and a raving insanity. Malbowges began with the sale of ^
the sexual relationship, and went on to the sale of Church and

State; now. the very money is itself corrupted, every affirmation

has become perjury, and every identity a lie; no medium of ex-

change remains, and the “general bond of love and nature s tie

(Canto XI. 56) is utterly dissolved.

Notes. 1 . 9: twenty-two miles round: Various attempts have been

made to calculate the exact proportions of Malbowges from the

indications in this and the next canto; but I think it is best just to

bear in mind that Hell extends firom alittlebelowtheEarth^ssurfaceto

its centre, and that the Great Barrier comes about half-waydown; and

so leave imagination to fill in the details of this colossal scheme.

1. 10: the moon is underneath ourfeet: it is about i p.m.

1 . 27: Ceri del Bello: a cousin of Dante's father. He is said to have

delighted in making mischief, and to have been killed by a member

ofthe Sacchetti family, which he had set by the ears. The customary

vendetta for his death seems not to have been carried out by his kins-

men - or, at any rate, not before 1300.

I . 29: him that dwelt in Altaforte: Bertrand de Bom.

II. 47-9: Valdichiana ... Maremma and Sardinia: All these districts
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were reckoned extremely unhealthy, especially in summer; Valdi-
chiana (in Tuscany, between the mouths of the Chiana) and Mar-
emma being full of marshy and malarial swamps.

1 . 59: Aegina: The story of the pestilence sent byJuno, and ofhow
A- Jupiter re-peopled the island by turning ants into men, is told by Ovid.

(Metam. vii. 523-^57.)

1 . 1 10: said one: The speaker is Griffolino d’Arezzo, a physicist, who,
by promising all kinds of miracles, extracted large sums of money
from a foolish young man, Albero, reputed to be the son of the
Bishop of Siena. His dupe eventually complained to the Bishop, who
had Griffolino burnt as a sorcerer. The offence which brings him to
the Tenth Bowge is, however, not alchemy considered as a magical
art (which would be punished in Bowge iv), but alchemy in its

more practical appheation - viz. the falsification of commodities.
(For Daedalus, see Canto xvn. 109. note.)

(I

doubt, Stricca: As in Canto xxi. 41, the
^^except is ironical. The four noblemen named all belonged to the
Spendthrifts Club” in Siena, of which Lano was also a member

(see Canto xm. 115, note). Niccolo dei Salembeni specialized in the
invention of dishes prepared with costly spices.

1. 136: Capocchio: is said to have been a friend and fellow-student

t

Dante s, and to be called an “ape of nature” on account of his
powers either as a draughtsman or as a mimic. If the latter, then his
saying,

^

If I eye thee hard”, perhaps means that at this point he in-
dulged in some characteristic facial gesture which Dante could not
fail to recognize - he gave him, so to speak, a “George Robey look”.



CANTO XXX
]

Circle Vllly Bowge x: Disease: Falsifiers of

CANTO XXX
The Story. The shades of Myrrha and Gianni Schicchi are pointed i

out by Griffolino. Dante becomes intent upon a quarrel between Adam of

Brescia and Sinon of Troy, and earns a memorable rebukefrom Virgil.

When Juno was incensed for Semcle,

And wreaking vengeance on the Theban race,

As her sharp strokes had shown repeatedly,

So fierce a madness seized on Athamas

That, seeing his wife go with her two young sons

One on each arm: “Spread nets, nets at the pass,

7 We’ll take the lioness and the whelps at once!”

He roared aloud; then, grasping in his wild

And pitiless clutch one of those little ones,

10 Baby Learchus, as he crowed and smiled.

He whirled him round and dashed him on a stone;

She fled, and drowned herself with the other child.

“ And when, by Fortune*s hostile hand o’erthrown,

The towering pride ofTroy fell to the ground,

Kingdom and king together ruining down,

i6 Sad Hecuba, forlorn and captive bound,

After she’d seen Polyxena lie slain.

After, poor hapless mother, she had found

10 Polydorus dead by the seashore, fell insane

And howled like a dog, so fearfully distraught

Was she, so wrenched out of her mind with pain.

*» Yet Theban or Trojan furies never wrought

Such cruel frenzy, even in the maddened breast

Of a brute, still less in any ofhuman sort,

as As I saw in two shades, naked, pale, possessed.

Who ran, like a rutting boar that has made escape

From the sty, biting and savaging all the rest. »

One of them fell on Capocchio, catching his nape

In its teeth, and dragging him prostrate, so that it made

His belly on the rough rock-bottom scour and scrape.

ast
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Words, Persons, Coins - Master Adam

The Aretine, left trembling, turned dismayed
To me: “That’s Gianni Schicchi, that hell-hound there;

He’s rabid, he bites whatever he sees,” he said.

“So may thou ’scape the other’s teeth, declare

Its name,” said I; “prithee be good enough—
Quick! ere it dart away and disappear.”

And he: “There doth the ancient spirit rove
Of criminal Myrrha, who cast amorous eyes

On her own father with unlawful love,

And in a borrowed frame and false disguise

Went in to him to do a deed of shame;
As he that fled but now, to win the prize

‘Queen of the Stable*, lent his own false frame
To Buoso de’ Donati, and made a will

In legal form, and forged it in his name.”

So when that rabid pair, on whom I still

Kept my gaze fixed, had passed, I turned about
To view those other spirits bom for ill;

And saw one there whose shape was like a lute.

Had but his le^, between the groin and haunch.
Where the fork comes, been lopt off at the root.

The heavy dropsv, whose indigested bunch
Ofhumours bloats the swollen frame within,

Till the face bears no proportion to the paunch,

Puffed his parched lips apart, with stiffened skin

Drawn tight, as the hectic gapes, one dry lip curled

Upward by thirst, the other toward the chin.

“O you,” said he, “that through this grisly world
Walk free from punishment - I can*t think why -

Look now and hear; behold the torments hurled

On Master Adam! All that wealth could buy
Was mine; and now, one drop of water fills

My craving mind - one drop! O misery!

The litdc brooks that ripple from the hills

Of the green Casentin to Amo river.

Suppling their channels with their cooling rills,
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CANTO xxx] Circle Vllly Bowge x: Falsifiers - Master Adam

67 Are in my eyes and in my ears for ever;

And not for naught - their image dries me more

Than the disease that wastes my facc*s favour.

Stria, searching justice balances my score:

The very land I sinned in has been turned

To account, to make my sighs more swiftly pour.

73 Romena*s there, the city where I learned

To falsify the Baptist's coin; up yonder,

For that offence, I was condemned and burned.

76 But might I here see Guido or Alexander

Damned, or their brother, I would not miss that sight

For all the water in the fount of Branda.

7g One's here already, if those mad spirits are right

Who circle all the track; but what's the good

Of that to me, whose legs are tied so tight?

sa Were I but still so active that I could

Drag myself only an inch in a hundred years,

I’d be on the road by now, be sure I would,

83 To seek him out from all these sufferers

Disfigured and maimed, though it's half a mile across

And eleven miles round at least, from all one hears.

88 They brought me into this gang of ruin and loss,

Tney caused me coin the florins that brought me hither,

Whose gold contained three carats by weight of dross.”

91 Then I to him; “What shades lie there together

Rolled in a heap on thy right - that abjea pair

Who smoke as a washed hand smokes in wintry weather?”

94 “When I tumbled into this coop I found them there,”

Said he, “and they've never given a turn or kick.

Nor will 10 all eternity, I dare swear.

97 Sinon ofTroy is one, the lying Greek;

One, the false wife who lyingly accused

Joseph; their burning fever makes them reek.”

,00 Then, vexed belike to hear his name thus used

Slightingly, one of those shadows seemed to come

To life and fetched him a walloping blow, fist closed,
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and Sinon of Troy - Holy Sat. p.m.

On the rigid belly, which thudded back like a drum;
So Master Adam lammed him over the face
W^ith an arm as hard as his own, and hit him plumb.

^ See now, ’ said he, “though I cannot shift my place,
Because my legs are heavy, yet if need be
My arm is free, and I keep it ready, in case.”

And he: “It was not so ready and not so free

When they haled thee off to the fire; it was free to do
Thy dirty job of coining - there I agree.”

Then he of the dropsy: “Now thou speakest true;

But when at Troy they called on thee to tell

The truth, thy truthfulness was less in view.”

“If I spoke false, thy coins were false as well;

I uttered but one lie,” quoth Sinon, “thou
Hast uttered more than any fiend in hell,”

Pegurer, think of the horse, think of thy vow
Forsworn,” retorted the blown belly; “howl
For grief to think the whole world knows it now.”

^ Howl for the thirst that cracks thy tongue, the foul
Water that bloats thy paunch,” the Greek replied,

“To a hedge that wils thine eyes and hides thy Jowl.”

To whom the coiner: “Ay, thy mouth gapes wide
As ever with evil words; if I feel thirst.

And watery humours stuffme up inside.

Thou bumest, and thy head aches fit to burst;

Hadst thou Narcissus* mirror there, we*d see

Thee lap it up and need no prompting first.**

I was all agog and listening eagerly.

When the master said; * Yes, feast thine eyes; go on;
A litdc more, and I shall quarrel with thee.**

And when I heard him use that angry tone
To me, I turned to him so on fire with shame,

^ It comes over me still, though all these years have flown.

And like a man who dreams a dreadful dream.
And dreams he would it were a dream indeed.
Longing for that which is, with eager aim
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CANTO xxx] Circle VIII, Bowge x - Commentaries

139 As though *twere not; so I, speechless to plead

For pardon, pleaded all the while with him

By my distress, and did not know I did.

143 “Less shame would wash away a greater crime

Than thine has been**; so said my gentle guide;

“Think no more of it; but another timc^

143 Imagme Tm still standing at thy side

Whenever Fortune, in thy wayfaring,

Brings thee where people wrangle thus and chide;

14* It*s vulgar to enjoy that kind of thing.’*

The Images. The Falsifiers. In this canto we have the images oi

impersonators (falsifiers of person), pcguren (falsifiers ofwords),

and coiners (falsifiers of money).

Notes. 11 . i sqq.: when Juno was incensed, etc.: Semele, daughter of

Cadmus, king of Thebes, became by Jupiter the mother of Bacchus, y
Among other acts of revenge upon die royal house, Juno sent a

homicidal madness upon Athamas, the husband of Semele’s sister

Ino. (Ovid: Metam. iv. 512-30.)

11 . 13 sqq.: and when, by Fortune's hostile hand, etc.: Hecuba was the

wife of Priam, king of Troy. After the fall of the city, she and her

daughter Polyxena were carried away captive to Greece. Having

seen Polyxena sacrificed at the tomb of Achilles, she found on the

shore the body of her son Polydorus, treacherously murdered by

Polymnestor, king of Thrace, to whom she had entrusted him for

safe keeping. (Ovid: Metam. xiiL 404-575.)

1 . 31: the Aretine: i.e. Griffolino.

1. 32: Cianni Schicchi: a Rorentine of the Cavalcanti family. When
Buoso Donati (see Canto xxv. 140, note) died, his son Simone was

haimted with the fear that he might have left a will restoring some of

the property he had imjusdy acquired! Before making the death

known, he consulted Gianni Schicchi, who, being a very clever

mimic, oftered to dress up as Buoso and dictate a new will in Simone*s

favour. This he did, taking the opportunity to bequeath himself a

handsome legacy and the best mare in the stables.

1 . 38: Myrrha: The story of her crime is told by Ovid {Metam. x.

298 sqq.) (See Glossary.)
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1 . 42: he thatfled but now: i.c. Gianni Schicchi; “Queen ofthe Stud*’

was the name of the mare.

1 . 61: Master Adam: a native of Brescia who was employed by the
Counts Guidi of Romena to counterfeit the gold florins ofFlorence.
He was burnt in 1281. The coining was on a large scale, and the
whole currency of Tuscany was seriously affected.

1 . 65: the green Casentm: Tlie Casentino is the beautiful hill district

of the Upper Amo, where Romena, the castle of the Conti Guidi,
was situated.

I. 74: the Baptist*s coin: the Florentine florin bore the image of St

John Baptist, patron saint of the city (see Canto xm. 143, note), on
one side and a lily-flower on the other.

1 . 76: Guido or Alexander . . . or their brother (Aghinolfo) : i.e. the Conti
Guidi.

1 . 78: thefount ofBranda: There was a famous fountain of this name
at Siena; but Master Adam probably means the one at Romena.

1 . 97: Sinon of Troy: the Greek spy, who, by a lying story backed
up by the most solemn oaths, persuaded the Trojans to bring the

Wooden Horse into Troy. (See Canto xxvi. 55, note.)

1 . 98: the false wife: Potiphar’s wife. (Gen. xxxix, 6-23.)

1 . 128: Narcissus* mirror: water. Narcissus fell in love with his own

^
reflection in a pool, and, pining away, was transformed into a flower.

1 . 148: vulgar: The Italian word basso is rather stronger than the

English “vulgar** - it means “base** as well; perhaps the most exact

equivalent would be the colloquial use of “low**.
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Passage to Circle IX: Fraud Complex - Giants

CANTO XXXI
The Story. Dante and Virgil now reach the Well at the bottom ofthe
abysSf round which stand the Giants^ visiblefrom the waist up above its

rim. They see Nimrod and Ephialtes, and are lowered over the edge of
the Well by Antaeus.

The self-same tongue that first had wounded me»
Bringing the scarlet blood to both my cheeks,
Thus to my sore applied the remedy;

Even so, Achilles* lance was wont to mix
Good gifts with ill, as erst his sire*s had done.
Hurting and healing; so the old tale speaks.

We went our way, turning our backs upon
That mournful vale, up by its girdling bound.
And silent paced across the bank of stone;

And less than day, and less than night, all round

^ It gloomed; my eyes, strained forward on our course,

Saw little; but I heard a high horn sound

So loud, it made all thunder seem but hoarse;

Whereby to one sole spot my gaze was led.

Following the clamour backward to its source:

When Charlemayn, in rout and ruin red.

Lost all the peerage of the holy war
The horn of Roland sounded not so dread.

And when I’d gazed that way a little more
I seemed to see a plump of tall towers looming;
“Master,” said I, “what town lies on before?”

“Thou striv’st to see too far amid these glooming
Shadows,” said he: “this makes thy fancy err.

Concluding falsely from thy false assuming;

Full well shalt thou perceive, when thou art there,

How strangely distance can delude the eye:

Therefore spur on thy steps the speedier.”

But after that, he took me lovingly

By the hand, and said: “Nay now, before we go,
rU tell thee, lest the strange reality
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xxxi] Passage to Circle IX: The Well: The Giants

Surprise thee out of measure; therefore know,

These are not towers, but giants, set in a ring.

And hid from the navel down in the well below.

Ajid, just as when a mist is vanishing,

Little by little the eye reshapes anew

The outlines hid by the crowded vapouring,

So, as that thick, gross air we journeyed through,

Little by little (tawing nigh the well.

My error left me, and my terror grew.

As Montereggion’s ring-shaped citadel

Has ail its circling rampart crowned with towers.

Even so, with haJf their bodies the horrible

Giants, whom Jove, when the thunder rolls and lowers,

Threatens from heaven, girded the well’s high rim,

Turrcting it - the tall and terrible powers.

Already I made out one huge face, the dim

Shoulders and breast and part of the belly, and close

Hung at his sides, both monstrous arms of him.

Nature in truth did wisely when she chose

To leave off making such vast animals

And let Mars lack executives like those;

If she repents not eleph^ts or whales.

Whoso looks subtly at the case will find

How pnidendy her judgment trims the scales;

For where the instrument of thinking mind

Is joined to strength and malice, man’s defence

Cannot avail to meet those powers combined.

As large and long his face seemed, to my sense,

As Peter’s Pine at Rome, and every bone

Appeared to be proportionately immense.

So that the bank which aproned him from zone

To foot, still showed so much, three Friesians

Might vainly boast to lay a finger on

His hair; for from the place at which a man’s

Mantle is buckled, downward, you may call me
Liar if he measured not full thirty spans.



Nimrod: Ephialtes - Holy Sat. Afternoon

**Rafel mat amech zahi almt'

The savage mouth began at once to howl.
Such was the sweetest and the only psalm he

Could sing. “Stick to thy hom, thou stupid soul,”

My guide called up; “use that to vent thy breast

When rage or other passions through thee roll.

Feel at thy neck and find the baldrick laced

That girds it on thee; sec, O spirit confused,

The hom itself that hoops thy monstrous chest.”

And then to me: “Himself he hath accused;

That’s Nimrod, by whose fault the gracious bands

Of common speech throughout the world were loosed.

We’ll waste no words, but leave him where he stands,

For all speech is to him as is to all

That jargon of his which no one imdcrstands.”

So, turning to the left beside the wall,

We went perhaps a cross-bow shot, to find

A second giant, still more fierce and tall.

I do not know what master hand could bind

Him thus, but there he stood, his left hand bound

Fast down before him, and the right behind,

By an iron chain, which held him closely wound
Down from the neck; and on the part displayed

Above the brink the turns went five times round.

“So proud a spirit was this,” my leader said,

“He dared to match his strength against high Jove,

And in this fashion his reward is paid.

Ephialtes is his name, who greatly strove

When the giants made the gods tremble for fright;

The arms he brandished then no longer move.”

“Were it but possible, I wish my sight,”

Said I, “could once experience and take in

Briareus* huge unmeasurable might.”

“Not far from hence,” he answered, “thou shalt win

Sight of Antaeus, who speaks and wears no chain;

A^ he shall bear us to me bottom of sin.
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xxxi] To Circle IX: Antaeus: Descent of the

Very far off is he whom thou wouldst fain

Behold; like this he’s fettered, and doth look

As this one looks, but twice as fierce again.”

No terrible earthquake-trembling ever took

And shook a tower so mightily as forthwith

Huge Ephialtes in his fury shook;

And never had I been so afraid of death -

For which no more was needed save the fear,

But that I saw the chains, and dared draw breath.

So on we went; and presently drew near

Antaeus; seven clom-yards above the well.

Without the head, his towering bulk rose sheer.

“Thou that of old within the fateful vale

That made the name of Scipio cver-glorious,

When Hannibal with all his host turned tail.

Didst ravish by thy prowess meritorious

A thousand lions; thou whose aid, ’twoiild seem,

Might well have made the sons of earth viaorious

Hadst thou allied thee with thy brethren’s team,

Pray be not loth, but lower us to the deep,

Where the great cold locks up Cocytus’ stream.

Make us not go to Typhon; let not slip

Thy chance to Tityus; for this man can give

That which is craved for here; curl not diy lip,

But stoop; for he’s alive, and can retrieve

Thy fame on earth, where he expects - so Grace

Call him not early home - long years to live.”

Thus spake the master; he, all eagerness,

Stretched those enormous hands out to my guide

Whence Hercules endured so great distress.

And when he felt them grasp him, Virgil cried

To me: “Come here and let me take thee!” So

He clasped me and made one bunch of us twined and tied.

As Carisenda looks, when one stands below

On the leaning side, and watches a passing cloud

Drift over against the slant of it, swimming slow,



Well - Commentaries

Antaeus looked to me, as I watched him bowed >3»

Ready to stoop; and that was a moment such

That I heanily wished we might travel another road.

But he set us lightly down in the deep whose clutch hi
Holds Judas and holds Lucifer pent fast

;

Nor in that stooping posture lingered much,

But swung him up, as in a ship the mast. hs

The Images. The Giants. From the point of view of the story, it is

easy to see that Dante placed the Giants here, not merely to furnish

a means of transport from Malbowges to the depth of the Well,

but, artistically, to provide a Httle hghc relief between the sicken-

ing horrors of the last bowges of Fraud Simple and the still

greater, but wholly different, horrors of the pit of Treachery.

But aUegorkally^ what do they signify? In one sense they arc

images of Pride; the Giants who rebelled against Jove typify the

pride of Satan who rebelled against God. But they may also, I

think, be taken as the images of the blind forces which remain in

the soul, and in society, when the “general bond of love” is dis-

solved and the “good of the intellect’* wholly withdrawn, and

when nothing remains but blocks of primitive mass-emotion, fit

to be the “executives ofMars” and the tools oftreachery. Nimrod
is a braggart stupidity; Ephialtes, a senseless rage; Antaeus, a

brainless vanity: one may call them the doom of nonsense, vio-

lence, and triviality, overtaking a civilization in which the whole

natural order is abrogated.

Notes. 1. 4: Achilles* lance: Peleus, the father of Achilles, gave to his

ion a lance, whose wound could be healed only by sprinkling with

rust from the lance-head itself. (Sec Ovid: Rented. Amor. 47-8;

Chaucer, Sijuire*s Tale, 231-2; Shakespeare, 2 Men. VI. v. i, etc.)

1 . 16: Charlemayn: When Charlemagne was returning from fight-

ing the Saracens in Spain, his rearguard, led by his nephew Roland

and the Twelve Peers, was betrayed to the enemy by Ganelon (see

Canto xxxn. 122), and slaughtered at the Pass of Roncevaux in the

Pyrenees. With almost his last breath, Roland blew his hom Olifant

10 loud that Charlemagne, eight miles away, heard it and returned to

avenge his Peerage.

f J. 40: Montereggion: A castle about six miles from Siena, surmounted

by twelve turrets.

I. 59: Peter*s Pine: A bronze image ofa pine-tree, about 7J ft. high,

which, in Dante’s time, stood under a canopy outside the old basilica
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CommentariesCANTO XXXl]

of St Peter in Rome, but was later removed to the Vatican. Much
ingenuity has been expended on calculating the height of the Giants;

we may take them to average 50 or 60 ft.

1 . 62: Friesians: The men of Friesland were celebrated for theic

immense stature. t

1 , 67: Rafel mat amech zabi almi: In view ofVirgiFs express warning

(11. 80-81), the strenuous efforts of commentators to make sense of

this remark seem rather a waste of energy. My own impression, for

what it is worth, is that if Dante did not make up this gibberish out

of his own head, it may have been suggested to him by some conjur-

ing book, for its diction and rhythm are curiously reminiscent of the

garbled language of popular charms.

1 . 77: Nimrod: “and the beginning of his kingdom was Babel'^

(Gen. X. 9-10). For the story of the building of Babel and the con-

fusion of languages see Genesis xi. In making Nimrod a giant, Dante

follows St Augustine. (De Civ. Dei xvi. 3.) He is given a, horn

because he was “a mighty hunter before the Lord**.

1 . 85: what master hand: cf. Canto xv. ii and note.

1 . 94: Ephialtes: son of Neptune (the sea); one of the giants

who fought against the gods, threatening to pile Mount Ossa upon
Olympus, and Mount Pelion upon Ossa. They were slain by Apollo.

I . 99: Briareus: son of Tellus (the earth), another giant who fought

against the Olympians (Aen. x. 565 sqq.). According to Homer and

Virgil, he had a hundred arms and fifty heads; but Dante seems here

to have foUowed Statius, who (Theb. ii. 596) merely calls him "im-
mense**, and Lucan, who (Phars. iv. 596) refers to “fierce Briareus*’.

U. 101-21: Antaeus: son of Neptune and Tellus - a giant who was
mvincible so long as he was in contact with his mother Earth. Her-
cules eventually overcame him by lifting him from the ground and

squeezing him to death in mid-air (sec 1 . 132 of this canto). Antaeus

is left unchained because he was not one of the giants who fought

against the gods. His exploit with the lions took place near Zama in

Libya, where Hannibal was defeated by Scipio. Dante took all these

details about Antaeus from Lucan*s Pharsalia (iv. 593-660).
II . 124-5: Typhon ... Tityus: two more of the sons of Tellus, who

offended against Jupiter. All these earth-giants and sea-giants seem
originally to have been personifications of elemental natural forces.

1 . 136: Carisenda: a leaning tower at Bologna, When one stands

beneath one of these towers and looks up, an optical illusion is pro- ^

duced as though it were about to fall upon one; and this illusion is

strengthened if a cloud happens to be moving across in the opposite

direction to the apparent movement.
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Circle IX: Fraud Complex: The Ice: The Traitors

CANTO XXXII
1^ The Story. The Tenth Circle is thefrozen Lake ofCocytus^ which

fills the bottom ofthe Pit, and holds the souls ofthe Traitors. In the outer-

most region, Catna, are the betrayers oftheir own kindred, plunged to the

neck in ice; here Dante sees the Alberti brothers, and speaks with Cami-
cion dei Pazzi. In the next, Antenora, he sees and lays violent hands on
Bocca degli Abaii, who names various other betrayers of their country;

and a littlefurther on he comes upon two other shades,frozen together in

the same hole, one ofwhom is gnawing the head ofthe other.

Had I but rhymes rugged and harsh and hoarse.

Fit for the hideous hole on which the weight
Of all those rocks grinds downward course by course,

I might press out my matter’s Juice complete;

As ’tis, I tremble lest the telling mar
The tale; for, truly, to describe the great

Fundament of the world is very far

From being a task for idle wits at play,

Or infant tongues that pipe mamma, papa.

But may those heavenly ladies aid my lay

That helped Amphion wall high Thebes with stone,

Lest from the truth my wandering verses stray.

0 well for you, dregs of damnation, thrown
In that last sink vmkh words arc weak to tell.

Had you lived as sheep or goats in the world ofthe sun!

When we were down in the deep of the darkling well,

Under the feet of the giant and yet more low,
And I still gazed up at the towering walls of Hell,

1 heard it said: “Take heed how thou dost go.
For fear thy feet should trample as they pass

On the heads of the weary brotherhood of woe,”

I turned and saw, stretched out before my face
And neath my feet, a lake so bound with ice.

It did not look like water but like glass.

4
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CANTO XXXII
j

Circle IXf Region u Coinoi Traitors to Kindred!

Danube in Austria never could disguise

His wintry course beneath a shroud so thick

As this, nor Tanals under frozen skies

91

97

40

43

49

Afar; if Pietrapan or Tambemic

Had crashed full weight on it, the very rim

Would not have given so much as even a creak.

And as with muzzles peeping from the stream

The frogs sit croaking in die time of year

When gleaning haunts the peasant-woman's dream,

So, wedged in ice to the pomt at which appear

The hues of shame, livid, and with their teeth

Chattering like storks, the dismal shades stood here.

Their heads were bowed toward the ice beneath.

Their eyes attest their grief; their mouths proclaim

The bitter airs that through that dungeon breathe.

My gaze roamed round awhile, and, when it came

Back to my feet, found two shades so close pressed,

The hair was mingled on the heads of them.

I said: “You two, thus cramponed breast to breast.

Tell me who you are.” They heaved their neeb a-strain

To see me; and as they stood with faces raised,

Their eyes, which were but inly wet till then.

Gushed at the Uds; at once the fierce frost blocked

The tears between and sealed them shut again.

Never was wood to wood so rigid locked

By clamps of iron; like butting goats they jarred

Their heads together, by helpless fury rocked.

Then one who'd lost bodi ears from off his scarred

Head with the cold, still keeping his face down.

Cried out: “Why dost thou stare at us so hard?

Wouldst learn who those two are? Then be it known.

They and their father Albert held the valley

From which the waters of Bisenzio run;

Both of them issued from one mother's belly.

Nor shalt thou find, search all Caina through,

Two shades more fit to stand here fixt in jelly;
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Region it: Antetiora: Traitors to Country - Bocca

Not turn whose breast and shadow at one blow
Were pierced together by the sword of Arthur,
Not Focacda, nor this other who

So blocks me with his head I sec no farther,

Called Sassol Mascheroni - if thou be
Tuscan, thou know*st him; and Til tell thee, rather

Th^ thou shouldst plague me for more speech with thee,
Tm Camicion de* Pazzi, and I wait
Till Carlin come to make excuse for me.**

Then I saw thousand faces, and thousands yet.

Made doggish with the cold; so that for dread
I shudder, and always shall, whenever I set

Eyes on a frozen pool; and as we made
Towards the centre where all weights down-weigh,
And I was shivering in the eternal shade,

Whether ’twas will, fate, chance, I cannot say,

But threading through the heads, I struck my heel
Hard on a face that stood athwart my way.

^^y trample me? What for?** it clamoured shrill;

Art come to make the vengeance I endure
For Montaperd more vindictive still?**

‘‘Master!’* I cried, “wait for me! I adjure

Thee, wait! Then hurry me on as thou shalt choose;
But I think I know who it is, and I must make sure.*’

The master stopped; and while the shade let loose

Volleys of oaths; “Who art thou, cursing so

And treating people to such foul abuse?'"

Said I; and he: “Nay, who art thou, to go
' Through Antenora, kicking people’s faces?

Thou might’st be living, *twas so shrewd a blow.**

Living I am,*’ said I; “do thou sing praises

For diat; if thou seek fame. I’ll give thee it.

Writing thy name with other notable cases.**

“All I demand is just the opposite;
Be off, and pester me no more,** he said;

To try such wheedling here shows little wit.**
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xxxii] Circle IX, Region ii: Traitors to Country:

At that I grasped the scruff behind his head:

“Thou’It either tell thy name, or have thy hair

Stripped from thy scalp/* I panted, “shred by shred/*

“Pluck it all out,** said he; “1*11 not declare

My name, nor show my face, though thou insist

And break my head a thousand times, I swear/*

rd got his hair twined tightly in my fist

Already, and wrenched away a tuft or two.

He yelping, head down, stubborn to resist,

When another called: “Hey, Bocca, what’s to do?

Don’t thy jaws make enough infernal clatter

But, what the devil! must thou start barking too?**

“There, that’s enough,** said I, “thou filthy traitor;

Thou need’st not speak; but to thy shame I’ll see

The whole world hears true tidings of this matter/*

“Away, and publish what thou wilt!** said he;

“But prithee do not fail to advertise

That chatterbox there, if thou from hence go &ce.

He wails the Frenchmen’s argent, treason*s price;

‘Him of Duera,* thou shalt say, ‘right clear

I saw, where sinners are preserved in ice/

And if they should inquire who else was there,

Close by thee’s Beccatia, whose throat was cut

By Florentines; Gianni de* Soldanier

Is somewhat further on, I fancy, put

With Ganelon, and Tibbald, who undid
Faenza’s gates when sleeping eyes were shut.”

And when we*d left him, in that icy bed,

I saw two frozen together in one hole

So that the one head capped the other head;

And as starved men tear bread, this tore the poll

Of the one beneath, chewing with ravenous jaw,

Where brain meets marrow, just beneath the skull. ^

With no more furious zest did Tydeus gnaw
The scalp of Menalippus, than he ate

The brain-pan and the other tissues raw.
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“O thou that in such bestial wise dost sate

Thy rage on him thou munchest, tell me why;
On this condition/' I said, “that if thy hate

Seem justified, I undertake that I,

Knowing who you are, and knowing all his crime,

Will see thee righted in the world on high.

Unless my tongue wither before the time.”

The Images. Cocytus. Beneath the clamour, beneath the monoton-
ous circlings, beneath the fires of Hell, here at the centre of the

lost soul and the lost city, lie the silence and the rigidity and the

eternal frozen cold. It is perhaps the greatest image in the whole
Inferno. “Dante,’* says Charles Williams, “scatters phrases on the

difference of the place. It is treachery, but it is also ... cruelty; the

traitor is cruel’* (The Figure of Beatrice^ p. 143). A cold and cruel

egotism, gradually striking inward till even the lingering passions

ofhatred and destruction are frozen into immobility - that is the

final state ofsin. The conception is, I think, Dante’s own; although

the Apocalypse ofPaul mentions a number ofcold torments, these

are indiscriminately mingled with the torments by fire, and their

placing has no structural significance. (It is interesting, however,

that in the seventeenth century, the witches who claimed to have

had to do with Satan sometimes reported that he was ice-cold.)

Cocytus, the “river of mourning**, is the fourth of the great

infernal rivers. Caina is named from Cain who slew his brother

(Gen. iv.); Antenora, from Antenor of Troy who, according to

medieval tradition, betrayed his city to the Greeks.

Notes. 1 . 10: those heavenly ladies: The Muses. Amphion played so

bewitchingly upon the lyre that the stones ofMount Cithaeron were
drawn to hear him, and built themselves up into the walls ofThebes.

1 . 17: under thefeet ofthe giant and yet more low: Antaeus, as we have
seen, was about 50-60 ft. high; therefore his feet cannot have been
more than 30 ft. or so below the edge of the well. The latter was,

however, “exceeding deep** (Canto xvm. 5), and Dante here makes
it clear that they descended to a considerable depth below the feet of
the giant. We must suppose that there was, first, a sheer thirty-foot

drop, followed by a rather less steep descent which it was possible to

negotiate on foot (see sketch, p. 264). I get the impression that Dante
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clambered down backwards, as one gets down a ladder; and conse-

quently did not see where he had got to until Virgil’s voice (1 , 19)

caused him to turn round (1. 22).

1 . 27: Tanais: the Don.

I . 28: Pietrapan or Tambernic: Pietrapana: a corruption of Petra

Apuana, a mountain in north-west Tuscany. Tambernic: either the

Frusta Gora, nearTovamicho, in Slavonia, or thejavomic in Camiola.

II. 34-5 : to the point at which appear the hues ofshame: i.e. up to the neck.

I . 56: they and theirfather Albert: These are Napoleone and Ales-

sandro degli Alberti, Counts ofMangona, who slew each other in a

quarrel over their possessions in the valley of the river Bisenzio, a

tributary of the Amo. One was a Guelf, the other a Ghibelline.

II . 61-2: him whose breast and shadow ... were pierced: Mordred the

traitor, who attempted to usurp the throne of Arthur. In their last

fight, Arthur smote him so fiercely that when the lance was with-

drawn the sun shone through the wound and broke the shadow of

his body.

1 . 63: Focaccta: one of the Cancellieri family of Pistoia. He is said

to have cut off the hand of one of his cousins and cut his uncle's

throat, and thus to have started the family feud from which the

Black and White Guelf factions had their origin.

I . 65: Sassol Mascheroni: One of the Toschi of Florence, who
treacherously murdered his uncle's only son and seized the inherit-

ance.

U. 68-9: Camicion de* Pazzi: of Valdamo, murdered his kinsman

Ubertino. Carlino dei Pazzi, another member of the family, was

bribed by the Blacks to surrender the castle of Piantravigne, which

he was holding for the Whites - and, having pocketed the bribe,

sold it back to the Whites again. Camicion means that his own
crimes will seem comparatively excusable beside that of Carlino

(who is presumably destined for Antenora). It will be noticed that

the shades of the Traitors, though inclined to be reticent about their

^wn affairs, are only too eager to denounce each other, and pour

out strings of names without even being asked. (Compare Bocca,

11. 113-23; and contrast, e.g. Farinata, Canto x. 118-20.)

II . 73-4: as we made towards the centre: They arc now entering Ante-

nora
(1 . 89). There is no line of demarcation between the regions of

Cocytus, but as we go on we find the sinners plunged more deeply

in the ice.

1. 81 : Montaperti: The speaker, Bocca degli Abati, was a Ghibelline;

but in the Battle of Montaperti (see Canto x. 85, note) he fought on
the Guelf side and, at the most critical moment, came treacherously
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' up behind the standard-bearer of the Florentine cavalry and cut off
his hand, bringing down the standard and throwing the Florentines

into a panic which lost them the day.

I. 90: thou mighCst be Iwing: i.e. the blow is heavier than the

t speaker can account for, as coming from another shade, which he
supposes Dante to be.

II . 97 sqq.: For the significance of Dante’s ferocious behaviour, see

Canto vm. 45, note; treachery is cruel, and cruelty calls forth cruelty.

1 . 114: that chatterbox there: Buoso da Duera; he was in command of
the Ghibellines assembled to repel the French forceswho were march-
ing through Lombardy to link up with Charles of Anjou, and sold

the passage ofthe Oglio to Guy de Montfort. Bocca uses the French
word for money {argent) by way of rubbing in the accusation.

U. 119-20: Beccaria , ... Gianni de* Soldanier: see Glossary.

1 . 122: Ganelon: see Canto xxxi. 16, note. Tibbald: one ofthe Zam-
brasi family of Faenza. He had a vendetta against the Lambertazzi, a

Ghibelline Bolognese family who had taken refuge in Faenza, and in

1280 opened the gates of the city to the Bolognese Guelfs.

1 . 130: Tydeus: kingofCalydon, one of the “Seven against Thebes”.
Being himself mortally wounded by Menalippus, he yet killed his

opponent, and, having ordered his head to be struck off, gnawed the

scalp and tore out the brains. (Statius: Theb. viii. 740-^3.)

r
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CANTO xxxni Circle JX, Reg: ii: Antenora: Traitors to

CANTO XXXIII
The Story. Having heard Count Ugolino*s ghastly story ofhis death f

hyfamine, the Poets pass on to Ptolomaea, where Fra Alberigo is cheated

by Dante into telling him about himselfand Branca d* Oria and otherswho

enjoy the terrible ^'privilege** of Ptolomaea.

4

XO

19

as

Lifnng his mouth up from the horrid feast,

The sinner wiped it on the hair that grew
Atop the head whose rear he had laid waste;

Then he began: “Thou bid*st me to renew

A grief so desperate that the thought alone,

Before I voice it, cracks my heart in two.

Yet, if indeed my words, like seedlings sown,

Shall fruit, to shame this traitor whom I tear.

Then shalt thou see me speak and weep in one.

What man thou art, or what hath brought thee here

I know not; but I judge thee Florentine,

If I can trust the witness ofmy ear.
,

First learn our names: I was Count Ugolin,

And he, Archbishop Roger; hearken well

Wherefore I use him thus, this neighbour of mine.

That once I trusted him, and that I fell

Into the snare that he contrived somehow.
And so was seized and slain, I need not tell.

What thou canst not have learned, 1*11 tell thee now
How bitter cruel my death was; hear, and then,

If he has done me injury, judge thou.

A narrow loophole in the dreadful den

Called ^Famine* after me, and which, mesepms,

Shall be a dungeon yet for many men.

Had filtered through to me the pallid gleams

Of many changing moons, before one night

Unveiled the future to my haunted dreams.

1 saw this man, a lord and master of might.

Chasing the wolf and wolf-cubs on the hill

Which shuts out Lucca from the Pisans* sight.
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His hounds were savage, swift and keen of skill,

And many a Sismund, Gualand and Lanfranc,

Like huntsmen, rode before him to the kill.

1 saw how father and sons wearied and sank

After a short quick run; I saw the dread

Sharp teeth that tore at bleeding throat and flank.

And waking early ere the dawn was red

I heard my sons, who were with me, in their sleep

Weeping aloud and crying out for bread.

Think what my heart misgave; and if thou keep

From tears, thou art right cruel
;
if thou for this

Weep not, at what then art thou wont to weep?

By now they’d waked; the hour at which our mess

Was daily brought drew near; ill dreams had stirred

Our hearts and Sled us with unquiemess.

Then at the foot of that grim tower I heard

Men nailing up the gate, far down below;

I gazed in my sons* eyes without a word;

1 wept not; I seemed turned to stone all through;

They wept; I heard my Uttle Anselm say:^
^

'Father, what’s come to thee? Why look st thou so?

I shed no tear, nor answered, all that day

Nor the next night, until another sun

Rose on the world. And when the first faint ray

Stole through into that dismal cell of stone.

And eyeing those four faces I could see

In every one the image of my own,

I gnawed at both my hands for misery;

And they, who thought it was for hunger plain

And simple, rose at once and said to me;

*0 Father, it will give us much less pain

If thou wilt feed on us; thy gift at bir^
^

Was fhi< sad flesh, strip thou it off again.

To spare them grief I calmed myself. Hard earth,

Hadst thou no pity? couldst thou not gape wide?

That day and next wc all sat mute. The fourth,
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Circle IX, Reg: in: Ptolomaea: Traitors to

Crept slowly in on us. Then Gaddo cried,

And dropped down at my feet: ‘My father, why
Dost thou not help me?* So he said, and died.

As thou dost see me here, I saw him die.

And one by one the other three died too,

From the fifth day to the sixth. Already I

Was blind; I took to fumbling them over; two

Long days I groped there, calling on the dead;

Then famine did what sorrow could not do.**

He ceased, and rolled his eyes asquint, and sped

To plant his teeth, which, like a dog*s, were strong

Upon the bone, back in the wretched head.

O Pisa! scandal of all folk whose tongue

In our fair country speaks the sound of si.

Since thy dull neighbours will not smite such wrong

With vengeance, move Gorgona from the sea,

Caprara move, and dam up Amo’s mouth.

Till every living soul is drowned in thee!

For though Count Ugolin in very truth

Betrayed thee of thy castles, it was crime

To torture those poor children; tender youth,

O cruel city, Thebes of modem time.

Made Hugh and II Brigata innocent

And the other two whose names are in my rhyme.

We passed; and found, as further on we went,

A people fettered in the frost’s rough grip.

Flat on their backs, instead of forward bent.

There the mere weeping will not let them weep,

For grief, which ^ds no outlet at the eyes.

Turns inward to make anguish drive more deep;

For their first tears freeze to a lump of ice

Which like a crystal mask fills aU the space

Beneath the brows and plugs the orifice.

And now, although, as from a calloused place.

By reason of the cold that pinched me so.

All feeling had departed from my face,
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I felt as *twerc a wind begin to blow.

Wherefore I said: “Master, what makes it move?
Is not all heat extinguished here below?“

“Thine eyes,” said he, “shall answer soon enough;

We’re coming to the place from which the blast

Pours down, and thou shalt see the cause thereof.”

And one of the wretched whom the frost holds fast

Cried out: “O souls so wicked that of all

The posts of Hell you hold the very last.

Rend from my face this rigid corporal.

That I may vent my stuffed heart at my eyes

Once, though the tears refreeze before they fall.”

Then I: “Tell me thy name: that is my price

For help; and if I do not set thee free,

May I be sent to the bottom of the ice.”

And he: “I am Friar Alberigo, he

Of the fruits of the ill garden; in this bed

Dates for my figs arc given back to me.”

“How now,” said I, “art thou already dead?”

And in reply: “Nay, how my body fares

In the upper world I do not know,” he said.

“Such privilege this Ptolomaca bears

That oft the soul falls down here ere the day

When Atropos compels it with her shcan.

And, if it will persuade thee take away

These glazing tears by which my face* is screened.

Know, when a soul has chosen to betray,

As I did, straight it’s ousted by a fiend,

Who takes and rules the body till the full

Term of its years has circled to an end.

The soul drops down into this cistern-pool;

Belike the shade wintering behind me here

Still has a body on earth - it’s probable

Thou’lt know, if thou art new come down from there;

He is Ser Branca d’ Oria; in this pit’s

Cold storage he has lain this many a year.”
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139 “I think,** said I, “that these are pure deceits.

For Branca d* Oria has by no means died;

He wears his clothes and sleeps and drinks and eats.**

142 “Up in that moat where the Hellrakers bide,**

He answered, “Michael Zanchc*d not yet come
To boil and bubble in the tarry tide

145 When tliis man left a devil in his room,

In his flesh and that kinsman’s flesh, whom he

Joined with himsdf in treachery, and in doom.

i4» And now, do thou stretch forth thy hand to me,

Undo my eyes.** And I undid them not,

And churlishness to him was courtesy.

151 O Genoa, where hearts corrupt and rot.

Lost to all decency! will no man hound
Thy whole tribe from the earth and purge this blot?

154 For with Romagna’s vilest spirit I found

One of such rank deeds, such a Genoan,

His soul bathes in Cocytus, while on ground

157 His body walks and seems a living man.

•

The Images. Ugolin and Roger are the last of those pairs of shades

who image partnership in sin. In each case, only one of them
speaks. Francesca speaks of the sharing of the sin, and oflfers ex-

cuses for Paolo along with henelf. Ulysses ignores Diomede
(partnership is lost). Ugolin justifies himself at Roger’s expense

(treachery can share nothing but a mutual hatred). There is a de-

liberate parallel between the Paolo-Francesca pair and the Ugolin-

Roger pair: in both cases the lines that introduce their respective

stories are drawn from the same passage of Virgil, and there are

other, minor, correspondences. This is 'Dante’s way ofindicating

that here in the ice of Cocytxis we have the last state of the cor-

ruption oflove; that every devouring passion, sexual or otherwise,

that sets itself against the order ofGod and the City, bears in itself

the seeds of treachery and a devouring passion of destruction.

Ptolomaea. This third region of Cocytus is probably named after

Ptolemy, captain ofJericho, who invited Simon die High Priest

and his sons to a banquet and there slew them (i Maccabees xvi).
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Here lie the Traitors to Hospitality. They who denied the most
primitive of human sanctities are now almost sealed off from

humanity; they cannot even weep. And they are dead to humanity

before they die; that which seems to live in them on earth is only

a devil in human form - the man in them has withdrawn out i»f

reach into the cold damnation.

Notes. 11 . 4-9: Compare with Canto v. 121-6, and both with Aeneid

iL 3, 10-13.

1. 13: Count UgoUn: Count Ugolino della Gherardesca and his

grandson, Nino dei Visconti (whom we shall meet in Purg. viii), were

respectively the heads of the two Guelf parties which in 1288 held

power in Pisa. To get rid of Nino, Ugolino allied himself with the

Archbishop, Ruggieri (Roger) degli Ubaldini. But as soon as Nino
was driven out, the Archbishop, seeing the Guelfs thus weakened,

turned on Ugolino and imprisoned him with four of his sons and

grandsons in a tower subsequently named ‘'the Tower of Famine*\

There they remained till March 1289, when the Archbishop ordered

the tower to be locked and the keys thrown into the river. (Dante’s

word {chiavar)t however, probably means “nail up” - a sound more
alarming to the prisoners.) After eight days the tower was opened

and all the victims found dead of starvation.

L 29: the wolfand wolf‘Cuhs: i.e. Ugolino and his children. The hill

that shuts out Lucca is the Monte di San Giuliano, half-way between

Pisa and Lucca.

1 . 32: Sismundf Gualand and Lanfranc: Ghibelline families of Pisa.

I . 34: father and sons: Actually, the youths imprisoned with Ugo-
lino were his own two youngest sons, Gaddo and Uguccione (Hugh),

and his two grandsons, Nino (sumamed i7 Brigata) and Anselm. All

except Anselm were young men rather than “children” or “boys”

as Dante represents them. Anselm was 15.

II

.

72-3 : already I was blind: “from grief”, say some commentators;

but Dante knew, I think, that one of the effects of starvation is to

produce blindness.

1. 75: thenfamine did what sorrow could not do: i.e. kiU him.

1 . 80: fpeoib the sound of si: i.e. all who speak Italian. The various

romance-languages were distinguished by the word used for “Yes”,

that of Northern France being the langue d*ofl (oui); that of Southern
France, the langue d*oc; that of Italy, the lingua di jl.

U. 82-3 : Gorgona . . . Caprara: These two islands near the mouth of

the Amo then belonged to Pisa.

U. 85-6: in very truth betrayed thee ofthy castles: Ugolino was accused
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oftreachery in ceding certain Pisan strongholds to the Florentines and

Lucchese. Others think he had no choice but to do so; Dante’s words

are ambiguous, but in any case Ugolino’s treacherous conspiracy

with Ruggieri against Nino, by which he betrayed both his party and

his city, would have sufficed to bring him to Antenora.

1 . 91: asfurther on we went: They are now passing into Ptolomaea.

1 . 105: is not all heat extinguished: Dante knows that winds are caused

by differences of temperature in the atmosphere, and wants to know

how, in this region ofabsolute cold, there can be wind without heat.

Virgil replies that he will see the cause of it later on. (Canto xxxiv.

1 . 1 10: O souls so wicked: The speaker thinks that Dante and Virgil

are damned souls going down to the Circle ofjudecca.

I

.

117: to the bottom ofthe ice: Treachery calls forth treachery; Dante

knows that he is going to the bottom - though not in the sense the

shade supposes.

II. ii 8-2o: Friar Alberigo: a “Jovial Friar” ofthe Manfredi family of

Facnza. His younger brother, Manfred, struck him in the face in the

course of a dispute. Alberigo pretended to forgive and forget, and

later on invited Manfred and one of his sons to a dirmer. When it was

time for the dessert he called out: “Bring on the fruit!” This was the

signal for armed servants to rush in and kill Manfred and his son. The

“fruit of the ill garden” is probably an allusion to this. “To receive

dates for one’s figs” is a Tuscan expression meaning “to get back

one’s own with interest”, “to be given tit for tat”.

1 . 126: Atropos: the Fate who cuts the thread of life.

1 . 137: Ser Branca d* Oria: a Ghibelline of Genoa, who invited his

father-in-law, Michael Zanche (see Canto xxn. 88), to a banquet and

there, with the help of a nephew, murdered him. Dante says that

Zanche had not yet reached the Bowge of the Barrators before the

traitor’s body had been taken over by a devil and his soul fallen to

Ptolomaea - i.e. he was damned in the moment of committing - or

perhaps even of assenting to - the treachery.

1. 146: that kinsman: i.e. the nephew.

1 , 149: and I undid them not: The chorus ofindignant comment about

Dante’s behaviour becomes so loud at this point that I feel obliged

to repeat that it arises &om a misimderstanding of the allegory, and

once more refer to Canto vm. 45, note.
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CANTO XXXIV
The Story. After passing over the region of Judecca, where the

Traitors to their Loras are wholly immersed in the ice, the Poets see

Dis iSatan) devouring the shades ofJudas, Brutus, and Cassius. They
clamber along his body until, passing through the centre of the Earth,
they emerge into a rocky cavern. From here they follow the stream of
Lethe upwards until it brings them out on the island of Mount Purgatory
in the Antipodes.

*'Vexilla regis prodeunt infemi

Encountering us; const thou distinguish him.
Look forward,’* said the master, *‘as we journey.**

As, when a thick mist breathes, or when the rim
Of night creeps up across our hemisphere,
A turning windmill looms in the distance dim,

I thought I saw a shadowy mass appear;

Then shrank behind my leader from the blast,

Because there was no other cabin here.

I stood (with fear I write it) where at last

The shades, quite covered by the frozen sheet.

Gleamed through the ice like straws in crystal glassed;

Some lie at length and others stand in it,

This one upon his head, and that upright.

Another like a bow bent face to feet.

And when we had come so far that it seemed right

To my dear master, he should let me see

That creature fairest once of the sons of light,

He moved him from before me and halted me.
And said: “Behold now Dis! behold the place

Where thou must steel thy soul with constancy.”

How cold I grew, how faint with fearfubess,

Ask me not. Reader; I shall nor waste breath
Telling what words are powerless to express;

This was not life, and yet it was not death;
If thou hast wit to think how I might fare

Bereft of both, let fancy aid thy faith.
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The Emperor of the sorrowful realm was there,

Out of the girding ice he stood breast-high,

And to his arm alone the giants were

Less comparable than to a giant I;

Judge then how huge the stature of the whole

That to so huge a part bears symmetry.

If he was once as fair as now he*s foul,

And dared outface his Maker in rebellion,

Well may he be the fount of all our dole.

And marvel *twas, out-marvelling a miUioh,

When I beheld three faces in his head;

The one in front was scarlet like vermilion;

And tw6. mid-centred on the shoulders, made
Union with this, and each with either fellow

Knit at the crest, in triune junction wed.

The right was of a hue *rwixt white and yellow;

The left was coloured like the men who dwell

Where Nile runs down from source to sandy shallow.

From under each sprang two great wings that well

Befitted such a monstrous bird as that;

I ne*er saw ship with such a spread of sail.

Plumeless and like the pinions of a bat

Their fashion was; and as they flapped and whipped

Three winds went rushing over the icy flat

And froze up all Cocytus; and he wept
From his six eyes, and down his triple chin

Runnels of tears and bloody slaver dripped.

Each mouth devoured a sinner clenched within.

Frayed by the fangs like flax beneath a brake;

Three at a time he tortured them for sin.

But all the bites the one in front might take

Were nothing to the claws that flayed his hide

And sometimes stripped his back to the last flake.

“That wretch up there whom keenest pangs divide

Is Judas called Iscariot,” said my lord,

“His head within, his jerking legs outside;
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As for the pair whose heads hang hitherward:

From the black mouth the limbs of Brutus sprawl -

See how he writhes and utters never a word;

And strong-thewed Cassius is his fellow-thrall.

But come; for night is rising on the world
Once more; we must depart; we have seen all.**

Then, as he bade, about his neck I curled

My arms and clasped him. And he spied the time

And place; and when the wings were wide unfurled

Set him upon the shaggy flanks to climb.

And thus from shag to shag descended down
*Twixt matted hair and crusts of frozen rime.

And when we had come to where the huge thigh-bone

Rides in its socket at the haunch*s swell.

My guide, with labour and great exertion,

Turned head to where his feet had been, and fell

To hoisting himself up upon the hair,

So that I thought us mounting back to Hell.

“Hold fast to me, for by so steep a stair,**

My master said, panting like one forspent,

“Needs must we quit this realm of all despair.**

At length, emerging through a rocky vent,

He perched me sitting on the rim of the cup
And crawled out after, heedful how he went.

I raised my eyes, thinking to sec the top

Of Lucifer, as I had left him last;

But only saw his great legs sticking up.

And if I stood dumbfounded and aghast.

Let those thick-witted gentry judge and say.

Who do not see what point it was Td passed.

“Up on thy legs!** the master said; “the way
Is long, die road rough going for the feet.

And at mid-tcrcc already stands the day.**

The place we stood in was by no means fit

For a king's palace, but a natural prison,

With a vUc floor, and very badly lit.
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‘'One moment, sir,” said I, when I had risen;

“Before I pluck myself from the Abyss,

Lighten my darkness with a word in season.

Kindly explain; what’s happened to the ice?

What’s turned him upside-down? or in an hour

Thus whirled the sun from dusk to dawning skies?”

“Thou think’st,” he said, “thou standest as before

Yon side the centre, where I grasped the hair

Of the ill Worm that pierces the world’s core.

So long as I descended, thou wast there;

But when I turned, then was the point passed by

Toward which all weight bears down from everywhere.

The other hemisphere doth o’er thee he -

Antipodal to mat which land roofs in.

And under whose meridian came to die

The Man bom sinless and who did no sin;

Thou hast thy feet upon a Uttle sphere

Of whose far side Judccca forms the skin,

When it is evening there, it’s morning here;

And he whose pelt our ladder was, stands still

Fixt in the self-same place, and does not sdr.

This side the world from out high Heaven he fell;

The land which here stood forth fled back dismayed,

Pulling the sea upon her like a veil.

And sought our hemisphere; vnth equal dread,

Belike, that peak of earth which still is found

This side, rushed up, and so this void was made.”

There k a place low down there underground.

As far from Bclzebub as hk tomb’s deep.

Not known to sight, but only by the sound

> Of a small stream which trickles down the steep.

Hollowing its channel, where with gentle faU

And devious course its wandering waters creep.

By that hid way my guide and I withal,

Back to the lit world from the darkened dens

Toiled upward, caring for no rest at all,
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He first, I following; till my straining sense

Glimpsed the bright burden of the heavenly cars

Through a round hole; by this we climbed, and thence

Came forth, to look once more upon the stars.

The Images. The region of the Traitors to sworn alle-

giance is called Judecca after Judas, who betrayed Our Lord.

Here, cut o£F fiom every contact and every means of expression,

those who committed the final treason lie wholly submerged.
Judas, Brutus and Cassius. Judas, obviously enough, is the image of

the betrayal of God. To us, with our minds dominated by Shake-
speare and by “democratic” ideas, the presence here ofBrutus and
Cassius needs some explanation. To understand it, we must get

rid of all political notions in the narrow sense. We should notice,

fint, that Dante’s attitude to Julius Caesar is ambivalent. Person-

ally, as a pagan, Julius is in Limbo (Canto iv. 123). Politically, his

rise to power involved the making of civil war, and Curio, who
advised him to cross the Rubicon, is in the Eighth Circle of Hell
(Canto xxvm. 97-102 and note). But, although Julius was never
actually Emperor, he was the founder of the Roman Empire, and
by his function, therefore, he images that institution which, in

Dante’s view (sec Introduction, p. 45), was divinely appointed to

govern the world. Thus Brutus and Cassius, by their breach of
sworn allegiance to Caesar, were Traiton to the Empire, i.e. to

World-order. Consequently, just as Judas figures treason against

God, so Brutus and Cassius figure treason againstMan-in-Society

;

or we may say that we have here the images of treason against the
Divine and the Secular government of the world.

Dis, so Virgil calls him; Dis, or Pluto, being the name of the King
of the Classical Underworld. But to Dante he is Satan or Lucifer
or Beelzebub - or, as we say, the Devil. “He can see it now - that

which monotonously resents and repels, that which despairs. ...

Milton imagined Satan, but an active Satan; this is beyond it, this

is passive except for its longing. Shakespeare imagined treachery;
this is treachery raised to an infimte cannibalism. Treachery gnaws
treachery, and so inevitably. It is the imagination of the freezing
ofevery conception, an experience ofwhich neither life nor death
can Imow, and which is yet quite certain, if it is willed.” (Charles
Williams: The Fi^re of Beatrice, p. 144.)



CANTO xxxiv] Conttneittafies

Notes. 1 , i : Vexilla regis prodeunt inferni: “The banners of the King of

Hell go forth*’. This, with the addition of the word inferni (of Hell),

is the first line of the Latin hymn which we know best as “The royal

banners forward go”.

1 . iH: fairest once of the sons of light: referring to Satan’s original

status as one of the brightest of the Cherubim.

I. 28: the Emperor: “Dante uses the word with the full meaning of

its perversion” (Charles Williams). In Canto n, he refers to God as

“the Emperor of the Imperium on high”; this is the Emperor of the

realm below, who gives his name to the “sorrowful City”. (Canto

vm. 68.)

1 . 38; threefaces: The three faces, red, yellow, and black, are thought

to suggest Satan’s dominion over the three races ofthe world: the red,

the European (the race ofjaphet); the yellow, the Asiatic (the race of

Shem); the black, the Afncan (Ae race of Ham), But they are also,

undoubtedly, a blasphemous anti-type ofthe Blessed Trinity: Hatred,

Ignorance, Impotence as against Love, Wisdom, Power.

I . 46: from under each sprang two great wings: Satan was a fallen

cherub, and retains, in a hideous and perverted form, the six wings

which belong to his original rank.

II . 51-2: three winds ... andfroze up all Cocytus: see Canto xxxm.

103-108.

1. 68: night is rising on the world: it is about 6 p.m.

1 . 7^:from shag to shag descended: Satan’s body is shaggy like that of

a satyr, according, to a well-known medieval convention. The poets

clamber down him, feet-first, as one descends a ladder, working their

way through the points where the thick pelt prevents the ice from

adhering close to the surface of his body. (We must remember the

enormous height of Satan - somewhere about 1200 or 1500 ft. at a

rough calculation.)

1 . 79: turned head to ...feet, etc.: They have been descending feet-

first; now they turn themselves topsy-turvy and go up again,

head-first.

1 . 93: what point it was Vd passed: Since Dante proceeds to take the

sting out of “thick-witted” by admitting that he himself was com-

pletely bewildered, we may perhaps, without offence, explain thatthe

“point” was the centre of gravity, which was situated precisely at

Satan’s navel. The sketch on p. 264 will make all these geographical

complexities clear.

1 . 96: mid-terce: Terce, the first of the four canonical divisions of

the day, lasted from sunrise (6 a.m. at the equinox) till 9 a.m. ; mid-

terce would therefore be about 7.30 A.M.
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1 . 103: Kindly explain: Dante wants to know (i) why Satan is ap-
parently upside-down; (2) howit is that, havingstarted theirdescent of
Satan about 6 p.m., theyhave, after about anhour and a halfofclimbing,
apparently arrived at the following morning. Virgil explains that (i)

having passed the centre, they are now in the Southern Hemisphere,
so that “up” and “down” are reversed, and (2) they are now going
by southern time, so that day and night are reversed. Purgatory
stands on the opposite meridian to Jerusalem; therefore Purgatory
time is twelve hours behindJerusalem time; i.e. it is now 7.30 a.m. on
Holy Saturday, all over again. (Sec note on Chronology, p. 296.)

1 . 108: the ill Worm: Satan. At the centre of the Earth is a little

sphere (see 1 . 116, and look at the sketch, p. 264), and Satan's body is

run through this, like a kmtdng-needle through an orange, with his

head out at one end and his legs at the other,

1 . 113: that which land roofs in: the Northern Hemisphere, which,
according to St Augustine and most medieval geographers, contained
all the land in the world.

I

.

114: under whose meridian: the meridian ofjerusalem, where Christ
(“the Man bom sinless”) was crucified.

II . 116-17: a little sphere, etc.: See sketch, p. 264.

11 . 121 sqq.: This side the world: i.e. the southern side. When Satan
fell from Heaven, two things happened, (i) The dry land, which
until then had occupied the Southern Hemisphere, fled in horror
from before him, and fetched up in the Northern Hemisphere; while
the ocean poured in from all sides to fill the gap. (2) The inner bowels
ofthe Earth, to avoid contact with him, rushed upwards towards the
south, and there formed the island and mountain at the top ofwhich
was the Earthly Paradise, ready for the reception ofMan, and which,
after Hell’s Harrowing became Mount Purgatory. This, according to
Dante, is the only land in the Southern Hemisphere. The hollow
thus left in the middle of the Earth is the core of Hell, together with
the space in which Dante and Virgil arc now standing - the “tomb”
of Satan. From this a winding passage leads up to the surface of the
Antipodes. By this passage the river Lethe descends, and up it the
poets now make their way,

1 . 130: a small stream: This is Lethe, the river of oblivion, whose
springs are in the Earthly Paradise. They arc moving against it - i.e.

towards recollection.



DANTE’S UNIVERSE

In the fourteenth century, all astronomical calculations were made

upon the hypothesis that the Earth was to be regarded as a fixed point

at the centre of the universe. This was the Ptolemaic system of astro-

nomy, which was used by everyone until Copernicus discovered

that celestial phenomena could be much more simply described and

calculated by considering the Sun to be at rest in the centre of the

Solar System, with the Earth and the other planets (accompamcd by

their satellites) revolving about him and rotating upon their own

axes.

Ptolemaic astronomy is, however, quite easy to imderstand if wc

only remember that, in this system, the apparent motions of the

heavenly bodies are assumed to be their real motions. Indeed, when-

ever we speak of *‘moonrise*’ or of the “low winter sun ,
we are

still using the Ptolemaic system.

The heavenly motions with which readers of the Comedy will be

most concerned are five:

1. The apparent movement of all the heavenly bodies from east

to west about the Earth every 24 houn. We describe this by

saying that the real movement is that of the Earth rotating

upon her own axis from west to east. The medieval astronomers

described it as a real movement of the whole Heavens about an

axis passing through the centre of the Earth, whose extreniities

were the North and South celestial poles.

2. The apparent annual movement of the Sun from west to east

among the signs of the Zodiac. We account for this by the

Earth’s annual revolution about the Sun, so that, as she moves,

we observe the Sun against a different background ofstars every

month (just as, in a moving train, we see a church spire in the

foreground change its position with reference to objects on the

horizon). The medieval astronomers accounted for it by saying

that the Sun had a proper motion ofits own, from west to east -

i.e. backwards against the diurnal motion of the Heavens (like

the motion of a man walking upward upon the down-side of

a moving staircase).

3 . The apparent spiral movement by which the Sun’s path across

the sky rises higher towards the pole each day from the winter

to the summer solstice and then descends again, so that the days
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arc longer in summer than in winter. We explain this by saying
that the axis of the Earth is inclined to her orbit; the medieval
astronomers, by saying that the ecHptic (the Sun’s path along
the Zodiac) was inclined to the pole of the^eavens.

4. The complicated movements of the planets, which, in their ap-
parent annual motion round the Earth from west to east, seem
sometimes to move faster and sometimes to lag behind, or go
backwards. This we explain by saying that, since ihe Earth is

also moving round the Sun in ^e same direction as the planets,

but all at different speeds, these apparent changes of direction
arc due to changes in our own point of view. The medieval
astronomers, taking the Earth’s position as their fixed point,

found that, as seen from that point, each planet had two kinds
of proper motion, apart from the 24-hour movement cast

to west, which they shared with the rest of the Heavens,
(a) Like the Sun, it described a “great cycle’’ about the Earth
from west to east; (b) as it went, it described a small cycle, or
“epicycle”, revolving about a point upon the “great cycle”: that

is to say, it moved lie a point upon the rim of a travelling

wheel, which moves forward in the upper half of its revolu-
tion and backwards in the lower half, while being continually
carried forward in the direction in which the vehicle is travel-

ling. The epicycles, besides explaining the apparent acceleration

and retardation of planetary movement, also explained why
the planets are nearer to the Earth at some times than at others
- thus, ifyou imagine the travelling wheel to be spinning hori-
zontally, any point on its rim will alternately approach and re-

cede from you as it spins. In the case ofthe outer planets (Man,
Jupiter, and Saturn), the great cycle corresponds to the planets*

own movement round the Sun, and the epicycle to ours; in the
case of the inner planets (Mercury and Venus), it is the other
way round. (The Sun itself has no epicycle.)

5. The slow swaying movement, like that of a top coming to rest,

known as the “precession of the equinoxes”, which causes the
equinoxes to recede gradually along the ecliptic, so that each
year they find the Sun a trifle less advanced on his apparent
path through the Zodiac than he was the year before. We call

this a movement of the Earth’s axis with respect to the Fixed
Stars; the medieval astronomers described it as a movement of
the Fixed Stars with respect to the pole of the Heavens. (The
movement is extremely slow - it will take nearly 26,000 years
for the equinoxes to move back through the whole circle of the
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Zodiac. Already, however, by Dante's time the equinoxes had

moved back so far that the signs of the Zodiac no longer coin-

cided with the constellations of the Zodiac from which the early

astronomers had named them. Dante, however, ignores this

discrepancy and always treats the sign and the constellation as

being identical.)

All the planets, including the Sun and Moon, were considered as

being carried round the Earth upon a series of transparent and con-

centric globes, known as the “celestial spheres’*. (It is these which

Dante, considering only that section ofthem which actually contains

the planet, frequently refers to as **rote*\ the heavenly “wheek”.)

We thus have seven planetary spheres enclosing the Earth (like those

“nests” ofivory balk, one within the other, made by Chinese crafts-

men). These are, counting from the Earth outwards, the spheres of

the Moon, Mercury, Venus, the Sun, Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn.

(Uranus, Neptune, and the belt of asteroids between Mars and Jupi-

ter had, ofcourse, not yet been discovered.) Beyond these seven is the

sphere of the Eixed Stars, and beyond that the sphere of the Primum
Mobile (First Mover), which carries no heavenly bodies, but im-

parts motion to all the rest. Since all the planetary spheres perform

their daily revolution in the same time (24 hours), their speed in-

creases with their distance from the Earth (as the rim ofa wheel re-

volves faster than the hub); the speed of the Primum Mobile, says

Dante, cannot itselfbe measured, for from this sphere time and space

themselves take their measurement. Beyond all nine spheres lies the

Tenth Heaven, or Empyrean, the true abode ofGod and ofHis saints,

it has neither position nor velocity nor movement nor duration: it is

eternal and infinite, and to it all space-time measurements are wholly

irrelevant and meaningless. The idea that “the Middle Ages” believed

in a localized, temporal, and material Heaven is entirely fake; intelli-

gent Christians no more believed such a thing then than they do

now.
It k as well to remind ourselves that, apart from incidental in-

accuracies of observation and measurement due to a lack of instru-

ments of precision, the Ptolemaic view of the universe is neither

more true nor more fake than our own: it is merely another way of

describing the same phenomena. Its truth, however, is of a different

kind from oms. The difference is like that between a realistic per-

spective drawing and a map. In the one, all the geometrical facts arc

fakified; the lines which we know to be parallel are made to meet;

it is a faithful presentation ofwhat we actually see. In the other, all

the geometrical facts arc adhered to, but the view presented k one
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wc can never see so long as we keep our feet on the earth. The first

picture corresponds to our observation; the second is reached by
inference.

^though, of course, the machinery” ofthe rotating spheres with
their deferents and epicycles bears no closer relation to objective fact
than do models of the atom made of little rotating balls, yet, as seen
*rom the Earth, the movements of the heavenly bodies do trace
precisely such patterns as the medieval astronomers described. Wc
find it more convenient to take an imaginary stand at some point
outside the Solar System and describe the motions from there, so that
wc c^ see the whole arrangement laid out as on a plan. For many
practical purposes, however, we still use the Ptolemaic vocabulary,
turning on our car-lights half an hour after “sunset”, and not after

"solar horizon-rise”, and orientating ourselves at night by that
“heavenly pole” which is only the reflection of the Earth’s pole and
by no means the central pole of the cosmos, if it has one. The
Ptolemaic universe is the universe we recognize, as we recognize a
photograph or picture of the house in which we live. It is inferior to
the Copemican in that its mathematics, even when corrertcd by
modem knowledge, would be too complicated for ready calcula-
tion; but it is superior as a description of what the Heavens have to
show us, because it is a direct transcript of the observed phenomena.

4
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CHRONOLOGY
The action ofthe Divine Comedy takes place at Eastertide in the year

1300, and lasts just a week. It is on the night of Maundy Thursday

that Dante finds himself astray in the Dark Wood, and on the even-

ing of Good Friday that, after a day spent in vainly endeavouring to

scale the Mountain, he meets Virgil and begins his journey through

Hell, Purgatory, and Heaven. By the evening ofHoly Saturday, the

two poets have reached the bottom ofHell at the dead centre ofthe

earth. The greater part of the next twenty-four hours is occupied in

climbing the long tunnel which brings them to the surface again at

the foot of Mount Purgatory on the other side of the globe, where

they arrive at the time corresponding to sunset in our hemisphere,

which is, of course, sunrise over there.

Dante does not say whether Purgatory time is to. be reckoned as

being twelve hours ahead of our time or twelve hours behind, but I

think the latter reckoning gives the better symbolical results. In that

case, the twenty-four hours taken to climb up from the centre to the

Antipodes would cover Holy Saturday (over again in the other hemi-

sphere) and the following night; and the first dawn seen by Dante

when he emerged from Hell at the foot ofMoimt Purgatory would

be that ofEaster Sunday. This would make the period ofthe “descent

kito Hell” coincide exactly with that of our Lord’s burial in the

grave; so that the soul, “dying to sin”, is “buried with Christ” on

the Good Friday evening and rises with Him in the dawn of Easter

Day; and I cannot but think that Dante had this signification in mind

when he dated the opening of his poem so precisely.

According to this chronology, then, Dante, after spending three

days and three nights in the ascent of Mount Purgatory and passing

six hours in the Earthly Paradise at the top of it, is taken up into the

Heavenly Paradise at noon on the Wednesday after Easter. He then

rises successively through the ten spheres, all the time going round

the world with Wednesday, imtil, as he passes over the meridian of

Jerusalem, the day changes to Thursday. At sunset on Thursday (by

our time) he attains the height of the Empyrean, and the visionary

journey ends.



HOUR OF THE EARTHQUAKE
Herb! have ventured to differ from the best authorities, ancient and
modem, who arc almost imanimous in putting the time of the earth-

quake at noon, and, consequently, that of the poets* interview with

Malacoda (Belzecue) at 7 a.m. This argument is based on the fact

that Dante wrote in the Convxvxo^ “And this is made manifest to us

by the hour ofHis death, for He willed to make that conformable to

His Ufc, wherefore Luke says that it was about the sixth hour when
He died, that is to say, the culmination of the day**. (Meaning, that

as Christ ended His life at the middle point of man’s mortal span, i.c.

about His thirty-fifth year, so also He died at the middle point of the
day.) (Conu. iv. xxiii, 103-110.)

Allowing full weight to this, I still find it impossible to believe

that Dante can have ignored the unanimous and explicit testimony ofall

three synoptists that the last cry from the Cross, followed by the earth-

quake and the rending ofthe veil, took place at the ninth hour. Nor do
I feel that any real contradiction is involved.

I think that Dante looked upon the death of Christ as a single act,

occupying three hours in the performance. At noon the “great dark-

ness** descended and Incarnate God entered into death. At the ninth

hour the act was completed and the earth quaked. The earthquake,

that is to say, marked, not the entry into death, but the entry into

Hell, and the breaking open of the gate on which, since then, “no

bars remain for ever’*.

Accordingly, I have made the conference with the demons take

place at 10 a.m. The chief objection to this interpretation is that it

crams the long and complicated action in Bowges vi, vii, viii, and ix

into three hours, while leaving an unnecessarily long time for get-

ting from Bowge iv to Bowgc v. On the other hand, Dante seems

to imply that the distance between these two bowges was a long one,

during which there was leisure for a good deal of conversation

“whereofmy Comedy cares not to tell’’. If, with Dr Wicksteed, we
start by assuming that the exact time of full moon coincided with

sunrise on the morning of Good Friday, the other interpretation

^ows only about eight minutes for the passage between the uvo
bowges, the incident of Bottaio, and the parley with the demons
(T. C. Inf. pp. 396-7). Neither arrangement is wholly satisfactory;

but we may note that in the previous three hours or so (4 a.m. to

6.32 A.M.) arc comprised (i) the descent to the Seventh Circle and

thejourney through the semi-circumference ofRing i, (2) the passage
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through Ring ii, and (3) Ring iii, (4) the descent ofthe Great Barrier,

in *‘slow spirals” on Geryon’s back, (5) the crossing ofBowge i, and

(6) Bowge ii, (7) the descent into Bowge iii, and (8) the arrival at

and stay upon the bridge over Bowge iv; so that, compared with

this, three hours may appear ample for the adventures between the

Sixth and Ninth Bowges. (If, with some commentators, we take 6.15

and not 6.52 as the time of quitting Bowge iv, then 7 A.M. does not

seem unreasonably early for the interview with Belzecue, but the

passage from the Sixth Circle to the Fourth Bowge is accomplished

at still more lightning speed.)

In view ofthe nightmare distances traversed, it would seem absurd

to insist on any great exactness in the matter ofmiles per hour. I have

therefore, after careful consideration, and with a due sense ofmy own
temerity, decided to bring Dante into line with the Evangelists and

time the Earthquake for the Ninth Hour.

The confusion in the minds of the early commentators on this

point probably arises from the fact that the bell for Nones was rung

and the Office said at the beginning of the period, i.e. at noon; but

Conviuio iv. xxiii. 140-60 shows Dante to have understood perfectly

well that the Canonical division of Nones covered the whole three

hours from noon to 3 p.m.



GLOSSARY OF PROPER NAMES

This list contains all the names of persons and places mentioned in

the Inferno, with an indication of all the passages in which they

occur. If sufficient information about them has already been given

in the “Images” or “Notes”, I have merely inserted the relevant

reference; if not, I have included a brief description or explanation

here. All references are given by Canto and Line (not by page);

if the actual name is not mentioned in Dante’s te5ct, the reference

relates to the line which identifies the person or place in question.

Names of actual inhabitants, or places forming part of the geography,

of Dante’s Three Kingdoms are shown in capital letters, thus:

Beatrice; Styx; names of persons and places which are merely

referred to in the text or notes arc shown in italic type, thus: Nisus;

Arno.

Where the English form of the name diffen from the classical or

Italian form, the form used in the English text is given first, followed

by the original or more correct form in brackets, thus: Galen
(Claudius Galenus), Caieta (Gaeta).

For the Italian personages the main entry will be found sometimes

under the Christian name and sometimes imder the family name,

according to which is the more familiar, or figures the more promi-

nently in the poem; but a cross-reference is given in every case.

Thus, information about Faeinata degli Uberti will be found under

Farinata, with a cross-reference under Uberti; but information

about Jacopo Rusticucci will be found under Rusncuca, with a

cross-reference under Jacopo.

N.B. Both here and in the notes, the myths and stories of antiquity

arc given as they were known in Dante’s day, i.e. in versions

that are frequently post-classical and, by modem standards of

scholarship, garbled and debased. One god or hero is often

confused with another who happened to have a similar name or

attributes; the Greek legends in particular have, since the time

of Homer, suffered many alterations and additions in passing

through the hands of generation after generation of Greek

and Latin story-tcllen. Here and there I have pointed out a few

of the more flagrant corruptions, but for the most part I have

been content to tell the tale as it was known to Dante.



Abati, Bocca degli: see Bocca dbgli Abati.

Abati, Buoso degu: see Buoso degu Abati.

Abbagliato: the nickname means “Muddlehead”; the spendthrift so

called has been identified with a certain Bartolommeo di Rainicri

dei Folchacchieri, a Sienese oflBcial who held various important

posts between 1277 and 1300: but the identification is not certain,

(xxix. 132.)

Abel: son of Adam. (iv. 56.)

Abraham: the Patriarch, (rv. 58.)

Absalom: prince of Israel, (xxvm. 136 and note to xxvm . 134.)

Accorso, pRANas OP (Francesco d*): Florentine lawyer (1225-93),

who lectured at Oxford and Bologna, (xv. 109.)

Acheron: river of Hell. (m. 78 and Images to m; xiv. 116.)

Achhlbs: Greek warrior, the hero of the Iliad, He was the son of
Peleus by the Nereid Thetis. According to Homer, he was killed

at the siege of Troy {q.v.); but a later tradition, which Dante
follows, tells that he fell in love with Polyxena, daughter of King
Priam of Troy, and was promised her hand on condition that he
should join the Trojans. Deceived by this promise, he ventured

unarmed into a Trojan temple and was there assassinated by Paris,

(v. 67; xn. 71; XXVI. 62 and note to xxvt. 55; xxxi. 4 and note.)

Achitophel: the Gilonite. (xxvm. 138 and note to xxvm. 134.)

Acquacheta: river of Italy; the old name for the upper reaches of the

Montone (see map, p. 173). (xvi. 97 and note to xvi. 95.)
Acre: city of Palestine, (xxvn. 89 and note.)

Adam: father of mankind, (m. 115; iv. 55,)

Adam of Brescia, Master: coimterfeiter. (xxx. 61 and note.)

Adige: river of Italy, (xn. 5 and note.)

Aegina: island off Ae coast of Greece, in the Saronic Gulf between
Attica and Argolis. (xxix. 59 and note.)

Aeneas: a Trojan prince, son of Anchises by the goddess Venus;

the hero of Virgil's Aeneid. Troy paving fallen, he escapes with
his father, his young son Ascanius, and a number of followers,

his wife Creusa having been lost in the confusion. He is told

by the Penates (household gods), whose images he has piously

brought away with him, that his destiny is to settle in Italy.

After many wanderings by sea, in the course of which Anchises

dies, his fleet is wrecked by the spite of Juno, but Aeneas with
seven of his ships is saved by Neptime and brought to the

coast of Afiica. Here the Trojans are hospitably received by
Dido, queen of Carthage, who, breaking her oath of fidelity to

her dead husband, Sychaeus, falls in love with Aeneas, and, when
he again sails for Italy at the bidding of Mercury, kills herselfi
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Aeneas lands in Sicily, celebrates the funeral games ofAnchises, and
leaves some of his followers to found a colony there. The rest sail

on and visit Cumae; here, guided by the Sibyl, Aeneas makes the
descent into Hades, where he sees the punishment of the wicked
and the placid after-life of the virtuous. Among the latter he
meets Anchises, and learns from him that he is destined to be the
ancestor of the Roman people, who are to possess the empire of
the world. (This is the famous Book VI of the Aeneid, from which
Dante derived so much of the geography and machinery of his
Jnjemo,) Aeneas then sails up the mouth of the Tiber and lands in
Latium; here the fulfilment of an oracle shows that the Trojans
have reached their destined goal. Latinus, the king of the country,
welcomes Aeneas and offers him the hand of his daughter Lavinia,
previously betrothed to Tumus, prince of the Rutuli. Juno, with
the aid of the Fury Alecto. stirs up war between the Trojans and
the Latins, and after a number of engagements, in which allies

arc called in on both sides, the Rutulians are routed. Tumus
challenges Aeneas to single combat; and Juno at length comes to
an agreement with Jupiter that Aeneas shall be the victor, on con-
dition that Latium shall keep its own name. Thus in Aeneas and
Lavinia the Trojan and Latian lines are united and the way is

open for the foundation of the dty and empire of Rome. (n. 32;
IV. 122; XXVI. 93.)

Aesop: Greek fabulist, (xxin. 4 and note.)

Aghinolfo da Romena; sec Rombna, Aghinolpo da.
Agnbl (Agnello) dbi Brunelleschi; GhibcUine nobleman of

Florence. He is said to have begun as a child by stealing from
his parents, and when grown up to have got into people’s houses,
disguised as an old beggar, (xxv. 68.)

Alard (firard) de Valhy: constable of Champagne (c. 1200-1277).
He accompanied St Louis (Louis DC of France) on his crusading
expeditions of 1248 and 1265; and on his way home in 1268 he
passed through Italy and there assisted Charles of Anjou to win
the Battle of Tagliacozzo. In 1270 he accompanied St Louis to
the East for the third time, and after his death returned to France,
where he died in great honour at the age of about 77. (xxvm. 18
and note to xxvm. 17.)

Albbrigo: Friar, of the Manfrcdi family, (xxxm. 118 and note.)

AJbero of Siena: (xxix. no and note).

Alberti, Alberto degli: count of Mangara. (xxxn. ^6 and note.)
Alberti, Alessandro, and Napoleone degu: sons of Alberto

degli Alberti, (xxxn, 56 and note.)

Alberto degU Aiberti: see Alberti, Alh^to degli.
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Aidobrandi, Tegghiaio: a Florentine Guelf nobleman of the A^-

mari family. He was spokesman of the Guelf nobles who, with

Guido Guerra (q.v.) at their head, advised against the disastrous

expedition against Siena which ended in the defeat of the Floren-

tines at Montaperti (1260) (see Introd., p. 30)* (vi- 78; xvi. 41 sqq,

and note.)

Albcto: see Fubibs.

Alessandro degu Alberti: see Alberti, Alessandro degu.

Albssio Interminei: see Interminh, Alessio.

Alexander: (i) Alexander the Great, king of Macedonia and

conqueror of Asia (356-323 B.C.). Having subdued Greece, he

crossed the Hellespont, vanquished Darius the Persian at the

Battles of Granicus and Issus, and took most of the cities of Phoe-

nicia. He next received the submission of Egypt and founded

Alexandria; and thence marched into Mesopotamia, where he

decisively overcame the Persians at the Battle ofArbela (331 BX.).

After taking Babylon, Susa, and Persepolis and subduing the

Northern provinces of Asia, he invaded India, crossing the Urdas

and advancing as far as the Hydaspes. He intended to conquer

Arabia, subjugate Italy, Carthage, and the West and so become

master of the world; but died of a fever at Babylon at the age of

32. (xn. 107, or the ref. may be to Alexander of Pherae or Jeru-

salem; XIV. 31.)

(2) Alexander of Pherae - Tagus of Thessaly (reigned 369-3*^

B.C.). His rule was tyrannical; the historian Diodorus Siculus

relates that he sewed ins victims into the skins of beasts and had

them mangled by fierce hounds; Plutarch, that he had them buried

alive, (xn. 107, if the ref. is not to Alexander the Great or Alex-

ander ofJerusalem.)

(3) Alexander Jannaeus, king of the Jews (103-7^ B.c.), son

of Hyreanus, who waged war on his own subjects with great

butchery. Thought by some commentators to be the tyrant

referred to by Dante, (xn. 107.)

N.B. The fact that in the Conuivio Dante mentions Alexander

til ft Great as an example of munificence has made some writers

thinV that the tyrant mentioned in xn. 107 must be some other

Alexander; but Orosius {q.v.), on whom Dante relied for much of

his history, calls Alexander the Great “insatiable of human blood”,

and “a whirlpool of miseries and most ferocious whirlwind for

the whole Orient”, and, having said that he “oppressed the world

by the sword for 12 years”, winds up with a long diatribe about

the ruin and wretchedness wrought by his violence and cruelty.

It is therefore almost certain that he is the tyrant intended.
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Alexander (Alessandro) da Romena: see Romena^ Alexander da.

An Ibn Abu Tales: nephew of and successor to Mahomet
(xxvin. 32 and note.)

Auchino: see Hellkin.

t Augheeri, Dante: see Dante Alighieri,

Almayn (Germany): (xx. 61.)

Alps: mountains, (xiv. 30; xx. 62.)

Altqforte (Hautefort): castle in the Limousin district of France
near Perigueux, belonging to Bertrand de Bom {q.v.). (xxix,

29.)

AMPHiARAt5s: one of the seven kings who fought against Thebes
(xx. 34 and note.)

Amphion: in class, myth., son of Zeus and Antiope. (xxxn. ii and
note.)

Anastasius n/PoPE: (x. 8 and note.)

Anaxago^s: Ionian philosopher (500-428 b.c.). He rejected the
materialist explanation of the universe, and held that mind or
intelligence {nous) was the cause of all things, (iv. 137.)

Anchises: father of Aeneas (^.t^.). (i. 74.)
Andrea dh Mozzi; see Mozzi, Andrea on.
Angel: see Heavenly Messenger.
Angels, Black: (xxin. 131).
Angiolello da CaMgnano: nobleman of Fano. (xxvni. 77 and note!)
Annas: High Priest of Israel, father-in-law to Caiaphas. (xxra

122.)

Anselm (Anselmuccio)
: grandson of Count Ugolino della Gherar-

dcsca. (xxxm. 50 and note to xxxm. 34.)
Antaeus: giant, (xxxi. loi and note.)

Antenora: region of Hell. (xxxn. 89 and Images to xxxn.)
Apennine, Mount: (xx. 65 and sec map, p. 173).
Apennines: mountain-range in Italy, (xvi. 96).
Apulia: region of S.E. Italy, (xxvin, 9.)

Apulian: (xxvin. 16).

Aquarius: sec Zodiac.

Aquinas, St Thomas (Tommaso d* Aquino) (1225 or 7-1274): the
greatest of the scholastic theologians, the “Common Doctor”
OT the Church, whose great work in systematizing Christian
Doctrine according to Aristotchan philosophic method dominated
me bought of the Middle Ages, and is still officially accepted as
fundamental to the exposition of Catholic theology.
Bom at Rocca Sicca in Campania, the son of the Count of

Aq^o; entered the Dominican Order at the age of 17; studied
under Albcitus Magnus of Cologne; debated in Paris, 1245; taught
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in Cologne, 1248; Doctor ofTheology (Sorbonne), 1257; lectured

in Paris, Rome, Bologna, etc.; wrote exhaustive commentaries on

the Works of Aristotle, and many theological works, including

the Summa contra Gentiles (dealing with the principles of natural

religion) and the monumental — usually referred

to briefly as the Summa - a complete systematization of Christian

theology; died at Fossa Nuova, near Terracina, on the way to

attend the Coimcil of Lyons in 1274; canonized, 1323 (two yean

after Dante’s death).

The work of St Thomas in “baptising” secular philosophy into

the Christian faith, and so reconciling reason with revelation, was

of incalculable value, especially at that period, when the redis-

covery of classical learning and literature was threatening to

disturb people’s minds by the apparent dilemma of having to

choose between the two. St Thomas maintained and demonstrated

that the knowledge that God exists could be arrived at by the

reason, and that revelation, although transcending reason, at no

time contradicted it.

Dante studied the works of St Thomas closely, and the theo-

logical structure ofthe Comedy owes more to him than to any other

single theologian, although the poet supplemented his teactog

by that of many other authorities, and did not hesitate to differ

ftom him, now and again, in points of detail. References to

relevant passages ftom St Thomas will be found ftom time to

time in the notes.

Dante places St Thomas in Paradise, in the Heaven of the

Sun, among the Doctors of the Church {Para, x-xiii). {NoteSt

passim.)

Arabia: Arabian, (xxiv. 106.)

Arachne: daughter ofIdmon of Colophon in Lydia, was rash enough

to challenge the goddess Athene (Minerva) to a weaving competi-

tion and to produce a web of such unsurpassable beauty that t^

jealous goddess tore it to pieces. Arachne hanged herself in

despair; but Athene changed the rope to a cobweb and Arachne

to a spider, (xvn. 18.)

Arbia: river near Siena. (See Introd., p. 30 ^d x. 33» note), (x. 86.)

Arethusa: in class, myth., a nymph who, being pursued by the river-

god Alpheus, was changed by Artemis piana) to a fountain.

(xxv. 98.)
^

Arezzo: city of Italy, in the S.E. of Tuscany; the Aretmes were

strongly Ghibelline and in continual feud with the Florentines

(see Latrod., p. 30)-

Aretme{s): (xxn. 5; XXK. 109; xxx. 31).
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Ahezzo, Griffolino d’: sec Griffolino d* Arezzo.
Argbnti, Fnippo: Florentine knight, (vm. 6i and note.)
Argo: men of- {gente Argolica) - either (i) men of Argos (Greece),
or (2) possibly, the crew of the ship Argo in which Jason brought
back the Golden Fleece (see Jason), (xxvm. 84 and noU.)

Ariadne: sister of Theseus (^.t^.). (xn. 19.)
Aries: sec Zodiac.

Awstotle: the great Athenian philosopher, founder of the Peri-
patetic School (384-322 B.C.). He was Plato’s most brilliant pupil,
but later diverged considerably from his master’s teaching. His
works were rediscovered and translated in the Middle Ages
(largely through the work of the Arabian scholars), and became
enormously infiuenital. The work of St Thomas Aquinas in-
Mrporated the Aristotelian system of philosophy into Catholic
theology. M Western philosophy derives ultimately from the
twin Platonic and Aristotelian traditions.

The works of Anstotle were voluminous, and covered every
Manch of learning known in his day: Dialectics and Logic {The
Organon); Philosophy (the Physics and other works on natural
^mce; idle Metaphysics; 2 treatises on Mathematics); Politics (the
«rt|cs. &e Politics, the Economics); Art (the Poetia, the Rhetoric).
Unly the major works are mentioned in this list, but there are
numy others.

For Aristotle, kuman thought proceeds by abstraction from
the data provided by the senses; i.c. investigation into the nature of
Dcmg starts from the observation of individual things sensibly
cxis^g. It is in this feature that his philosophy contrasts most
forcibly with the Platonic idealism, for which (especially in its
later developments) the world of existence is only the shadow of
me world of essences. Aristotle analyses the individual existent into
Jitter (undifferentiated “stuff”) and Form (structural organiza-
tion), and the process by which a thing comes to attain its proper
end (to be what it was intended to be) into the passage from
Potentiahty to Actuality. Neither Form nor Matter has any real
^tence by itself- every individual existent being a Form-

The soul of the individual man is the “form”
of the human body, both soul and body being thus considered as
e*»ential parts of th^ actualized personality. It is obvious that this
concept lends itself readily to incorporation into orthodox Chris-
twn doctrine (e.g. of the sanctity of the material universe, sacra-
mentafom, and the Resurrection of the Body) as opposed to the
^osdc doctrii^ of the inherent evil of matter derived from
the Nco-PIatonists. God is “the unmoved Mover”, source of all
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change, motion, and process - a definition which has left its mark

on Thomist theology.

Dante was well acquainted with all the works of Aristotle that

were available in Latin translation in his time, and refers to them

many times, (rv. 131: vi. 106; (Ethics) xi. 80; (Physics) xi. loi.)

Arles: city in the S. of France at the mouth of the Rhone, (tx. 112

and note.)

Amo: river of Italy, (xm. 146; xv. 113; xxm. 95; xxx. 65; xxxm.

83.)

Awugo: probably Oderigo Fifanti, a Florentine Ghibelline, one of

the murderers ofBuondelmonte (see Introd., p. 29 and xxvin. 106,

note), (vi. 80.)

Arsenal: in Venice, (xxi, 7 and note.)

Ahuns: Etruscan augur, (xx. 46 and note.)

AscianOt Caccia d*: see Caccia d'Asciano.

Asdente: soothsayer of Parma, (xx. 118.)

Athamas: husband to Ino, the sister of Semele (^.i^.) and daughter ot

Cadmus, king of Thebes. (xXX. 4 sqq. and note to xxx. i.)

Athens, Duke oj: see Theseus.

Airopos: see Fates, (xxxm. 126.)

Attila: king, or chieftain, of the Huns (433-53). Called the Scourge

of God for his atrocities. He made himself master of all the peoples

of Germany and Scythia, and with his hordes overran Illyria,

Thrace, Macedon, Greece, etc. In 451 he invaded Gaul, but was

checked by Theodoric and finally routed by Thorismond the

Goth. The following year he descended upon Italy, devastating

Aquileia, Milan, Padua, and other places. Temporarily restrained

by Pope Leo I, he was preparing for a fresh invasion when he

died, or was murdered, in the following year. (xn. 135; xm. 149

(where he is confused with Totila (q.v.)) and note.)

Augustus: (as Imperial title denoting the Emperor Frederick II).

(xm. 68.)

Augustus Caesar: see Caesar.

Austria: (xxxn. 25).

Aventine, Mount (Monte Aventino) : one of the Seven Hills ofRome,
legendary site of the Cave of Cacus (q.P*). (xxv. 26.)

Averrhoes (Ibn Roshd): Arabian physician and philosopher. His

famous commentary on Aristotle, translated into Latin, had a

wide vogue in the Middle Ages, and did much to revive the study

of Aristotelian philosophy. He taught a pantheistic doctrine of

Universal Reason, and denied the immortality of the individual

soul. He was bom at Cordova and died at Morocco (1126--98).

(iv. 144.)
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Avicen (Avicenna): Arabian physician and philosopher (980-1037)
wrote commentaries on Aristotle and Galen {q,u.). (iv. 143.)Azzo^o (orEzzclino) III da Romano (1194-1259): a GhibcUinc
noble, son-m-law of the Emperor Frederick II and Imperial Vicarm the Marca Triyigiana. He was notorious for his cruelty, and
especially for a hideous massacre of the citizens of Padua (xn
109; note to xm. 115.)

^

Babel: (j) Babylon in Asia; city of Babylonia, ruled over anciently
by Nmus (q.v.); apparently confused by Dante with

•j
“ Egypt, ruled over in Middle Ages by the Soldan*

identined by medieval writers with
*

(3) Babel, city mentioned in Gen. xi (sec Nimbod). fv <4.

)

Babylon: see Babel.
'

BacchigUone: river of Italy, in Venetia, on which Vicenza stands
(XV. 113.)

Baahus: in Greek myth, god of wine, “Bacchus’ city” is Thebes
(xx. 59.)

Bapitst: see John Baptist, St.

Babbawccia; see Basbiger.
Barbiger (Barbariccia) : demon, (xxi. izo; xxn. 28, 59, 145.)
Bmtricb; daughter of Foleo Portinari, bom in Florence, 1266. In the

yila Nuova {New Life) Dante says that he first saw and fell in love
with her when she was 8 years and 4 months old and he was
neatly 9. She was married to Simone dei Bardi, and died in 1290
(sec Introd., pp. 26 sqq. and The Greater Images, p. 67. (n, 53 sqq.:
X. 131; xn. 88; XV. 89.)

'

BeccarIa, Tesauho dei: of Pavia, Abbot of Vallombtosa and
^gate in Horence of Pope Alexander IV. He was accused by the
Horentinc Guelfs of intriguing against them after the expulsion
ot the Ghibellines in 1258. and was beheaded the same year
(xxxn. 1 19.)

^

Becchi, Giovanni Buiamonte dei; see Buiamonti, Giovanni.
ELLo, Gbri del: see Geri (Ruggieri) del Bello.
EL2EBUB (Beelzebub): see Devil, (xxxiv. 128.)
ELZBc^ (Malacoda): demon, (xxi. 76, 79.)
cfMw (Lake Garda): (xx. 63 sqq. and see map. p. 173).

Bene^tto, San: see Benedurs, St
cne lets (San Benedetto in AIpe): Monastery on the upper
reaches of the Acquacheta (^.t^.). (xvi. loi, 102, note.)

^rgamo: Bergamese. (xx. 71.)Bmtr^ DB Born: lord of Hautefort (Altaforte). soldier and
troubadour, (xxvm. 134 and note; xxix. 29.)
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Bisenzio: river of Italy, tributary of the Amo. (xxxn. 57.)

Bocca DEGLi Abati: Florentine traitor, (xxxn. 106 and note to

xxxn. 79.)

Bologna: city of Italy, in the Romagna (see map, p. 173). (xvm. 58;

xxm. 104, 143.)

Bonatti, Guy (Guido): astrologer of Forli. (xx. 118.)

Boniface VIII: Pope (Benedict Caietan) (c. 1217-1303; Pope, 1294-

1303) (seeintrod., pp. 34 (xv.ii2;xix. 53 and xxvn. 70,

85.)

Bonturo Dati: head of the popular party in Lucca. Notorious for his

barratry. Benvenuto da Imola says diat he “controlled the whole

commune, and promoted or excluded from office whomever- he

chose”. He was eventually (1314) expelled from Lucca and fled

to Florence, where he died. (xxi. 41.)

Born, Bertrand de: see Bertrand de Born.

Borsier(e), Gutllim (Guglielmo): according to the old commenta-

tors, this Florentine was originally a purse-maker, who gave up

his trade in order to “go into society”, where he made himself

useful by arranging marriages, treaties of peace and alliance, etc.,

between noble families. Boccaccio, who tells a story about him

in the Decameron (Day i. Novel 8), describes him as worthy, witty,

and respected, (xvi. 70.)

BorrAio, Martino: alderman of Lucca, (xxi. 35 and note.)

Branca d’ Oria: of Genoa, (xxxm. 137 and note; xxn. 88, note.)

Branda^ Fountain of: in Siena, or, more probably, Romena. (xxx. 78.)

Brenta: river of Italy, (xv. 7.)

Brescia: city of Italy (see map, p. 173). (xx. 69.)

Brescians: (xx. 71).

Brescia, Master Adam of: see Adam of Brescia.

Briareus: giant, (xxxi. 99 and note.)

Brigata: see Nino della Gherardesca.

Brigata Spendereccia: see Spendthrifts* Club.

Bruges: city of Flanders, (xv. 4.)

Brunelleschi, Agnbllo dei: see Agnbl dh Brunelleschi.

Brunetto Latin: : Horentine politician and man of learning, (xv.

30 sqq. and note and see Introd. p. 31.)

Brutus: (i) LudusJunius: aroused the Roman people to overthrow

Tarquinius Supcrbus, whose son Sextus had outraged Lucretia,

the wife of his cousin L. Tarquinius Collatinus (510 b .c.). (iv. 127.) f-

(2) Marcus Junius (85-42 b .c .): son of M. Brutus the Tribune

and Servilia, half-sister of Cato of Utica. Trained by his uncle

Cato in the prindples of the aristocratic party, when the dvil war

broke out in 49 b .c., he joined Pompey, although the latter had
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put his father to death. After the Battle of Pharsalia in 48 b.c„

Julius Caesar not only pardoned him but raised him to high
favour, making him governor of Cisalpine Gaul (46 b.c.) and
praetor (44 b.c.), and promising him the governorship of Mace-
donia. Persuaded, however, by Cassius {q.v.)^ he took part in the
conspiracy to murder Caesar in the hope of re-establishing the

Republic (Ides of March, 44 b.c.). After Caesar’s death, he took
possession of Macedonia, and was joined by Cassius, who com-
manded in Syria, In 42 b.c. their united forces were defeated by
Octavian (afterwards Augustus) Caesar and Mark Antony at the

Battle of Philippi, and Brutus committed suicide, (xxxiv, 65.)

Buiamonte, Giovanni: a notorious usurer, whose family were
lords of Torre Becchi, in the territory of Florence, and bore
arms: or, 3 becchi (goats, or possibly eagles’ beaks) sable. Giovanni
was living in Florence in 1300, but is said to have died later in

great poverty, (xvn. 72 and note to xvn. 55.)

BuHcame: spring near Viterbo, (xrv. 79 and note.)

Buoso DA Dubra: see Dubra, Buoso da.

Buoso 0E6U Abati: Florentine nobleman, of whom nothing is

known except that the old commentator Lana and Dante’s son
Pietro identify him as the “Buoso” mentioned in the Bowge of
the Thieves; others say the ref. is to Buoso dei Donati {q.v.).

(xxv. 140 and note to xxv. 35-6.)

Buoso DBi Donah: of the great Florentine family to which be-

longed Cono dei Donati, the Black Guelf leader, and Dante’s

wife, Gemma (see Introd., pp. 32, 38). (xxx. 44 and note to xxx.

32.) He is perhaps also the Buoso mentioned in xxv. 140 (see note

to xxv. 35-<5).

Caecia d*Ascian{o): Sienese spendthrift, (xxix. 130.)

Caccianbmico, Venbdico: Guelf nobleman of Bologna, (xvm.
49-50 and note.)

Cacus: monster (according to Dante a centaur), (xxv. 25 and note.)

C^MUs: in class, myth., son of Agenor, king of Phoenicia. Jupiter

m the form of a white bull carried away his sister Europa; and
Cadmus, going in search of her, became the founder of Thebes

(ft*.). Having killed a dragon sacred to Mars, he was changed
into a serpent, (xxv. 98.)

Cabsar: (1) Caius Julius, Dictator of Rome (100-44 ®-C-) - son of
C. Julius Caesar the praetor, he liked to claim descent from the
Trojan hero Aeneas {q.v.)^ founder of Rome. A brilliant general,

and strong adherent of the democratic party, he was made
Consul, 59 B.C.; his conquest of Gaul (59-51 b.c.) made him the
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idol of the people and the army. His rival, Pompey, jealous of

his rising power, joined the aristocratic party and headed an

armed opposition against him; but Julius, crossing the river

Rubicon which separated his own province from Italy, marched

upon Rome, and being everywhere received with acclamation,

made himself master of all Italy (49 b.c.). After defeating Pom-

pey*s adherents in Spain, he crossed over into Greece and decisively

overthrew Pompey at the Battle of Pharsalia (48 b.c.). He was

made Dictator and, after a period of further military triumphs,

was offered the kingship; this, however, he reluctantly refused,

for fear of offending the people. On the Ides of March, 44 b.c.,

he was assassinated in the Capitol by a band of conspirators, led

by Brutus and Cassius. His successor Augustus {q.v.) was the fint

Roman Emperor, and the name Caesar became part of the

Imperial title, (i. 70; iv. 123; xxvm. 97; see also Images to xxxiv.)

(2) Caesar Augustus (Caius Julius Caesar Octavianus): ist

Roman Emperor (63 b.c.-a.d. 14), He was the great nephew of

Julius Caesar and adopted by him as his heir. After the assassina-

tion ofJulius, he assumed the name of Caesar, and became, with

Lepidus and Mark Antony, one of the triumvirs who took over

the government of the Republic. He gradually gathered all the

great offices of state into his own hands, and in 32 b.c. he accepted

the title of imperator. The defeat of Antony at Actium (31 b.c.)

and the death of Lepidus (12 B.C.) left him in fact and in name

sole master of the Roman Empire. The epithet “Augustus**,

conferred on him by the Senate in 27 B.C., was borne by his

successors as part of the Imperial title. The “Augustan age’* was

marked by a brilliant flowering of Latin literary genius.

Caesar (as Imperial title denoting the Emperor Frederick H).

(xm. 65.)

Cagnazzo: see Harrowhound.
Cahors: city of France, (xi. 50 and note.)

Caiaphas: High Priest of Israel, who condemned Christ, (xxm. 115

sqq. and Images to xxm.)

Caieta (Gaeta): (xxvi. 92 and note).

Cain (with Thombush): the Man in the Moon. (xx. 124 and note.)

CaIna: a region of Hell. (v. 107 and note; xxxn. sqq. and Images

to xxxn. 59.)

Calcabrina: see Hackiespur.

Calchas: augur who accompanied the Greeks to the siege of Troy,

(xx. HI.)

Calignano, Angiolello da: see Angiolello da Calignano.

CAMiaoN DEI Pazzi: of Valdamo. (xxxn. 68 and note.)
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Cam^: a warrior-maiden vowed to the service of Diana. She
assisted Tumus against Aeneas, and after killing many
Trojans was slain by Aruns. (i. loS; iv. 124.)

Camonica, Val: valley in Lombardy (xx. 66.)
Campaldino: Battle of. (xxn. i and note; see also Introd., p. 31.}
Cancblueri, FocaccIa degu: see FocaccIa degli Cancellieri.
Capanbus: one of the “Seven against Thebes’*, (xiv. 63. also note to

XIV. 51 and Images to xiv; xxv. 15.)

Capocchio: the name, or nickname, means “Blockhead”; the
family name of this counterfeiter is not known; nor is it certain
whether he was a Florentine or a Sienese, (xxrx. 136; xxx. 28.)

Caprara (Capraia); island near the mouth of the Amo. (xxxm. 83
and note to xxxm. 82.)

Caprona: fortress of Pisa. (xxi. 95 and note; see also Introd.. p. 31.)
Carisenda (Garisenda): leaning tower at Bologna, (xxxi. 136 and

note,)

Carlin(o) dh Pazzi: of Valdamo. (xxxn. 69 and note.)

Carrara: tovra and hills in Italy (Tuscany), (xx. 48 sqq.)
Casalodi, Alberto di: (xx. 95 and note.)

Casentin{o): district of Tuscany, (xxx. 65 and note.)

CasserOf Guido del: see Guido del Cassero.
Cassius

. (Cams Cassius Longinus): Roman statesman and general,
^ter distinguishing himself as a soldier in the campaigns against
the Parthians (53-51 b.c.) he returned to Rome. In 49 b.c. he
WM tribune of the plebs, but when the civil war broke out, he
joined the aristocratic party and fled from Rome with Pompey,
whose fleet he commanded in 48 b.c. After the Battle of Phar-
salia he went to the Hellespont and, accidentally falling in with
Julius Caesar, surrendered to him. Caesar not only pardoned him
but made him praetor and promised him the governorship of
oyria. Cassius, however, repaid this generosity by heading a
conspiracy to murder Caesar, and persuading M. Brutus {q.v.) to

After Caesar’s death (Ides of March, 44 b.c.) he claimed
the governorship of Syria according to Caesar’s promise, although
the Senate had given it to Dolabella. He defeated Dolabella and,
after plundering Syria and Asia, joined Brutus in Macedonia in
opposition to Octavian (Augustus) Caesar and Mark Antony. At
the Battle of Philippi (42 b.c.) Cassius was defeated by Antony
and took his own life, (xxxiv. 67.)

Malavoltt, Fra; podesth of Florence, (xxm. 104,

Cato op Utica (Marcus Porcius Cato the Younger): Roman
statesman (95-4(5 b.c.). A strict republican of the old school,
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nurtured in the Stoic philosophy, he at first opposed both Caesar

and Pompey, but when the civil war broke out (see Caesab,

Juuus), found himself obliged to take sides with the latter.

After the Battle of Pharsalia he escaped into Afnca and, after a

terrible march across the desert, joined forces with Metellus /

Scipio, who had the command of Pompey’s African forces.

Caesar defeated Scipio at the Battle of Thapsus, and Cato, rather

than make terms with the victor, committed suicide. He became

for the Romans the typical example of Stoic virtue. In the

Purgatorio, Dante makes him guardian of the approach to Mt.

Purgatory, (xrv, 15 and note.)

Cattolica, La: town of Italy on the Adriatic, (xxvm. 80 and note to

xxvm. 77.)

Catmts: N.W. wind. (xi. 114.)

Cavalcanti, Cavalcantb dei: father of Guido Cavalcanti, (x. 53

and note.)

Cavalcanti, Francesco Guercio dei: Florentine nobleman, men-

tioned by Dante as a thief; murdered by the people of Gavillc

{q.v.). (xxv. 151 and note.)

Cavalcanti, Guido dh: son of Cavalcante dei Cavalcanti, was

bom between 1250 and 1259. Dante, who calls him “the first of

my friends”, says that their fiiendship began when Guido wrote a

reply to one of his sonnets, and it was with him that Dante went

to the famous party where Beatrice mocked at him (Introd., p. 27).

Like Dante, he belonged to the younger school ofpoets,who wrote

in the “sweet new style - il dolce stil nuovo** and, like his father,

was an “Epicurean”. Guido was a White Guelf, and his marriage to

the daughter of the Ghibelline Farinata degli Uberti was one ofthe

alliances frequently arranged in the hope of reconciling the two

parties. He died in August 1300 (Introd. p. 34 and note), (x. 63

and note.)

Cecina: river of Italy, (xm. 8 and note.)

Chlbstinb V, Pope: (m. 59 and note; xxvn. 103 and «o/c; xxvn. 105.)

Centaurs: in Homer, an ancient and savage race, inhabiting Mt.

Pelion in Thessaly; represented in later legend as monsters, half-

horse, half-man. (xn. 55 sqq. and note, and Images to xn.)

Ceperan{o): pass of. (xxvm. 16 and note.)

Cerberus: the three-headed hound of Hell. (vi. 13 sqq. and Images to

vi; DC. 98 and note.)

Cbrvia: town near Ravenna, (xxvn. 42 and note to xxvn. 40.)

Cbsena: town of N. Italy on the Savio. (xxvn. 52 and note.)

Ceuta: city in Morocco, on the peninsula which forms the S. side of

the Straits of Gibraltar, (xxvi, no.)
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Charlemayn (Charlemagne): emperor of the West (742-814). son

of P^pin le Bref, king of the Franks; received the Imperial

Crown from Pope Leo III, Christmas Day, 800. As a defender of

the Christian faith in two wars against heretics and Saracens, he

was canonized in 1165. Dante places him in Mars, the Heaven of

the Warriors {Para, xviii. 43). His wars and his Twelve Peers, of

whom his nephew Roland and Roland’s friend Oliver are the

best known, became legendary and were celebrated in the early

chansons de geste and many later epics, (xxxi. 16.)

Charles I: king of Naples and Sicily, count of Anjou and Pro-

vence, son of Louis VIII of France and Blanche of Castile (1220-

1284). Invited by Pope Urban IV to assume the crown 6( Naples,

and urged by Pope Clement IV to take possession of the kingdom,

he entered Italy in 1265, was crowned I^g of Sicily and Apulia in

1265, and defeated Manfred at Benevento in 1265, The Sicilians,

revolting against French rule, invited Conradin (son of the

Emperor Conrad FV) to expel him. He defeated Conradin at

Tagliacozzo in 1268, but in 1282 the Sicilian “underground

movement” (surreptitiously aided, as was believed, by Pope
Nicholas III and others) broke out into open insurrection, ending

in a fearful massacre of the French (the “Sicilian Vespers”) and

the end of their rule in Sicily, Charles died in 1284, while trying

to regain the kingdom. He appears in person in the Comedy on
the lower slopes of Purgatory, (xrx. 99 and note; sec also Introd.,

p. 25.)

Charon: ferryman of Hell (Acheron), (m. 83 sqq. and Images.)

Charybdis: In the Odyssey, the ship of Ulysses (Odysseus) has to

pass through a narrow strait between rocks which are inhabited

respectively by two sea-monsters: Scylla, who devours the sailors

with her teeth, and Charybdis, who thrice a day sucks down the

sea into a fearful whirlpool and thrice spews it up again. In later

legend, both Scylla and Charybdis are women, changed into

these shapes for having wittingly or unwittingly offended the

gods. Ovid (Metam. xiii. 749 sqq.) tells the story of Scylla, and

locates the perilous passage between Scylla and Charybdis in the

Straits of Messina, (vn. 23.)

Chesubs, Black: (xxvn. 114).

Chiana, Val di: sec Valdichiana.

Chiareniana: mountain of Italy, (xv. 9 and note to xv. 4.)

Chiron: Centaur, (xn. 65 sqq. and note.)

Christ: The name of Christ is never spoken in Hell. He is, however,
referred to by various periphrases:

my Lord (by Beatrice), (n. 73.)
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the high Wisdom (inscription on Hell-gate), (m. 6.)

One coming in majesty (by Virgil), (iv. 53.)

the Enemy Power (by Virgil), (vi. 96.)

He ... who seized from Dis the mighty prey (by Virgil), (xn.

38.)

our Lord (by Dante), (xdc. 92.)

(the) Spouse (of the Church) (by Dante), (xrx. in.)

ie Man bom sinless and who did no sin (by Virgil), (xxxiv.

II 5 -)

Cucco: Horentine citizen, (vi. 52 and note.)

CiAMPOLO (or Gian Polo): barrator, from Navarre, (xxn. 44 sqq.)

CiANPA DH Donati: Horentine nobleman, said to have been a

cattle-thief and shop-breaker, (xxv. 43, 49 sqq.)

Cicero (Marcus Tullius); Roman orator (106-43 B.C.). Author of

various rhetorical and philosophical works. His discourses on

Friendship {de Ainicitia) and OldAge (de Senectute) were well known
to Dante, and the arrangement of sins in the Injerno is partly

derived from his essay On Duty {de Officiis). (iv. 140; Images

to XI.)

Circe: the sorceress, (xxvi. 91 and note.)

CnuATTO: see Guttlehog.

Clement V (Bertrand de Got): Pope, 1305-14. It was he who,

under pressure from Philip the Fair, transferred the Holy Sec to

Avignon, where it remained from 1309 to 1377. (xix. 83.)

Cleopatra: queen of Egypt (68-30 B.c.): mistress of (a) Julius

Caesar, (&) Mark Antony, "'^en Antony’s defeat by Octavius

(Augustus) Caesar was followed by his suicide, she killed herself

by the bite of an asp. (v. 63.)

CocYTUS: Circle and River of Hell. (xiv. 119, 120; xxxi. 123;

xxxm. 156; XXXIV. 52.)

Colchis: ancient country of Asia, below the Caucasus, between

Iberia and the Euxine (Black Sea), (xvin. 87 and note.)

Cologne: city of Germany, on the Rhine, (xxm. 63.)

Colonna (Colonnesi): a great Roman family, with whom Pope

Boniface VIII had a feud for many years, and against whom he

actually proclaimed a crusade. In 1297, Sdarra Colonna having

robbed the Papal treasury, Boniface deprived his uncles, the

Cardinals Jacopo and Pietro, of their dignities, excommunicated

them and their whole house, and destroyed their palaces. The
Coloimesi retired to their fortresses at Palestrina and Nepi. The
Pope, having taken Nepi, proceeded, on the advice of Guido da

Montefeltro, to procure the surrender of Palestrina and the

submission of the Colonnesi by promising a full amnesty; which
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promise he treacherously broke. The Colonnesi rebelled again,
were again excommunicated; and in 1303, it was Sciarra Colonna
who. on behalf of Philip the Fair of France, made Boniface a
prisoner at Anagni (Introd., p. 35). The Pope’s feud against the
Colonna family is alluded to in InJ, xxvii. 86 sqq.; and his capture
at Anagm (AJagna) by Sciarra Colonna and Guillaume de
Nogaret (the “living thieves”) in Purg. xx. 90.

CoNSTANTiNB THE Great: Empetor of Rome (a.d. 272-337;
Emperor. 306). son of the Emperor Constantius Chlorus.
During his campaign against Maxentius. in 1312, he is said to
have seen a shining cross in the heavens, with the words “ In hoc
signo vinces” - “in this sign thou shalt conquer”. He defeated
Maxentius near Rome, embraced Christianity, and so became the
first Christian Emperor. Later, he transferred the seat of Empire
from Rome to Byzantium. It was Constantine who convened the
great Council of Nicaea, which gave its name to the Nicenc
Creed. For the legend of the “Donation of Constantine” see note

to XIX, 1 1 5. Dante places Constantine in the Heaven of Jupiter,

among the spirits of the Just. (Para. xx. 55-57; InJ. xix. 115;
xxvii. 94 and note.)

Cornelia: daughter of Scipio Afneanus the Elder; wife of Tiberius
Sempronius Gracchus (fl. 169 b.c.), and mother of the two
famous Tribunes Tiberius and Caius. She is celebrated as a model
Roman matron of the old school, who brought up her sons in

the utmost rectitude; after her death, the people of Rome erected
a statue to her. inscribed: “The Mother of the Gracchi”, (iv. 128.)

CoRNBTAN Rinier: scc Rinier da Corneto.
CORVETO: town of Italy, (xm. 8 and note.)

Corybants (Bacchantes): the women votaries of Bacchus, god of
wine, who accompanied his wanderings crowned with vine-
leaves and clad in skins and carrying the thyrsus (a staff headed
with a pine-cone and wreathed with ivy). Their revels were
accompanied by loud and frenzied cries, (xrv. 102.)

Crete: island in the Mediterranean, the fabled birthplace of Jove.
Many legends are told about its semi-mythical King Minos, who
reigned in Crete before the time of the Trojan War. (See Minos,

Minotaur, Daedalus, etc. See also Saturn.) (xn. 13, and note; xiv.

95 sqq. and note.)

Cronos: Greek deity and legendary king of Crete (see Saturn.)

Curio (Caius Scribonius Curio): Tribune of the Plcbs, 50 b.c.

Originally an adherent of Pompey, he was bought over by
Caesar; and fled fiom Rome tojoin him when he was proclaimed
an enemy of the Republic (see Caesar, JuuCs). Dante, following
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Lucan, makes Curio responsible for advising Caesar to cross the

Rubicon and march upon Rome. Curio was later made propraetor

of Sicily; after expelling Cato, he made an expedition to Africa and

was defeated and killed by Juba. (xxvm. loi and notes to xxvm.

93 . 98 -) <

Cyprus: island of the Mediterranean, (xxvni. 83.)

Daedalus: the cunning artificer who, in classical legend, lived in

Crete and made the image of a heifer for Pasiphae, the labyrinth

in which Minos kept the Minotaur, and wings for himself and

his son Icarus, (xn. 13, note; xvn. 109, note; xxrx. 116.)

Damietta: city of Egypt, (xiv. 104 and note.)

Dante Aughiew: poet. Bom in Florence in Tuscany, May-Junc

1265, son of Alighiero Alighieri, and his first wife Bella (family

name uncertain). Baptized at church of San Giovanni Battista

(St John Baptist).

First meeting with Beatrice Pordnari {q.v.). May 1274. Fought

on the Guelf side at Campaldino, ii June 1289. Enrolled in

Apothecaries* Guild, 1295 or 1296. Spoke in ConsigUo dei Centi,

1296. Ambassador to San Gemignano, 1299.

Married, not later than 1298, Gemma Donati, by whom he

had issue: Pietro, Jacopo, Giovanni (?), Antonia (?), Beatrice.

Elected to priorate to serve 15 June to 15 August 1300. Said to

have been sent with embassy to Pope Boniface Vin, October

1301. Exiled from Florence with White Guelfr: ist Decree,

27 January 1302; 2nd Decree, 10 March 1302. Joined Ghibelline

party, but appears to have left them c. 1304, and taken refuge with

Bartolommeo della Scala at Verona.

Lived a wandering life of which little record remains. With
the Malaspini family, 1306-7; said to have visited Paris about this

time; in Italy (probably as guest of Guido Novello), 1310-11,

when he wrote letters in the Imperial cause to the Florentines

and to the Emperor Henry VII. Excluded from decree of pardon
the same year; 3rd Decree of exile (including his sons Pictfo

and Jacopo) published 6 November 1315. Refused to return to

Florence under amnesty of 1316.

After visiting Verona again as guest of Can Grande della Scala,

went to live at Ravenna, under the protection of Guido Novello,
with his banished sons and his daughter Beatrice. Sent on embassy

^

to Vemcc, July 1321. Died of fever on his return to Ravenna,

14 September 1321.

Works (dates conjectural, but order pretty certainly established):

La Vita Nuoua (T7te Neu' Life), probably between 1292 and 1295;
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H Canzoniere {Song-book)^ collection of lyrics of various dates;

H Convivio (The Banquet)^ c. 1307-1309 (
unfinished); De Vulgari

Eloquentia {Of Writing in the Vulgar Tongue), probably about the

same time as // Convivio (mxBiushed); De Monorchia {OJ Monarchy),

probably about 13 ii; various Letters (chiefly political) in Latin;

two Latin Eclogues addressed to Giovanni del Virgilio, 1319; a

scientific treatise, Quaestio de Aqua et Terra, of which the authen-

ticity has been much disputed. A number of other minor works

have been attributed to him from time to time.

The Commedia (the word “Divina’* is not part of Dante’s own
title for the work) is thought by some to have been begun before

Dante’s exile, and Boccaccio states that the first draft of it was in

Latin. As we have it, however, the Injerno cannot have been

completed before 1314. The Purgatorio seems to have been partly

or wholly written by 1319; some place its completion before 1312.

Of the Paradiso, the twenty-seventh canto cannot have been

written before 1316, and the poem was apparently finished only a

short time before the author’s death in 1321,

Danube: river, (xxxn. 25.)

Dati, Bonturo

:

see Bonturo Dati.

David: king of Israel, (nr. 58; xxvra. 136 and note to xxvin. 134.)

Deianira: wife of Hercules, (xn. 67 and note.)

Defdamia: in class, myth., daughter of Lycomedes, king of Scyros.

(xxvi. 62 and note to xxvi. 55.)

Democritus: “the laughing Philosopher”, so-called from his cheer-

ful outlook; bom and lived at Abdera in Thrace (r. 460-361 b.c.).

He taught that the universe was founded by the chance - i.e.

mechanistic (as opposed to the purposive) - combination of atoms,

(iv. 136.)

Devil: the Devil is referred to by various names in the Comedy,
according to the speaker:

(i) BBLZEBxra (by Dante), (xxxiv. 127.)

(a) Dis (by Virgil), (vni. 68; xi. 65; xn. 39; xxxiv. 20.)

(3) Lucifbb (by Dante), (xxxi. 143; xxxiv. 89.)

(4) Satan (by Pluto), (vn. i.)

See also under Dis.

Dido; queen of Carthage (sec Aeneas), (v. 61, 85.)

Diogenes: the famous Greek cynic philosopher (c, 412-323 b.c.),

who lived ascetically in a tub, preaching the practical virtues and
despising all bookish theory, arts, and civilized amenities, (rv. 135.)

Diomede (Diomedcs): in class, myth,, king of Argos, son of Tydeui
and Delphyle; one of the Greek heroes who fought against Troy,
(xxvi. 56 and note.)
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Dionysius: tyrant of Sicily:

(1) the Elder (430-367 b.c.).

(2) the Younger, son of the above (reigned 367-343 b.c.).

Both of these tyrants were notorious for their cruelty, and either

or both may be intended by Dante, (xn. 107.)
^

Dioscorides: Greek physician; probably of second century A.D.;

author of a Materia Medica which described the qualities and

virtues of all plants, minerals, etc., then used in medicine, (iv. 138.)

Dis: in ancient mythology, the Underworld (Hades) itself, and also

the god or king of the Underworld (otherwise called Pluto). He

was the son of Cronos and Rhea, and brother of Zeus (Jupiter);

his queen was Proserpine (^.t^.). In the Comedy^ the classical name

“Dis” is used by Virgil for Satan, (xi. 65; xn. 39; xxxiv. 20.)

Dis, City of: the fortified city moated by the river Styx and

enclosing the whole of Nether Hell. (vm. 68 sqq, and Images to

vin; vm. 130; xn. 39.)

Dolcino, Fra: schismatic, (xxvm. 56 and note.)

Donati, Buoso dei: see Buoso dei Donati.

Donati, Cianpa dei: see Cianfa dei Donati.

Draghignazzo: see Dragonel.

Dragonhl (Draghignazzo): demon, (xxi. 121; xxn. 73.)

Duera, Buoso da: Ghibelline traitor, (xxxn. 116 and note to xxxn. ;

114.)

Electra: in class, myth., daughter of Atlas and Pleione, and by

Italian tradition, wife of the Italian king Corythus. She was the

mother by Jupiter of Dardanus, the mythical founder of Troy and

ancestor of the Trojan race; consequently, in Dante's eyes, she

counts as a Trojan, and is placed among the Trojan heroes in

Limbo, According to one story, she and her 6 sisters were raised

to the stars (the cluster of the Pleiades) and Electra lost her bright-

ness for grief at the fall of Troy. (iv. 121.)

Elijah: prophet of Israel, who was taken up to Heaven in a fiery

chariot (2 Kings ii. ii). (xxvi, 34.)

Elisha: prophet of Israel, (xxvi. 35 and note.)

Empedocxbs: Greek philosopher, bom in Sicily (/?. c. 444 B.C.);

famous as a psychologist and student of nature. He first estab-

lished the number of die 4 elements (earth, water, air, fire) from

which all material bodies were, for many centuries, held to be f
compounded, (iv. 137.)

Ephialtes: giant, (xxxi. 94 and note.)

EncuRB (Epicurus): Greek philosopher (342-270 b.c.), founder ofa

famous school at Athens. He looked upon earthly happiness as the
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end and aim of all human endeavour, and has often been regarded
(quite unjustly) as preaching a philosophy of mere hedonism. He
believed that all knowledge was relative, being based upon im-
pressions derived &om the senses, and that the gods, existing
apart in a realm of pure happiness, had no influence upon human
aflairs; in his own time he thus incurred the charge of atheism.
The belief that the soul dies with the body seems to be implicit,
rather than explicit in his teaching, though it is made expUcit in
his follower and interpreter Lucretius, (x. 14.)

Erichtho: a witch, whose necromantic powers provide a sensational
incident in Lucan’s Pharsalia (vi. 507 sqq.). There seems to be no
foundation for Dante’s story of her having called up the shade of
Virgil, (ix. 23.)

Eridanus: in Aen. vi, a river flowing through the Elysian Fields;

probably to be identified with the “goodly rivulet” of Inf. iv. 108.
Erinyes: the Greek name of the Furies, (ix. 45; see Furies.)
Estb, Obizzo d*: see Obizzo d’ Este.
Eteocles: in class, myth., son of Oedipus, (xxvi. 54 and note.)

Ethiope (Ethiopia): (xxrv. 69).

Etna^ Mt. : see Mongibel.

Eucim: the famous mathematician; lived at Alexandria (323-283
B.C.). Besides the Elements ofGeometry with wliich his name is so
firmly associated, he wrote treatises on Music, Optics, etc. (rv. 142.)

Euryalus: a companion of Aeneas (see Nisus). (i. 107.)
Eurypylus: Greek augur who accompanied Agamemnon to the

siege of Troy.

In the Aeneid, Eurypylus is associated with Calchas only in

Sinon of Troy’s lying story (cf. /«/. xxx. 97, note), where the
two augurs are said to have declared that the gods demanded a

human sacrifice before the Greeks could depart from Troy {Aen.
ii. 108-29); fic is not there mentioned (as Dante seems to imply)
in connection with prophesying the right moment for the Greek
fleet to sail to Troy from Aulis. It is possible that Dante has con-
fused the two occasions. On the other hand, Virgil is only made to
assert that the two augurs were in fact associated at Aulis (which
he might do independently of the poem) and to add - with that
vagueness which occasionally comes over authors - “my sublime
tragedy sings of him by that name (rosl) somewhere or other (in

atcun loco)”, which is quite true. (xx. 112.)

Ezzblino III DA Romano: see Azzolino.

Faenza: town of Italy, on the Lamone, between ForU and Imola,
near Bologna, (xxvn. 49 and note; xxxn. 123.)
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Famine, Tower of (Torre delia Fame): this tower stood in the Piazza

degli Anziani at Pisa; it is said to have been destroyed in 1655.

(xxxm. 23.)

Fano: town of Italy, on the Adriatic coast, (xxvin. 77.)

Farfarel (Farfarello): demon, (xxi. 123; xxn. 94.) ,,

Farinata degu Uberti: Ghibelline leader of Florence (vi. 78; x. 32

sqq. and note; see also Introd., p. 30.)

Fates: in Greek and Roman mythology, the deities who preside over

the destinies of mankind. According to the Greek poet Hesiod,

there were three Fates, later distinguished as: Clotho, who span

the thread of a man*s Hfe; Lachesis, who wove it on the loom;

and Atropos, who cut it at death, (rx. 97; (Atropos) xxxm, 126.)

Feltro: (query: geographical name), (i. 105 endnote.)

Fiesole: town of Italy, near Florence, (xv. 62 sqq. and note.)

FniPPO Argenh: see Argenh, Filippo.

Fishes (Pisces): see Zodiac.

Flanders: (xv. 4).

Florence: in Italy, on the river Amo, chief city of Tuscany, and

birthplace ofDante. (For history see Introd., pp, 2955^.) (vi. 49 ^^5.;

VI. 61; X. 92; xm. 143 sqq. and note; xvi, 75; xxiv. 144; xxvi. i.)

Florence: denunciation of (xxvi. i sqq.).

Florentines: (vi. 61; vm. 62; xvn. 70; xxxn. 120; xxxm. ii).

Focara: headland on the Adriatic coast between Fano and La Catto-

lica; the rounding of the headland was made so dangerous by

violent squalls that there was a proverbial saying: "God preserve

you from a wind of Focara". (xxvm. 90 and note to xxvm. 77.)

FocaccIa degu Cancellieri: reputed originator of the feud

between the Black and White Guelfs of Pistoia. Dante, by im-

plica^on, places him in Caina. (xxxn. 63 and note.)

Forli: town of Italy (see map, p. 173)* (xvi. 98; xxvn. 43.)

Fortune: see Luck.

France, Philip IV of: see Philip the Fair.

Francesca da Rimini: wife to Gianciotto da Verruchio, and lover

of his brother Paolo, (v. 116 sqq. and note to v. 88.)

Francesco d’ Accorso: see Accorso, Francis of.

Francesco Guercio dei Cavalcanti; see Cavalcanti, Francesco

GUERaO DEI.

pRANas, St, of Assisi (Francesco Bemadonc) (1182-1226): son of a

rich wool merchant, he lived the usual pleasant life of a young
^

man of means until, after a severe illness at the age of 25, he

experienced a change of heart and vowed himself to the life of

rehgion. Publicly renouncing all his worldly goods, and stripping

off even his clothes, he made himself "the Bridegroom of
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Poverty**, Later, he founded the order of the Cordeliers, who, in

accordance with Christ's injunction {Matt. x. 9, 10; Mark vi. 8, 9:
Luke ix. 3, 4), possessed no money, went barefoot, and wore only
a single garment, girt with a cord. The Order, called Friars Minor
(Frati Minori) in token of humility, was sanctioned by Pope
Innocent III; and in 1212 made its home in and about the Httle

church of the Portiuncula, near Assisi, presented to it by the
Benedictines. In ^^19 Francis went to Egypt in a vain attempt to

convert the Sultan; and returning in 1221 founded the Tertiary
Order of Franciscans, for penitents of both sexes, who, while stiU

Hving in the world, wish to live a dedicated life and keep the Rule
of the Order in a form adapted to their condition. (Some think

that Dante may have been a tertiary of the Order - see note on the

'‘rope girdle ’* xvi. Images). In 1223 the Order was confirmed by
a Bull of Pope Honorius III. In 1224 Francis had a vision in which
he received the “Stigmata** (marks of Christ's wounds) in his

hands, feet, and side. He died, at Assisi, at the age of 45 (4 Oct.

1226), and in 1228 was canonized by Pope Gregory IX.
In the Paradise Dante puts the story of St Francis and of his Order

in the mouth of St Thomas Aquinas; and later sees Francis him-
self among the ranks of the Blessed in the Empyrean, (xxvn. 1 12.)

Franciscans: see Friars Minor.

Frederick II: Emperor (1194-1250) (see Introd., p. 25). (x. 119;
xm. 58; xxm. 66 and note.)

French: (xxix. 123).

FriarSy Jovial: seeJovial Friars.

Friars Minor: (Franciscans) see Francis, St. (xxm. 3.)

Friesians: natives of Friesland, a N. province of Holland, (xxxi. 62.)

Fucci, Vanni: see Vanni Fucci.

Furies (Gk. Erinyes): the avenging deities of class, myth.; usually

represented as women stained with blood and with snakes for
hair. In the later writers their number is given as three: Alecto,
Megacra, and Tisiphonc. (ix. 38 sqq. and Images to ix.; xxx. 22.)

Gaddo (? contr. of Gherardo) della Gherardesca: son of Count Ugo-
lino. (xxx. 67 and note to xxxm. 34.)

Gaeta: see Caieta.

Galen (Claudius Galcnus): Greek physician and highly skilled ana-
tomist (131-f. 201). His comprehensive account of the medical
knowledge of his time remained authoritative for many centuries,
(rv. 142.)

Gaugai, Pucao dh (“Limping Puedo**): sec Puccio dei Galigai.
Galleot (Galehalt or Galehaut: Lat. Galcottus): (v. 137 and note.)
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Gallura: province of Sardinia, (xxn. 82 and note to xxn. 81.) '
^

Ganelon: father-in-law of Charlemagne^s nephew Roland, (xxxn.

122; see also note to xxxi. 16.)

Garda: Itahan town on S.E. shore of Lake Garda, (xx. 66.)

Gardingo: quarter of Florence near the Palazzo Vecchio, site of the /

present Piazza di San Firenze, (xxm. 108 and note.)

Garisenda: see Carisenda.

Gaville: village in the Amo Valley, (xxv. 151 and note.)

Genius: invoked by D^te. (n. 7.)

Genoa: (xxxm. 151.)

Genoan: (xxxm. 155).

Geri (Ruggieri) del Bello: son of Bello degli Alighieri, who was

brother to Dante’s grandfather Bellincione; he was therefore

first cousin to Dante’s father and first cousin once removed to

Dante himself, (xxdc. 27 and note.)

Germans: (xvn. 22).

Geryon: monster of Hell (see Images to xvn.) (xvn. 97 (desc. xvi.

131 sqq.); xvn. i sqq.; xvni. 19.)

Gherardesca: Anselm{uccio) della - see Anselm.

Gaddo della - see Gaddo,

Hugh (Uguccione) della -see Hugh.

Nino il Brigata della - see Nino,

Gherardesca, Ugolin(o) della: see Ugolin(o) della Gherar- ^

DESCA.

GmsoLA (or Ghisolabella): sister to Venedico Caccianemico. (xvm.

56.)

Gianhgliazzi: a Florentine family of the Black Guelf party,

notorious for their usury in Dante’s time and later. Their arms

were: Or, a lion az. (xvn. 59 and note to xvn. 55.)

Gianni Schicchi: Florentine of the Cavalcanti family, (xxx. 32 and

note.)

Gianni dei Soldaneer: see Soldanier, Gianni dh.

Giants: according to Homer, were a huge and savage race in

Trinacia, destroyed on account of insolence towards the gods;

according to Hesiod, they sprang from the blood of Ouranos

(Lat. Uranus, the sky), falling upon Ge (Lat. Tellus, the earth).

Later poets confuse them with the Titans (^.t^.) and say that they

rebelled against Zeus (Jupiter) and attempted to storm Olympus.

Dante, in placing the Giants round the edge of the infernal Well,

seems to have the later legepd in mind. (xxxi. 32, 43 sqq.)
^

GiordanOy Monte: hill in Rome. (xvm. 33 and note.)

Giovanni Buiamonte: see Buiamonte, Giovanni.

Gomtta, Fra: Judge of Gallura in Sardinia, (xxn. 81 and note.)
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Gorgon: according to the Greek poet Hesiod, there were three

Gorgons: Stheno, Euryale, and Medusa. All were hideous winged
monsters, with human faces and brazen claws, and with living

serpents for hair. Only Medusa was mortal, for she had at first

been a human maiden, who was changed into a Gorgon because
she had offended the goddess Athene (Minerva). Her face was so

horrible that it turned the beholder to stone, but she was at

length killed by Perseus, who looked, not at her, but at her
reflection in the shield lent him by Athene. Statues of Athene
usually show the Gorgon’s head on her shield or breast-plate.

(dc. 56 and Images to tx.)

Gorgona: island near mouth of the Amo. (xxxm. 82 and note.)

Gouerno (Govemolo): town in Italy (see map, p, 173). (xx. 76.)

Grabbersnitch (Graffiacane) : demon, (xxi. 122; xxn. 34.)

Graffiacanb: see Grabbersnitch.

Greyhound (II Veltro): (i. loi and note.)

Griffolino d’ Arezzo: alchemist, (xxix. no and note.)

Gualand{i): Ghibclline family of Pisa. (xxxm. 32.)

Gualdrada: daughter of the distinguished Florentine citizen Ballin-

cione Berti dei Ravignoni mentioned by Dante in Para, xv and
xvi. The story went that the Emperor Otho IV was so greatly

impressed by her discreet modesty, as well as her beauty and
manners, that he arranged for her marriage to a young nobleman
called Guido Beisangue, giving him as her dowry a great territory

in the Alps and the Casentino, of which he made him Count
(Count Guido the Elder). One of their sons was the father of
Guido Guerra, (xvi. 37.)

Guerra, Guido: grandson of “the good Gualdrada” (q.v.). A
Guelf Horentine nobleman, who in 1255 commanded the army
that expelled the Ghibellines from Arezzo. After the Battle

of Montaperti (Introd., p. 30) he was banished from Florence

with other leading Guclfs, including Dante’s father. In 1266
he was made Imperial Vicar of Tuscany; he died in 1272. (xvi.

iSsqq.)

Guidit Conti', great Lombard family, with possessions in Tuscany and
Romagna; their castle was in Romena. Dante mentions several of
them in the Injerno. (Sec Guido Guerra and Romena, Aghinoljot

Alexander, Guido da.)

Guido Cavalcanti: sec Cavalcanti.
Guido da Romena: sec Romena, Guido da.

Guido del Cassero: nobleman of Fano. (xxvm. 77 and note.)

Guido Guerra: see Guerra, Gumo.
Guilum Borsibr(e): see Boesier(b), Guillim.
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Guiscard, Robert: Duke of Apulia and Calabria {c. 1015-85);

bom at Hauteville in Normandy; one of the 12 sons of Tancred.

A military adventurer, he took a prominent part in the warfare

against the Greeks and Saracens in the S. of Italy, and is placed

by Dante in the Heaven of Mars, along with Godfrey of Bouillon

and other Christian warriors (Para, xviii. 48). (xxvm. 14.)

Guttlehog (Ciriatto): demon, (xxi. 122; xxn. 55.)

Guy (Guido) Bonatti: see Bonatti, Guy.
Guy db Montfort: see Montfort, Guy db.

Hacklespur (Calcabrina) : demon, (xxi. 105; xxn. 133.)

Hannibal: Carthaginian general {247-c. 183 B.C.), son of Hamilcar
Barca; the great adversary of Rome. Having overrun Spain, he
entered Italy and, in the 2nd Punic War, defeated the Romans at

the Battles of Lake Trasimene (217 B.c.) and Cannae (216 B.C.)

(cf. xxvm. II, note). He was eventually defeated by Scipio

Africanus the Great (q.v.) and killed himself to avoid capture,

(xxxi. 1 17.)

Harpies: originally personifications of the storm-vrinds, the Harpies

are described by Hesiod the Greek poet as beautiful winged
maidens; but in later myth they become hideous twy-formed
monsters. Virgil (Aen. iii. 210) makes them inhabit the islands 1

called the Strophades in the Ionian Sea. (xm. 10 and Images
to xm; xm. loi.)

Harrowhound (Cagnazzo): demon, (xxi. 119; xxn. 106.)

Heavenly Messenger: this mysterious and terrible figure has been
variously identified. Some argue firom his lack of radiance that

he cannot be an angel, and suggest that he is Mercury, or even
Aeneas (!); forgetting that, in Hell, the Divine Glory can appear

only as darkness and terror. It seems clear, however, firom vm.
126-30 and IX. 85-6, that he enters from beyond Hell-gate and is

sent from Heaven, and that Dante intends him for an angel and for

an image of Divine Revelation, (ix. 71 sqq. and Images to ix.)

Hector: son of Priam, king of Troy, chief of the Trojan heroes in

the Hiad. He was killed by Achilles, (iv. 122,)

Hecuba: wife of Priam, king of Troy. (xxx. 16 and note to xxx.

13.)

Helen (of Troy) : see Paris, Aeneas.

Helt.ktn (Alichino): demon, (xxi. 118; xxn. 112, 139.) f
Hellrakers (Malebranche= Evil-Claws)

:
guardian demons of the

Fifth Bowge. (xxi. 37; xxn. 100; xxm. 23; xxxm. 142.)

Henry, Prince: son of Richard Duke of Cornwall and nephew to

Henry in ofEngland, (xn. 120 and note.)
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Henry, Prince of England: “The Young King** -son of Henry II.

(xxvm. 135 and note to xxvm. 134.)

Heraclitus; ofEphesus; Greek philosopher,/, c. 513 b.c. Sometimes
called “the weeping philosopher’’. He considered fire to be the
primary form of matter, and that all things are in a continual flux

of becoming and perishing, (iv. 138.)

Hercules (Gk. Heracles): in class, myth., a demi-god, renowned for
his enormous strength; the son of Zeus by Alcmene, the wife of
Amphitryon. Of the famous twelve Labours which he had to

perform in the service of King Eurystheus, two are alluded to in

the Inferno: the capture of the Oxen of Geryon which the
Monster Cacus stole from him as he was driving them back (xxv.

25 sqq. and rtote), and the carrying off of Cerberus from Hades
(vi. 18 and Images; DC. 98 and note). After his death at the hand
of his wife Delanira (xn. 67 and note) he was taken up to Olympus
and became one of the Immortals. He was also honoured with
a constellation, which lies beneath the head of the Dragon,
between the Lyre and the Crown, (xxv. 33; xxvr. io7;xxxi. 132;
and note to xxxi. 101-21.)

HerculeSt Pillars of: see Pillars of Hercules.

Hippocrates: greatest of all physicians of antiquity, was bom and
practised in the Island of Cos, whose medical school he made
famous (460-C. 357 B.C.). His writings show him to have been a

superb diagnostician, and his name survives to-day in the phrase
“the Hippocratic fascia** to denote the facial signs, as he observed
them, of approaching death, and in the “Hippocratic oath** which
prescribes the ethical duty of physician to patient, (iv. 143.)

Homer: the great epic poet of Greece, probably fi. c. 9th or loth

century b.c., author of the Iliad (siege of Troy) and the Odyssey
(wanderings of Odysseus or Ulysses). He is said to have been blind;

seven cities dispute the honour of being his birthplace. Dante knew
no Greek, and in his day no Latin translation of Homer seems to

have been available. He knew the poems only by reputation and
by a few fragments quoted by Aristotle and Horace, (iv. 85 sqq.)

Horace (Quintus Horatius Flaccus): Latin poet (65-8 b.c.). His

poems are lyrical, satirical, and critical {Odes, Satires, Epistles, Art

of Poetry), and his outlook that of a cultured man of the world.
Bom in Apulia, he was educated and lived in Rome, until he
earned enough to retire to a small Sabine farm in Ustica. (iv. 89.)

Hugh {Uguccione) della Cherardesca: son of Count Ugolino. (xxxm.
89 and note to xxxm. 34.)

Hypsipyle: in Greek myth., daughter of Thoas, king of Lemnos,
(xvm. 91 and note on xvra. 88.)
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Icarus: son of Daedalus, (xvn. 109 and note.)

Ida, Mount: in Crete, (xiv. 97.)

Ilium: see Troy.

Imola: town of Italy, on the Santemo. (xxvn. 49 and note.)

Ind (India): (xiv. 32.)

Ino: wife ofAthamas and sister to Semele daughter ofCadmus,

king of Thebes, (xxx. 5 sq^. and note to xxx. i.)

Interminei, Alessio: of Lucca, (xvm. 122 and note.)

Iscariot, Judas: see Judas Iscariot.

Israel (Jacob): the Patriarch, (iv. 59.)

Italy: Dante refers several times to “Italy”, but never uses the word
“Italian” for its inhabitants collectively (see note to xxn. 65).

(i. 106; DC. 1 14; XX. 61; xxvm. 71.)

Jacob: the Patriarch - see Israel.

Jacomo di Sant’ Andrea: sec Sant* Andrea, Jacomo di.

Jacopo Rusticucci: see Rusticucci, Jacopo.

Janiculum: one of the “seven hills” of Rome. (xvm. 33 and note.)

Jason: Greek hero. (xvm. 86 and note.)

Jason: High Priest of Israel, (xrx. 25 and note.)

Jehoshaphat, Valley oj: in Palestine, (x. ii and note.)

Jews: (xxm. 123; xxvn. 87.)

John Baptist, St: Patron Saint of Florence, (xm. 143 and note\

xxx. 74.)

John Baptist, St: Church of, in Florence, (xdc. 7 and note.)

John, St: the Divine, (xdc. 106.)

Joseph : son of the Patriarch Jacob, (xxx. 99.)

Jove (Jupiter): Roman deity identified with the Greek Zeus, the son

of Cronos and Rhea, “father of gods and men” and chief of the

Olympian deities. His spouse was Juno (Gk. Hera), and his

weapon the thunderbolt, (xrv. 52; xxxi. 43, 92.)

Jouial Friars (Frati Gaudenti): (xxm. 103 and note.)

Jubilee: in the Christian Church, a period ofremission from the penal

consequences of sin; first instituted by Pope Boniface VIII, who,
in 1300, issued a bull granting plenary indulgence to all pilgrims

visiting Rome in that year, on condition of confession, penitence,

and prescribed attendance at St Peter’s. (As first instituted,

ordinary Jubilees were to have been held every hundredth year;

the period was subsequently reduced to 50 and later to 25 years, f
and the conditions of pilgrimage altered.) The name is taken fi:om

the Hebrew institution, for which see Lev. xxv. (xvm. 29.)

Judas Iscariot: the disdple who betrayed Christ, (ix. 27; xxxi. 143;
XXXIV. 62.)
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JuDECCA: region of Hell, (xxxrv. 117 and Images to xxxrv.)
Julia: daughter ofJulius Caesar and wife of Pompey. (rv. 127.)
Julius Caesar: see Caesar, Jtn,ius.

Juno (Gk. Hera): the goddess wife ofJupiter. She was the enemy of
the Thebans, on account of Semele (q.v.), and of the Trojans, on
account of thejudgment of Paris {q.v.). (xxx. i and note.)

Jupiter: ste Jove.

Laertes: father of Ulysses (q.v.). (xxvi. 95.)
Lamberti, Mosca dei: see Mosca dei Lamberti.
Lamone: river of Italy (see map, p. 173). (xxvn. 49 and note to
xxvn. 50.)

Lancelot: the greatest knight of Arthur’s court, the lover of Queen
Guinevere, (v. 128 and note.)

Landolo, Loderingo di; see Loderingo di Landolo.
LanJrancQti): Ghibelline family of Pisa. (xxxm. 32.)
Lano (of Siena): (xm. 115 and note.)

Lateran: palace in Rome; in Dante’s time the usual residence of the
Popes, The palaces of the Colonna family were in the same district,

(xxvu. 86.)

Latian{s) (Latino, Latuii): Dante s name for the inhabitants of Italy,
especially of Lower Italy (anc. Latium). (xxn. 65: xxvn. 26, 33;
XXIX. 90, 92.)

Latini, Brunetto; see Brunetto Latini.
Latinus: king of Latium (see Aeneas), (iv. 125.)
Lavinia: daughter of Latinus (see Aeneas), (iv. 126.)
Learchus: infant son of Athamas and Ino (see Semele). (xxx. 10.
Lemnos: island in the Aegean, (xvm. 88 and note.)

Lethe: river of the Earthly Paradise, (xrv. 130 sqq. and note;
XXXIV. 130 and note.)

Libbicocco: see Libbicock.

Libbicock (Libbicocco): demon, (xxi. 121; xxn. 70,)
Libya, Libyan: desert in N. Africa, (xxrv. 85.)
Linus: mythical Greek poet. (iv. 140.)
Liuy (Titus Livius); Roman historian (57 b.c.-a.d. 17). Bom at

Padua, he passed most of his life at Rome, where, under the patron-
age of Augustus Caesar, he wrote liis great History oj Rome (from
the landing of Aeneas to the death of Drusus in 9 b.c.) in 142 books.
Of these, the greater part were lost before Dante’s time, but we
still possess 35, together with epitomes of most of the rest. Dante
frequently uses and quotes Livy’s authority, though he some-
times attributes to Livy statements which are actually to be found
in Orosius (q.v.). (xxvni. 12.)
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Loderingo di Landolo, Fra: podesta of Florence, (xxm. 105 and

note.)

Logodor{o): province of Sardinia, (xxn. 89.)

Lombardy: northern part of Italy between the Alps and the Po, and

bounded by Venice to the E, and Piedmont to the W. (i. 68;

xxvn. 20.)

Lombards: (xxn. 99).

Lucan (M. Annaeus Lucanus): Roman poet (a.d. 39-65)* Born at

Cordova, he was educated at Rome and lived there until, having

joined the conspiracy of Piso against the Emperor Nero, he was

condemned to death and committed suicide. His epic, Pharsalia,

which tells of the struggle between Caesar and Pompey, was

extensively drawn upon by Dante, (rv. 90; xxv. 93.)

Lucca: town and province of Italy, (xvm. 123; (St Zita) xxi. 38;

xxxm. 30).

Lucifer: see Devil.

Luck (or Fortune): (n, 61; vn. 53, discourse on; vn. 73 sqq. and note;

XV. 93» 95; XXX. 13).

Lucrbcb (Lucretia): wife of Lucius Tarquinius Collatinus. Having

been outraged by Tarquin, the son of Tarquinius Superbus (q.v-)*

she stabbed herself, calling upon Collatinus to avenge her. (rv. 127.)

Lucy (St) (Lucia) : She is traditionally associated with the especial

gifts of the Holy Ghost; and it is possible that in the “Three

Blessed Ladies** (Mary, Lucy, and Beatrice) who interest them-

selves in Dante*s salvation, we are to see an analogue of the Holy

Trinity of Father, Son, and Spirit - or, in St Hilary*s phrase. Basis,

Image, and Gift - Mary, the absolute Theotokos, corresponding

to the Basis; Beatrice, the derived God-bearer, to the Image;

Lucy, the bond and messenger between them, to the Gift. (n. 97

and Images to n.)

Luna (Luni): city of Italy, near Carrara, (xx. 47 and note.).

Lunigiana: see Valdimagra.

Macra^ Val di: see Valdimagra.

Mahomet (Mohammed) (c. 570-632): bom at Mecca; founder of

the Mohammedan religion (Islam). About the age of 40 he saw

a vision of the Angel Gabriel, commanding him to teach the tmc
religion, and proclaimed himself as the Prophet (c. 610). He
gathered many converts about him, but, having aromed the

enmity of the people of Mecca, he was obUged to flee to Medina,

16 July 622 - the date from which the Mohammedans reckon

the beginning of their Era (Hegira). He became mler of the dty,

proclaimed war upon the enemies of Islam, conquered Mecca in
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630, and was thereafter recognized as prophet and chief over all

the country between the Euphrates and the Red Sea.

His teaching was much influenced by the later Jewish Scrip-
tures, and he professed a deep reverence for Jesus, calling Him
“the greatest prophet of God, after himself”.

After Mohammed’s death, without surviving male issue, the
caliphate was held successively by three of his companions, until,

after the murder of the last of these in 656, it was claimed by the
Prophet’s nephew, Ah ibn abu Taleb. Disputes over his right to
succeed divided the Mohammedans into two sects, the Sunnites
and the Fatimitcs (represented in modem times by the Turks and
the Persians).

Dante, in accordance with medieval opinion, regards Moham-
med as a Christian schismatic; and accordingly places both him
and Ali in the Circle of the Sowers of Discord, (xxvin. 31 sqq.)

Mainardo Pagatto: lord of Faenza. (xxvn. 50 and note.)

Majorca: island of the Mediterranean, (xxvm. 83,)

Maiacoda: see Belzecue.

Malaspina^ Moroello: Lord of Lunigiana. (xxiv. 145-6 and note to
XXIV. 142.)

Malatesta j of Rimini: Black Guelf noblemen, (xxvn, 46, note;

Malatestinoj xxvm. 81, 85; and note to xxvm. 77.)
Malavoltt, Catalano dei: see Catalano dei Malavolti.
Malbowges (It. Malebolge): region of Hell. (xvm. 2 sqq. and note.)

Malbbranche: see Hellrakers.

Manto: prophetess, daughter of Tircsias. (xx. 55 sqq.)

Mantua (Mantova): city in N. Italy, birthplace of Virgil, (i. 69; xx,
93.)

Mantuan(s): (i. 69; n. 58).

Marcabb: castle in the territory of Ravenna, near the mouths of the
Po, at E. extremity of Lombardy, (xxvm. 75.)

Maroa; wife of Cato of Utica {q.v.). After she had borne three
children to Cato, he ceded her, as an act of friendship, to Q.
Hortensius; after whose death she returned to Cato at her own
request. In the Conutvio, Dante makes of this story an allegory of
the return of the soul to God (iv. 28). Marcia is mentioned again
in Purg. i. (iv, 128.)

Maremma: malarious and swampy district along the coast of Tuscany.
(XXV. 19; XXIX. 48.)

Mars: God ofWar - ancient patron ofFlorence, (xra. 144 and note to
xm. 143; XXIV. 145; xxxi. 51.)

Maruno Bottaio : see Bottaio, Martino.
Mary, B. V,: (n. 94 and note).
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Mascheront, Sassol: Florentine, (xxxn. 65 and note.)

Matthias, St: (xix. 96).

Medea: in Greek myth., daughter of Aietes, king of Colchis, (xvm.

96 and to xvm. 36.)

Medicina, Pier da: Bolognese nobleman of the Biancucci family,

(xxvm. 76 and note.)

Medusa the Gorgon: (see Gorgon), (dc. 52, 56 and Images to ix.)

Megaera: see Furies.

Memory (Mnemosyne): Mother of the Muses {q.v.); invoked by

Dante, (n, 8 and note.)

Menalippus (or Melanippus); Theban warrior, (xxxn. 13 1 and note to

xxxn. 130.)

Michael, Saint: the Archangel, chief of the angelic host. (vn. 12 and

note.)

Michael Scott: see Scott, Michael.

Michael Zanche: see Zanche, Michael.

Mincio: river of Italy (see map, p. 173). (xx. 76.)

Minos: in class, myth., the legendary king of Crete, who after death

became a judge in the Underworld, (v. 5 sqq. and note; xx. 36;

xxvn. 124; XXDC. 1 19.)

Minotaur: offspring of Pasiphae and the Bull. (xn. 13 sqq. and

note; and Images to xn.)

Mohammed: see Mahomet.
Mongibel(lo): Mt. Etna, the fabled site of Vulcan’s smithy, (xiv. 56.)

Montagna dei Parcitati: Ghibelline nobleman of Rimini, (xxvn. 47

and note.)

Montaperti: village near Siena in Tuscany, site of the defeat of the

Florentine Guelfs by the Ghibellines, 4 September 1260. (x. 85;

xxxn. 81 and note; and Introd., p. 30.)

Monte di San GiuUano: hill between Pisa and Lucca, (xxxm. 29 and

note.)

Montefeltro, Guido da (1223-98): the great Ghibelline leader.

Villani calls him “the wisest and subtlest man of war of his time

in all Italy”. In 1274 he took command of die Ghibellines of

Bologna and Romagna, and after defeating the Guelfs in two

pitched battles and capturing various towns, he successfully

defended Forll dgainst the French troops sent by Pope Martin IV

(1282). In 1285, however, Forli, together with most of Romagna,

made terms with the Pope, and Guido was driven out. In 1280

he made his submission to the Church and was banished to

Piedmont, but later returned, and Went to Pisa to put himself at

the head of the Ghibellines there, who celebrated his arrival by

the murder of Count Ugolino (xxxm.). He was excommunicated
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for defying the ban, but after some years was again reconciled with

the Church, and in 1298 entered the Franciscan Order. The story

of how he advised Pope Boniface VIII to subdue the fortress of

Palestrina by treachery (xxvn.) is found in Villani. He died at the

age of 75 in the Franciscan monastery at Assisi (or, according to

others, at Ancona). His son, Buonconte, was killed in 1289 while

fighting on the Ghibelline side at the Battle of Campaldino, in

which Dante fought on the Guelf side (Introd., p. 30); Buon-

conte*s account of his own death forms one of the most beautiful

passages in the Purgatorio. (xxvn. 29, note.)

Montereggione: castle near Siena, (xxxi. 40 and note.)

Monte Veso: peak of the Alps in Piedmont; source of the Montone

(Acquacheta) (see map, p. 173). (xvi. 95.)

Montfort, Guy de: son ofSimon de Montfort who led the rebellion

of the English barons against Henry III and was killed at Evesham

by Prince Edward (afterwards Edward I). Guy de Montfort later

became Vicar-General of Tuscany, and, to avenge his father’s

death, assassinated Henry Ill’s nephew at Viterbo, (xn. 119 and

120 and note.)

Montone: river of Italy (see Acquacheta).

Mordred: King Arthur’s son (by Queen Morgawse of Orkney),

who betrayed his father. Dante mentions him as being worthy of

a place in the circle of Caina, and, by implication, places him

there, (xxxn. 61 and note.)

Morocco: in N. Africa, (xxvi. 103.)

Moroello Malaspina: see MalaspinOj Moroello.

Mosca DEI Lambbrti: Florentine nobleman, (vi. 80; xxvin. 106 and

note.)

Moses: the Law-Giver of Israel, (iv. 57.)

Moslems: (xxvn. 87).

Mozzi, Andrea dei: Bishop of Florence (on the Amo) from 1287 to

1295. His levity, stupidity, and unnatural vices caused so much

scandal there that Pope Boniface VIII translated him to the see of

Vicenza on the Bacchiglione, where he died in 1296. (xv. 112.)

Muses: the nine Muses, inspirers and patronesses of the Arts, dwelt

upon Mt. Parnassus, of which, according to Dante, one peak

(Nyssa) was dedicated to them, and the other (Cyrrha) to Apollo

(sec Para. i. 13-18). They were said to be the daughters of Zeus

(Jupiter) and Mnemosyne (Memory), (n. 7; xxxn. 10.)

Mybrha: daughter of Cinyras, king of Cyprus. Having conceived

an incestuous passion for her own father, she persuaded her aged

nurse to bring her to his bed, disguised and under a false name,

while her mother Cenchreis was away attending a festival of
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Ceres. When the king discovered who she was» he drew his

sword to kill her, but she fled into Arabia and was changed into

a myrtle-tree; and from her trunk was bom Adonis, (xxx. 38.)

Napoleone degli Alberti: see Alberti, Napoleone degli.

Narcissus: beautiful youth of class, myth. (xxx. 128 and note.)

Nasidius: Roman soldier mentioned in Lucan’s Pharsalia. (xxv. 95

and note to xxv. 94.)

Nauarre: kingdom in the Pyrenees, (xxn. 121.)

Navarrese: (xxn. 121).

Neptune: in Roman myth., god of the sea. (xxvm. 82.)

Nessus; Centaur, (xn. 67 sqq. and note.)

Niccolb dei Salimbeni: Sienese spendthrift, (xxix. 127.)

Nicholas III: Giovanni Gaetani Orsini (Pope. 1277-80). (xdc. 70

and note.)

Nile: river of Egypt, (xxxiv. 45.)

Nimrod: BibUcal king. (xxxi. 77 and note.)

Nino (Ugolino) il Brigata: grandson of Count Ugolino della Gherar-

desca. (xxxm. 89 and note to xxxm, 34.)

Ninus: a warrior king, who with his wife Semiramis (q.v.) is said to

have founded the Assyrian empire of Nineveh (f. 2182 b.c.) and

conquered the greater part of Asia. Dante’s reference to his having

“ruled in the land the Soldan now rules over” suggests that either

Dante confused Babylon in Assyria with Babylon in Egypt, or

there was a tradition that Ninus had conquered Egypt, (v. 59.)

Nisus: a companion of Aeneas. He and Euryalus were killed in a

night attack against the Rutulian camp (Aen. ix. 176-450). (i. 107.)

Noah: the Patriarch, (iv. 56.)

Novara: town in N.E. of Piedmont, near Milan, (xxvm. 59.)

Novarese: (xxvm. 59).

ObizzoII d* Estb: Marquis of Ferrara (1264-93) - a Guelfnobleman,

who assisted the army of Charles of Anjou to cross the river Po

in the campaign against Manfred. His reputation for cruelty and

vice may have been exaggerated by Ghibelline chroniclers, and

the story of his murder by his own son is sometimes denied, (xn.

in; xvra. 56.)

Ordelaffi, Sinibaldo degli: see Sinibaldo degli Ordelaffi.

Oria, Branca d*: see Branca d’ Oria.

Orosius, Paulus (Paolo Orosio): Spanish priest and historian of the

fifth century a.d. His chief work, the Historiarufn adversus Paganos

vii Librit usually known as the Ormista, a history of the world from

the Creation to A,D. 417, was written as a companion to St
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Augustine's City oj God^ and is based on Livy» Justin, Tacitus,

Suetonius, and other Roman historians. It was a favourite his-

torical text-book in the Middle Ages, and Dante was indebted to

it for many points, e.g. in the Injemo^ the story of Semiraniis (v.

54-60), the character of Alexander the Great (xn. I07)» ^ud, in all

probability, the account, quoted from Livy, of the Batde of

Cannae (xxvm. lo-ii). In the Paradisot Dante places Orosius in

the Heaven of the Sun, among the Doctors of the Church.

Orpheus: mythical Greek poet and musician; one of the Argonauts

(sec Jason), (rv. 140.)

Orsini: illustrious Roman family, to which Pope Nicholas III

belonged. Alluded to in xix. lo-lt (see note).

Ottaviano degu Ubaldini: see Ubaldini, Ottaviano degu.

Ovid (Publius Ovidius Naso): Roman poet (43 b.c.-a.d. 18). Of his

numerous works the best known, and the one of which Dante

made most use, is the Metamorphoses, a collection of legends

narrating the transformations of human beings into other shapes,

knit into a connected story from the Creation to the time ot

Julius Caesar, (iv. 90; xxv. 97.)

Padua: town of Italy, in Venetia,

Paduans: (xv. 7; xvn. 71).

Pasano, Mainardo: see Mainardo Pagano.
^ ^ , \

PaUstrina (Penestrino) : fortress of the Colonna family (see Colonna).

(xxvn. 102 and note.) v

PaWaimm- sUtue ofPaUas (Minerva), (xxvi. 63 and ncU to 55')

Paolo da Rimini: lover of Francesca da Rimini, (v. loi and note to

V. 88.)

Parcitate, Montagna dei: ste Montagna dei Parettate.
j

Pabis: son of Lig Priam of Troy. He was mvited to award the

prize of beauty (a golden apple) between Juno. Minerva and

Venus. Juno offered him riches and Minerva conquer, Venus

promised him the love of the most beautiful woman ^
ff .1,1

so he gave the apple to her. Aided by Venus, he earned off the

beautiful Helen, v^e of King Menelaus of Spartt, and took her to

Troy. Aftir a ten years’ siege, in the course of whi^ch Pans was

killed, the Greeks, under Agamemnon, took and sacked Troy and

recovered Helen, (v. 67.)

Paul, St: (n. 28 and note\ u. 32).

Pazzx, CAMiaoN DEi: see Camicion dei Pazzi.

Pazzi, Carun(o) Dm: sec Caiu.in(o) om Pazzi.

Pazzian Rinier: see Rinibr Dm Pazzi.

Peleus: father of Achilles, (xxxi. 5 and note to xxxi. 4.)
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Penelope: wife of Ulysses (xxvi. 96.)

Pentheshea: queen of the Amazons, who assisted the Trojans after

Hector’s death, but was killed by Achilles, (iv. 124.)

Perillus: maker of the “Bull of PhaUris”. (xxvn. 7 and note.)

Peschiera: fortress at the S. end of Lake Benaco (Garda) (see map,

p. 173). (XX. 70.)

Peter, St: (n. 24; xix. 91, 94).

Pefer’s Gate, 5f; the gate, guardedby theAngel ofRepentance, by which

redeemed souls are admitted to Purgatory (see Purg. ix). (i. I34-)

Peter's Pine: bronze image in Rome. (xxxi. 59 and note.)

Phaeton (Gk. Phaethon): son of Phoebus, (xvn. 107 and note.)

Phalaris: tyrant of Sicily, brazen bull of. (xxvn. 7 and note.)

Pharisees: (xxm. 116); “the modem P.” (xxvn. 85).

Philip the Fair (Philippe Le Bel): Philip IV of France (1285-1314)*

(xix. 87 and note to xix. 85.)

Phlegethon: river of Hell. (xn. 47 sqq. and Images to xn; xiv. 116;

XIV. 131.)

Phlegra: Battle of. (xiv. 58 and note.)

Phlegyas: ferryman of Hell (Styx), (vm. 19 and Images to vm.)

Pholus: Centaur, (xn. 72 and note.)

Photinus: deacon of Thessalonica. (xi. 9 and note.)

Piceno: field of. (xxrv. 148 and note to xxiv. 142.)

Pier da Medicina: see Medicina, Pier da.

Pier della Vigne: see Vignb, Pier della.

Pietrapan{a): prob. Petra Apuana; mountain in N.W. Tuscany,

(xxxn. 28.)

Pillars oj Hercules: the two heights - Mt. Abyla in Morocco and Mt.

Calpe (Gibraltar) in Spain - which stand one on either side of the

Straits of Gibraltar and were supposed to mark the “sunset” and

the western limit of the habitable world. In class, myth., the two

mountains were originally one, which was broken in two by

Hercules, (xxvi. 108 and note.)

Pinamonte dei Buonaccorsi: (xx. 96 and note to xx. 95).

Pisa: (xxxm. 79).

Pisans: (xxxm. 30).

Pisces: see Zodiac.

Pistoia: town in Tuscany, about 22 miles from Florence, (xxiv. 126

and note; xxv. 10; see also Introd., p. 33.)

Plato: the great Athenian philosopher (pupil of Socrates and

founder of the Academic School (c. 428-347 B.C.). Although his

Dialogues had not, for the most part, been translated into Latin

by the beginning of the fourteenth century, so that Dante was

directly acquainted only with the TimaeuSf yet through the wnt-
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ings of the Neo-Platonists, Platonic thought had had a profound

influence from very early days upon the development of Christian

philosophy.

Of especial importance is the Platonic doctrine of “Ideas” - the

eternal archetypes or universal patterns in the Divine Mind, con-

ceived as the “most real existences”, of which particular and

material things are only, as it were, the types and shadows. Thus

in contrast with Aristotelianism, Platonism is concerned with the

world of essence rather than with that of experience.

The Timaeus is a mystical and figurative accoimt of the creation

of the world by God the Artificer (“the Demiurge”); the Cosmos
is “made in his image”, the imperfection of all actually existing

things being attributed to the inherent limitations of matter. This

line of thought, while not in itself irreconcilable with Christian

orthodoxy, was developed by later writers, under Oriental in-

fluence, so as to lead to the conception that matter was in itself

not only finite but actually evil, and so to the Gnostic and Dualist

theory that the material creation was the work of the Devil. (This

heresy Dante specifically repudiates.) The Neo-Platonic doctrine

of the (active) “Divine Mind”, proceeding from the “One”
who is the ultimate Being beyond Mind, was on the one hand

taken up into the Christian doctrine of the First and Second

Persons of the Trinity, while on the other it was expanded into

various Gnostic heresies of a Godhead declining by successive and

subordinate “emanations” into materiality. In its orthodox form, it

appears in the Fourth Gospel, the Nicene Creed, and the theology

of St Augustine and his followers; so that Platonism has thus been

- perhaps less explicitly but quite as firmly as Aristotelianism -

incorporated into the body of Christian philosophy, (iv. 139.)

Pluto: god of riches and of the underworld (vi. 115 znd note; vn. 2.)

Po: river of N. Italy (see map, p. 173). (v. 98; xx. 78.)

Pola: town in N. Italy, (ix. 113 and note to ix. 112.)

Polenta: castle near Forli in Romagna, which gave their name to the

great Guelffamily who were, in Dante’s time, “lords ofRavenna”,

(xxvn. 40-41 and note.)

Polydorus: son of Priam, king of Troy and Hecuba, (xxx. 19 and

note to xxx. 13.)

Polyxena: daughter of Priam, king of Troy and Hecuba, (xxx. 17

and note to xxx. 13.)

b Potiphar’s Wife: who falsely accused Joseph, (xxx. 98.)

PratOt Cardinal Nicholas oj: (xxvi. 9 and note).

PsiSCiAN (Priscianus Caesariensis) : famous Latin grammarian, bom
at Caesaraea in Cappadocia in the sixth century a.d. (xv. no.)
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Proserpine (Gk. Persephone): in Greek and Roman myth., the

daughter of Ceres (Gk. Demeter), the Earth-Mother. She was

stolen away by Dis (Pluto) while gathering flowers in the vale of

Enna, in Sicily, and carried off to be his queen in Hades. She is

identified with the Moon, as being one of the manifestations of f
the “Triple Goddess” Hecate - Luna in Heaven, Diana on earth,

and Proserpine in Hades, (ix. 44 and note; x. 80.)

Ptolemy (Claudius Ptolemaeus): the famous mathematician,

astronomer, and geographer,^, at Alexandria in the second cen-

tury. For his geocentric astronomy, which held the field until

displaced in the sixteenth century by that of Copernicus, which

placed the Sun in the centre of the Solar System, see Appendix

on Daniels Universe^ p. 292. (iv. 142.)

Ptolomaea: region of Hell. (xxxm. 124 and Images to xxxm.)

Puccio DEI Galigai: called “Sciancato” (“Limping Puccio”):

Florentine nobleman, of whom Uttle seems to be known except

that Dante classes him among the thieves, (xxv. 48.)

Purgatory, Mount: (see Greater Images, p. 86). Seen by Ulysses

on liis last voyage, (xxvi. 133.)

Pyrrhus: (i) son of Achilles, who killed Priam, king of Troy, and

sacrificed Polyxena {q.v.); Virgil emphasizes his cruelty (Aen. ii.

469 sqq.). (xn. 134, or the ref. may be to P. of Epirus.)
^

(2) King of Epirus, fabled descendant of the above (318-272

B.c.) who was a fierce enemy to Rome. (xn. 134, if the ref. is

not to P., son of Achilles.)

Quarnaro (Bay oj): on the Adriatic, (ix. 113 and note to rx. 112.)

Rachel: wife of the Patriarch Jacob and mother of Joseph and

Benjamin {Gen. xxix sqq.). (n. 102 and note; TV. 60.)

Ram (Aries): see Zodiac.

Ravenna: town on the sea-coast of Italy, near the mouth of the Po

(see map, p. 173); the birthplace of Francesca da Rimini, (v. 97

and V. 88 note; xxvn. 40.)

Red Sea: (xxiv. 90).

Reno: river of Italy, (xvm. 61 and map, p. 173.)

Rhea: wife of Saturn and mother ofJupiter, (xiv. 100 and note.)

RJione: river of France, (ix. 112 and note.)

Rimini, Francesca da: sec Francesca da Rimini.

Rimini, house oJ: (xxvn. 48 and note to xxvn. 46).

Rimini, Paolo da: see Paolo da Rimini.

Rinaldo DEI Scrovegni: see Scrovegni, Rinaldo dbi.
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Rinieb da Corneto: a robber-baron of Dante^s own day, who had
his hold near Cometo in the Maremma district, (xn. 138.)

Rinier DEI Pazzi: a robber-baron, of the Pazzi family, contemporary

with Dante. He infested the country between Florence and
Arezzo, and is said to have made a speciality of despoiling pre-

lates. Excommunicated in 1269 by Pope Clement IV. (xn. 138.)

Robert Guiscard: see Guiscard, Robert.

Roger (Ruggieri) degu Ubaldini; Archbishop of Pisa (1278-95),

nephew of the Cardinal Ottaviano degli Ubaldini mentioned in

InJ. X. 120. (xxxm. 14 and note to xxxm. 13.)

Roland (Orlando): nephew of Charlemayn (^.t^.). He was an his-

torical personage, but little is known of him beyond the many
legends and poetical traditions that have clustered about his name.

Dante places him in Mars, the Heaven of the Warriors {Para.

xviii. 43). (xxxi. 18 and note to xxxi. 16.)

Romagna: province of Italy, lying between Bologna and the Adri-

atic. (xxvn. 37; xxxm. 154.)

Romagnols: (xx\ti. 28).

Romano, Azzolino da: see Azzolino.

Rome: (i. 71; n. 20; xrv. 105; xxxi. 59).

Romatts: (xv. 77; xvm. 28; xxvi. 60).

Romena: village in the Casentino district, (xxx. 73 and note.)

Romena,
jjjg Conti Guidi family, who in-

duced Adam of Brescia to falsify the currency.

Dante implies that one of them was already

in Hell at the time of his vision - probably

Aghinolfo, who died 1300. (xxx. 76-77.)

Rubicant (Rubicante): demon, (xxi. 123; xxn. 40.)

Rusncucci, Jacopo: a Florentine Guelf of humble origin, but of

great wealth and liberality, and a distinguished statesman. The
evil temper of his wife, which obliged him to separate himself

hrom her, is said to have driven him into the vice for which he is

punished, (vi. 79; xvi. 44 sqq.; and note to xvi. 37.)

Aghinolfo da
Romena,

Alexander

{Alessandro) da

Guido da

Sabellus: Roman soldier mentioned in Lucan’s Pharsalta. (xxv. 95
tod note t<J xxv. 94.)

Sacred Face: holy image venerated at Lucca, (xxi. 48.)

StJohn {Baptist): Church of, in Florence (secJohn Baptist, St).

St Peter*s: Cathedral, in Rome. (xvin. 32.)

St Thomas Aquinas: sec Aquinas, St Thomas.
St Ztta: patron saint of Lucca, and by transference the city itself.

(XXL 38.)
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Saladin (Salah-ed-din Yussuf ibn Ayub): Sultan of Egypt and

Syria (1137-93); famous Moslem hero of the Third Crusade.

(iv. 129.)

SaUmbem[^l‘^°[°}dei: }*<' Salimbeni.

Sake: place of execution near Bologna, (xvm. 51, note.)

San Benedetto: monastery of (see Benedict*Sy St).

Sanhedrim: members of, who condemned Christ, (xxm. 122.)

Sant’ Andrea, Jacomo della Capelladi: of Padua, (xm. 133 and

note to xm. 115.)

Sant* Angelo: Castle and Bridge of, in Rome. (xvm. 32 and note.)

Santerno: river of Italy (see map, p. 173). (xxvn. 49 and note to

xvn. 50.)

Sardi, Island oj: see Sardinia.

Sardinia: (xxn. 90; xxvi. 104; xxix. 48).

Sassol Mascheroni: see Mascheroni, Sassol.

Satan; see Devil.

Saturn: an ancient Roman deity, whose early history is extremely

obscure. Whence his name derived, or what he was originally the

god of, nobody knows. At some point, however, he became

identified by the Romans with the Greek deity Cronos, so that

the whole Cronos-myth became attached to him. He was thus

said to have been the father, by Rhea, ofJupiter (Gk. Zeus) and of

various other Olympian deities, and to have been overthrown by

his own children and cast out of Olympus. Since Zeus-Jupiter was

fabled to have been bom in Crete (probably by a further identi-

fication with some native Cretan god), the connection with

Crete was extended to Saturn also; so that by the time we get to

Servius, the commentator of Virgil {fl. c. a.d. 400), we find him

writing in a note on Aen. viii. 3 19: “for Satmn was king of Crete,

and was overthrown in war by his son Jupiter. And fleeing henqe,

he was hospitably received by Janus, who was then reigning in

Italy.” According to Latin traction, Saturn eventually became

king of Italy, where he introduced civilization and agriculture, so

that the “great Saturnian reign” took its place in legend as Italy’s

“golden age”. This mixture of personalities and places is char-

acteristic of the confusion in which the ancient m^ths became

involved in post-classical and medieval times; Dante is no doubt

relying on Servius when he speaks of “Crete, under whose king ^
the world was once chaste”, (xiv. 95-(S and note; xiv. 100 and note.)

Sauena: river of Italy (see map, p. 173). (xvm. 86 and note.)

Savio: river of Italy (see map, p. 173). xxvn. 52 and note.)

Scaramallion (Scarmiglione): demon, (xxi. 105.)
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Scarmiglionb: see Scaramaluon.
ScHiccHi, Gianni: see Gianni Schicchi.
SciANCATO, Puccio (“Limping Puccio’*): see Puccio dei Galigai.
Scipio (Publius Cornelius Scipio Africanus Major): Roman general,

(234'“^* 183 B.C.); fought against Hanmbal at Cannae (cf. xxvm.
II, note); was appointed to the command of the army in Spain,
captured New Carthage (Cartagena) (210 b.c.) and drove the
Carthaginians out of Spain; crossed into Africa and there gained a
decisive victory over Hannibal at the Battle of Zama (203 b.c.).
For these services he earned the title of Africanus. After being
twice consul, and serving in the war against Antiochus the Great,
he was accused of accepting bribes, and eventually left Rome and
died in exile, (xxxi. 116.)

Scott, Michael; Scottish philosopher and magician, (xx. 116 and
note.)

Scrovegni, Rinaldo DEI: member of a Paduan family notorious for
their usury, whose arms were: arg., a pregnant sow az. Rinaldo is

said to have died with the words on his lips; “Give me the keys
of my strong box so that no one may get my money*', (xvn, 64,
indnote to xvn. 55.)

Semele: daughter of Cadmus, king of Thebes, who became, by
Jupiter, the mother of Bacchus. In revenge, Juno, disguised as

Semele's old nurse, persuaded her to ask Jupiter to show himself
' to her in his divine splendour as the god of thunder, whereupon
Semele was struck by lightning and burnt to ashes. Juno also

revenged herself on Semele’s three sisters: Ino {q.v.). Agave, and
Autonoe. (xxx. i and note.)

Sbmiramis: wife and successor to Ninus (q.v.), renowned for her

beauty and bravery; said to have built Babylon in Asia with its

famous Hanging Gardens, and the great tomb of Ninus in

Nineveh. The many mythical elements in her story, and the

legends told of her lasciviousness, suggest that she may originally

have been a Syrian goddess of love (Astarte). (v. 58.)

Sbnbca, Lucius Annaeus: Roman philosopher and tragic poet

(4 B.c.-A.D. 65). He was tutor to the Emperor Nero, under whom
he acquired great wealth and administrative power; but being

accused of complicity in Piso*s conspiracy, he committed suicide.

He wrote various treatises on ethics, philosophy, and natural

science, together with a number of trageies on the Greek model.

Dante, however, like many people of his time, supposed that the

plays and the treatises were written by two different Senecas; and

is careful to make it clear that the one he puts with the other

philosophers in Limbo is “Seneca the Moralist’*, (iv. 141.)
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Serchio: river near Lucca, (xxi. 49.)

Seville: city on the S. coast of Spain, (xx. 126; xxvi. iii.)

Sextus Pompeius: son of Pompey the Great; a sea pirate mentioned

by Lucan {Phars. vi. 420-22); defeated by Caesar at Munda 45 B.C.

(xn. I34-)
^

Sicily: island in the Mediterranean, divided from Italy by the

Straits of Messina (see Charybdis). (xn. 108.)

Sicilian: (xxvn. 7).

Siena: city of N. Italy, in Tuscany; stronghold of the Ghibelline

party, (xxix. 109. 134.)

Sienese: (xxix. 122).

Siena^ Albero of: see Albero of Siena.

Silvester I: Pope (314-35)- (xix. iiyand note to xrx. ii5;xxvn. 95
and note to xxvn. 94.)

Silvius: first king of Alba Longa; son of Aeneas by Lavinia, daughter

of Latinus, according to Virgil {Aen. vi. 763), though he is usually

described as the son of Ascanius and grandson of Aeneas {q^v.).

(n. 13, 32.)

Simon Magus: the magician, (xix. i and note.)

Sinibaldo degli Ordelaffi: (xxvn, 45 and note to xxvn. 43).

SiNON OF Troy: (xxx. 97 and note).

Sismund(i): Ghibelline family of Pisa, (xxxm. 32.) ||

Socrates: Athenian philosopher (c. 469-399 b.c.), famous for the

method of argument which proceeds by question and answer

so framed as to elicit from the opponents an admission of the

confusions and self-contradictions which their opinions involve

(the “Socratic Dialectic”). He held that all vice was ignorance,

and that rightly to understand virtue would enable men to live

virtuously. Accused of blasphemy against the gods and of per-

verting the morals of the young, he was condemned to death by
drinking hemlock. He is best known to us in the “Socratic

Dialogues” of his disciple Plato, who inherited the spirit of his

philosophy, (rv. 134.)

Sodom: a “city of the plain”, near the Dead Sea, destroyed by fire

from heaven because of the notorious vice of its inhabitants (Gen.

xix). (xi. 49.)

Sol (the Sun): (xxiv. 2).

Soldan (Sultan): the, of Egypt, was also called in Dante’s time the

“Sultan of Babylon” - hence, by a confusion between the two f
Babylons, Dante refers to the kingdom of Semiramis as the “land

the Soldan rules over”, (v. 60 and note.)

The Soldan mentioned by Guido i Montefeltro is El-Melik
El-Mansoor La’geen (1296-99). (xxvn. 90.)
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SOLDANiER, Gianni dei: he was a Ghibelline, but when, in 1266,

after the defeat of Manfred at Benevento, the Guelfs rebelled

against Guido Novello and the Ghibelline nobles, he put himself

at their head in opposition to his own party, (xxxn. 120.)

Soracte (in Dante, Siratti: now corrupted into S. Oreste); mountain

near Rome, on which stand the church and monastery of San

Silvestro (see Silvester, Pope) and the town of Soratte.

(xxvi. 103).

Spendthrifts' Club (Brigata Spendereccia) : in Siena. (See notes to

xni. 115; XXIX. 125.)

Stricca (? dei Giovanni dei Salimbeni): of Siena. The identity of this

young spendthrift is not certain. Some think he was the Stricca of

the Salimbeni family who was podesta of Bologna in 1276 and

1286, and brother to the Niccolb mentioned in xxix. 127; others

think he was of the Tolomci family, others of the Morescotti.

Strophades: islands (see Harpies).

Styx: river of Hell. (vn. 106 and Images vm; ix. 81; xiv. 116.)

Sych(^us\ husband of Dido, queen of Carthage (see Aeneas), (v.

62.)

Tagliacozzo: Battle of. (xxvm. 17 and note.)

Tambernic, Mt.: not certainly identified, (xxxn. 28 and note.)

Tanais: river (the Don), (xxxn. 27.)

Tar^uin (Tarquinius Superbus): king of Rome, notorious for his

tyranny and cruelty; banished by decree of the people at the

instance of L. Junius Brutus (^.i^-)* 5^0 (^* *26.)

Tartars: (xvu. 16).

Tegghiai(o) Aldobrandi: see Aldobrandi, Tegghiaio.

Telemachus: son of Ulysses {q.v.). (xxvi. 94.)

Teobaldo IT. of Navarre (see Tibbald).

Tbsauro DEI BeccarIa: see BeccarIa, Tesauro dei.

ThaIs: the harlot; character from play by Terence, (xvra. 133 and

note.)

Thales: Ionic philosopher, astronomer, and mathematician; one of

the “Seven Sages” (c. 636-c. 54^ b.c.). (iv. 135 )

Thames: river of England, (xn. 121.)

Thebes: city of Bocotia, celebrated in many classical myths and

legends, to several of which Dante alludes in the Infertio. Its walls

were fabled to have built themselves to the music of the great

musician Amphion; it was the birthplace of the prophet Tiresias

and one ofthe cities which claimed to be the birthplace of Bacchus.

It was the scene, among other episodes of vengeance and horror,

of the tragic story of Oedipus and the consequent war of the
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“Seven against Thebes”, and of the infanticidal madness of

Athamas. (xiv. 69 and note to xiv. 51; XX. 59; xxvi. 52 sqq. and

note; xxxn. ii and note; xxxin. 88.)

Thebans: (xx. 33*. xxv. 15; xxx. 2 sqq. and note).

Theseus: legendary king (or, as Dante calls him, “Duke )
of Athens, t

Greek hero, son of Aegeus, king of Athens and of Aethra,

daughter of Pittheus, king of Troezen. Among his m^y exploits

are the slaying of various robbers and monsters, and in particular

of the Minotaur, his war against the Amazons, and his attempt to

carry off Persephone (Proserpine) from Hades, (rx. 53 and note;

xn. 17 and xn. 13 note.)

Thibaut V: count of Champagne (see Tibbald).

Thomas Aquinas, St; see Aqxhnas, Thomas.

Tibbald (Tebaldello or Tribaldello dei Zambrasi): of Faenza.

(xxxn. 122 and note.)

Tibbald (Theobald or Teobaldo II): Count Thibaut V of Cham-

pagne, king of Navarre, (xxn. 52 and note.)

Tiber: river on which Rome stands, (xxvn. 30.)

Tiresias; Theban soothsayer, (xx. 40 and note.)

Tisiphone: see Furies.

Titans: in class, myth., the children of Ouranos (Lat. Uranus, the

sky) and Ge (Lat. Tellus, the earth), who rebelled against their
^

father and set Cronos, one of their number, on the throne of

Heaven. They were eventually overthrown by Zeus (Jupiter), the

son of Cronos (Saturn), and his sister-wife Rhea (xiv. 100, note).

Their rebellion was confused, by later writers, with that of the

Giants {q.u.).

Tityus: giant, (xxxi. 125 and note.)

Toppo: ford and Battle of. (xm. 121 and note to xm. 115.)

Totila: the Hun - confused by Dante with Attila (q.v.). (xffl. I49

note.)

Trent: city of Italy (see map, p. 173). (xn. 5 and note; xx. 68.)

Tristram (of Lyonesse) : knight of Arthurian legend, the lover of

Iseult the Fair, wife to King Mark of Cornwall. According to the

version of the story which Dante is probably following, Mark

surprised him with the queen and killed him. (v. 67.)

Troy (or Ilium; Gk. Ilion) : ancient coast-tovwi in Asia Minor, taken

and sacked by the Greeks under Agamemnon, after 10 years*

siege for the recovery of Helen (see Paris). The siege is described
^

in Homer’s Iliads and the sack in Virgil’s Aeneid {q.v). (i. 74"5;

xxx. 14, 22.97, 113.)

Trojans: (iv. 22; xm. n; xvm. 10 and note; xxvm. 10 and note).

Troy, Sinon of: see SmoN op Troy.
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Tully: see Cicero, Marcus Tullius.

Turks: (xvn. i6).

Tumus: prince of the Rutuli, in Latium; killed in fighting against

Aeneas, to whom King Latinus had given in marriage his

daughter Lavinia, previously promised to Tumus {Aen. viii-xii).

(i. 107.)
. . ,

Tuscany: that district of Italy which lies, for the most part, between

the Apennines and the Mediterranean, extending roughly from

the Gulf of Genoa in the N. to Orbitello in the S. It is watered by

the Amo, and Dante’s birthplace, Florence, was its chief city.

Many Tuscan towns are mentioned in the Comedy, and on two

occasions the spirits in Hell recognize Dante by his Tuscan speech,

(xxiv. 122; xxvm. 108.)

Tuscans: (x. 22; xxn. 99; xxm. 76, 91; xxxn. 66).

Tydeus: king of Chalydon. (xxxn. 130 and note.)

Typhon (or Typhoeus): giant, (xxxi. 124 and note.)

Tyrol: (xx. 62).

Ubaldini, Ottavlano (Cardinal, 1210-73): a violent Gliibelline,

who exulted loudly over the issue of the Battle of Montaperti

(see X. 32, note), and was rebuked by another cardinal with the

words: “If he knew the upshot of this Florentine war, he would

not be so merry about it. The vanquished will triumph victori-

ously, and will not be lost eternally.” (x. 120.)

Ubaldini, Ruggieri degu: see Roger (Ruggieri) degli Ubaldini.

Ubbriachi: a Florentine family, notorious for their usury about

Dante’s time; their arms were: £u., a goose arg. (xvn. 61 and note

to xvn, 55.)

Ubbrti, Farinata degli: see Farinata.

Ugolin(o) della Gherardesca: Count, of Pisa, (xxxni. 13 and

note.)

Ulysses (Odysseus): Prince of Ithaca; hero of Greek mythology,

renowned for his cunning. He was in the army of Agamemnon
at the siege of Troy (note, xxvi. 55); his exploits there are re-

counted in Homer’s Iliad, and his long wanderings before he

reached home, in the Odyssey. The name of his “old father” (xxvi.

95) was Laertes, and that of his son, Tclcmachus. During his

absence his wife Penelope was courted by many suitors, whom
she kept quiet by promising to marry one of them as soon as she

had frnished the web she was weaving; but every night she

unravelled what she had woven during the day. When Ulysses

returned, he killed all the suitors with the bow which none but

he could bend. Homer gives no account of his death; other poets
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say he was killed by Telegonus, the son he bore to the enchantress

Circe (xxvi. 91 and note), Dante’s account appears to be his own

invention, (xxvi. 55 sqq. and notes to xxvi. 55, 83.)

Urbino: town of Italy, in Romagna, (xxvn. 30.)

Ursa Major: see Wain.

Val Camonica: see Camonica, Vat.

Valdichiana: the valley of the Chiana. in Tuscany, notorious for its

malarial and unhealthy climate, (xxrx. 47.)

Valdimagra (Val di Macra): valley of the R. Macra, in Lunigiana, a

district in the N.W. of Tuscany ruled over in Dante’s time by the

Malaspina family, (xxiv. 145 and note to xxiv. 142.)

Valiry, Alard de: see Alard de Valery.

Vanni (Giovanni) Fucci: thief from Pistoia. (xxiv. 125 sqq. and

note.)

Venedico Caccianemico: see Caccianemico, Venedico.

Venice: city of Italy, (xxi. 7 and note.)

Vercelli: town of Italy, at W. extremity of Lombardy, (xxvm. 75.)

Verona: city of Italy, in Venetia. (xv. 22 and note to xv. 121 (see

map, p. 173); XX. 68.)

Verrucchio: castle and village near Rimini, seat of the Malatesta

family, (xxvn. 46 and note.)

VesOt Monte: see Monte Veso.

ViGNB, Pier delle: (xm. 58 sqq. and note).

Virgil (P. Vergilius Maro): Roman poet (70-19 b.c.). Bom at

Andes, near Mantua. His great epic, the Aeneidy tells the story of

Aeneas, and celebrates the origins of the Roman people and

empire (see Aeneas). Author also of the Georgies and of the

EclogueSy one of which (Ec. iv.) looks forward to the birth of a

Wonder-Child who should restore the Golden Age, and was held

in the Middle Ages to be an unconscious prophecy of Christ

{Purg. xxii. 64-81). In medieval legend, V. had the reputation of

being a White Magician. In the Divine Comedy he is the image of

Human Wisdom; he guides Dante through Hell and accompanies

him through Purgatory. First meeting with Dante, i. 62; recog-

nized by him, i. 79 ; visited by Beatrice, n. 53; his place in

Limbo, rv. 39; his companions there, *iv. 67 sqq.; his ‘‘words of

power”, m. 95, v. 23, vn. ii, xxi. 83; his conjuration of the spirits,

XXVI. 79; prophecy of Greyhound, i. loi sqq.; discourse on

Luck, vn. 73 sqq.; on arrangement of Hell, xi. 16 sqq.; on

origin of infernal rivers, xiv. 94 sqq.; on origin of Mantua, xx. 61.

sqq.; opposed at gates of Dis, vm. 112 sqq.; deceived by demons.

XXI. 106 sqq.; carries Dante in his arms, xix, 34 sqq.y 124 sqq.,
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Glossary

xxm. 37 sqq.f xxxiv. 70; explains fall of Satan and geography of
Antipodes, xxxiv. 106; md passim.

ViTAiiANO DEI ViTALiANi: member of a Paduan family who, about

Dante’s time, were notorious for their usury and lived near the

houses of the Scrovegni family, (xvn. 68 and note to xvn. 55.)

Vulcan: in class, myth., the blacksmith of the gods. (xiv. 52 and note.)

Wain (the Plough, or Great Bear: Ursa Major): N. Polar constella-

tion. (xi. 114.)

Water-Carrier (Aquarius) : see Zodiac.

Wissant: town of Flanders, (xv. 4.)

Young King (il re giovane): see Henry^ Prince oj England.

Zambrasi, Teobaldo dei: see Tibbald dei Zambrasi.

Zanche, Michael: Vicar of Logodoro in Sardmia. (xxn. 88 and

note; xxxm. 143.)

Zeno: Greek philosopher, founder of* the Stoic school; bom in

Cyprus, he taught at Athens in the porch (stoa) which gave its

name to his philosophy. Dates unknown, but said to have been

still living 260 B.c. (rv. 135.)

Zodiac, signs oJ:

Aquarius (the Water-Carrier): (Sun in Aq. mid-Jan. to mid-
Feb.) (xxiv. 2, note.)

Aries (the Ram): (Sun in A. mid-Mar. to mid. Apr.) (i. 37 and

note.)

Pisces (the Fishes): (Sun in P. mid-Feb. to mid-Mar.), (xi. 113

and note.)

X
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BOOKS TO READ

Books about Dante are almost as innumerable as books about

Shakespeare, and, like them, range from the vast_ and erudite to the f

trivial and tendentious. Here are a few titles which will be of help

to the ordinary reader; they are all of modest size and price, though

it is impossible to say whether they are all in print at the moment.

Dante’s Works: Temple Classics edition (Dent) (6 vols.). This con-

tains text and prose translation, on opposite pages, of the Com-

media (3 vols.) and the Vita Nuoua and Canzoniere (i vol.) for

those who would like to read Dante in his own language. The

other two vols. contain the Conviuio and the Latin Works in

English.

Paget Toynbee; The Life ofDante (Methuen).

Dean Church: Essay on Dante in the vol. entitled Dante and S.

Anselm of the *‘New Universal Library” (Routledge) - admirable

' for historical background and literary appreciation.

P. H. Wicksteed: From Vita Nuova to Paradiso (Manchester Uni-

versity Press). This traces the development of Dante’s political

and rehgious thought, and is an invaluable introduction to the
^

theological significance of the Comedy,

Charles Whhams: The Figure of Beatrice (Faber) - a beautiful and

illuminating guide to the allegory, though a little difficult in

places for those who are not accustomed to this writer’s intensely

individual approach to religion and poetry.

For those who would like to know something of Dante’s literary

friends and predecessors there is D. G. Rossetti: Poems and Transla-

tions (Everyman), which contains verse-translations of many con-

temporary Italian poets, together with a translation of the Vita

Nuova.

The sport of tracking Dante back to his sources may be enjoyably

embarked upon with the aid, for a start, ofthe Bible, the Apocryphal

New Testament, Virgil’s Aeneid, Ovid’s Metamorphoses, Statius’

Thebald, Lucan’s Pharsalia, and (if philosophy and theology are

foimd attractive) Aristotle’s Nicomachean Ethics and the Summa

Theologica of St Thomas Aquinas. All these works are obtainable in

translation; but people who read Latin should remember that for
^

Dante ‘‘the Bible” means the Vulgate.
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CHAUCER*

THE CANTERBURY TALES

Translated by Nevill Coghill

The Canterbury Tales is one of the great books of the world and is

certainly the liveliest, wisest and wittiest presentation ofthe human
comedy in our language. The passage of time has, however, in the

course of five and a half centuries, obscured it a little from us and
what were once the freshest colloquial Chaucerisms seem at times

archaic, quaint and even difficult to understand today. Notes and

glossaries arc necessary, yet they impede the eager reader plunging

for pleasure among the tales.

Pleasure there is in plenty, whether in the sharp portrayal of a

lively and varied human nature that does not seem to have

changed much since the fourteenth century, or in the talcs that arc

told; tales that range from noble romances of love and warfare to

the ruderies of millers and cooks. Every taste is catered for and

through all this variety there runs a robust good nature that is as

easily moved to tenderness as to fun and feels everything with a

poet’s gusto and a poet’s strength. It is a book that breeds joy in

its readers; its very rascals are delightful.

Nevill Coghill’s translation, passages of which he read (and were
later dramatized) on the Third Programme of the B.B.C. a short

while ago, has given the easy fluency of a modem conversational

idiom to Chaucer’s work, while remaining faithful in scholarship

to [the original texts, without expurgation; readers who have
hitherto found Chaucer ‘too difficult’ will here become easily and
happily acquainted with him and the rich legacy he made to them
and to England.



RECENT PENGUIN CLASSICS

PLATO: THE SYMPOSIUM

Translated by Walter Hamilton

The Symposium or Drinking-party is probably Plato's supreme

achievement in the art of Hterary dialogue. It is also the first

philosophical treatment in European Hterature of the passion of

love. Beginning with sexual love, Plato finds the same fundamental

impulse at work in all man’s nobler activities, culminating in the

search of the philosopher for truth, and the dialogue ends with a

brilliant picture of Socrates as the philosopher-lover which is

placed in the mouth of Alcibiades at the height of his fame. The

translator is Headmaster of Westminster School. Till recently he

was Fellow and Tutor of Trinity College, Cambridge, where he

leaured in ancient philosophy, and earlier he was for several years

an Assistant Master at Eton College.

LUCRETIUS: THE NATURE OF

THE UNIVERSE

Translated by R. E. Latham

Lucretius’ poem De Rerum Natura has long been admired for the

rich embroidery of its purple patches, its imrivalled portrait

sequence of Nature in all her aspeas, kindling the fire ofspring or

sowing random pestilence. Today, 2,000 years after tfie poet’s

death, we can see it, more clearly perhaps than any intervening

generation, for what he meant it to be: an appeal to a war-weary,

neurotic and disillusioned age to seek salvation in the objectivity

and sanity of the scientific view of life. The directness and the

lucidity pecuHar to the original have been admirably preserved in

this new translation.



THE PELICAN PHILOSOPHIES

A new series ofPelicans on Philosophy has been planned under the

General Editorship ofA. J. Ayer, Grote Professor ofthe Philosophy

of Mind and Logic at University College, London. The first two
volumes, which have been pubhshed recently, are:

PEIRCE AND PRAGMATISM -Projessor IV. B. Gallie of Uni-

versity College, North Staffordshire

SPINOZA - Stttart Hampshire: Bellow ofNew College, Oxford

Among other volumes in active preparation are:

butler’s moral philosophy Duncan-Jones, of

Birmingham University

J. S. MILL -Karl Britton, of University College, Swansea

LOCKE - J. J. 0*Connor of the University of Natal,

Pietermaritzburg, South Africa

9

THE PELICAN PSYCHOLOGIES

A companion series of Pelicans on Psychology has recently been
inaugurated under the General Editorship of Professor C. A. Mace
of Birkbeck College, London. The first two volumes arc William
James by Margaret Knight and The Psychology ofthe British Work-
ing Man by Ferdynand Zweig; others are in preparation.



THE PENGUIN SCORES

This series, under the general editorship ofDr Gordon Jacob, Pro-

fessor of Theory, Composition and Orchestration at the Royal

College of Music, London, has been planned to meet the needs of

concert-goers and amateurs of music. Each has a musical intro-

duction by the General Editor, and a special biographical note by

a music critic.
^

The first fifteen volumes, each with the writer of the biographi-

cal note, are:

1. MOZART: Symphony No. 40, in G minor -F. Bonavia

2. bach: Brandenburg Concerto No. 3, in G~ Frank Howes

3. BEETHOVEN: Overtures: Coriolan and Egmont-IL^.

McNaught

4. HAYDN: Symphony No. loi, in D (The Clock) -Mosco

Cartier

5. MENDELSSOHN: Overtures: A Midsummer Nighfs Dream

and Fingal’s Cave - Ralph Hill

6. SCHUBERT: Symphony No. 8, in B minor (Unfinished)

-

Eric Blom

7. bach: Brandenburg Concertos Nos. i and 2, in F- Frank

Flowes

8. WEBER: Overtures: Oberon and Der Freischiitz ~

Goddard

9. BEETHOVEN: Symphony No. i, in C- W, McNaught

10. MOZART: Symphony No. 41, in C (Jupiter) -F. Bonavia

11. TCHAIKOVSKY: Fantasy-Ovcrture, Romeo and JuUet-

Gerald Abraham

12. BEETHOVEN: Symphony No. W. McNaught (3/6)

13. WAGNER: Siegfried Idyll - Dy/ie/ey Hussey

14. MENDELSSOHN: Violin Concerto in E minor -Ralph Hill

(3/6)

15. MOZART: Overtures: The Magic Flute and Don Giovanni

-

F. Bonavia (3/-)

Two shillings and sixpence each except where otherwise marked



THE PENGUIN CLASSICS

A LIBRARY OF NEW TRANSLATIONS

Edited by E. V. Rieii

1. homer: The Odyssey

2. DE MAUPASSANT: Boule de Suif

and Other Stories

3. SOPHOCLES; The Theban Plays

4. VOLTAIRE: Candide

5. TACITUS: On Britain and Germany

6. DANTE: The Divine Comedy

I: Hell Dorothy L. Sayers

XENOPHON:ThcPersianExpcdition Rex Warner

E. V. Rieu

H. N. P. SJoman

E. F. WatUng

John Butt

H. Mattingly

7 -

8 .

9.

10.

11.

12.

13 -

14.

15 -

16.

17 -

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23 -

24.

VIRGIL: The Pastoral Poems

TURGENEV: On the Eve

CERVANTES: Don Quixote

APULEius: The Golden Ass

GOETHE: Faust

provost: Manon Lescaut

HOMER : The Iliad

FLAUBERT: Madame Bovary

IBSEN : The Pillars of the Community,

E. V. Rieu

Gilbert Gardiner

J. M. Cohen

Robert Graves

Philip Wayne

L. W. Tancock

E. V. Rieu

Alan Russell

The Wild Duck. Hedda Gabicr

BALZAC: Old Goriot

LUCRETIUS: The Nature of the

Universe

CHEHOV: The Cherry Orchard,

Three Sisters, Ivanov

DB MAUPASSANT: Miss Harriet and

Other Stories

CAESAR: The Conquest of Gaul

CHAUCER: Canterbury Talcs

DOSTOYEVSKY: Crime and Punish-

ment

PLATO: The Symposium

Una Ellis^Fermor

M. A. Crawford

R. E. Latham

Elisavela Fen

H. N. P. Sloman

S. A. Haudford

Nevill Coghm

D. Magarshack

W. Hamilton


